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FOREWORD

The International Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety, 
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency, was held at the Austria Centre 
Vienna (ACV) in Vienna, Austria, from 28 September to 2 October 1987.

The objective of the Conference was to promote an exchange of worldwide 
information on the current trends in the performance and safety of nuclear power and 
its fuel cycle, and to take a forward look at the expectations and objectives for the 
1990s. This objective was accomplished through presentation and discussion of about 
200 papers at the Conference.

Almost 500 participants and observers from 40 countries and 12 organizations 
discussed three major questions which were posed as the focus for this Conference:

(1) What are the current trends and major issues with regard to performance and
safety of nuclear power, the nuclear fuel cycle and radioactive waste 
management?

(2) What steps are being taken or need to be taken to resolve outstanding issues in
order to improve the performance of nuclear power with assured safety?

(3) What performance objectives and achievements can be anticipated for the
1990s?

The trend of nuclear power plant performance is demonstrated by the improve
ment which has been achieved since the Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel 
Cycle in 1977. At that time, the average energy availability factor for the 137 nuclear 
power reactor units reported to the IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) 
was only 64.7%. By 1986, the most recent year for which complete data are avail
able, that figure had improved to 70.4 % for the 288 nuclear power reactor units listed 
in PRIS. It is even more significant that 55% of these nuclear power units are 
operating with an energy availability of 75% or better. Indeed, since 1984 some 40% 
of the units have been consistently reporting an energy availability of more than 80%.

These data clearly show that there are lessons which can be learned through 
means such as this Conference, by improving the information exchange among all 
concerned and highlighting the standards of performance which can be achieved.

Essentially all countries with nuclear power plants have carefully analysed the 
Chernobyl accident in relation to the safety of their own nuclear power plants and 
concluded that this type of accident would not happen in other types of nuclear power 
reactors. Nevertheless, the issues of nuclear power safety were of high interest during 
the Conference, demonstrated by the fact that more than 70 papers on safety were 
presented and discussed.



The discussion of severe accidents has received much attention during the last 
year and this was reflected in a number of papers. An overview assessment of the 
source term discussion was presented by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory 
Group (INSAG); this concluded, among other things, that accident management 
is a fruitful path to reduce risk. Another important goal must be to protect the 
containment function. Both these aspects were discussed in a number of papers.

Many papers in the Conference discussed aspects of safety goals on the basis 
of probabilistic methods. Apart from quantitative methods for improving the 
precision of probability and consequence predictions, there are some fundamental 
points of terminology and criteria needing clarification and agreement. The papers 
provided some insight into the problems, but not solutions for them. The way in 
which various relevant parameters should be combined and limited for individual and 
societal (collective) risk such as mortality, low dose effects, land use, capital 
loss, etc., is still very much debated. Therefore, decisions on design bases will 
continue for some time to be made on the basis of deterministic engineering 
judgement supported by quantitative probabilistic analyses.

The communication of safety information to the public was also addressed in 
the Conference. Factual and objective information routinely made available is one 
prerequisite for clarifying to the public the risks of nuclear power. It is clear that not 
only must nuclear power plants be safe but also that their safety must be made evident 
to the public.

Considering that the nuclear fuel cycle is an inseparable part of nuclear power 
performance and safety, it is not surprising that about one third of the papers 
presented during the Conference dealt with this subject.

Notwithstanding the positive experience in the operation of water cooled 
nuclear power plants with uranium oxide fuel and the good performance of existing 
schemes of fuel utilization, research and development continue on improvements in 
reactor fuel design, performance, reliability and utilization, with the aim to make 
nuclear energy more competitive. Assessments reported during the Conference show 
that advanced fuel management schemes (including extended burnup, low leakage 
loading patterns, fuel assembly reconstitution, etc.) can reduce uranium consumption 
for light water reactors by about 20% and enrichment requirements by 10 to 14%.

The back end of the nuclear fuel cycle is currently of concern to the nuclear 
community, not only because of its impact on uranium requirements (reprocessing 
and recycling can reduce natural uranium requirements by up to 40%), but also 
because of its political, environmental, socio-economic and technical aspects.

In the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle there is a clear trend to a rapprochement 
of positions, and countries which in previous years were very strong in supporting 
the so-called once-through fuel cycle now take a more flexible policy which does not 
in principle exclude the possibility of accepting the reprocessing strategy in the 
future.

Policy decisions for waste management have already been taken in many 
countries and the 1990s should be a period of demonstration and implementation of



these policies. As illustrated by data presented from a number of countries, many 
years of experience in radioactive waste management have been achieved and the 
technology exists to implement the national plans and policies that have been 
developed.

The establishment of criteria, the development of safety performance metho
dology and site investigation work are key activities essential to the successful selec
tion, characterization and construction of geological repositories for the final disposal 
of radioactive waste. Considerable work has been done in these areas over the last 
ten years and will continue into the 1990s. However, countries that are considering 
geological disposal for high level waste now recognize the need for relating the 
technical aspects to public understanding and acceptance of the concept and decision 
making activities. The real challenge for the 1990s in waste disposal will be 
successfully to integrate technological activities within a process which responds to 
institutional and public concern.

The International Atomic Energy Agency wishes to record its sincere thanks to 
the Federal Government of Austria and to the authorities of the City of Vienna for 
the facilities made available and the substantial support provided. These contributed 
greatly to the smooth running and success of the Conference.
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OPENING STATEMENT

H. BLIX 
Director General,
International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Vienna

1. INTRODUCTION

This Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety is the latest of a 
number of major conferences which have focused on the progress in nuclear energy 
development and have marked major milestones along the course of that develop
ment. That series includes the four Geneva conferences — in the last two of which 
the Agency carried the responsibility for the programme, the 1977 Salzburg 
Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle, and the Conference on Nuclear 
Power Experience held here in Vienna in 1982.

Each of these conferences marked an important stage in the development of 
nuclear power, and served to summarize our knowledge by pulling together informa
tion from many countries. In this way they have helped individual governments to 
formulate national policies on a broader basis of facts and knowledge than otherwise 
would have been available. I am confident that the conference which begins today 
will be no less important in providing Member States with a useful overview of recent 
experience and information about goals and objectives in all countries with nuclear 
power programmes.

The conference is certainly timely. It should give information on the sometimes 
painful reassessment of nuclear power programmes which has been undertaken in 
some countries during the past year. It is evident that there has been a general loss 
of confidence in nuclear power among the general public in many countries and it 
is evident, too, that governments, parties and politicians cannot afford to ignore that 
loss of confidence.

Now that a new stability has followed the drastic changes which occurred in 
energy demand and supply during the 1970s, decision makers around the world are 
confronted with the following fundamental questions: What increases, if any, can be 
expected in energy demand and how are they to be met? What role should nuclear 
power play? These fundamental questions will be dealt with in the first plenary 
session of this conference.

Although we know that there are various answers to these questions — or 
perhaps precisely because we know this to be the case — an international discussion 
of the relevant facts and arguments should be of use to Member States.

3



4 OPENING STATEMENT

There is general agreement that although primary energy demand may not 
increase significantly in the near future in most industrialized countries, we must 
expect an increased demand for electricity. There will also be a growing need to 
replace old and obsolete electricity generating plants with modem ones. In many of 
the industrialized countries decisions on new generating capacity which is needed will 
have to be taken in the near future in order to meet the demands of the 1990s. Several 
speakers during last week’s IAEA General Conference pointed to the revival of 
ordering of new generating plants in the early 1990s — even in countries where 
expansion programmes have been stagnant or reduced for the last decade. For 
instance, in a lecture during the so-called Scientific Afternoon of the General 
Conference, the President of the Electric Power Research Institute in the USA fore
cast that new electricity producing capacity would have to be ordered by 1995 and 
that he was confident that nuclear plants would be part of those orders.

In developing countries the need for expanded electricity generating capacity 
has existed all the time, and it is mostly their precarious financial situation which has 
prevented new orders from being placed. Eight of these countries have active nuclear 
power programmes. In addition, three have been negotiating on contracts for their 
first plants — so far without conclusions.

There is wide agreement that any increases in electricity production should be 
brought about in a manner that is not only economic, but also environmentally 
acceptable. But there is less agreement on what is economic and what is environmen
tally acceptable.

I would like to discuss briefly one policy document which is significant and 
perhaps typical, as it may reflect opinions among government officials and advisors 
from sectors which are not directly involved in electricity production — by nuclear 
or by other means. As you may know, the World Commission on Environment and 
Development, established by the United Nations General Assembly in 1984, recently 
published a report under the title ‘Our Common Future’. This report, which will 
attract much attention, makes a convincing case not only for the restoration of 
economic growth but also for substantially increased primary energy use by 
developing countries. It correctly points to the “ extremely uneven global distribution 
of primary energy consumption, which in industrial market economies is more than 
80 times greater than in sub-Saharan Africa” . The Commission states that if energy 
consumption per head became uniform worldwide at current industrial country 
levels, by 2025 a global population of 8200 million would require energy supply at 
a level of five times that of 1980. One must conclude that even if one were to aim 
at less ambitious levels of consumption, an enormous increase in energy production 
would be needed.

The Commission points out that every source of energy has its own economic, 
health and environmental costs, benefits and risks. It notes that reliance on fossil fuels 
to provide the required increased energy would carry the risk of global warming

2. ENERGY DEMAND AND NUCLEAR POWER
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(greenhouse effect) and acidification. It recognizes the limitations of the so-called 
renewable energy sources, which also have environmental consequences. However, 
while the report of the World Commission on Environment is quite articulate in 
pointing to problems perceived in the use of nuclear power, it conspicuously fails to 
mention the significant fact that increased use of nuclear energy would not add to the 
environmental risks of global warming, acidification, or urban industrial air pollu
tion. It recommends neither fossil nor nuclear fuels. Instead, it points to efficient 
energy use and the development of renewables on a low energy pathway to sustain 
human progress. It may be asked whether this advice is not simply evading hard 
choices. Even with a vigorous promotion of energy-efficient practices and develop
ment of renewable energy sources, it is improbable that the energy needs of the world 
can be satisfied if this scenario is followed. For most countries the real choices for 
the production of electricity are likely to be between coal and nuclear fuel, and hydro, 
where available.

In the near term it is likely that all sources of energy will be increasingly 
exploited, subject to more safety and environment-protecting techniques and with an 
uneasy awareness that the burning of fossil fuels gradually must be limited, as was 
stated already two years ago in a congress on the greenhouse effect sponsored by 
UNEP, WMO and ICSU (United Nations Environment Programme, World Meteoro
logical Organization and the International Council of Scientific Unions). As far as we 
can see today this cannot be done without recourse to nuclear power.

Governments have come to different conclusions in their reviews of the nuclear 
option. A few, as in Austria, are negative. Sweden, which already after the Three 
Mile Island accident had decided to phase out nuclear power by 2010, is now in the 
process of considering closing down the first two plants in the middle of the 1990s. 
Some others, like the Netherlands and Finland, have deferred decisions. Several 
other States have reaffirmed their nuclear commitment, such as the USA in the report 
on ‘Energy Security’, the United Kingdom in the Sizewell decision, the Federal 
Republic of Germany in the ‘Energy Report of the Government’ in September 1986, 
and the USSR in several policy statements. France has continued its very ambitious 
programme of nuclear power plant construction and Japan foresees an increase of its 
installed nuclear capacity from the present 25 800 MW(e) to at least 53 000 MW(e) 
in 2000. India has defined a programme with an objective of 10 000 MW(e) nuclear 
capacity by 2000, and China has taken the first steps toward a nuclear power 
programme.

These decisions, which continue to look to nuclear power as an increasingly 
important energy source and which can be expected to increase the nuclear share of 
the world’s electricity from today’s 15.5% to 20% by the year 2000, are based on 
several considerations:

— First, the economic experience of nuclear power plants in all industrialized and 
some developing countries. Although there certainly are individual plants — 
nuclear or other — that have turned out to be very costly, the OECD has calcu
lated that nuclear-generated electricity will be cheaper than coal-generated
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electricity everywhere in OECD countries, except for a few locations near coal 
mines in, for example, Canada and the USA, assuming reasonable construction 
times.

— Secondly, the reliability of nuclear power plants. For the last three years, 
nuclear plants in Europe have shown better performance than their oil- and coal- 
fired counterparts in all size ranges.

— Thirdly, energy independence. Even when nuclear fuel has to be imported, it 
is easy and relatively cheap to stock several years’ supply of fuel. At the IAEA 
General Conference a week ago it was mentioned that stocking nuclear fuel for 
five years’ requirements is equivalent in cost to stocking oil for three months’ 
needs.

— Fourthly, environmental experience. In normal operation nuclear power plants 
are environmentally benign electricity generators. In several countries the 
nuclear programmes have clearly helped significantly to obviate emissions of 
pollutants which would have resulted from alternative fuels. The nuclear 
programme in France has helped to reduce sulphur dioxide emissions from 
power plants by 50% since 1980. In Finland, a 40% reduction has been 
achieved, and in Belgium 66%.
To achieve general acceptance among governments and in public opinion, 

however, three concerns about nuclear power, widely perceived and reflected in the 
report of the United Nations Commission, must be adequately dealt with: regarding 
nuclear safety and accidental radioactive releases, regarding waste disposal and 
regarding non-proliferation. The non-proliferation issue is outside the scope of this 
conference, but I shall examine the other two issues.

3. PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY

In the past year, not surprisingly, the risks connected with the operation of 
nuclear power plants have dominated our attention and discussion, and the 
programme of this conference includes extensive coverage of these topics.

I believe that we have to assume that only a sustained record of excellence in 
performance and safe operation of nuclear power plants worldwide can help to over
come the fears which exist among the public because of its unfamiliarity with the 
phenomenon of radiation and which have been exacerbated by the accidents which 
have occurred. It will not suffice to explain that any industrial activity — including 
energy production — entails some risk. Even though the world now has practical 
experience and not only theoretical scenarios for a worst possible accident, the small 
risk of such an accident is unacceptable in the view of many. We have to accept that 
safety standards for nuclear plants will need to be set at higher levels than for any 
other industrial plants. This is recognized by the nuclear power industry everywhere 
and forms the basis of the programmes of both industrial and governmental authori
ties. In this respect, I am especially pleased that this conference has good participa-
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tion by the supplier industry and utility experts as well as by representatives from 
governmental organizations.

Fortunately, safety and good economic performance go hand in hand. There is 
an economic incentive to achieve smooth, reliable running of nuclear power plants.

In this connection I cannot avoid noting the performance improvement which 
has already been achieved since the Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle 
in 1977. In 1977, the average energy availability factor for the 137 nuclear power 
reactor units reported to our Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) was only 
64.7%; in 1982, at the time of the next major conference, the number of nuclear 
reactor units had increased to 200 but the average availability factor remained around 
65% — a figure which gave cause for concern. By 1986, the most recent year for 
which data are available, that figure had improved to 70.4% for the 288 nuclear 
power reactor units listed in PRIS. It is even more significant that 55% of these 
nuclear power units are operating with an energy availability of 75% or better. 
Indeed, since 1984 some 40% of the units are consistently reporting an availability 
of more than 80%.

The data on availability clearly show that there are lessons we can learn from 
each other. This conference is one of the Agency’s means to improve the information 
exchange among all concerned and to highlight the standards of performance which 
can be achieved.

Since the accident at Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island plant in 1979, we have 
seen that the concerns for safety, with stringent requirements for quality in operation 
and maintenance, have directly contributed to improved reliability and performance. 
Thus, safety and performance in no way need to be conflicting objectives; experience 
shows that they can go hand in hand. That is another lesson which needs to be 
documented and more widely appreciated.

4. WASTE DISPOSAL

If safety has been the prime public concern relating to nuclear power in the past 
year, it is clear that the public by no means has forgotten what was the prime concern 
before Chernobyl, namely radioactive waste disposal. The contention that this issue 
is unsolved is only justified, however, in the sense that no high level nuclear waste 
has yet been finally deposited in deep geological formations. The reasons for this are 
hardly technical. Papers which will be presented during this conference show that 
techniques are available for safe disposal of high level nuclear wastes. What is now 
needed in many countries is an effort to make the proposed techniques and their safety 
features more widely understood. It is evident that this educational effort may be 
more difficult than the engineering effort that has been achieved. Perhaps only the 
actual establishment of disposal facilities — for different types of waste — will bring 
more calm to this issue. Fortunately several countries are moving to this stage.
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I see this as one example of a trend which has become more and more clear in 
recent years. Engineers may be very confident that they have an adequate technical 
solution to a problem. However, it will become a practical and realistic solution only 
when it respects all the constraints which exist today and some of those constraints 
are of a psychological-political rather than of a technical nature. There are many 
more examples of that in the nuclear safety field, and I trust that this also will be 
covered in your discussions.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This year, 1987, the International Atomic Energy Agency is celebrating its 30th 
anniversary. It is fitting that at this time we convoke this International Conference 
on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety in which representatives of governments, 
utilities, the nuclear industry and scientists can exchange their experience and look 
ahead to the performance achievements which can be expected through the 1990s.

The response to our invitation has been very positive. Some 200 papers have 
been selected for presentation from 26 countries and 7 international organizations. 
We expect about 700 participants from some 45 countries and 10 international 
organizations.

The Conference on Nuclear Power Experience in 1982 was retrospective in 
nature, taking stock of the technical and economic experience accumulated up to that 
time.

The present conference can in a way be viewed as a sequel to the 1982 
conference. Its objective is to provide worldwide information on the current trends 
in the performance and safety of nuclear power and its fuel cycle, and to take a 
forward look at the expectations and objectives for the 1990s.

The following major questions have been posed as the focus for this conference:
— What are the current trends and major issues with regard to performance and 

safety of nuclear power, the nuclear fuel cycle and radioactive waste 
management?

— What steps are being taken or need to be taken to resolve outstanding issues in 
order to improve the performance of nuclear power with assured safety?

— What performance objectives and achievements can be anticipated for the 
1990s?
A full schedule of plenary and technical sessions will address a wide range of 

topics related to these key questions. The plenary session on the final afternoon will 
attempt to make a synthesis of all these discussions and provide an overall perspective 
on the questions posed for this conference.

It is my very great pleasure to greet you on behalf of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and to welcome you to this conference. I trust you will have challeng
ing and fruitful exchanges of views with your colleagues from other countries and 
organizations, and of course, with the IAEA staff experts in the various fields.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR NUCLEAR POWER

W. K. DAVIS 
Bechtel Group, Inc.,
San Francisco, California, 
United States of America

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a pleasure as well as an honour for me, and for the USA, to be able to 
present this summary paper on the ‘Nuclear Power Outlook’ at the close of this very 
prestigious and timely Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety.

I would like to congratulate the IAEA and its staff for having conceived and 
carried out this conference in a very effective manner. It was well organized and the 
presentations have generally been of high quality and the discussions useful. 
However, I do believe it would have been valuable to have had more participation 
from the electric utilities and suppliers of plant and services.

I was interested in Director General Blix’s reference in his opening address to 
this conference being the latest in a series of conferences extending back to the first 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy held in Geneva in 1955.

This remineded me that while Director of Reactor Development of the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission I had helped Sir John Cockcroft in organizing that 
Conference and that I had participated in and presented papers in that conference and 
every one since. I am not sure I am the only one here who can claim such a record
— but there can’t be many others.

This is of particular interest to me since while we were enthusiastic and 
generally very optimistic about the future of nuclear power in 1955 we were seeking 
to find out how to make it economically competitive with fossil fired stations using 
fuel oil at less than US $1.00 per barrel and coal which cost up to US $5 per tonne 
at the most. We were looking at “ very large” generating units which at that time 
were 100 to 150 MW!

I would like to add that we were acutely aware at that time of the need for safety. 
We had the concepts of containment and emergency cooling, and already had in 
operation the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety.

Our optimism was, I believe, well justified by events. In contrast I am afraid 
that I don’t find the same degree of enthusiasm and optimism expressed in this 
meeting which, although variable, seems much more defensive in tone. In nuclear 
power we clearly have the most economic, most environmentally benign, and safest 
source of power — and the one with the largest resource base. The papers presented 
at this conference as well as all other available evidence amply reinforce these 
conclusions.

11
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The task assigned to me for this summary is quite immense and impossible in 
the time allowed. What I plan to do is to review the various key aspects covered in 
this conference which relate to ‘Nuclear Power Outlook’ (excluding as much as 
possible the areas to be covered by the other two speakers) and give my impressions 
as well as some personal observations on the various topics.

I would like to start by stating my conviction that energy (including electricity) 
is one of the fundamental requirements for economic growth and social improve
ments. It is not just a consequence of such growth.

2. THE NEED FOR NUCLEAR POWER

The need for nuclear power is clearly related to the need for electric power as 
well as the availability of options for producing it. The need for electric power is 
generally related to the need for total energy but, as was made clear by several 
speakers, is not directly dependent on it. The rate of growth in demand for electric 
power generally exceeds substantially the rate of growth in demand for energy with 
the result that the proportion of primary energy used for production of electric power 
is increasing in almost all countries.

This is true for countries such as the USA, where the demand for electric power 
(since 1973) has increased roughly in proportion to the increase in GNP — but the 
use of energy for other purposes has decreased by more than a third.

In the developing countries the rate of growth of demand for energy and 
electricity, as related to economic growth, is much higher than in developed countries 
and this leads to serious financial problems when the cost of energy is high.

In many countries further hydro development is not economic nor practicable, 
oil and gas are expensive for power generation, and possibilities for substantial 
economic contributions from such sources as solar, wind, etc., are minimal. This 
generally leaves coal or nuclear as the choice — many countries either having coal 
or the opportunity for importing it — but not necessarily at favourable prices. India 
and China both commented on the high total investment costs of further coal 
development as compared with nuclear power.

In most cases diversity and security of supply are important in assessing needs.
The establishment of the market for nuclear power is specific to each country 

or region — but it is clear that there are markets there to be met.

3. ECONOMICS

Closely related to the need is the question of the economics of nuclear power 
as compared with other alternatives. There seems to be universal agreement that 
nuclear power plants built and operated under ‘businesslike’ circumstances will 
continue to be competitive with coal for large central station plants in most areas of
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the world except where coal is available locally at favourable prices (on a long term 
basis). I will discuss what I mean by ‘businesslike’ circumstances at a later point in 
connection with the situation in the USA.

I would like to make several observations with respect to the type of economic 
analyses typically displayed. These generally show the total power costs for nuclear 
versus coal under certain assumed conditions of load factor, financing, etc., and 
levelized for some period of time, usually ten or more years.

First, the comparisons on a real utility system are actually quite different and 
must take into account the actual present and future characteristics of the overall 
system, and the total system costs for the various alternatives. This will not 
necessarily give the same answer as the ‘stand alone’ type of analyses.

Secondly, the actual way of recovering costs through rates is, in most instances, 
very far from the ‘levelized’ costs as calculated — and generally are much higher 
(‘front end loaded’) in the early years. This is particularly disadvantageous for 
nuclear power because of the generally higher unit capital costs.

A third comment is that the economic framework for judging comparative costs 
varies greatly throughout the world. While US types of comparisons are often used 
they are not usually representative of utility evaluation practices in other parts of the 
world.

One point which was made in the conference was that nuclear power plants, 
once built, provide a stable price for power which is not affected very much by 
inflation.

These appear to be areas where constructive work could be done by the IAEA 
with suitable input from knowledgeable people from industry in various countries.

Another comment, of course, is that prices for equipment, labour, etc., vary 
greatly from one location to another even within one country so that final analyses 
must, of necessity, be based on actual local conditions.

4. PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY

The reliability of nuclear power plants, or performance in terms of power 
production, was one of the major subjects of the conference and covered by many 
speakers.

The general conclusion was that the reliability was very good in some countries, 
not as good in some others, but generally improving to satisfactory levels 
everywhere.

One interesting observation was that the reliability of existing plants tends to 
improve with time as the operators gain experience.

It was also noted that the reliability was sometimes inversely proportional to the 
intensity of regulatory oversight.

Improved designs were discussed which had the objective of improving 
reliability and performance of reactor types currently in use.
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However, it is clear that the definition of ‘performance’ is hard to make and not 
the same everywhere.

There are also some problems, which were discussed in part, with the various 
common measures of performance.

Capacity or load factors are useful for some purposes but are affected by many 
influences. One important one is the shape of the load demand curve, which will limit 
or decrease nuclear plant capacity factors as nuclear power becomes a large 
component of generating capacity — which it is in some countries and in some areas 
of other countries such as the USA, where the overall fraction of nuclear capacity 
is relatively low.

Availability factors are generally preferable to load factors as a measure of 
power production performance but tend to suffer from problems of uniform defini
tion. However, there is a serious problem with using them generally without further 
analysis since the lack of availability can be due to planned outages (refuelling and 
maintenance) which are scheduled for periods of minimum demand, or to unplanned 
or forced outages (including reductions in output) which are much more critical in 
times of peak demand.

The subject remains complex and one must be careful when making compari
sons between countries or between various types of reactors.

Again, this would appear to be an area for data collection and analysis which 
could usefully be continued and refined by the IAEA.

5. PERFORMANCE, ECONOMICS AND SAFETY

While I do not wish to intrude on the summary talk on nuclear safety I do think 
it is necessary to comment on the interrelationships between safety, economics, and 
performance. While these are mutually supportive in some ways, in other ways they 
are contradictory goals. Whether we like it or not there must be a balancing of objec
tives to have a useful and practical result. We do not accomplish anything by denying 
the existence of the need for ‘trade-offs’ — and do not really fool anyone.

For example, performance in terms of efficiency can always be increased at 
additional cost but an optimum is generally established by balancing incremental 
benefits versus the incremental costs. This is usual in engineering designs. The same 
is true for performance in terms of availability. How far you go is really determined 
by the value of the improvements as compared with the costs.

Where this becomes more difficult is in the areas of health and safety. 
Nevertheless, decisions must be made. For instance, what levels of shielding should 
be utilized in various parts of a nuclear plant? Zero exposures cannot be achieved — 
but what level is both acceptable and economical?

In areas such as public risks the problems are even more difficult since the 
analytical bases are much more speculative and the criteria for acceptability are 
hardly defined at all in any generally accepted quantitative manner.
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What has to be recognized is that this balancing is a judgemental problem. 
While scientific and engineering analyses can be and are made there are always 
various opinions about their validity and, as is always the case, in the end someone 
has to make a judgemental decision. It is also inevitable that such decisions will 
always be criticized.

This issue is also related to the question of ‘need’, which brings in another part 
of the equation, the issue of benefits. There is no reason to incur costs or risks unless 
there is some benefit. I will return to this issue later.

The USSR in one of their papers observed that in connection with implementa
tion of stricter safety requirements the near future will see the reduction of some 
technical and economic performance factors, which illustrates the points raised 
above.

6. THE NUCLEAR SITUATION IN THE USA

I believe that many of the preceding points raised, as well as some to follow, 
are illustrated by the current situation in the USA — which is not understood very 
well by the rest of the world, but drives a lot of worldwide thinking about nuclear 
power and its prospects.

The situation in the USA is important to the rest of the world since the USA 
has the largest nuclear power programme in the world. With more than 100 power 
reactors in operation the USA produced more electric power in 1986 than France and 
Japan combined.

One persistent comment in the USA is that there are not going to be any new 
power reactors ordered for the next ten years, or in this century, and that when they 
are they will be new types. While this could turn out to be true, I have to say that 
this is not my belief, and I would like to explain my views on this situation.

It is true that no nuclear units ordered after 1973 in the USA have been 
completed or are under construction and that there have not been any orders at all 
since 1978. What does not seem to be understood is the reason for this. There is no 
mystery or complex explanation. Quite simply, there has been no need whatsoever 
for new orders. With the large number of nuclear units ordered (up to 1974) and the 
decline in the average rate of growth in electricity demand from 7% p.a. (which 
persisted for more than 25 years until 1973) to 3% p.a. or less, the number of plants 
on order was greatly in excess of the number needed. In fact, more than half of the 
plants on order have been cancelled or abandoned — and there has still been a 
continuing excess reserve capacity until the present.

This situation has led to many misleading statistical correlations. For example, 
since some plants ordered in 1973 or before are still being completed it is simple to 
show that the overall project time for completed nuclear projects in the USA is 
increasing (at about one year per year). There is no way the time could be less than 
14 years in 1987. These plants are still under construction only because they
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encountered difficulties of one sort or another (otherwise they would have been 
finished in the 6 to 8 years typical of many units ordered at the same time). While 
the schedules (and costs) are real for the individual plants they do not in any way 
represent an average nor are they at all representative of what would be expected with 
new orders today.

This type of misleading correlation is further exacerbated in looking at unit 
costs of plants completed versus date of completion, because of the extraordinarily 
high rates of inflation in costs of construction (higher than cost of living indices) 
accompanied by equally extraordinary interest rates during the 1973 to 1984 time 
frame. The interest rates are a particular problem in the USA because of the US 
practice of capitalizing all costs including interest as a part of the construction cost, 
which can only be recovered (in most cases) after the plant has been placed in 
commercial operation.

Having made these comments, one must look at the future. While electric power 
demand has grown slowly the growth has been fairly steady and the excess reserve 
capacity has melted away in many parts of the USA. We now see areas which have 
very low capacity margins (inadequate in very hot summers as just experienced in 
the eastern USA). The situation is likely to be quite serious in many areas of the 
country by the early or mid-1990s. While there is considerable emphasis on ordering 
co-generation and renewable energy plant, it does not appear that these are adequate 
or sufficiently reliable to avoid the necessity for new base load central station units, 
coal or nuclear.

Nevertheless, there are serious problems facing the electric utilities — problems 
which make them most reluctant to order new central station capacity.

A problem common to essentially all utility investments is that of recovering 
those investments (or even the costs of some supply contracts). While the economic 
regulation of the utilities is carried out by the 50 utility commissions (one in each 
state) and each is somewhat different, the problem which has emerged is quite 
general. There is a strong trend towards refusing to allow the utilities to recover 
substantial parts of their investment costs through the rates they charge to their 
customers, on the grounds of imprudent decisions and poor project management. 
There are also refusals to allow any recovery of costs for projects not completed or 
put into service.

For example, in the case of Pacific Gas and Electric’s Diablo Canyon units the 
staff of the California Public Utilities Commission has proposed to disallow more 
than US $4000 million of the US $5000 million cost of the plant. These decisions are 
generally made only after the money has been spent and the plant put into operation.

The utilities are most unlikely to order new generating units of any size unless 
some arrangements can be developed to assure the recovery of invested capital — or 
payment of costs if someone else is persuaded to build and operate the plants (an idea 
widely discussed today in the USA). Such arrangements seem feasible, but are not 
likely to come about until forced by necessity.
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One suggestion is that there be a step-by-step agreement on decisions, progress, 
etc., between the utility and the regulatory commission with the utility allowed to 
recover all costs as long as they have a continuing mutual agreement with the utility 
commission including a possible decision to cancel the project.

Nuclear plants pose an additional major problem — licensing by the NRC. 
While the NRC has been taking administrative steps to improve the licensing process, 
the electric utilities still regard the licensing process as unacceptably uncertain 
particularly after the ‘regulatory inflation’ during the past decade. This applies to 
obtaining construction permits, changes in regulatory requirements during design and 
construction (‘backfitting’), and obtaining an operating licence once the plant is 
completed. There is growing concern about the impact of the NRC on plant opera
tions and their costs.

There are two proposed important steps, ‘standardization’ and ‘one-stop 
licensing’ in addition to further constructive changes in procedures on the part of the 
NRC. ‘One-stop licensing’, a provision for a combined contraction and operating 
licence, would require new legislation.

Standardization is not well defined. The French model is attractive. It must be 
recognized that, while the French have built several series of units with essentially 
identical plant equipment they have nevertheless adapted the designs to the particular 
requirements of each site. However, in the USA there are much wider ranges of 
specific site characteristics than in France and there are many utilities and several 
major suppliers — a vast difference from France, where there is one utility and one 
major supplier. Also, in the USA there are anti-trust laws which discourage duplica
tion of major facilities by use of identical equipment.

However, it would seem likely to me that any new units ordered and built in 
the USA in the foreseeable future will, in fact, be ‘standardized’ in the sense that they 
will be close clones of existing units which are operating well and which have been 
licensed fairly recently. There undoubtedly will be changes for specific site require
ments (unless they are additional units on an existing site) and other changes to 
upgrade the designs, but the effort will likely be to make as few changes as possible 
to minimize the risk to the owner. There will be essentially complete designs avail
able for construction licensing and for construction, which should minimize schedule 
and cost risks. I would call this evolutionary standardization.

Stepwise approval of construction by the NRC could further minimize risks of 
construction delays and obtaining operating approvals upon completion (which surely 
will be required in some form even with one-stop licensing).

It should be observed that, while standardization may save substantial money 
in design and procurement as well as some money in construction, the principal 
advantage, at least at the beginning, is expected to be in saving licensing time and 
keeping the projects on schedule in the face of regulatory supervision. This, of 
course, represents a great deal of money both in plant costs and, let us not forget, 
in having the plants on line when needed, which will avoid other costs.
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The problem may be one of credibility of the new approach and of NRC 
adherence to its good intentions — and which utility will be willing to test the system 
first. However, I think such an approach can and will be made.

With nuclear plants licensed and built in an orderly and businesslike way (with 
actual construction times of five to six years as achieved in other countries as well 
as earlier in the USA), nuclear power will make a major contribution to future 
increases in the demand for electric power — along with coal, which will surely also 
be used for a major part of new generation capacity for a long time to come.

There are other problems which also must be resolved, such as public indem
nity, e.g. extension of the Price-Anderson legislation in the USA, and a fully credible 
programme for the permanent disposal of high level nuclear wastes.

7. DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND NUCLEAR POWER

The conference included a number of papers relating not only to the energy and 
electricity needs of the developing countries but also to the need and possibilities for 
further use of nuclear power.

It is clear that the increase in use of both energy and electricity in the developing 
countries is rapid and very high in proportion to their rate of economic development.

However, the question of the practical use of nuclear power in the developing 
countries is made very complex by the vast spectrum of developing countries — 
economically, geographically, and by inherent characteristics. In fact, some 
countries have both developed and undeveloped areas. The range from the small 
African countries to the People’s Republic of China, India, the Republic of Korea 
and Taiwan, China, is vast and illustrates the difficulties of trying to generalize par
ticularly on a subject as complex as that of the use of nuclear power.

Where there are many questions on the potential use of nuclear power, which 
is suitable for some developing countries, the main issues generally are financing and 
technology.

One difficulty with financing is that the generation of power in a country does 
not itself produce foreign currencies which can be utilized to repay loans for imported 
equipment and services. Thus the repayment must arise from other parts of the 
economy which may, in fact, be stimulated by increased use of power — but the 
connection in financial terms is indirect.

Technology must be transferred effectively and this was discussed in some 
detail. Clearly this is an area where the IAEA can facilitate matters. Technology 
transfer and training must be adequate to provide for competent and efficient plant 
operation and especially maintenance — and with great emphasis on achieving and 
maintaining very high safety standards. Training of regulators is also most important. 
Effective technology transfer and training are often difficult for a single isolated unit
— and this has proven to be the case even in developed countries.
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The concepts of ВОТ (build, operate, transfer) or joint ventures with much the 
same effect were discussed and have some very interesting aspects. While the 
financing problems are alleviated in some respects (by ownership or partial owner
ship by a foreign entity) the power still must be sold and foreign currency generated 
in a reasonable period of time.

These concepts have another advantage, because substantial responsibility for 
operations and maintenance remains with the foreign owner and he will surely under
take to protect his investment by making adequate provisions for technology transfer, 
training, and supervision of the operations.

The prospects for smaller reactors which might be of particular interest to 
developing countries were discussed. The issues are basically the prospective costs 
and economics for small units (which in the past have not been favourable) and the 
problem (which was not discussed) of who would pay for and carry out the develop
ment and demonstration of these concepts — which could involve very large costs 
indeed.

8. ADVANCED REACTOR CONCEPTS

This leads rather naturally to the discussion of advanced and new reactor types, 
a subject which received substantial attention at this conference.

Several interesting papers were presented on advanced or improved versions of 
light water reactors as well as papers on gas cooled reactors, including modular 
HTGRs, sodium cooled breeders, including a modular version, etc.

While these presentations were interesting and stimulating, there are some basic 
questions which can be raised but which were not discussed in a significant way at 
the meeting, in part because those who might provide input were, for the most part, 
not present.

One basic question is what will the consumers, i.e. the electric utilities, be 
willing to buy and under what conditions of demonstration, licensing, guarantees, 
etc. There is obviously little logic in proposing or developing a new or advanced 
reactor type if there is no market for it.

A related question: who will finance the developments and demonstrations 
which may be required? The electric utilities, especially in the present climate, seem 
unlikely to be willing to invest large sums in new concepts or advances; the suppliers 
may be willing to undertake significant developments in cases where there is realistic 
expectation of a market within a reasonable period of time, and some governments 
may continue to support developments although there is then a problem of technology 
transfer to the suppliers and utilities who may utilize the developments commercially.

The sodium cooled fast breeder has been demonstrated on an essentially 
commercial scale in France and the USSR. While further economic improvements 
are likely through continued development, the FBR can be used as a commercial 
reactor today where and when needed.
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9. THE ROLE OF THE IAEA

While I have noted in passing some of the things that the IAEA can do I would 
like to comment a little more about what seem to be useful functions in respect to 
the future utilization of nuclear power.

The IAEA activities in the field of Safeguards are well known and the recent 
initiatives on the Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident Convention and the 
Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological 
Emergency are fundamental to the continued successful development of nuclear 
power.

The Physical Protection Guidelines and Co-operation among Nuclear Supplier 
programmes are also very important.

One important consideration is the necessity for the IAEA to keep pace with the 
introduction of new technologies, expanded programmes, and the introduction of 
nuclear power in other countries.

The results of the Operational Safety Reviews have been excellent, have been 
received very favourably, and certainly will be increasingly useful.

The continuing and expanding activities in the area of nuclear safety standards 
are very useful, should be of great interest to countries thinking of embarking on 
nuclear programmes, and are a useful basis for exchange among the countries having 
active nuclear power programmes even though they must carry out their own 
nationally mandated licensing and safety programmes.

There is an increasing need, as was pointed out during the conference, for prac
tical exchanges on operating experience, including maintenance and repairs, and the 
IAEA can provide a useful vehicle for this kind of information transfer — and 
perhaps for personnel exchanges, etc.

The IAEA has always had a major programme for technical exchanges and, as 
I have noted previously, there are specific areas dealing with performance and 
economics which might usefully be expanded.

With increasing interest in nuclear power by developing countries I would 
expect that they might look more and more to the IAEA for information on costs and 
other factors which would be involved if they were to embark on nuclear power 
programmes. This could involve licensing and regulatory programmes, required 
infrastructure and training (including training regulators), and a variety of other 
factors involved in a nuclear programme.

10. CONCLUSIONS

I would like to make a few observations by way of conclusion.
We have accumulated worldwide operating experience of some 4200 reactor 

years of operation and there are more than 400 power reactors now in operation. This 
serves as a basis not only for evaluating performance, safety and economics but also
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as an experience base which is being applied to make future reactor operations and 
reactors safer, more economic and more productive.

It appears to me that the papers and discussions at this conference have made 
it abundantly clear that nuclear power is not only safe but economic in very many 
areas; that it is reliable — with increasing performance and reliability along with 
unique security aspects; that it is environmentally benign — more so than most alter
natives; and that it has a very large resource base with capabilities for advanced 
concepts, including breeders which can vastly expand this base.

One question which continues to come up is that of ‘public acceptance’ and 
there is no doubt that it is critical, since the attitude of the public drives many actions 
related to nuclear power.

The conventional wisdom has been that what is necessary is to educate the 
public, to give them the facts about nuclear power. Large amounts of effort and 
money have been spent in the USA as well as other countries to try to accomplish 
this during the past decade or so. The results have been poor at best. The only 
favourable argument one hears, a weak one, is that the situation might be worse if 
these efforts had not been made.

It strikes me that if one looks at the situation around the world with respect to 
public acceptability in terms of being able to get on with nuclear power programmes 
there is one key factor which distinguishes those countries which have been 
successful (France, Taiwan (China), the Republic of Korea, the USSR, etc.) from 
other countries such as the USA. This is simply that the countries which have had 
a real need to provide added electricity generation and lacked other options have 
found it possible to proceed.

As I have noted,this has not been the case in the USA. When there is no need 
to incur risks — however small — or increased costs, public acceptance and support 
are difficult to achieve. On the other hand, a clear perception of need in immediate 
terms (and the benefits) seems likely to lead to public acceptance.

Now that there appears to be a rapidly emerging need for additional central 
station generating capacity in the USA, and with questions about using coal as the 
only other major alternative, I would expect to see steps taken to resolve the issues 
I have discussed — and for the nuclear power programme to resume in the USA. Such 
actions would, I believe, have a very positive effect on the nuclear programmes in 
all other parts of the world.

To put it very bluntly, I remain the same optimist about nuclear power that I 
was more than 30 years ago — and believe I have an even better reason for being 
optimistic now than I did then.

I should also like to add that I think we all need to be optimistic and enthusiastic 
since it is difficult, if not impossible, to sell something that you don’t believe in. I 
hope and trust that you all will join me in this point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During this International Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety 
some 60 papers were presented dealing with various aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
These papers gave a good, broad summary of the current status in the respective 
countries. In my personal opinion, however, the presentations, although highly 
interesting, did not bring any basically new discoveries to light. Rather, I believe the 
most important point to emerge from the conference was the fact that, in some 
countries at least, the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle is at long last approaching 
maturity.

2. THE FRONT END OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

2.1. Natural uranium

The estimates of the future demand for natural uranium and other services in 
the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle depend largely upon the projections of installed 
nuclear power plant capacities and the respective reactor load factors.

The projections of installed nuclear capacity for the period 1987-2000 are now 
relatively fixed because they are, for the most part, based on reactors which are 
already in operation, under construction or firmly planned. About 350 GW(e) of 
installed nuclear capacity is estimated to be operational in the world outside centrally 
planned economies area (WOCA) by the year 2000. The average availability factors 
of these plants are expected to remain in the 70% range for the rest of this century, 
but minor improvements may be experienced.

It is currently estimated that the total annual uranium demand to fuel reactors 
will increase from 38 000 tonnes U in 1986 to about 61 000 tonnes U by 2000 
(43)'. If no new mines are brought into production, there will be a cumulative 
supply shortfall of more than 100 000 tonnes U during the period 1987-2000.

1 Figures in parentheses refer to the Paper number, prefixed by IAEA-CN-48/.
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Part of this shortfall can be met by current consumer and producer inventories, 
and by the natural uranium equivalent of uranium and plutonium recovered from 
reprocessing. Nevertheless, new production centres, based on known low cost 
uranium resources, will have to be brought into operation by the mid-1990s. Situated 
in Australia, Canada, and the USA, these new mines and mills will further increase 
the importance of the uranium producers in these countries. In order to finance new 
uranium production capacity, utilities will have to sign new supply contracts in 
advance, otherwise the sizeable investments required to bring new projects into 
operation will not be met.

The world’s known uranium resources are sufficient to cover demand well into 
the next century. Resources recoverable at a cost of up to US $80/kg U or 
US $30/lb U30 8 amount to more than three times the demand to fuel reactors for 
the period 1987-2000.

I agree with the conclusions expressed during the sessions that the unpredictable 
uranium market of the 1970s and early 1980s will eventually return to normality if 
it is left free from international barriers. However, it seems likely that in view of the 
current situation in the US uranium industry, US judicial authorities and/or 
legislative bodies will institute some type of medium or long term US import restric
tions on uranium.

An anticipated embargo in the USA whereby a maximum of 62.5% of uranium 
needs might be imported would have only a modest impact on the non-US uranium 
production industry, provided that new production outside the USA is postponed until 
demand for material of non-US origin grows, towards the end of the century. The 
uranium market outside the USA would remain a buyers’ market with stable uranium 
prices. In the USA, additional uranium production would be needed around 1990, 
leading to higher prices being charged for material of US origin. The US market 
would then become a sellers’ market (43).

2.2. Enrichment

The slowdowns in the ambitious nuclear programmes of the WOCA countries 
have led to a significant surplus of enrichment services. Thus, the competition in the 
uranium enrichment industry has steadily increased over the last ten years. The global 
capacity surplus and the excess consumer SWU inventories have exerted considerable 
pressure on all SWU suppliers to reduce prices (154, 194).

The western world total installed enrichment capacity in 1987 amounts to about 
34 million SWU, not including the capacity of the US Department of Energy’s 
(USDOE) shut down Oak Ridge gaseous diffusion plant. This figure, however, also 
includes the SWU deliveries to European consumers from Techsnabexport of the 
USSR. In comparison, the 1987 SWU demand to fuel reactors is only about 
25 million SWU, equal to roughly 75% of the total installed enrichment 
capacity (155).
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It appears that the world uranium enrichment market will become even more 
competitive in the 1990s, due to persistent overcapacities and expiring long term 
enrichment contracts.

Urenco plans expansion and new capacity is currently being developed in 
Argentina, Brazil, Japan and South Africa, mainly because of national interests which 
require indigenous SWU supply capacities. Therefore, SWU deliveries to these 
countries from the current enrichment suppliers will decline in the future as 
indigenous production comes on line, especially in the Japanese market.

The utilities have contracted for virtually all of their necessary SWU supplies 
up to 1990. However, in the period thereafter there will be an increasingly uncovered 
demand arising from the expiry of existing contracts. The established SWU suppliers 
must offer low cost contracts with highly competitive and flexible conditions, if they 
want to maintain their market shares. The intended restructuring of the US enrich
ment enterprise by the USDOE is aimed at better meeting the increased competition 
expected in the market in the 1990s and beyond (155, 194). Until this happens, the 
unpredictable nature of the long term commercial conditions of the world’s major 
enrichment supplier, the USDOE, will continue to be an uncertain factor in the world 
market.

Beyond 2000, there will be a need to replace some of the existing diffusion 
enrichment capacity. The high vulnerability of gaseous diffusion economics to 
changes in energy costs makes reliance on gaseous diffusion extremely risky. Only 
two alternatives exist for the replacement of the gaseous diffusion process in the fore
seeable future: centrifuge and laser technology (155, 194). Both the centrifuge and 
laser processes offer the characteristics necessary to meet future fuel cycle require
ments (155):

— flexibility with regard to increasing capacity;
— reduced SWU costs;
— low in-process inventory, also allowing campaigns for the re-enrichment of 

recycled uranium to be run without mixing the recycled uranium with natural 
uranium feed (155).

Major laser research programmes are currently being undertaken in France and 
the USA. The time-scale for the introduction of the laser as an industrial process will 
very much depend on market forces, and in any case introduction will not be before 
the end of the century.

2.3. Fuel elements

One of the means to make nuclear energy even more competitive is better utili
zation of fuel elements in the reactor (46, 244). The main philosophy of this strategy 
can be outlined as follows:

— better adaptation of nuclear plants to meet changes in electrical load require
ments, calling for increased reactor manoeuverability and operational flexibility 
(46, 244);
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— reduction of generating costs by enhanced fuel utilization modes, such as power 
variations or spectral shift, together with an increase in discharge burnups (45, 
83, 46, 190).

Since the impact of load follow operation on fuel rod behaviour may increase 
the risk of clad failure, an extensive test programme has been started.

This programme includes a full scale qualification of a significant number of 
fuel rods under conditions representing the power variations stemming from load 
follow operation. Emphasis was placed on power ramps, fatigue tests, fission gas 
release, and pellet/cladding interaction (46, 244, 153). The results of all these tests 
did not indicate any load following impact on the fuel in a loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA).

Burnup extension, coupled with low leakage fuel management, seems to be a 
significant method of improving uranium utilization. In order to achieve this goal, 
programmes have been initiated in several countries and a large number of tests 
performed (46). The highest burnup achieved in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) 
was reported in France to be 56 GW-d/tonne U. The major concerns resulting from 
the extended bumups were rod growth, rod bowing, external clad oxidation, clad 
strain and fission gas release. An extensive investigation of all these phenomena has 
not shown any obstacles in principle to obtaining the desired burnups.

Burnups up to 45 GW -d/tonne U (190) have been reported in the USA, and up 
to 50 GW-d/tonne U in the WWER-1000 reactor in the USSR (244). For a boiling 
water reactor (BWR), peak pellet bumups exceeding 50 GW-d/tonne U were 
reported in Finland (83).

For the Canadian heavy water reactors (CANDU), a similar strategy was 
reported (76, 72). By introducing enriched uranium fuel into these reactors, greater 
flexibility and higher burnups appear to be obtainable.

Besides increasing the burnup levels, two other means of improving uranium 
utilization should be mentioned: altering of the lattice to change the water/fuel ratio, 
and the use of spectral shift. Each of these will bring about a small improvement in 
uranium utilization; and attention will remain focused on these options in the future.

As far as the most suitable cycle length is concerned, different countries follow 
different strategies, ranging from one to three years (46, 190, 244).

The development of mixed oxide fuel containing plutonium (MOX) has been 
going on since 1958 (101). Today’s reprocessing plants have created a surplus of 
plutonium well above the short term requirements of the fast breeder reactors (180). 
This has resulted in the decision to recycle Pu in LWRs in several countries, e.g. 
Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), Japan and Switzerland.

The main concerns raised by the use of plutonium were identified long ago. 
They are:

— the manufacturing of mixed oxides with a high homogeneity of Pu and U 
distribution;
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— the proper adjustment of rod compositions within the same assembly to 
minimize local power peaks;

— detailed fuel rod characterization, allowing the same level of quality to be 
obtained as for U 02 fuel;

— specific features of irradiation behaviour, such as fission gas release and 
pellet/cladding interaction under normal or incident conditions (180).

The results of extensive experiments on the use of Pu were reported during this 
conference (157, 101, 180). The following conclusions can be drawn from these 
results:

— MOX fuel rods behave in a way similar to U 02 rods.
— Excellent neutronic prediction can be achieved in power and burnup calcula

tions for PWRs.
— An increase of the fission gas release was found in MOX fuel rods, but the effect 

is only important if the fuel operates close to the thermal instability threshold. 
However, in modern LWRs the threshold is never reached under normal operat
ing conditions.

— MOX rods show a lower fuel clad mechanical interaction (FCMI) than U 02 
rods. A higher power failure threshold is therefore expected for the MOX fuel 
rods (157).

— The production cost is already claimed to be attractive.
— Fabrication capacity is planned to match the demand (101).

It is expected that fuel performance and utilization will continue to improve 
steadily during the next decade. The predominant features should be the extension 
of burnup, more sophisticated fuel management, and the reinsertion of previously 
discharged assemblies.

Expected changes in fuel design in the coming years include dimensional 
modifications for a better accommodation of rod growth and fission gas release, more 
frequent use of zirconium cladding liners and Zircaloy grids, and a higher water/fuel 
ratio. All of these changes have already been proven feasible, or it has been 
demonstrated that they are well within the limits of today’s technology (190).

3. THE BACK END OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

The former international understanding that only reprocessing and recycling of 
the recovered fissionable material and final storage of solidified waste will lead to 
a safe and non-proliferation-proof back end of the fuel cycle has been replaced by 
different national back end approaches.

To summarize the current situation, reprocessing is still the preferred solution 
for European and Asian countries such as China, France, the FRG, Japan, the UK, 
and the USSR. This is especially true for those countries which operate their own 
reprocessing plants on a commercial or demonstration scale (France, FRG, Japan,
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and the UK). Both options — domestic reprocessing as well as reprocessing 
abroad — are pursued by the FRG and Japan.

Long term intermediate storage of spent fuel elements has been selected by 
Canada, Spain and the USA as the preferred back end solution.

Regarding the USA, the ban on spent fuel reprocessing previously imposed by 
President Carter was later lifted by President Reagan. Although the Reagan Adminis
tration has voiced its support for reprocessing, there is currently no commercial 
interest in this technology and it is therefore most likely that the spent fuel will be 
disposed of. This is the assumption of the Department of Energy’s Waste 
Management Mission Plan. The interim storage of spent fuel, until it is taken over 
by the USDOE sometime after 1998, remains the responsibility of the utilities (104). 
Options for the first geological repository are now under discussion in the USA 
(174).

It has been reported that US R&D funds will be allocated for the development 
of flasks for the transport of spent fuel. However, about 1000 tonnes heavy metal of 
spent fuel are transported each year from Japan and from several European countries 
to La Hague and Sellafield in flasks already designed and developed specifically for 
this purpose.

Canadian utilities have developed extensive at-reactor fuel pool capacity, 
including auxiliary storage pools at several plants. Canada is keeping its back end 
options open. Technologies for the immobilization and disposal of both spent fuel and 
high level reprocessing wastes are being developed so that Canada can later choose 
reprocessing or direct final disposal as its preferred back end option. No time 
schedulue has yet been set for commissioning a geological repository in 
Canada (104).

Following the decision of the Swedish Parliament in 1980 to phase out nuclear 
power by 2010, Sweden is committed to the direct final disposal of the spent fuel dis
charged from its twelve reactors. Owing to the legal requirement of having to demon
strate a safe spent fuel management strategy for their reactors, which is necessary in 
order to obtain a permit to initially load fuel into a reactor in Sweden, the utilities 
formulated the KBS-3 plan, which provided the basis for licensing the fuel loading 
at the last two reactors in 1984. Under the KBS-3 plan, spent fuel assemblies are 
placed in large stainless steel lined concrete vats located in underground caverns at 
least 30 metres below the earth’s surface (104).

Given the moratorium on the construction of nuclear power plants still in effect 
in Spain, the reprocessing of spent LWR fuel is not considered economic in that 
country. Spent fuel from the country’s one gas cooled reactor is sent to the UK for 
reprocessing; additional storage capacity will be needed for spent fuel from Spain’s 
seven LWRs by 1993. It is expected that a repository could be operating by the 
second decade of the 21st century (104).

On a research level or for selected fuel elements for which reprocessing is 
economically or technologically not feasible, direct final storage is being investigated 
in countries such as Finland, the FRG, Italy, Japan and Switzerland.
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The stringent legal requirement that reprocessing be given priority over other 
spent fuel management options exists only in very few countries (e.g. the FRG).

Numerous countries, particularly those having small nuclear power 
programmes, have so far postponed a final decision on their back end options.

3.1. Reprocessing

The western world’s reprocessing plants currently in operation and under 
construction have a total capacity of about 6600 tonnes heavy metal/year. If all the 
uranium and plutonium recovered from this reprocessing capacity were recycled into 
new fuel elements, the demand for fresh natural uranium fuel in western Europe and 
Japan could be reduced by about 20%. (It has to be noted, however, that the figures 
published differ widely.)

The potential value of the uranium and plutonium in spent fuel, and the benefit 
of reduced dependence on natural uranium and enrichment supply, strongly support 
the extensive efforts being made in many countries to establish and maintain a 
reprocessing capability. This holds true even though the timing of the commercial 
deployment of fast breeder reactors has been delayed. The near term efforts focus 
on price reductions for reprocessing services, as well as on establishing reconversion, 
re-enrichment and MOX fuel fabrication facilities (47). The reprocessors have 
already announced price reductions of up to about 30%.

Long term strategic developments — as opposed to commercial considerations
— call for additional efforts in fast reactor fuel reprocessing (47).

The simultaneous development of LWR spent fuel reprocessing and the direct 
final disposal of spent fuel is being followed up in the FRG (48, 90, 154). Direct final 
disposal will be brought to technical maturity, but only for spent fuel for which 
reprocessing is either technically not feasible or economically not justifiable (e.g. 
HTGR fuel elements).

No decisive advantages with regard to safety are expected for either alternative. 
The cost aspects currently favour direct final disposal (48, 290), but there are still 
some unresolved issues with regard to safeguards. It should also be stressed that 
reprocessing has been commercially demonstrated on a large scale, whereas direct 
final disposal has not.

3.2. Treatment of low and medium level wastes

Concerning the management, treatment and disposal of low level and medium 
level radioactive wastes generated during nuclear power plant operation or through 
the use of radionuclides in medicine, research and industry, this conference showed 
that the technology for the treatment and conditioning of these wastes has already 
been established. While in some countries this technology is already regarded as rou
tine, additional R&D work is under way in many other countries to improve the 
technologies involved and make their operation more economic.
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Worldwide, the solidification of liquid waste is regarded as the most advanced 
technology. Threee papers from Czechoslovakia and the USSR reported on the 
experimental and industrial scale of operation of bitumenization plants for evaporator 
concentrates, ion exchange resins and pearlite sludges, using rotary film bitumenizers 
(51, 242P, 267). Similar techniques are also common in France, Switzerland and the 
USA, using extruder-evaporators or simple driers with sedimentation vessels.

The cementation of concentrated liquid wastes, ion exchange resins and sludges 
is widely practised in the European Community, using in-drum mixing or continuous 
mixing devices with high throughput and little active volume (47, 107). Volume 
reduction up to a factor of 10 can be achieved by using a decanter and a centrifuge 
separator combination, instead of precoat filters, in the mechanical cleaning of waste 
waters (107). To increase the waste loadings in cemented products, R&D work to 
install a calcinator upstream from the cementing unit is being carried out in 
Czechoslovakia (267).

It appears to me that the long lasting debate on whether bitumen or cement is 
the better substance for solidification will remain unresolved. At present, both 
processes can be operated safely and economically, and both lead to a stable product 
that can be safely disposed of.

Solid waste is either incinerated or high-force compacted, depending on its 
nature, in order to reduce its volume significantly. Where such facilities are not avail
able, the waste is stored in specially engineered structures, until the projected plants 
are ready for operation (51).

3.3. Disposal of low and medium level wastes

While the technology for the treatment and conditioning of low and medium 
level wastes has been well established, the problem of the disposal of these wastes, 
however, has not been completely solved in most countries. Selection criteria for 
various disposal sites'are still under discussion in many countries. The final decisions 
on the respective site locations and the licensing procedures have not yet been made.

In the USSR, the treated waste will continue to be interim-stored on site, until 
the central or regional repositories have been estabished. The criteria for site selec
tion and construction are under development. Natural geological barriers are 
considered to be the best barriers against the release of radioactivity (259). In 
Czechoslovakia, final disposal will be performed at regional shallow land repositories 
in 200-litre drums. Geological surveys are being carried out to confirm the possibili
ties of underground disposal (267).

In the USA three repositories are in operation. According to the Low Level 
Radioactive Waste Policy Act (1980) and its Amendment in 1985, the individual 
states are legally responsible for the disposal of the waste generated within their 
borders.
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Considering that

— shallow land burial in new disposal facilities will be widely prohibited,
— new burial techniques have to be developed,
— the economics of new disposal facilities are questionable, and
— the formation of compact regions by several states has not taken place yet,

it seems unlikely that the new disposal facilities in the USA will be licensed by the 
target date of 1990 (193).

In the FRG, low level waste was placed in the Asse salt mine for storage up 
to 1978. Since then, a total of about 25 000 drums of conditioned waste have been 
produced and have been stored on the site. An additional 5000 drums will be gener
ated in each coming year. The final disposal site Konrad (a former iron ore mine) 
is expected to start operation in 1992, if the licensing procedure continues success
fully. Konrad will have a capacity large enough to serve as a disposal facility for low 
level waste for more than 25 years (90).

The European Community is concentrating mainly on the promotion of R&D 
work concerning waste treatment and quality assurance, radiation protection and 
environmental protection. In the future, the Community intends to promote work on 
the development of an ‘international market’ for the treatment and storage of radio
active wastes. The aim is to establish comparable and reliable specifications for waste 
treatment, transport and disposal, and to enable more economic operation of final 
repositories (147).

3.4. High level liquid waste solidification

Supported by R&D programmes, a number of waste solidification plant designs 
have been completed during the past 25 years, and most of them have been taken to 
the point of fully costed proposals. Technically they differ greatly because of the 
different waste forms and solidification processes under considerations. As these 
plants are designed to operate with very high levels of radioactivity, equipment for 
remote operation and maintenance, decontamination, accident prevention, off-gas 
treatment, and liquid effluent treatment is being developed.

Today, the embedding of the fission products in a glass matrix is the selected 
liquid waste solidification process in many countries (e.g. Belgium, China, France, 
the FRG, Italy, Japan and the USA).

The most comprehensive experience on the vitrification of highly active 
solutions has been gained at Marcoule, France with the successful operation of the 
Atelier de Vitrification Marcoule (AVM) facility for nearly ten years. The AVM 
facility has vitrified a total of about 1200 m3 of concentrated fission product solu
tions. These operations generated more than 500 tonnes of glass, packaged in about 
1500 metal canisters. The French vitrification capacity will be significantly increased 
in the near future, with the start of operation of six vitrification lines at La Hague.
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The French vitrification process is also to be used at two vitrification lines under 
construction at Sellafield, UK (142).

The Pamela vitrification plant at Mol, Belgium, based on a liquid fed ceramic 
melter process, has been in successful hot operation for two years. To date, the 
vitrification of about 150 m 3 of high level liquid wastes has shown excellent results. 
The 135 tonnes of glass generated have been packaged in about 900 metal canisters. 
The Pamela process will also be used in the reprocessing plant at Wackersdorf, 
FRG (177).

3.5. High level waste disposal

High level waste products are intended for final disposal in deep geological 
repositories. Although several countries have nominated sites for high level waste 
disposal, no country has yet fully characterized a definitive final disposal site for high 
level waste. Since high level waste products can be stored safely in facilities above 
ground for many decades, there is no pressing need to have permanent deep reposi
tories for these wastes in operation before the early part of the 21st century (55).

Nevertheless, a great deal of effort is being devoted to the development of 
methods for planning final disposal systems, and significant progress has been made 
in recent years (55). The Mol site in Belgium and the Gorleben site in the FRG are 
the most advanced (55).

In Belgium it is anticipated that high level waste will be kept in above ground 
engineered storage facilities for up to fifty years before final disposal. Clay is under 
active investigation for the geological disposal of high level wastes (104).

In the FRG a site investigation is under way at the Gorleben salt dome to 
demonstrate its suitability as a high level waste repository. The FRG is the only 
country to date that has succeeded in gaining local siting acceptance for a high level 
waste repository. It is intended that the Gorleben facility will begin operating before 
the year 2000 (104).

In the USA intensive work is beginning at the three potential reposity sites 
(Nevada (tuff), Texas (salt), and Washington State (basalt)). The USDOE plans to 
begin operating the first geological repository by about 2003 (55, 104).

Canada has a rock laboratory investigation site, but no schedule has been set 
for starting a geological repository (55, 104).

In France the vitrified high level waste will be stored for several decades prior 
to permanent disposal in deep geological structures. An underground site validation 
laboratory will soon be established, and a decision taken in about 1995 on the site’s 
suitability as a permanent repository (104).

In Japan high level waste will be stored for 30 to 50 years prior to deep 
geological disposal. A high level waste storage facility is planned for 1992 (104).

In the UK the vitrified high level waste will be stored for approximately 50 
years in a natural convection cooled vault prior to geological disposal. This will allow
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substantial time to site a high level waste repository and to develop final disposal 
capability (104).

In Switzerland a specific high level waste site will not be characterized for 
several more years. It is planned to begin the operation of a repository in about 2020. 
A disposal system in crystalline rock has been given primary consideration, but other 
geological formations are now also under investigation (55, 104).

One of the most important aspects for final disposal in all countries is public 
acceptance. The lack of public acceptance prohibits the relevant political decision 
making, which of course is a prerequisite to proceeding with the industrialization of 
high level waste disposal.

4. DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

Some of the early nuclear power pilot plants with unit capacities of up to 
approximately 100 MW(e) have now been decommissioned, and some others are in 
the process of being decommissioned. The plans and strategies for the decommis
sioning of demonstration plants of several hundred MW(e), as well as the large 
capacity reactors of 1100 to 1300 MW(e), are still under development.

The three stages of decommissioning

— safe enclosure or mothballing for several years (stage 1)
— decontamination, dismantling and removal of radioactive equipment and

structures (stage 2)
— re-establishing the green-field status of the site (stage 3).

have been shown to be safe, economic and technically feasible. Explicit descriptions 
of the decontamination techniques in use, and of their appropriate and skilful applica
tion, show that decontamination factors of 10 to 20 are easily achievable in most 
cases. For special purposes, decontamination factors of up to 15 000 have been 
achieved (158).

Four papers were presented on ongoing decommissioning exercises or strategies 
aimed at the green-field solution; three of them recommended that stage 1 should be 
skipped over and the decommissioning should start with decontamination and 
dismantling. Concerning the decommissioning techniques, they are similar in their 
general features but deviate in certain details according to different plant conditions. 
The general policy in all the exercises and plans is to keep radiation doses, costs, and 
waste quantities sufficiently low. The as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) 
principle is applied for the staff exposure, which is expected to be less than 
40 man-sievert in the case of an 1100 MW(e) BWR. This is equivalent to the staff 
exposure received over eight years of operation of such a plant.

The time schedules for stage 2 vary from 6 to 10 years, depending on plant 
conditions and development needs. The most elaborate strategy paper — a contribu
tion from the USA — estimates the total cost of decommissioning an 1100 MW(e)
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BWR at US $264 million (1987). This means about one mill per kilowatt-hour 
(21, 152, 208, 271P).

.̂In this context, the decommissioning efforts in the European Community were 
also mentioned (156). They provide a widespread R&D exercise, aimed at 
developing elaborate advanced techniques and guiding principles.

Two more papers — one from the USSR (253) and another from the USA 
(285) — referred to decontamination after a major reactor accident. The USSR paper 
reported the experience gained from the Chernobyl Unit 4 entombment, focusing on 
the new techniques applied (movable shielded cabins, access aids, air support) and 
the difficulties faced (electronic device deterioration, robot and remote handling 
deficiencies in a geometrically complex ambience, difficulties in fitting shieldings to 
military and civil vehicles). Evaluation of such experience could be highly desirable 
for future emergency preparedness planning.

The US approach provided a computerized tool for the evaluation of optimal 
strategies for environment decontamination and recovery measures, based upon a 
risk/cost relationship, and taking into account the conditions of the landscape (285).

In general, decontamination and decommissioning programmes are progressing 
smoothly, safely and economically. There is only one point of concern in reviewing 
the contributions to this conference: all the decontamination and decommissioning 
papers at the conference concentrated on nuclear reactors, although decontamination 
is also a normal procedure in fuel fabrication and reprocessing facilities, and decom
missioning is currently going on at the West Valley reprocessing plant in the USA.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion I would like to add a few personal remarks and impressions. The 
industry covering the front end of the fuel cycle

— uranium production
— conversion services
— uranium enrichment and
— fuel element production

is fully competitive on an industrial scale and the customer has the choice between 
many competing suppliers. The sales of this industry have reached a level of several 
thousands of millions of dollars per year. However, the market forces are still 
hindered by political restraints such as import embargos of different kinds in various 
countries. For this reason, some nuclear economies rely on indigenous uranium 
supplies and the respective services only. And they may have good reason for doing 
so because no-one can predict whether or not unilateral political acts by a uranium 
supplier-country will jeopardize the fuel supply for nuclear power stations, as has 
happened in the past. Governments seem to forget sometimes that one of the original 
ideas of introducing international safeguards was to enable the free trade of nuclear
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fuel between those countries accepting the safeguards. We, the nuclear community, 
should continue to advocate a market which is as free and as international as possible.

As far as the back end of the fuel cycle is concerned, there is no general agree
ment on which option to follow. Although reprocessing is already a proven technol
ogy on an industrial scale, many countries have decided to go to intermediate storage 
or direct final disposal. This disparity of views has different roots. Some countries 
do not reprocess for political reasons — plutonium should not be produced — other 
simply do not believe that reprocessing is economic. And, indeed, today reprocessing 
and recycling is costly. Therefore, whether or not uranium and plutonium will be 
recovered and recycled in thermal reactors will depend in part on the future prices 
for reprocessing and natural uranium. The technology for reprocessing is certainly 
available.

The only step in the fuel cycle that has not yet been satisfactorily demonstrated 
is final disposal. This is definitely more a political than a technical or economic 
problem. There is no doubt that all the different levels of radioactive waste can be 
finally disposed of at costs which will affect the price of a kilowatt-hour to a minimal 
extent only. It is the problem of public acceptance which has slowed down or even 
stopped virtually all the efforts to build final repositories. If we want nuclear energy 
to expand, we have to solve this problem of paramount importance.





NUCLEAR SAFETY

N.N. PONOMAREV-STEPNOJ 
Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, 
Moscow,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The conference covered a wide range of issues concerning nuclear power but, 
as can be seen from the various papers and discussions, attention focused mainly on 
the problem of nuclear power safety, and it is my privilege to summarize the discus
sions in this area. It is difficult to cover all safety related problems, but I shall try 
to sum up the most important ones.

In discussing nuclear power safety, we must first be clear about trends in the 
development of nuclear power, though it is evident that these questions are related.

The availability of a reliable and economical means of producing electricity is 
one of the most important conditions for economic and social development, a fact 
which is clearly demonstrated by the close relationship between power consumption 
and economic growth in the industrialized countries.

The main long term options for large scale power production in developing 
countries are oil, natural gas, hydroelectric power, coal and nuclear power. Solar and 
geothermal energy may make a significant contribution under certain local condi
tions, but will not play a major role overall in power production.

By the end of 1986 nuclear power plants accounted for approximately 16% of 
the world’s total electricity production. In developing countries the corresponding 
figure was about 5%. At present, about 80% of nuclear power capacity is located in 
the OECD region, where some 300 nuclear power plants are in operation. In this 
region nuclear power is seen as being the most economic option and has specific 
advantages from the point of view of ecological effects and security of supply.

It is thought that by the year 2000 world nuclear power capacity will reach about 
500 GW, while in developing countries it will be somewhere in the region of 60 GW.

More than 20 nuclear power plants are currently in operation in the six CMEA 
countries, with a total capacity of approximately 36 000 MW. Total nuclear power 
output in these countries in 1986 amounted to some 210 TW, or about 10% of all 
electricity generated in CMEA Member States.

Excluding the USSR, nuclear power output in the CMEA countries will rise 
from 8000 MW in 1986 to 50 000 MW in 2000, when nuclear power will account 
for approximately 30-40% of total power production. In the USSR the proportion of 
electricity generated by nuclear means will rise from 11% in 1986 to about 30% in 
2000. In CMEA countries a major programme of nuclear heat production will also 
be developed during this period. Up to the end of the century, nuclear power 
programmes in CMEA countries will save 400-500 million tonnes of organic fuel.

37
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At present and in the near future, a significant proportion of fuel and energy 
consumption will be taken up by industrial energy requirements and domestic heat
ing. Primary consumption (i.e. as fuel) and secondary consumption (i.e. in converted 
form as energy carriers: steam, electricity, hot water) of fuel and energy resources 
by industry take up over 60% of output. This raises the question whether nuclear 
power should be used to generate heat.

The economic competitiveness of nuclear power at present is determined by the 
relatively low cost of uranium. However, the limited nature of cheap uranium 
supplies may lead, within the space of a few decades, to increased costs for nuclear 
power if it remains based on thermal reactors alone. The lack of a sufficiently effi
cient means of fuel conversion will lead, sooner or later, to a steep rise in costs for 
the nuclear power industry, at which point the use of breeders may become justified 
even considering their relative costliness.

Improved utilization of fuel, including breeding, requires the adoption of a 
closed fuel cycle.

At the conference, there was convincing evidence for the fact that, although 
certain countries have renounced the use of nuclear power and others are biding their 
time, the majority of countries consider the expansion of nuclear power to be essen
tial. Hence, when considering safety problems, we must take into account the follow
ing trends in nuclear power development:

— The growing scale of its use.
— Its use over a wider geographical area. This is the result of large numbers of 

new people having entered the field of nuclear power production.
— The broadening range of applications, in particular for heat supply, necessitat

ing the closer proximity of nuclear power stations to other industries and to 
population centres.

— Finally, the introduction of a closed fuel cycle requiring the transport and hand
ling of large quantities of radioactive materials.

At present, the question of the safety of nuclear power is the focus of attention. 
The serious accidents which have occurred in recent times have demonstrated the real 
risks associated with nuclear power, risks which seemed remote and negligible in 
earlier probability studies. A cautious and sceptical attitude has grown up amongst 
the general public regarding the need for intensive development of nuclear power.

It has become clear that safety problems are beyond the power of any one nation 
to solve. The main emphasis is now on careful consideration and the institution of 
a new concept for the safe development of nuclear power.

The principal aim of nuclear power plant safety is to protect the population, 
operating personnel and the environment from radiological hazards. In severe acci
dents the main danger is the possibility of major releases of nuclear fission products 
into the environment causing inadmissibly high levels of radiation. Another important 
aspect of severe accidents at reactors is the damage caused to the power station itself 
in the event of serious damage to the reactor (e.g. meltdown).
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Modern safety requirements for nuclear power stations and their reactors may 
be based on risk assessments which include an analysis of severe accidents, formerly 
referred to as ‘beyond design basis’ accidents.

Of course, the question arises of the degree of acceptable risk where the 
development of nuclear power is concerned, and the criteria which would ensure 
compliance with this level of acceptable risk. It is fairly evident that the level of 
acceptable risk for nuclear power should be comparable with that for other technolo
gies, although the difficulty of quantitatively determining this value is clear. 
Moreover, when we, the specialists, have determined among ourselves the acceptable 
risk levels for nuclear power, we may encounter — and this is already happening — 
a lack of understanding from the general public for whom comprehensible social 
evaluations of safety levels must be worked out.

Useful, if rough, risk assessments, which might facilitate a more precise defini
tion of the nature of modern nuclear power plant safety requirements, may be 
obtained from an examination of current notions of unacceptable levels of public 
exposure and of environmental contamination, the probability of characteristic acci
dent scenarios, and evaluations made of economic loss resulting from severe 
accidents.

An assessment of unacceptable probabilities of a severe accident occurring, and 
of nuclear power station risk levels, could be conducted using, for example, the 
following criteria:

— Social criteria, taking into consideration the fact that even a small number of 
severe accidents could undermine faith in the desirability of the further develop
ment of nuclear power;

— Economic criteria, the assumption being that, in view of the narrow competitive 
edge of nuclear power, the (annual) economic loss attributable to severe acci
dents in a nuclear power plant or the reactor itself should not significantly 
influence total expenditure on energy production.

In terms of probabilities, the requirements concerning severe accidents at 
nuclear power stations may be expressed in the following way:

— For accidents where the reactor core is damaged but the release of radioactive 
material does not exceed permissible accident levels: P <  10~4-10_5/reactor- 
year;

— For accidents where the reactor is damaged and there is a release of radioactive 
material in excess of permissible limits: P < 10_7/reactor-year,

it being necessary gradually to reduce the probability in the event that nuclear power 
undergoes rapid expansion: (n >  104 reactor-years).

The principal strategy for ensuring the safety of nuclear facilities, which is 
based on long experience with the development and operation of nuclear plants, is 
defence in depth, achieved through:

— Multibarrier containment of radioactivity;
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— Various duplicated and backup safety facilities with supplementary systems and
equipment;

— The logic used in and the organization of planning, construction, licensing and
operation.

In discussions on the multibarrier radioactivity containment system (fuel 
elements, primary circuit, containment) at this conference, the emphasis was upon 
ensuring the reliability of the containment. This is because the probability of core 
damage (<  10-4—10-5) which is assumed and considered justified for many reactors 
does not allow the requirements for the risk to the population and the environment 
to be satisfied. Thus, in the event of an accident involving core damage, the contain
ment is the last confinement barrier.

Thermal strength, radiation, hydraulic and chemical processes in the contain
ment were discussed at the conference, and on the whole a degree of uncertainty still 
remains, owing to the variety of ways in which they may evolve. Accordingly, 
containments are being designed with features that, as more reliable information 
becomes available, will allow the incorporation into the containment of such systems 
as hydrogen monitoring and bum-off, molten core traps, filtered discharge from the 
containment, etc.

It would seem that the problem of containment requires further close attention.
The traditional method of guarding against the occurrence of dangerous situa

tions caused by equipment failure and operator error is by the employment of:

— Inherent features;
— Passive systems;
— Active systems;
— Regulations and procedures.

Several papers demonstrated that diversity in the principle of operation and 
construction of safety systems is essential as a means of maintaining reliability in the 
event of dependent failures.

Recently, the relationship between various types of safety system has been 
actively discussed. The most reliable means of reactor protection is considered to be 
inherent safety features, while passive systems also appear to offer reliability. These 
forms of protection might be termed ‘auto-protection’.

The search for solutions aiming at the highest possible level of auto-protection 
in a reactor is motivated by the desire to reduce the negative influence on safety of 
the human factor, which is especially important given the growing scale of nuclear 
power and the broadening geographical base of its utilization. Reactor auto
protection helps simplify the structure and number of active safety systems, which 
inevitably make equipment more complicated and hence less reliable.

A deterministic approach to the problem of safety was used in the early stages 
of nuclear power development, and, when only a few individual power stations were 
being built, such an approach was justified. However, the transition of nuclear power
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into the realms of mass technology has highlighted the unbending quality of the rule 
of large numbers, and has demonstrated that life is vastly more complicated than a 
few separate successful or unsuccessful experiments, revealing both the urgent need 
for a systematic approach to safety problems and the inadequacy of deterministic 
concepts in design and operation.

Indeed, the deterministic approach states in essence that the possibility of an 
accident is excluded. Nevertheless, between 1974 and 1987 more than 200 incidents 
occurred worldwide in nuclear power stations, including such catastrophes as Three 
Mile Island and Chernobyl. The major fruit of past experience has been a greater 
understanding of the probabilistic nature of safety, based on the probability of power 
plant reliability and human reliability (the operator).

Many papers dealt with one aspect or another of this question.
While future programmes will be chiefly devoted to the development of the 

probabilistic approach, we must not forget the deterministic approach. The relation 
between the quantitative-probabilistic approach and the deterministic approach is 
clear. The former is a starting point for the latter. Thus a quantitative-probabilistic 
analysis, being the only valid approach when studying the stochastic nature of safety, 
should become the basis for highly specific deterministic decisions concerning 
construction and even control.

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
received considerable attention (papers IAEA-CN-48/20, 34, 35, 64, 66, 78, 81, 86, 
99, 111, 120, 135, 149, 161, 175, 181, 195, 201, 202, 203, 205, 214, 273, 274, 
277, 279).

In paper 34 (Finland) an overview was given of the use of probabilistic and 
deterministic safety assessment. The importance of the probabilistic approach was 
demonstrated and conclusions were drawn as regards a differentiated approach for 
normalization of types of risk. Probabilistic safety research in, for instance, Italy 
(papers 161, 181), the United Kingdom (202, 203), Canada (64), France (120), 
Argentina (277), demonstrates the universal applicability of this method for showing 
up weak points in nuclear power station safety. The analysis of the influence of 
dependent failures on safety, and the proposed model describing^he coupling 
mechanism when failures occur, are certainly interesting and require further 
development.

There is a need to intensify efforts to collect statistics on dependent failures, 
since on the basis of such models it will be possible to modify the results of current 
reliability analyses of, for instance, safety systems. These conclusions are taken from 
the report by the specialists from the United Kingdom (205).

A probabilistic safety assessment of the Darlington nuclear power station under 
construction in Canada made it possible to check the design carefully from the point 
of view of safety, to highlight weak points, to create a realistic fund of data on the 
basis of which procedures for startup and commissioning and for operation were 
worked out, and to train personnel on what to do in an emergency.
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The paper by the specialists from the research centre of the Commission of the 
European Communities in Ispra, Italy, (161) gave a broad and up-to-date overview 
of the current state of development of probabilistic safety analysis procedures and 
models used to focus research on the most pressing problems. The results of studies 
on systems reliability, common mode failures and operator reliability were described.

Work on the evaluation of methods and research into uncertainties associated 
with PSA methodology is directed ultimately towards the achievement of a general 
consensus on the use of these and other methods.

The probabilistic approach proposed can be used in design and operation to 
'solve the following problems:

— Elucidation of the predominant phases of the development of an accident;
— Identification of the main systems that may lead to the development of an

accident;
— Development of alternatives in order to reduce the frequency of occurrence of

accident phases and to limit their consequences;
— Determination of optimal safety improvements to structures.

The aim of our efforts with regard to nuclear power safety is to achieve a real 
improvement in the safety levels of operating nuclear power plants and of those in 
the planning and long term planning stages.

Work on raising safety standards at nuclear power stations in service must 
progress and is progressing constantly. The Three Mile Island and Chernobyl acci
dents gave an added stimulus to this work.

Efforts to increase safety in nuclear power stations with WWER, PWR and 
BWR reactors deserve attention, particularly those at the Loviisa plant in Finland, 
described in paper 81. After the Three Mile Island accident, a series of additional 
measures were taken to raise safety levels. After the accident at Chernobyl, despite 
the different nature of its reactors, a series of measures were taken, including a study 
of severe accidents and how to mitigate their consequences. Work on a pressure relief 
system inside the containment has been completed and additional diesel generators 
installed.

The lesson of Chernobyl has forced us to take account of the fact that breaches 
of regulations may be quite unpredictable. It is vital to exclude the possibility of an 
uncontrolled reactor runaway when technical regulations are broken. With this in 
mind and as a matter of priority, measures have been worked out and instituted for 
RBMK reactors which are designed to improve safety, significantly reduce the steam 
void reactivity effect and increase the swiftness of operation of the reactor protection 
system.

Increasing the number of additional absorbers to 80 and the reactivity reserve 
to 50-60 control rods has reduced the steam void coefficient to a level of 1.0 to
1.5 (3efb and the swiftness of response of the reactor protection system to 0.5 |8eff/s. 
Other similar measures to raise safety levels in RBMK reactors have been instituted 
and are being developed.
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Planned improvements to advanced PWR, BWR and Convoy reactors, which 
foresee technical measures to significantly increase safety levels, are of interest. The 
introduction of additional emergency core cooling systems and of equipment redun
dancy is aimed at reducing the probability of core damage to 10~5/reactor-year or 
less.

Technical systems intended to reduce the consequences of' severe (beyond 
design basis) accidents are of major importance in the safe design of advanced nuclear 
power stations. These include supplementary confinement systems: traps for core 
meltdown, hydrogen removal systems and filtered venting of the containment. 
Experience from the Swedish nuclear power stations Ringhals and Forsmark 
(paper 114), where technical measures are being taken to avert destruction of the 
containment vessels at early and late stages of hypothetical accidents, is very useful 
in this respect. It is important to note here that filtered venting ensures a relatively 
low level of release (0.1% caesium and iodine) for a hypothetical accident.

Finally, as regards work on new reactor concepts, it seems that safety efforts 
should be directed towards achieving a level of reactor core resistance to damage of 
the order of at least 10 7 reactor-years by using inherent safety features and, to a 
lesser extent, passive safety systems. Thus, a design of the ‘secure’ type, which is 
founded largely on the use of passive safety systems, will improve the level of safety 
significantly, if the required research and development effort continues to be made 
in the future.

Considerable progress has been made with HTGR designs, both the module 
type in a steel pressure vessel and the integrated concept in a reinforced concrete 
pressure vessel (paper 178 from the Federal Republic of Germany) : the safety of such 
reactors is based for the main part on inherent safety features and passive systems 
and has been confirmed by a great deal of research and experience from demonstra
tion facilities.

The way to improve nuclear power plant safety is to optimize the interaction 
of its three major elements — technical systems, operational procedures and person
nel. It will be recalled that the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl revealed 
shortcomings in the prevailing man-machine concept.

The amount of attention given to the human factor in the nuclear industry has 
grown considerably in recent times. We have begun to consider whether all the tech
nical systems and procedures with which we equip the operator for his work are 
entirely in tune with his psychological nature and optimal workloads. Improving the 
operator’s reaction to abnormal circumstances is, without doubt, a complex task. 
I would divide the problem into three basic areas:

(1) Training and qualification;
(2) Improvement of the man-machine interface;
(3) Computerized systems to assist the operator in abnormal circumstances.

In recent years, interest in nuclear power station simulators has increased 
markedly. The creation of ever more advanced simulators, and the organization in
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various countries of educational and training centres around them, has been the clear 
trend during this period. In the Soviet Union a broad programme of construction of 
educational and training centres and units has been embarked upon at every nuclear 
power station. Full scale simulators of the ‘Replika’ type, which are copies of a real 
station as regards possible transient processes and the configuration of the control 
desk, are the best tool for training operators. Possibly we have reached a stage in 
their development where it is worth considering to what extent it is necessary to 
increase the accuracy of the modelling, or perhaps to exploit the opportunities for 
improving training procedures which new computing technology offers, although in 
so doing the human factor must always be taken fully into account.

The quality of the man-machine interface is, indisputably, directly connected 
with the speed of reaction and suitability of response of an operator under abnormal 
conditions. In this area the trend is towards ever greater computerization, and thus 
includes reactor protection functions. The appearance of the control desk is changing; 
instead of separate instruments, indicators and switches, there are touch-sensitive 
VDUs. A well-known example is the control desk for the new series of N4 nuclear 
power stations (1400 MW) in France. On the whole, it seems to me that in this area 
there is as much room for contributions from specialist psychologists as engineers. 
In any case, now more than ever it is necessary for them to work together on the 
development of new control desk designs.

With regard to the optimization of man-machine relations in nuclear power 
plants, the job of raising personnel qualifications and improving methods of training 
must go hand in hand with the creation of reactors which are easier to control and 
the provision of optimal working conditions for operators. Of prime interest here are:

— The further optimization of the division of responsibility between the operator 
and technical systems where decision making in reactor control is concerned;

— The rational presentation to the operator of current information on reactor 
operation.

And the most important long term task is to raise the level of inherent reactor 
safety with the ultimate aim of creating reactor systems whose physico-chemical and 
structural characteristics do not permit accidents to occur, whatever mistakes the 
operator may make, whatever breaches in operating regulations may occur, or 
whatever instruments may fail.

Computerized operator assistance systems (expert systems) are designed to 
improve operator reaction to abnormal events. At the present time, the most widely 
used systems are, of course, safety parameter display systems (SPDS). As far as 
I know, more than 20 such systems are in operation at nuclear power stations in the 
USA. Their theoretical basis is a concept of critical safety functions according to 
which the safety of the station is assured if certain essential plant functions remain 
in operation at all times: examples of these are reactivity, level of radioactivity of 
the primary circuit, power, etc. This allows only a small number of parameters to 
be displayed on the screen, which facilitates decision making and speeds up the reac
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tion of the operator. However, it is not certain whether such support will be adequate 
for the operator, if the system only informs him of an accident situation and does not 
advise him on what to do in such a situation. The effectiveness of the system is 
unclear, since operator reaction will depend on how often the operator makes use of 
the system. The fact that computerized operator assistance systems are, as a rule, 
designed for use in accident situations and are therefore rarely referred to indicates 
that more research is needed into the extent to which operator reaction is improved.

There can be little doubt that the trend in the development of operator support 
systems will be towards the expansion of the application of such systems to embrace 
normal plant operating regimes.

The most significant results in this area were presented in papers 20, 64, 78, 
99, 126, 135, 161, 201, 205, 207, 224, 238 and 255.

The problem raised in paper 207 from the United Kingdom is of great interest: 
the question of human interaction with automated control systems is a very important 
one for the safe operation of nuclear power stations. The authors of the paper are 
right to note the importance of a detailed analysis of all operator errors, without 
which it is impossible, from the point of view of man-machine interaction, to create 
optimal control desks, properly effective operator support systems, and effective 
operator training systems. However, their evaluation of the human role in 
man-machine systems — which asserts that personnel may be allowed to act only in 
simple situations — is unlikely to meet with general agreement.

At present it is impossible to exclude the human element entirely and to replace 
it with an automated system, and therefore only well-trained personnel can guarantee 
the safety of nuclear power stations. Paper 78 (Finland) also dealt in depth with the 
problem of the analysis of the human factor and plant reliability in safety assessment: 
the human data collection and analysis system was interesting. The methodology 
proposed in a French paper (99) makes it possible to control the reactor during an 
accident and to neutralize undesirable escalation of the process caused by equipment 
failure and personnel error. Specific instructions on working procedures relating to 
the new methodology are being developed.

The development of a prototype expert system to assist operators in emergency 
situations was dealt with in a timely paper by a research institute in the Republic of 
Korea (188). The paper gives an exposition of the problems involved in creating the 
prototype expert system EROS (emergency reactor operations support system), 
which is designed to operate as part of a complex of emergency procedures for 
Westinghouse PWRs.

The area of nuclear power in which expert system technology shows the greatest 
promise is as an aid to operators. The two main reasons for this are the considerable 
role of expert knowledge in nuclear power, and the high cost of wrong decisions. The 
range of possible applications of expert systems is very wide. They can be used for 
such purposes as:

— Evaluation of the status of components;
— Interpretation and checking of signals;
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— Timely recognition of deviations from normal operation;
— Systematic operator assistance under normal and emergency circumstances;
— Preliminary evaluation of actions taken by an operator to control the plant;
— Adjustment of the system to decrease the effect of possible disturbance;
— Automatic monitoring of equipment characteristics and ageing, etc.

This list contains practically all the main functions needed for the efficient and 
safe operation of nuclear power stations.

Work on the creation of expert systems which will perform the above tasks is 
being carried out in many countries, including the USA and the USSR. Most current 
development work is orientated towards dealing with emergency situations, as was 
stated in the paper on the EROS system. Another promising area is a general func
tional system which, in addition to the monitoring function, will have a logical infer
ence sub-system which will make suitable recommendations to the operator on the 
basis of sensor information. However, it is essential that such systems should not only 
work accurately, but should also react sufficiently quickly to forestall the develop
ment of incidents at nuclear power stations.

The role of the operator is crucial to the safe operation of nuclear power 
stations. In the Soviet Union, control desk operators have higher education and a 
broad training in engineering and physics, giving them a basic understanding of the 
physical processes of the plant. Operators are obliged to undergo training and to do 
independent work on the servicing of reactor equipment. This training paves the way 
for a certain level of independent action in unforeseen circumstances.

Experience with the operation of nuclear power stations in the USSR has shown 
that, as a rule, operators coped well with complex situations not covered in the 
instructions. That notwithstanding, experience from the Chernobyl accident showed 
that even the Soviet approach to the operator’s job has its faults. The operator’s high 
level of learning and profound knowledge of the physical processes involved, when 
combined with weak technological discipline and an absence of supervision, make 
him overconfident and incautious and can lead to unfounded and risky decisions. The 
Chernobyl accident showed that too high a level of operator independence is as 
dangerous as too low a level, which in turn was demonstrated by the Three Mile 
Island accident, where the operators, who had a lower level of education, were 
unable to work out what was happening. A compromise is necessary whereby a firm 
and clear indication is given of the limits of operator independence, while at the same 
time insisting on the strict observance of particular restrictions laid down in working 
rules and regulations.

Past severe accidents at nuclear power stations have attracted widespread atten
tion from experts and the public; major efforts have been necessary to eliminate their 
consequences, analyse their cause and draw lessons for the future.

While the bulk of safety research and activities formerly focused on what was 
termed design basis accidents, including maximum design basis accidents, in recent 
times — and this can clearly be seen from the conference papers — the main topic 
of accident research has been severe accidents.
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In earlier studies of severe accidents we usually relied on theoretical models of 
their course, based on experience of discrete partial processes. Emergency plans 
were not clear and did not have a firm technical basis.

The material presented to the conference on the severe accident at the 
Chernobyl plant covered the organization of efforts to eliminate the consequences of 
the accident, including the evacuation of the population, the course of the accident, 
the influence of the human factor on the causes of the accident, the construction of 
the sarcophagus, the spread of radioactivity, environmental contamination, decon
tamination, medical and biological research and measures taken, radiological studies 
in agriculture, the programme of research into late effects of the accident and the 
organization of this research and other questions. The value of this information for 
all countries where nuclear power is being exploited cannot be overestimated.

The experience of Chernobyl has made it clear that a severe accident involving 
the release of radioactive material is a State problem. It is clearly for this reason that 
so much discussion was provoked by the French paper (99) on the organization of 
the response to a severe accident in which, despite the clarity of plans for action on 
notification and the elimination of consequences by the operating companies and the 
local authorities, there was no answer to the question of who would have overall 
responsibility for controlling and co-ordinating the work.

An interesting approach to protection of the population in the event of a severe 
accident involving the release of radioactive material is the graded response described 
in a paper from the USA (286), which envisages the rapid evacuation of the popula
tion from an area of radius 3.2 km (2 miles) and rapid temporary sheltering of the 
population within a radius of 16 km (10 miles) with subsequent evacuation. This 
enables technical resources to be concentrated on the rapid evacuation of people from 
the most dangerous 2-mile area and the public in the 2-10 mile area to be protected. 
The value of this approach, which can be implemented rapidly, is that it ensures satis
factory protection of the population in the case of very severe accidents where the 
containment vessel fails very early on. Where the accident develops comparatively 
slowly and the containment remains intact and leaktight for some time, mass evacua
tion from the whole 10-mile zone would be possible. Future research in this area 
should take into account the experience available from Chernobyl.

In paper 183 (Italy), the results are given of the latest research into severe acci
dents, conducted by ENEL and ANSALDO-Westinghouse with reference to 
standard Italian nuclear power stations. Using various methods, it is shown that the 
release of iodine and caesium into the environment, even in the worst circumstances, 
is 10"4-1 0 '5 of the core inventory. A number of improvements to forestall or reduce 
the consequences of severe accidents are proposed.

The Chernobyl accident uncovered shortcomings in the development and provi
sion of the technical equipment needed to study and clear up an accident, and for 
work in high radiation fields. The important question of the careful monitoring of 
radiation levels both at the nuclear power station and in adjacent areas was included 
in our discussions. I would like to draw attention particularly to papers 36, 119, 197,
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274 and 286, where an integral closed system, consisting not only of radiation 
monitoring devices but also of means of notifying personnel and the population, is 
proposed. The latter is especially important for the organization and execution of 
effective evacuation of personnel and population from the accident zone. Research 
into and monitoring of the spread of radioactivity carried out in the USA, the United 
Kingdom, Sweden and the USSR, and presented at the conference, provide additional 
material for the construction of a model of these processes. Also presented were the 
results pf research into the late radiobiological effects of the radioactive material 
released during the Chernobyl accident, which convincingly demonstrated that the 
increase in human exposure is insignificant in the context of natural variation.

The development and operation of nuclear power plants is based on a fund of 
data, gathered and constantly added to as nuclear power progresses.

At the conference, information was presented on laboratory research into the 
behaviour of various parts of the reactor, including the fuel elements, and into certain 
processes inside the containment under accident conditions.

The USA’s programme on severe accident technology and analysis, which 
mainly centres around a study of the Three Mile Island accident and the results of 
hot testing at the loss of fluid test (LOFT) facility (192), deserves attention. The 
results of this research permit additional inferences to be drawn, producing a clearer 
picture of the course of such accidents, and may be taken into account when develop
ing advanced light water reactors.

Some very important information on the state of the core and the behaviour of 
fission products in the TMI reactor was presented, which showed that not all 
processes (in particular those concerning the release and spread of fission products) 
agree with the calculations made using earlier models. The same applies to the results 
of the study of the consequences of the Chernobyl accident.

During operation of nuclear power stations, each country adds to its database 
on equipment reliability and failure, and departures from normal operating condi
tions, including those important for safety.

I would like to emphasize how much all of us who work in nuclear power need 
these databases and the associated computer codes to be more widely available. 
Nuclear safety is our common concern, and it must not be forgotten that the conse
quences of a nuclear accident do not respect national boundaries.

It is very important, alongside all these highly individual details, to note the 
international aspects of the development and use of nuclear power. The benefits, as 
a rule, are felt only in the country where nuclear power is exploited, responsibility 
for safety is borne by individual countries, and yet incidents affect everyone. This 
is why, in the course of our work, considerable attention was devoted to both the 
development of a nuclear programme under the auspices of the IAEA (plenary 
session IB) and to international co-operation on the safety of nuclear power stations.

Collecting and disseminating operating experience are important features of the 
IAEA’s work. Examples include:
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— An information system on unusual events during operation of nuclear power 
stations throughout the' world and an incident reporting system;

— The activity of advisory groups in evaluating the operational safety of nuclear 
power stations;

— Groups which assess safety related incidents.

These activities are certainly valued by specialists, but greater efforts are 
required in this field.

Work on the problem of safety within the framework of the IAEA is one of the 
most important forms of co-operation. The IAEA makes a significant practical contri
bution towards the strengthening of international safety and the creation of an 
atmosphere of trust and mutual understanding. We are in favour of a further broaden
ing of the range and scope of its activities. It was with this end in view that the USSR 
submitted its proposals for the creation of an international regime for the safe 
development of nuclear power, which were well received. Conventions on Early 
Notification of a Nuclear Accident and on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Acci
dent or Radiological Emergency have been adopted.

Thus, in considering nuclear power safety and the damage which the use of 
nuclear power might entail, we, as specialists, are cognizant of the fact that any large 
scale technology, including nuclear power, is dangerous if treated negligently. Much 
has been done in the area of safety, as is clear from the papers discussed at the confer
ence, but a large number of questions on the further assurance and improvement of 
nuclear power safety remain to be solved. Nuclear power, as a highly concentrated 
source of energy, is more readily controlled than other power production technolo
gies, and its concomitant dangers are more easily contained.

The specialists are convinced of this, and it is our duty to find clear arguments 
to convince the public.
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Abstract

E N E R G Y  N E E D S  F O R  T H E  E C O N O M IC  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  D E V E L O P IN G  C O U N T R IE S : 

P R E S E N T  ST A T U S  A N D  T R E N D S .
T h e  general fram ew o rk  fo r the  assessm ent o f  th e  energy  needs fo r econom ic  developm ent is 

p resen ted  and  m ajo r ind ica to rs  fo r the  re la tio n s  betw een  econom ic  g row th  and energy  dem and  in 

develop ing  coun tries  a re  analysed . M o re  than  70%  o f  the popula tion  in the  develop ing  coun tries live 
in ru ral a reas and  a round  40%  o f  the  to ta l energy  consum ption  is p rov ided  by  non-com m erc ia l firew ood . 

T h e  p resen t ru ra l-u rb a n  d isparity  in energy  consum ption  and  econom ic  status and the  ‘firew ood  c r is is ’ 
a re  the re fo re  m atte rs  o f  spec ific  conce rn  fo r  a  susta inab le  developm ent. In  general e lectric ity  generation  

and  industria l developm ent a re  a t the  co re  o f  econom ic developm ent. Specific  constra in ts  a re  the 

d ispersed  con tribu tion  o f  th e  industria l sec to r to  total energy  consum ption  and the  very  low  to ta l and 

p e r  head  e lectric ity  consum ption  o f  all develop ing  coun trie s . C onsequen tly  the  energy  and  e lectricity  

dem and  o f  the  develop ing  coun tries  has to  g row  m uch  fas ter com pared  w ith  industria lized  coun tries in 

o rd e r to  en su re  a  susta inab le  socio -econom ic N orth -S ou th  re la tionsh ip . O n  the  o th e r han d , th e re  a re  

certa in  signs that the  industria lized  coun trie s , taken  to g e th e r, have  a lready  reached  energy  consum ption  

levels  w hich a re  adequate  to en su re  the  long  term  socio -econom ic developm ent env isaged . T he m ost 
d ifficu lt p ro b lem , ho w ev er, is to  trans la te  the  p resen t com plex  situation  in to  rea lis tic  fu tu re  trends and 

to  quantify  the  energy  dem and  fo r a  p e rio d  beyond  the  tu rn  o f  the  cen tury . A  possib le  fram ew ork  fo r 
m ore  de ta iled  studies and fo r a general o rien ta tion  o f  fu tu re  energy  dem and  fo r econom ic developm ent 

in develop ing  coun tries  is d iscussed .

Assurance of reliable and economic energy supply under conditions acceptable 
for the environment and to mankind is generally considered as one of the major pre
requisites of balanced and stable socio-economic development in all regions of the 
world, with its ever increasing population.

The following conclusions of the 13th Congress of the World Energy 
Conference (WEC) held in Cannes, France, 1986, may constitute a general frame
work for a more precise assessment of the present status of, and future trends on, 
energy needs for economic development [1]:

(1) The conventional energy resources known at present will remain abundant for 
the foreseeable future and will ensure medium term energy supply on a global 
scale.

53
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(2) The present energy mix of conventional sources will dominate for many years 
to come.

(3) A great diversity of highly developed technologies are available for reliable and 
economic energy generation, conversion, and consumption. This promises 
more continuity of supply of locally available energy resources.

(4) The present development, not only in industrialized countries, shows the 
growing role of electricity in the energy spectrum for sustainable economic 
development and for increasingly more efficient uses of energy.

However,

(5) Care of the environment is now a major aspect to be considered in any energy 
development.

(6) Conservation which embraces the wise and efficient use of energy is important 
to the industrialized world and vital to the developing world. One of the most 
important goals for developing countries is to improve materially efficiency in 
using local energy supplies.

(7) The real problems — social, economic, and political — are largely related to 
a more equitable distribution of energy between the rich and third world 
countries.
A few statistical data may further define the scope of the paper as well as the

specific problems of developing countries:

(a) Mankind at present is increasing at a rate of 150 births every minute,
220 000 per day, 80 million per year. Most of the growth is taking place in
developing countries, where nine out of ten children are born. At this rate we 
shall be six billion1 by the end of the century, seven billion by 2010, and eight 
billion by 2020. It is further estimated that the world population finally may 
reach a steady state at around ten billion a century from now [2].

(b) In 1985 the USA, with less than 5% of the world’s population, consumed
around 25% of the total world energy production, its per head consumption
being around 310 GJ compared with around 130 GJ in western Europe and the 
industrialized Pacific region. In the same year, the entire developing world, 
with around 75 % of the world population, had access only to roughly the same 
amount of commercial energy as was consumed in the USA, which corresponds 
to an average consumption per head of less than 25 GJ.

(c) The gross domestic product (GDP) per head increased from US $2850 to $8850 
at an average annual rate of 6% between 1950 and 1985 in the industrialized 
countries. The corresponding figures for the developing countries are US $280 
to $650 in 1985, with an average annual increase of around 4%.

(d) Since 1973 energy consumption in the developing countries has increased by an 
average of 7.3% per year, while the GDP has grown only by 5.3% per annum.

1 1 b illion  =  109.
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The corresponding figures for industrialized countries are an average increase 
in energy consumption by 0.6% and an annual increase in the GDP by 3.2%.

(e) Even more important is the disparity in the development of the energy intensity 
or the amount of energy required to produce one unit of income between 1950 
and 1985. In industrialized countries it decreased from 26.5 to 20.0 
MJ/US $ GDP while in developing countries it increased from 14.0 to around 
37 MJ/US $ GDP over the same period of time.

(f) An interesting trend is apparent in the development of the electricity intensity 
between 1950 and 1985. In industrialized countries it rose from
0.35 kW-h/US $ GDP, in the developing countries from 0.14 kW-h/US $ 
GDP to around 0.7 kW-h/US $ GDP in both by 1985. In other words, the 
average value of electricity for economic development is now identical in both 
regions, independent of the absolute level of development.

Consequently electricity is of increasing importance for economic development. 
Although the GDP is affected by other factors, there is no doubt that electrification 
and the development of the power industry are major prerequisites for economic 
development [3].

Before a more detailed analysis is attempted the present energy situation will 
be briefly summarized.

Table I shows the total and the per head energy consumption and electricity 
generation in 1985 in the industrialized and the developing countries, again 
demonstrating the present disparity in energy consumption between the countries of 
the North and the South.

TABLE I. ENERGY CONSUMPTION, PER HEAD AND TOTAL, AND 
ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN 1985

C oun try  g roup T otal p e r  head

E nergy

(E J)

E lec tric ity

(T W -h )
E nergy

(GJ)

E lectric ity
(k W -h )

Industria lized

coun tries 229 .4 7682 187 6270

D evelop ing
coun tries 89 .4 1740 25 480

W o rld  to ta l 318 .8 9422 66 1950
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50.0

Percentage of value of total exports

Primary 

Fuels 
I 1 Food 

13 8 I I Other

Manufactured 

Щ  Textiles/clothing 
[ЦЛЗ Chemicals/engineering 
ЩШ Other

Total trade US$ 308.2 X109

Source: 14]

FIG. 2. Trade flow from developing to industrialized countries in 1984.

FIG. 3. Annual commercial and non-commercial energy consumption in India 1981-82 and distribu
tion between rural and urban population.
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FIG. 4. SAD С С energy flow  1985.

Figure 1 presents a comparison of the total energy consumption and production 
in 1985 in the major developing regions, indicating that more than 30% of total 
production is exported outside the regions.

The discrepancy between energy production and consumption is a matter of 
specific concern to the African region, with the lowest consumption per head of all 
developing regions. Accordingly, as is shown in Fig. 2, 50% of the value of the 1984 
trade flow from the developing to the industrialized countries consisted of exports of 
primary fuel, in particular crude oil.

Even more alarming than the low commercial energy consumption in the 
developing countries is their heavy dependence on non-commercial energy sources, 
in particular firewood, and the disparity between urban and rural regions in energy 
consumption and the corresponding levels of economic activities, especially in view 
of the fact that more than 70% of the population in the developing countries lives in 
rural areas.

The distribution of the total annual energy consumption between the urban and 
the rural population in India is shown in Fig. 3 for the period 1981-82. The rural 
population, representing 74% of the total population, consumed only 40.8% of the 
total energy, of which 95 % came from non-commercial energy sources. On the other 
hand, the urban population, with 26% of the total population, consumed 59.2% of 
the total energy but 75% came from commercial sources. The average energy con
sumption per head of the rural population totalled 5.5 GJ with 0.3 GJ commercial 
energy and that of the urban population, 22.3 GJ with 16.6 GJ commercial 
energy [5].
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GJ

I I E lectricity 

Щ Ш  Oil products

Coal

SADCC Botswana Malawi Swaziland Zambia
Angola Lesotho Mozambique Tanzania Zimbabwe

C o u n try

FIG. 5. Per head energy consumption SADCC 1985.

Source: [6]

TABLE II. POPULATION EXPERIENCING A FUELWOOD DEFICIT IN 
1980 AND 2000 (IN MILLIONS)

R egion 1980 2000

A cute  scarcity D efic it A cu te  scarcity  
o r defic it

Total

popu lation

R ural
p opula tion

T otal
popu lation

R ural

popula tion
T otal

population

R ural

popu lation

A frica 55 49 146 131 535 464

N e ar E ast and 
N orth  A frica 104 69 268 158

A sia  and  Pacific 31 29 832 710 1671 1434

L atin  A m erica 26 18 201 143 512 342

T o tal 112 96 1283 1052 2986 2398

N o te : T o tal popu la tion  and  ru ral popu la tion  (to tal popu la tion  less  that o f  tow ns w ith  m o re  than  

100 000  inhab itan ts) in  zones w hose  fuelw ood situation  has b een  c lassified . Source: [7]
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In general firewood currently provides around 40% of the total energy 
consumed in the developing countries, 76% in Africa, 42% in Asia, and around 30% 
in Latin America. It is normally used with an energy efficiency of only 5-10%.

The specific problems of an energy-endowed developing region are shown in 
the next two figures, which refer to the Southern African Development Co-ordination 
Conference (SADCC) region'. Figure 4 shows the 1985 energy flow of the region, 
which is dominated by massive crude oil export and local coal consumption of the 
same order of magnitude as oil product imports, despite the fact that 80% of all coal 
resources in Africa are located within the region, and the dominance of firewood in 
final consumption mainly in households. Figure 5 shows the 1985 energy consump
tion per head in the region and the nine member countries with an average firewood 
consumption of around 80% and more than 95% in Malawi, Tanzania and 
Mozambique, a country with one of the largest coal reserves in the region [6].

There is also no doubt that certain present energy patterns threaten the sustained 
development of the countries or regions in which they are dominant. This is particu
larly true of the firewood crisis. According to an FAO study [7] (Table II) 
1300 million people in 1980 lived in wood deficit areas and over 110 million in acute 
scarcity. By the year 2000 about 3000 million people or 50% of the world’s popula
tion may live in wood deficit and acute scarcity areas, which would lead to increasing 
deforestation, erosion and desertification with all their social, ecological, and 
climatic consequences.

Commercial resource development and improved energy efficiency for rural 
areas are therefore at the core of the general problems of development in developing 
countries and are major strategic elements in promoting the creation of local 
economic opportunities and improved living conditions.

It would therefore seem most appropriate to develop in rural areas of developing 
countries small indigenous energy resources with the most suitable local inputs and 
technologies, taking into account existing technical skills and local environmental and 
social conditions. This is even more important for rural electricity supply, taking into 
account that less than 15% of the rural population in developing countries at present 
have access to electricity, most of which is produced by diesel generators burning 
imported fuel. On the list of benefits to be gained from electrification, a few examples 
are cited below:

(1) Use of water pumps for irrigation systems, thus permitting multiple cropping 
and a shift to higher value crops.

(2) Introduction of heating and cooling systems for the preservation and storage of 
food and medical supplies.

(3) Use of power machines which would improve productivity in small scále indus
tries by a factor of five to twenty.

(4) Creation of multipurpose small- to medium-sized mechanized enterprises in 
support of agricultural and industrial developments and of the local manufacture 
of energy-efficient equipment.
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Source: 16,8)

FIG. 6. Development o f primary energy consumption, GDP, and electricity consumption in the Federal 
Republic o f Germany and the SADCC region.

(5) Reduction of the rural exodus by improving the quality of life and offering
better employment prospects in the villages.
However, the current low consumption density, dispersed demand and long dis

tances from production centres economically justify decentralized instead of central
ized rural electrification systems. Decentralized supplies in many cases can be better 
matched to direct energy demand and are able to employ a wide range of energy 
forms and fuels.

In order to underline the role of electricity in economic development it must be 
mentioned again that the electricity intensity of the GDP has increased in all countries 
since the beginning of electrification. Even in the early stages of development elec
tricity consumption grew much more than did energy consumption in general. This 
is demonstrated in Fig. 6 with the relative developments of primary energy consump
tion, the GDP and electricity generation in the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
SADCC region — two extreme examples of very different economic, social and 
industrial levels.

Despite the advantage of, and the well-known demand for electricity, the 
majority of the developing countries have and will continue to have very low levels 
of electricity consumption. As is shown in Tables III and IV, only ten, or around 6%,
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TABLE III. ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
1985

E lec tric ity

p roduction

(T W -h (e ))

F rac tio n  o f  

to tal p roduction  

in D C s (% )

E lec tric ity

consum ption /head

(k W -h (e))

1. C hina 391 22 .5 370

2 . B razil 190 11.0 1420

3 . Ind ia 174 10.0 230

4 . M exico 88 5 .0 1070

5. Y ugoslavia 70 4 .0 2980

6 . K o rea , R ep. 59 3 .4 1400

7. T a iw an , C hina 52 3 .0 2740

8. K orea , D em . P .R . 45 2 .6 2250

9. A rgen tina 44 2 .5 1470

10. V enezuela 44 2 .5 2590

Subtotal 1157 66 .5 1870

11-22  see T ab le  IV 2 0 -4 0 15.6 950

T otal all o ther 
coun tries  (140) 311 17.9 350

A ll develop ing  

coun tries  (160) 1740 100 480

of all developing countries in 1985 accounted for about 66% of the total electricity 
production in the developing world and a total of 20 countries for almost 82% of the 
total production [9]. The total production of the remaining 140 countries between 
1982 and 1985 decreased by around 6% whereas the production of the first 
20 countries increased by around 25% over the same period of time.

In this context, it is interesting to note that all developing countries with nuclear 
power plants in operation or under construction, except Cuba, appear in the list of 
the first twenty countries and that the remaining countries on that list are at least 
realistic candidates for embarking on a nuclear power programme before the end of 
the century.

The aggregate electricity production of some 1750 TW-h(e) of all 
160 developing countries, representing roughly 75% of the world’s population or
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TABLE IV. ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Nos 11-20 IN TABLE III

E lec tric ity

p roduction

(T W -h (e ))

E lec tric ity

consum ption /head

(k W -h (e))

11. Iran , Isl. R ep. 37 .3 840

12. Saudi A rab ia 32 .4 2950

13. T urkey 31.3 610

14. Indonesia 27 .8 168

15. C o lom bia 26 .3 880

16. G reece 2 5 .7 2570

17. Pakistan 2 5 .0 260

18. Egypt 23 .2 490

19. T hailand 23.1 440

20. P h ilipp ines 2 0 .0 360

T otal 27 2 .0 950

more than 3.5 billion people, corresponds to an average annual consumption per head 
of less than 500 kW • h(e), compared with more than 10 000 kW • h(e) in the USA and 
5000 kW-h(e) in the USSR.

No less important are the common predictions that it is not the availability of 
primary energy forms which will be needed for a sustainable economic development 
but rather the services requiring energy in the various sectors, especially in industry, 
which will determine the form of end use for improved energy intensity.

A good example of the penetration of end use energy for mechanized production 
is illustrated by the increased electrification of selected Brazilian industrial branches 
during the last twenty years, as shown in Table V [10]. The increase of the installed 
electric capacity per worker even in highly labour intensive branches such as mining 
and electrical equipment was undoubtedly a main factor in the growth of productivity 
in Brazilian industry in recent years.

In analysing the future demand for energy and electricity for economic develop
ment in the developing countries we should consider that industrialization generally 
is associated with economic progress and is usually most important in terms of the 
dynamics of economic development.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries economic progress through 
industrialization was based on the availability of cheap and abundant coal, especially
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TABLE V. INSTALLED ELECTRIC CAPACITY PER WORKER IN 
SELECTED INDUSTRIAL BRANCHES IN BRAZIL BETWEEN 1960 AND 1980

In sta lled  capacity  (kW /w orker)

1960 1980

M ining 1.30 9 .55

M etal p roducts 3 .13 7 .5 0

M achinery 2 .13 3 .33

E lec trica l equ ipm ent 1.93 9 .32

T ranspo rt equ ipm ent 3 .04 6 .62

P aper 6 .25 10.88

R ubber 5 .48 7 .22

C hem icals 6 .78 2 2 .6 8

T extiles 1.84 3.71

B everages 2 .98 5.73

T obacco 0 .8 8 7 .96

Source: [10]

in Europe and North America. In the present century, the availability of cheap oil 
provided additional thrust to the economies of the developed countries. At least in 
some industrialized and newly industrialized countries, nuclear power is already a 
major catalyst of economic and industrial development. France and the Republic of 
Korea are only two cases in point.

The role of industrialization in economic development is also demonstrated by 
the fact that the industrial sector in industrialized countries at present accounts for 
25-45% of the total GDP and 30-40% of the total energy consumption. The 
corresponding figures for the developing countries are an 8-60% share of the total 
GDP and a 25-70% share of the total energy consumption. The wide range of contri
butions is due to the different levels of industrialization, the structure of industry, and 
the technologies used in industrial processes in the respective countries.

According to the National Energy Data Profiles presented at the 13th Congress 
of WEC in Cannes, 1986, the average industrial share of total electricity consumption 
is 43% in the industrialized market economy countries, 55% in the newly 
industrialized developing countries and 65% in the industrialized centrally planned 
economy countries.
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Oil (Mtoe/year)

Source: 111]

FIG. . 7. Consumption o f  oil and electricity in Swedish industry from  1955 to 1985, with forecasts to 
1990 and 1995.

Electricity-based technologies cover an increasingly broader spectrum of appli
cations. Lower energy costs are not the only positive effect to be derived from 
substituting electricity for fuel. Other advantages are better product quality, a less 
polluted environment, automation and higher production speed, material savings, and 
flexibility.

The growth of absolute electricity consumption in industry and the steady 
absolute reduction of fuel consumption after 1973 and 1979 are shown in Fig. 7 by 
the ‘boomerang curve’ for Swedish industry [11]. Similar trends have been observed 
in most industrialized countries.

However, many developing countries still try to attract older technologies and 
processes which are comparatively energy inefficient and not competitive inter
nationally. If these trends continue, developing countries could end up with industrial 
sectors which are not only energy inefficient and economically non-competitive but 
which do great damage to their environments and economies. Energy efficiency thus 
emerges as the most cost effective means both to prevent such damage costs and to 
promote a competitive and sustainable industrial sector.

Depending on the pace of industrial investment activities, significant improve
ments in energy efficiency have been achieved through improved energy manage
ment, new technologies, processes and products and by installing new equipment. A 
breakdown of the technical potential and the estimated savings up to the year 2000 
in western Europe are given in Table VI.

In the developing countries, organized industrial energy management efforts are 
still at an early stage, some newly industrialized countries excepted.
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TABLE VI. ENERGY SAVINGS IN WESTERN EUROPE

Industry T echnical
po ten tia l

1976 1985

P ercen tage  reduc tion  from  1973

2000

Iro n  and  steel 2 5 -3 5 0 10-15 15-30

O th er fu rnace 2 5 -3 5 3 -5 1 0 -20 15-30

C hem ica ls  (fuel) 15-25 0 -2 5 -1 5 0 -1 5

O thers 2 0 -3 5 4 -8 10-15 15-25

Source: [12]

However, substantial savings of the order of 10-20% could easily be obtained 
by the end of the century through relatively simple housekeeping and retrofitting 
measures, especially in large scale industries. However, small industries are more 
common in these countries, which do not have the capability to invest in the latest 
potentially capital intensive and expensive technologies.

In the long run, developing countries may be in a better position to select new 
energy efficient technologies and less energy intensive industries as they are still in 
the process of mapping out their industrial programmes.

In their quest for economic development most developing countries, however, 
are forced to increase their energy consumption, especially in the industrial sector, 
thus increasing their energy intensity ratios in the; immediate future.

The relation between energy demand and economic development is shown in 
Fig. 8 [13]. The increase of demand for the presented energy intensive commodities 
is particularly significant for the countries which are in the early stage of industrial 
development while the increment of energy demand diminishes for higher income 
groups. Even more important are the changes in consumption pattern in relation to 
the development process. While the lower income countries consume mostly energy 
intensive building materials and fertilizers, the higher income groups shift their 
incremental consumption towards chemicals, steel, paper, and other high value added 
products.

Finally, there are also certain signs indicating that industrial energy 
consumption in general, and electricity consumption in particular, in the 
industrialized countries may stagnate or even decrease in absolute terms in the future. 
Possible reasons for this development are further improvements in energy conserva
tion and waste energy recovery. Even more important is the ongoing structural 
change in the industrial sector towards less energy intensive industries, in particular 
electrical and electronic equipment, fine chemicals as well as the expanding sector
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FIG. 8. Energy input per head fo r  the consumption (production import) o f basic commodities as a 
function o f the GNP per head.

TABLE VII. CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION IN MAJOR INDUSTRIALIZED 
COUNTRIES BETWEEN 1980 AND 1986

C oun try C ru d e  steel p roduction  (m illion  tonnes)

1980 1983 1986

Japan 111 97 98

USA 102 77 74

G erm any , F ed . R ep. 44 36 37

Italy 26 22 23

F ran ce 23 18 18

U nited  K ingdom 11 15 15

R est o f  E E C 35 31 31

Subtotal 352 296 296

W o rld  to ta l 716 664 714

(% ) o f  w o rld  total 49 .1 4 4 .6 4 1 .4
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of high technologies. As is shown in Table VII, the production of crude steel in major 
industrialized countries dropped by 16% between 1980 and 1986 and the share of the 
total world production declined from 49% in 1980 to 41% in 1986.

As a result, energy intensive basic industries will expand faster in developing 
countries. Already Brazil and the Republic of Korea (steel), India and Turkey 
(cement), and Mexico (pulp and paper) are major producers.

The envisaged industrial shift in the basic industries will not only result in a 
better North-South balance in the manufacturing sector and a more rational inter
national division of labour but will also contribute to an optimum use of energy 
resources worldwide due to the increasing demand in the energy-endowed South.

At any rate, it seems to be beyond any doubt that energy and electricity demand 
in the developing countries must grow much faster than in the industrialized countries 
in order to ensure a more sustainable socio-economic North-South relationship. On 
the other hand, there are signs indicating that the industrialized countries, taken 
together, have reached energy consumption levels which are adequate to ensure the 
long term socio-economic development envisaged.

The most difficult problem, however, is to translate the present complex situa
tion into future trends and to quantify a realistic energy demand for a period beyond 
the turn of the century. The magnitude of the problem is illustrated by the fact that 
the large number of serious national, regional and interregional energy demand 
studies for the next fifty years differ by at least a factor of two to three depending 
on the basic assumptions used and on the emotional attitudes pro and contra further 
technical development.

Only detailed interdisciplinary studies of an integrated social, economic and 
energy development can help to ensure the required conversion into realistic future 
solutions of present technological, ecological, economic and social possibilities and 
to assist governments in decisions and commitments for concrete actions and invest
ments to ensure the energy demand beyond the year 2000.

However, this type of rational and coherent economic and energy planning for 
long term development in the developing countries is hampered by the lack of reliable 
economic statistics and energy related data including non-commercial energy as well 
as of methodologies and tools applicable to the specific situation in the developing 
countries.

The following assumption therefore should only be interpreted as a possible 
framework for more detailed studies and for a general orientation of future energy 
demand for economic development in the developing countries.

A theoretical upper limit of the energy demand in the developing countries at 
the turn of the century and beyond might be based on the ‘Lima Target’, i.e. an 
increase from the developing world’s present 10% share of the world’s manu
facturing output to 25% by the year 2000. The energy demand necessary to ensure 
this 25% share, compared with the realistic projections of the IAEA, is shown in 
Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII. ESTIMATES OF TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND 
DEMAND OF INDUSTRY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE 
YEAR 2000

1980 2000

25%  share IA E A

o f  M V A estim ates

W o rld  to ta l consum ption  (EJ) 288 600 480

D evelop ing  coun tries

to ta l consum ption  (EJ) 72 275 160

p e r  cent o f  w orld  total 25 46 33

consum ption  p e r  head  (GJ) 23 57 33

Industria l dem and  (EJ) 18.7 96 56

p e r cen t used  by  Industry 2 6 .0 3 5 .0 35 .0

Sources: [14 , 15]

TABLE IX. WORLD PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN 1985

C oun try /R eg ion E nergy
to tal

(EJ)

C onsum ption  
pe r head  

(GJ)

P ercen tages 
o f  total 

w orldw ide

P ercen tages 
w ith in  the 

reg ion

W orld  total 320 66 100

Industria lized

countries 230 198 71 .8 100

N orth  A m erica 82 312 25 .6 35 .7

W este rn  E urope 53 131 16.6 2 3 .0

Japan 15.5 129 4 .8 6 .7

E aste rn  E urope 76 189 23 .7 33.1

O ther coun tries 3.5 180 1.1 1.5

D evelop ing

coun tries 90 25 28 .2 100

C hina 24 .5 23 7 .6 2 7 .2
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TABLE X. NON-RENEWABLE WORLDWIDE ENERGY RESERVES: 
QUANTITIES

Proven reserves 
(EJ)

Additional reserves 
(EJ)

Speculative reserves 
(EJ)

Solid mineral fuel 
(coal, lignite, peat) 38 000 110 000

Conventional oil 4 200 1 500 -

Non-conventional oil 600 12 500 7 500a

Natural gas 3 200 6 500 —

Uraniumb 1 000 1 500 4 500

Total non-renewable 
energy reserves 47 000 132 000 12 000

a Including 4 Gtoe (160 EJ) in Antarctica.
b Option: Current type of thermal reactors (1 t U = 80Ó0 toe). Source: [16]

Analyses of the present socio-economic situation of the developing world and 
international and regional studies of the relation between industry and development 
up to the end of the century in general have shown the Lima Target to have slipped 
out of sight; the IAEA estimates in Table VIII may constitute, however, a solid basis 
for further consideration [14, 15].

Another, more direct orientation of a possible energy future may be taken from 
a comparison of the present total and energy consumption per head with the economic 
and industrial status in industrialized countries and their major subregions 
(Table IX). In view of the energy consumption per head in North America being 
higher by a factor of 2.5 than in western Europe and Japan, an average consumption 
in the industrialized world up to the year 2030 of around 220-250 GJ/head resulting 
in a cumulated consumption of 12 500-13 500 EJ might be realistic.

In the developing countries an increase from the present 25 GJ/head to around 
75 GJ/head or one third of the consumption in industrialized countries by the year 
2030 might be both attainable and realistic in line with the foreseeable economic 
development, resulting in a cumulated consumption of approximately 15 500 EJ.

An estimated cumulated worldwide energy consumption of around 30 000 EJ 
by the year 2030 corresponds to around 60% of the proven non-renewable energy 
resources shown in Table X, as presented by the Conservation Commission of WEC 
at the 13th Congress in Cannes.
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Physical energy supplies therefore may not be endangered in the foreseeable 
future, and the global energy mix will remain dominated by coal, oil, and gas. Conse
quently, environmental protection, in particular measures against acid rain and the 
greenhouse effect as well as the introduction of non- and low-waste technologies, will 
become the major technical, economic, and ecological challenge of mankind.

In addition, only nuclear power, based on the highest possible levels of reliabil
ity and safety, and renewable energy, in particular solar energy, can become signifi
cant substitutes for fossil fuel in electricity and heat generation. However, in contrast 
to the proven status of nuclear power, the present technical and economic uncertain
ties surrounding solar power will not allow us to depend on it for any large scale 
application in the foreseeable future.

However, renewable energy sources should have a major impact on remote 
rural areas for decentralized energy supply. For the foreseeable future it will not be 
possible to meet the energy demand of remote rural areas by supplying them with oil 
or connecting them to the electric network. The availability of commercial renewable 
energy at an improved level of efficiency therefore could be the only possibility to 
move away from a subsistence economy in rural areas and encourage local economic 
development.

Even more difficult are long term projections of electricity demand, particularly 
in developing countries. For the majority of the developing countries, the required 
growth in electricity generation will mainly depend on the availability of investments 
and infrastructure for the development of an integrated electricity generation, trans
mission and distribution system at a national or regional level.

However, if adequate supplies are available, the electricity consumption in 
developing countries obviously will grow at rates well above those of economic 
growth and higher than in industrialized countries at comparable stages of 
development.

Again, a possible framework might be sketched on the basis of the assumption 
that the share of electricity generation in total primary energy consumption may 
increase in the industrialized countries from 33% in 1985 to 45% in 2030, and in the 
developing countries from 19% to 35% in 2030.

This extrapolation is based on the assumption that, given the present technolo
gies, consumption habits and development trends, electricity generation may not 
exceed 50-55% of the total energy consumption a century from now, and that the 
present annual increase in electricity generation in the industrial world will not 
change drastically.

The world total electricity generation therefore may reach 30 000 TW -h(e) in 
2030, which is a factor of three higher than in 1985. Of that total, 14 000 TW-hCe), 
compared with around 7000 TW-h(e) in 1985, will be generated in the present indus
trialized countries and 16 000 TW-h(e), or a factor of ten higher than in 1985, must 
be produced in countries which are now classified as developing countries.

To meet the estimated demand of the developing countries an additional 
3000 GW(e) must be installed by the year 2030, or around 70 GW(e) every year
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from now on. According to a study presented at the 13th Congress of WEC in 
Cannes, 1986 [17], the total investment in the developing countries up to the year 
2030 must be on the order of US $4500 billion (constant $ at an average of US 
$1450/kW installed capacity) or around US $100 billion per year. The additional 
costs of the necessary infrastructure, transmission lines and distribution systems 
might be of the same order of magnitude.

The annual investment required for the necessary extension of the electrical 
capacity in the developing world should be seen in relation to the present global 
armament budget of US $550 billion a year. About US $100 billion of this outlay is 
for the growing stockpile of nuclear weapons.

CONCLUSION

Energy is essential for human survival and we should devote as much of it as 
is absolutely necessary to ensure worldwide economic and social development. 
However, the increase in the degree of uncertainty affecting the energy sector aggra
vates the difficulty of making realistic assessments of the interdependence between 
energy needs and economic development in the foreseeable future.

The major expectations elaborated at the 13th Congress of the World Energy 
Conference may help to define the future energy paths for a balanced and stable 
socio-economic development of the world:

— There is no energy shortage in the near term and coal, oil, gas, and nuclear 
energy will form the basis for a continued diversification of the global energy 
system.

— The development of renewable energy sources is generally encouraging. Apart 
from hydroelectric their uses will be limited to applications which are viable 
under specific local conditions particularly in rural areas in developing 
countries.

— The interdependence between the availability of electricity and economic 
growth will determine the process of industrialization in all countries, indepen
dent of their level of development. It is important to improve the reliability and 
performance of electricity generation as well as the efficiency of consumption 
in order to reduce costs and to minimize the environmental impact.

The future in the field of energy will therefore be dominated by an increased 
diversification of energy systems, the ability to pursue technical innovations and the 
need for greater protection of the environment.

As the complexity of the relation between energy and economy increases, 
planning is becoming more and more arduous. Admittedly, energy planning was 
never conducted without reference to the general economic outlook, but today the 
link between the energy sector and the economy has to be taken into account much 
more explicitly.
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Consequently, only integrated social, economic, industrial, and energy planning 
with due regard to the environmental impact can form a solid basis for long term 
national decisions and policies in conformity with worldwide trends in economic 
development.

There is, however, no universal model for the relation between energy needs 
and economic development. Whereas the least developed countries must increase 
their energy intensities in order to start up industrialization and rural development, 
countries at an advanced level of industrialization must improve their intensities in 
order to compete with the international market based on market economy principles.

Dependent on their local situation, available infrastructure and raw materials, 
and in accordance with the market economy concept, developing countries may 
choose between two strategies relating energy and economy or a combination of both:

— Investment of available capital in the energy sector for the purpose of reducing 
dependence on energy imports, thus relieving the trade balance; or

— Building up appropriate industrial production with a view to increasing exports, 
thus covering increases in the expenditure on energy.

Finally, as the solution of the energy problem for economic development in 
developing countries is an interdisciplinary problem of global dimensions, interna
tional co-operation should play an ever increasing role. As most of the international 
organizations are concerned with specific aspects of energy and economic develop
ment, e.g. nuclear energy, industrial development, financing, social problems and 
environmental protection, only a well co-ordinated integration of their related efforts 
can actively contribute to worldwide social and economic development for the benefit 
of the present and future population of the world.
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Abstract

THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN OECD COUNTRIES.
Some 80% of the world’s nuclear generating capacity is in the OECD area, with about 

300 nuclear power reactors in operation. To date, thirteen Member Countries of the Nuclear Energy 
Agency have developed nuclear energy programmes, contributing more than 20% of the total electricity 
generation in the OECD area. Thus, nuclear power is viewed as an essential component of the energy 
policies of many OECD countries. Yet there is a wide diversity of attitudes among its members towards 
nuclear power, ranging from a heavy reliance on the atom for the supply of electricity to a definite policy 
of foregoing this energy option, at least for the time being. Behind this overall important role played 
by nuclear power in the OECD area is the recognition that nuclear energy is — along with coal — one 
of the cheapest ways to generate electricity, with definite advantages over other sources as regards the 
impact on the environment and security of supplies. The paper reviews the current situation in the main 
parts of the nuclear fuel cycle, quantitatively and qualitatively, from uranium supply and demand to 
waste storage and disposal. In spite of this favourable potential, the outlook for nuclear power in the 
OECD area is influenced by a range of factors: slow growth of the demand for electricity, uncertain 
public confidence, radioactive waste management issues, etc. The recent accident at the Chernobyl 
nuclear power plant created not only a shock, but also a renewed public and political awareness of the 
need to maintain nuclear plant safety at the highest possible levels. While this accident did not place 
in technical doubt the design and safety features of reactors in the OECD area, there are lessons to be 
drawn for nuclear energy worldwide. The unique safety co-operation amongst OECD countries may 
well serve as a model to achieve this objective. Taking into account these many factors, there is confi
dence that nuclear generated electricity will continue to grow in the OECD area to about 360 GW(e) 
by the year 2000, or a quarter of OECD’s total electricity generation.

Some twenty-five years passed between the discovery of fission in 1938 and the 
construction of the first commercial nuclear power plant in the OECD area. Now, 
fifty years later, nuclear energy has become an essential source of electric power in 
many OECD countries and contributes today nearly a quarter of their total electricity 
generation.

During the last four to five decades, the international economic and energy 
scene has undergone important changes. In the 1950s electricity demand boomed at 
a rate of 8 % per year, followed by 7 % per year in the 1960s. In this period of steady 
development, additional sources for the generation of electricity became necessary 
and the primary energy base was widened by the introduction of nuclear energy.
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In the 1970s two oil crises shocked the world, leading to a sharp oil price 
increase and a decreasing overall energy demand. The average growth in electricity 
demand fell to below 3%. In addition to the price increases of primary energy, lead 
times for the construction of power plants lengthened, which also resulted in 
increased costs.

In the first half of the 1980s electricity demand continued to develop steadily 
in the OECD area by about 2.5 to 3% per year, roughly in line with GDP growth. 
Nuclear electricity generation grew much faster, more than doubling between early 
1980 and late 1986, mainly because the nuclear power plants coming on stream were 
already under construction in the 1970s.

Today the situation is characterized by a diversity of attitudes towards nuclear 
energy in NEA Member Countries, ranging from those which have expressed a 
definite commitment to it, notably for economic and energy security reasons, to those 
which, for the time being, have decided to forego it. This diversity of positions was 
reinforced by the Chernobyl accident in the Soviet Union in 1986.

In addition to the toll it took in human suffering and environmental damage in 
that country, Chernobyl had a pronounced adverse effect on public perception of 
nuclear power. Political support for this form of energy has eroded in a number of 
OECD countries, although perhaps only temporarily. Whatever the perspective, it is 
not surprising that this accident has provided the momentum for intensified interna
tional co-operation. The Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, for its part, has deve
loped an additional programme linked to the Chernobyl accident and several broad 
conclusions have already emerged from our preliminary assessments of the accident.

— First, the accident was specific to a particular type of Soviet power plant and 
thus has not placed in technical doubt the design and safety features of other 
reactor systems, notably those in operation in the OECD area. However, the 
Chernobyl accident has resulted in an appraisal of our current safety 
programmes and we have identified some areas in which further examination 
seems warranted. No safety concerns have been identified for these areas.

— Secondly, on the basis of scientific and technical studies of nuclear accidents, 
in particular those performed after the Three Mile Island accident of 1979, no 
changes in the regulatory positions of our Member countries are required in the 
light of the Chernobyl accident.

— And thirdly, although the radiological consequences of the accident were seri
ous in the area surrounding the Chernobyl site, they were minor for the public 
in the OECD countries and did not raise any major health concerns.

Of course, one of the obvious lessons is the need to harmonize basic criteria and 
methods for the establishment and practical application of reasonable and effective 
intervention levels to specific radiological emergencies. This is a difficult and politi
cally sensitive subject which is being tackled by the NEA, the Commission of the 
European Communities (CEC), the IAEA and the World Health Organization 
(WHO), in a co-ordinated manner. The NEA has also started a review of possible
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improvements to nuclear emergency plans, in the light of observations made at the 
national level and the lessons learnt at the Chernobyl site itself.

Returning now to the diversity of attitudes towards nuclear power in NEA 
Member Countries, the full impact of the Chernobyl accident on national nuclear 
energy plans and programmes will not be known until later, after reviews, referenda 
or elections have been held. In some countries, such as Finland and the Netherlands, 
nuclear development plans have already been delayed by the accident, and this will 
inevitably result in some deferral of planned nuclear expansion. Italy organized early 
this year a national energy conference to assess the future of its nuclear energy 
programme, and Switzerland will enter a referendum process. One country, Sweden, 
remains committed to decommissioning its operating nuclear plants by early in the 
next century, if not sooner.

On the other hand, there is a continuing or even increasing commitment to 
nuclear power in a number of our countries. I should also note that a technical con
sensus has begun to emerge — some would say, has already emerged — regarding 
the lessons to be learned from Chernobyl; that there is growing concern over the 
extent of our dependence on imported oil; and, finally, that the need for additional 
generating capacity in the longer term is becoming increasingly clear.

Soon after the accident the seven Summit countries reaffirmed their commit
ment to nuclear power under appropriate safety conditions. And, as stated in a report 
made in September 1986 by the OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy to 
the OECD Council, nuclear energy is considered by a number of OECD countries 
to be an important source of electricity supply with economic and environmental 
advantages over other energy sources. To meet their energy needs (in other words, 
to assure their energy security), these countries intend to maintain for the future the 
availability of the nuclear option under the highest safety standards.

Since Chernobyl, the United Kingdom, after a long public enquiry, has decided 
to build its first pressurized water reactor — Sizewell В — in the national interest. 
This decision adds Britain to a list of countries that since May 1986 have confirmed 
their commitments to nuclear power. This includes Japan, where a planning report 
has called for, depending on power demand, the construction of as many as 100 or 
more new nuclear plants by the year 2030; and France, which plans to continue 
ordering new nuclear plants at a raté of approximately one every 18 to 24 months.

Up to now the use of nuclear energy by OECD countries has been for electricity 
production. Because of its special uses, the demand for electricity is predicted by the 
International Energy Agency to grow as a proportion of primary energy use and 
therefore at a rate somewhat above the rate of economic growth. When we consider 
that the proportion of electricity generation from nuclear power stations is also 
predicted to increase, we can see that the role of nuclear power is becoming increas
ingly important in OECD countries. Looking beyond the turn of the century, the role 
of nuclear energy could be considerably enhanced if concepts for using district or 
process heat from nuclear stations were developed to a commercial scale. Work is 
already in hand with this aim in some countries. I note with interest the bringing into
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operation of the Canadian ‘Slowpoke’ reactor and the agreement between the Soviet 
Union and the Federal Republic of Germany which provides for co-operation on 
several matters, including non-power uses of nuclear energy.

Setting aside that slightly speculative view, we can look at the latest information 
and projections on nuclear power in the OECD area. In the twelve-month period 
beginning in January 1986, nuclear electricity generation in OECD countries rose by 
9% from 1145 TW(h) to 1238 TW(h). Nuclear power now accounts for some 22% 
of electricity generated in the OECD area.

In 1986, the number of operable nuclear power plants rose to 303 with some 
19 new reactors connected to the grid. The total installed nuclear power capacity in 
NEA Member countries increased by 9% to 224 GW(e). An additional 70 reactors, 
with a capacity of 70 GW(e) were under construction and 10 reactors with 10 GW(e) 
were in the planning stage. Projections to the end of the century estimate an increase 
of today’s capacity by a factor of 50% to 340 GW(e) in OECD Member Countries.

Furthermore, there is a general worldwide trend of improvement in nuclear 
power plant performance. In the majority of countries, the annual country availability 
factors are above 70% and it is reasonable to expect that the 70 to 75% level will 
be gradually achieved by most plants in the world. This level would already indicate 
good performance. Availability factors of 80% and higher on a sustained basis indi
cate a level of excellence which will be reached by some countries and utilities and 
which will be used as a target by others. Some countries have already achieved this 
level of performance over a period of several years.

As to the economics of nuclear power, the NEA study on electricity generation 
costs published in 1986 concluded that nuclear power had a very clear economic 
advantage over coal for base load electricity generation in most of the OECD coun
tries, except in situations where cheap coal was available close to the load centre. The 
NEA will shortly be reviewing this subject. I cannot predict the outcome, but I should 
be surprised if nuclear power did not continue to be the lower cost option for a signifi
cant number of countries. In the longer term the shortage of fossil fuels can reasona
bly be expected to widen the area where nuclear power has an economic advantage. 
Furthermore, the competitive edge of nuclear power could be increased by measures 
already being implemented to reduce nuclear plant construction times, by standardi
zation of plant design and by other measures such as co-siting several reactors on a 
single site with common services.

Let me also add a word on the situation prevailing in the back end of the fuel 
cycle, in the light of a number of studies which the NEA has conducted recently.

On the basis of this work, we can confidently state that today nuclear spent fuel 
discharged from reactors, and high level wastes resulting from fuel reprocessing, can 
be managed under acceptable safety, environmental and economic conditions. The 
relative ease, safety and low cost of spent oxide fuel interim storage technology in 
water filled pools is well demonstrated, and many OECD countries will continue to 
store much or all their spent fuel in this way for periods of 20 to 50 years. Volumes 
are still relatively small and there are no strong economic incentives for early 
disposal.
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Reprocessing is now a proven technology which has been demonstrated on a 
pilot plant basis in several OECD countries, and on a commercial basis by France 
and the United Kingdom. Several other countries, notably Japan and the Federal 
Republic of Germany, plan to have commercial reprocessing plants in operation in 
the 1990s.

Extensive study and research in the OECD area have provided a high level of 
confidence that both waste disposal options — that is, direct disposal of spent fuel, 
and disposal of high level reprocessing waste — are technically feasible, and the cost 
of either option will be only a small fraction of the total cost of electricity generation. 
One of our main conclusions in this field is that the economics of the two options are 
sufficiently similar that a compelling argument cannot be made for one over the other 
on economic grounds.

In short, there is apparently no economic or technological reason why the back 
end of the fuel cycle should constrain further deployment of nuclear power. While 
the costs of these activities appear high in absolute terms, they should be relatively 
low per unit of electricity generated.

Radioactive waste management does, of course, remain a very important factor 
in nuclear power development, particularly because of public and political concern. 
However, significant developments are taking place. The underlying trend is to estab
lish long term programmes leading to the operation of disposal facilities. These 
usually include the development of underground research facilities and the improve
ment of methodologies for assessing the long term performance of waste disposal 
systems.

To conclude, it has frequently been observed that nuclear power has three prin
cipal advantages, namely, its environmental attractiveness when compared to most 
other forms of energy generation, its significant contribution to energy security and, 
in many cases, its economic advantages over other forms of energy generation.

Today, eight OECD countries out of the 24 OECD Member Countries are pro
ducing between 25 and 70% of their electricity from nuclear power reactors. 
Moreover, there are strong indications that a number of OECD countries with nuclear 
power programmes intend to expand their nuclear power capacity. An improving 
economic climate may progressively result in a faster growth in energy demand and, 
therefore, in an appropriate further expansion of nuclear capacity. The present 
natural and industrial nuclear resources are more than sufficient — for the foreseeable 
future — to accommodate such an expansion.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT AND SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER IN CMEA MEMBER COUNTRIES.
The decisions of the 41st and 42nd meetings of the Session of the Council for Mutual Economic 

Assistance (CMEA), held in 1985 and 1986, set before the Member Countries new tasks for the achieve
ment of scientific and technological progress, the intensification of production, increased efficiency and 
the solution of urgent social and economic problems. The most important event in the further expansion 
and improvement of co-operation and the development of economic integration in the CMEA Member 
Countries was the adoption of the Comprehensive Programme of Scientific and Technological Progress 
of the CMEA Member Countries up to the Year 2000. In implementing the programmes of co-operation 
in the priority areas of scientific and technological progress, this Programme contributes significantly 
to the transformation of the industrial basis in the CMEA Member Countries on a new technological 
base. The aim of the Programme is to attain the world level of development in science and technology 
in five priority areas: electronics in the national economy; comprehensive automation, including flexible 
manufacturing systems; nuclear power; new materials, and the technologies for producing and process
ing them; biotechnology, and the accelerated introduction of R&D results into the national economy, 
and a sharp improvement in the quality of products. One of the priority areas in scientific and technologi
cal progress is the accelerated development of nuclear power. The primary aims of co-operation among 
the CMEA Member Countries in this field are a qualitative restructuring of the power industries in these 
countries, the improvement of the efficiency and reliability of the electricity supply, a reduction in the 
use of fossil fuel, improved urban heating supply, protection of the environment and the rational use 
of energy. The CMEA Member Countries are convinced of the necessity to develop nuclear power at 
a higher rate as compared to traditional energy.

The CMEA Member Countries consider nuclear power as a basic source that 
can guarantee a reliable supply of power in the near future.

The installed capacity of the CMEA Member Countries’ electric power stations 
was 362 606 MW in 1980; 412 974 MW in 1984; 428 481 MW in 1985 and about 
440 000 MW in 1986 (see Table I) [1, 2].

At present, over 20 nuclear power plants (NPPs) with a total capacity of about 
36 000 MW operate in the CMEA Member Countries: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the 
German Democratic Republic, Hungary and the USSR. They have 55 power units 
with a unit capacity from 12 to 1500 MW (see Table II) [3].
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TABLE I. INSTALLED CAPACITY OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS IN THE 
CMEA MEMBER COUNTRIES (MW, AT YEAR’S END) [1, 2]

Country 1970 1975 1980 1984 1985 1986

Bulgaria 4 117 7 060 8 197 9 798 10 243 10 243

Hungary 2 733 4 291 5 407 6411 6411 6 871

German Democratic Republic 12 569 16 928 20 454 22 264 22 759 22 759

Cuba 886 1 677 2 731 3 111 3 229 3 305

Mongolia 219 266 430 622 758 843

Poland 13 891 20 057 25 292 28 856 30 107 30 921

Romania 7 346 11 578 16 109 18 824 19 576

USSR 166 150 217 484 266 757 303 693 315 075 324 457

Czechoslovakia 10 808 13 640 17 229 19 395 20 323 21 236

Total 218 719 292 981 362 606 412 974 428 481

TABLE II. INSTALLED CAPACITY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN THE 
CMEA MEMBER COUNTRIES [4]

Country 1970 1975 1980 1984 1985 1986

Bulgaria — 880 880 1 760 1 760 1 760

Hungary - - - 802 817 1 320

German Democratic Republic 75 950 1 830 1 830 1 830 1 830

USSR 952 4 898 12 492 24 100 28 100 28 900

Czechoslovakia - 114 852 1 093 2 157 3 080

Total 1 027 6 842 16 060 29 585 34 664 36 890

The output of electricity by the nuclear power plants in the CMEA Member 
Countries was 95 577 million kW-h in 1980; 211 129 million kW-h in 1985 and 
208 921 million kW-h in 1986, i.e. 5.5, 10.4 and 9.9% respectively of the total elec
tricity generation in the CMEA Member Countries (see Table III, Fig. 1).

Nuclear power plants with WWER water moderated reactors designed in the 
USSR and manufactured with the technical assistance of the Soviet Union, are operat
ing with success in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic and
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TABLE III. OUTPUT OF ELECTRICITY IN THE CMEA MEMBER COUN
TRIES [1, 2, 4, 5]

Country Output of electricity 
(million kW-h)

Electricity generated 
by nuclear power plants 

(million kW-h)

Share of total output 
of electricity 

(%)

1980 1985 1986 1980 1985 1986 1980 1985 1986

Bulgaria 34 831 41 629 41 836 6 165 13 135 12 070 17.7 31.5 28.9

Hungary 23 874 26 710 27 986 - 6 480 7 424 - 24.3 26.5

Viet Nam 3 680 5 228 5 603 - - - - - -

German Democratic 
Republic

98 808 113 834 115 291 11.889 12 739 10 802 12.0 11.2 9.4

Cuba 9 990 12 199 13 166 - - - - - -

Mongolia 1 566 2 788 3 171 - - - - - -

Poland 121 877 137 714 140 283 -  ’ - - - - -

Romania 67 486 71 819 75 500 - - - - - -

USSR 1 293 900 1544 200 1 599 000 73 000 167 000 160 764 5.6 10.8 10.1

Czechoslovakia 72 732 80 627 84 747 4 523 11 779 17 861 6.2 14.6 21.1

T otal 1 728 744 2036 748 2 106 583 95 577 211 129 208 921 5.5 10.4 9.9

Hungary. The construction is in progress or preparation is under way for the con
struction of new power units with water-moderated reactors in Bulgaria, Cuba, 
Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary and Poland.

In the Soviet Union other kinds of reactors, such as water-graphite and fast 
breeders, in addition to NPPs with water-moderated reactors, are in operation or are 
under construction. Under the power development plans in the CMEA Member 
Countries, the aggregate capacity of NPPs will exceed 40 GW -h, and their electricity 
output will exceed 230 x 109 kW -h in the next two to three years, making it possi
ble to substitute for 70 million tonnes of conventional fossil fuel [3].

Over 80 power units at the NPPs and nuclear heat and electricity plants 
(NHEPs) with an aggregate capacity of about 70 GW ■ h are under construction or at 
the stage of preparation for construction in the CMEA Member Countries. 
Moreover, the Soviet Union is erecting two nuclear district heating plants (NDHP) 
with 500 MW thermal capacity reactors and nuclear heat supply plants with 
WWER-1000 reactors.
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(1 )  (2 )

Years

FIG. 1. Growth o f installed capacities o f nuclear power stations in the CMEA Member Countries 
(round symbols); growth o f electricity output generated by nuclear power stations in the CMEA Member 
Countries (square symbols).

Attaching great importance to the further development of co-operation in the 
field of nuclear power of the CMEA Member Countries, the CMEA Session, at its 
42nd meeting, approved a programme of construction of NPPs and nuclear heat sup
ply plants up to the year 2000 [6].

Under this programme, the aggregate capacity of NPPs in the CMEA Member 
Countries, excluding the USSR, will amount to 50 000 MW as against about 
8000 MW in 1986. NPP output will account for 30-40% of total electric power 
production.

In the USSR, where that share was about 11 % in 1986, it is also planned to raise 
the share to about 30%, increasing the capacities of NPPs by a factor of 5-6. 
Moreover, the USSR and other CMEA Member Countries will erect nuclear heat 
supply plants [7].
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The planned development of nuclear power in the CMEA Member Countries 
will make it possible to save about 400-500 million tonnes of fossil fuel. The con
struction of nuclear heat supply plants will save another 10 million tonnes of conven
tional fuel.

The programme was drawn up on the basis of a thorough analysis of increasing 
demands by the CMEA Member Countries for electric and thermal power, the possi
bilities of meeting them, and world trends in scientific and technological progress in 
the area of power.

Over thirty years’ experience in the utilization of atomic energy provides con
vincing evidence that the world has entered a nuclear era confidently and irreversibly. 
In view of the depletion or near depletion of non-renewable resources of fossil fuel, 
man cannot but rely on the further development of nuclear power. Undoubtedly, the 
future is with nuclear, and subsequently thermonuclear, power. The utilization of 
atomic energy has virtually become an objective necessity and is determined by the 
interests of progress.

The implementation of such an extensive programme for the development of 
nuclear power in the CMEA Member Countries is possible only in the context of 
close co-operation in science, technology and production. It is based on sophisticated 
nuclear power engineering, specialization and co-production between the CMEA 
Member Countries and Yugoslavia.

In 1979 an agreement was signed on multilateral international specialization and 
co-production and mutual deliveries of equipment for NPPs. The industry in eight 
participating countries (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, 
Hungary, Poland, Romania, the USSR and Yugoslavia) specializes in the production 
of over 140 items of equipment, fittings and instruments for NPPs with WWER-440 
and WWER-1000 reactors [7].

About 50 large industrial enterprises and associations in these countries, such 
as the Atommash nuclear power engineering works in the USSR, the Skoda, the Vit- 
kovice and the Sigma Plants in Czechoslovakia, GANZ-MÁVAG and LÁNG in Hun
gary, etc. are participants in the agreement.

As far as the output and co-operative deliveries are concerned, this agreement 
is one of the largest within the framework of the CMEA.

At present, the industry in countries participating in the agreement manufac
tures in series an entire range of equipment for NPPs with WWER-440 reactors of 
440 MW(e) unit capacity. Preparations are being completed by a series production 
of equipment under the agreed nomenclature for NPPs with WWER-1000 reactors 
of 1000 MW(e) unit capacity [8].

Bulgaria specializes in the production of biological protection equipment, trans
portation and technological equipment, pumps, special fittings and electrotechnical 
equipment. A major share of that equipment is aseismic.

Hungary has mastered the production of special water treatment equipment, 
handling machines, machine tools to repair reactors and steam generators, individual 
kinds of transportation and technological equipment.
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The German Democratic Republic produces large lifting power bridge cranes, 
special fittings, transportation and technological equipment. It also produces equip
ment for spent fuel additional storage sites. Work is in progress to develop automated 
unit operation and control systems.

Poland manufactures volume compensators, steam generators, separator steam 
superheaters, heat exchange equipment for NPPs with WWER-440 reactors, radia
tion and in-core control equipment for units with WWER-440 and WWER-1000 reac
tors. The production of stand-by diesel generation installations as well as individual 
transportation and technological equipment and special fittings is organized.

Romania specializes in the production and supply of main circulation pumps for 
NPPs with WWER-1000 reactors, and water vessels for emergency cooling systems 
of WWER-440 and WWER-1000 reactors. It manufactures bridge cranes, elec
trotechnical equipment and special fittings.

Specialized production and supplies from Czechoslovakia cover 80% of a whole 
range of technological equipment for WWER-440 and WWER-1000 power generat
ing units, including reactors, main shut-off valves, separator steam superheaters, spe
cial pumps, fittings and control and measuring instruments for WWER-1000 
reactors.

Within the framework of the multilateral specialization and co-production, 
Yugoslavia has mastered the production of specialized, emergency and feed pumps 
and certain kinds of special fittings.

The Soviet Union produces virtually all kinds of equipment for NPPs and sup
plies the CMEA Member Countries with over 50% of the basic equipment for 
WWER-440 and WWER-1000 units.

At present, virtually every atomic power plant being built in the CMEA Mem
ber Countries is a practical realization of the conditions of the Agreement on Multi
lateral International Specialization and Co-production in Manufacturing Equipment 
for Atomic Power Plants.

The specialization, co-production and mutual supply of equipment for NPPs are 
co-ordinated through INTERATOMENERGO, an international economic organiza
tion set up under the intergovernmental agreement between the interested CMEA 
Member Countries and Yugoslavia.

The development of nuclear power is a task of intersectoral nature. A number 
of CMEA bodies and organizations established by the CMEA Member Countries par
ticipate. A broad variety of problems in the development of nuclear power is handled 
by the Intergovernmental Commission on Co-ordination and Co-operation of the 
CMEA Member Countries and Yugoslavia covering the field of production and deliv
eries of equipment for NPPs and national implementations of the agreed Programme 
for their construction.

The co-production of specialized instruments for NPPs in the CMEA Member 
Countries is carried out through INTERATOMINSTRUMENT, an international eco
nomic association established by the interested CMEA Member Countries.
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To solve successfully the tasks of the programme adopted by the CMEA Ses
sion, it will be necessary to increase dramatically the production of nuclear equip
ment, to expand co-production and to supplement the existing agreements in that 
field. It is important to link the implementation of the programme with the measures 
under the relevant section in the Comprehensive Programme of Scientific and Tech
nological Progress to build NPPs at a high technological level, and to apply advanced 
methods for the assurance of their safety.

The aim of scientific and technological co-operation among the CMEA Member 
Countries in the field of nuclear power is to solve major problems in the light of the 
decisions of the Economic Summit Conference and the Comprehensive Programme 
of Scientific and Technological Progress up to the Year 2000 to ensure the acceler
ated and safe development of nuclear power.

The plan of co-operation in science and technology for 1986-1990 envisages co
production and co-ordination of research and design work by joint efforts of the 
CMEA Member Countries on:

— commissioning of units with WWER-1000 reactors;
— development of high capacity fast reactors;
— preparation for commissioning nuclear heat and electricity plants and nuclear 

district heating plants;
— development and manufacture of thermonuclear units;
— treatment of NPP radioactive waste, including decontamination and transporta

tion of spent fuel;
— assurance of radiation safety, including the elaboration of standard criteria to 

evaluate radiation safety, to examine emergencies at the NPPs with WWER 
reactors and to evaluate the consequences of radiation; the preparation of pro
tection measures with regard to the population in the event of emergency situa
tions at the NPPs with WWER reactors, the examination of radioactivity of the 
Baltic Sea in connection with the location of NPPs in the coastal area, and 
examination of the radioactivity of the Danube river in connection with the loca
tion of NPPs in its basin;

— development of nuclear instruments for the control and operation of reactors 
and radiation safety control at NPPs.
The development of nuclear power has brought new concerns: the safety of 

NPPs with regard to the population, and prevention of environmental pollution with 
radioactive wastes. In the context of mastering the latest achievements in science and 
technology it is difficult to attain absolute reliability and safety.

The accident at the Chernobyl NPP did not cancel the prospects for nuclear 
power but, on the contrary, focused attention on problems of its greater safety.

The accidents at Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and other nuclear plants have 
made the necessity for deepening and strengthening co-operation in the area of safe 
development of nuclear power more acute [9]. The possibility of accidents at the 
NPPs must be eliminated. The solution of this task requires the joint efforts of many 
states and international organizations.
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Co-operation among the CMEA Member Countries in this field is aimed at a 
wide interaction within the bodies of the CMEA and international organizations 
established by the CMEA Member Countries, and at more active participation in 
international co-operation within the framework of the IAEA regime.

The CMEA Member Countries take an active part in the implementation of a 
supplementary programme in the field of nuclear safety and radiation protection 
drawn up by the IAEA.

The CMEA Member Countries are parties to the Convention on Early Notifica
tion of a Nuclear Accident and the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear 
Accident or Radiological Emergency, both prepared within the framework of the 
IAEA.

The Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident may become a 
basis for a system of prompt reporting on nuclear accidents and failures at NPPs 
when such accidents entail a radioactivity release with possible transboundary effects. 
The aim of this system is to minimize the consequences of such accidents for other 
countries, to take opportune measures to protect and safeguard the population, items 
of material value and the environment.

The Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiologi
cal Emergency is one of the elements of a mechanism of assisting states in the elimi
nation of the consequences of accidents in addition to the recommendations on the 
methodological principles of elimination of consequences of accidents and emergency 
planning.

Within the framework of co-operation in the field of nuclear safety, the CMEA 
Member Countries envisage some concrete measures that facilitate the fulfilment of 
obligations ensuing from the said Conventions.

The CMEA Member Countries have also developed measures to improve the 
safety of NPPs and to ensure radiation safety. The Comprehensive Programme of 
Scientific and Technological Progress of the CMEA Member Countries up to the 
Year 2000, within the framework of the third priority area — accelerated develop
ment of nuclear power — and the programmes of co-operation on the improvement 
of NPP safety, provides for a set of tasks in the area of theoretical and pilot studies 
to prove the safety of NPPs; the elaboration of a standard set of technical documents 
on nuclear power; the improvement of equipment for WWER reactors; the develop
ment of new types of equipment; the creation and commissioning of efficient and 
reliable automated operation control systems at NPPs; the creation of technological 
equipment for nuclear heat and electricity plants, nuclear district heating plants and 
for heat recovery at NPPs; the assurance of quality of design, construction and opera
tion of NPPs ; the development of means for non-destructive control and diagnostics 
of equipment and pipelines in the process of NPP operation; the reconstruction and 
modernization of operating NPPs; the improvement of organization and repair of 
NPPs; training of staff for design, construction and operation of NPPs; the protection 
of the staff, the population and the environment at the design and emergency stages
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of NPPs; emergency measures; the elimination of the consequences of accidents at 
NPPs; the elaboration of legal documents and conventions.

In drawing up measures related to the assurance of nuclear power safety, the 
CMEA Member Countries proceeded from the USSR proposals for the programme 
to establish an international regime for the safe development of nuclear energy sub
mitted to the special session of the IAEA General Conference in September 1986 pur
suant to the statement made by M.S. Gorbachev, General Secretary of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, on Soviet television on 14 May 1986 and the 
Communiqué on the Meeting of the Political Consultative Committee of the Warsaw 
Treaty Member States on 11 June 1986. Using extensively also the IAEA documents 
on a supplementary programme in the field of radiation safety and radiation protec
tion, the CMEA Member Countries have identified the concrete tasks of co-operation 
promoting the deepening and expansion of the CMEA Member Countries’ participa
tion in the implementation of the IAEA programme.

Taking into account the IAEA recommendations, the CMEA Member Coun
tries have jointly drawn up over 40 standard documents regulating the safe operation 
of NPPs with WWER reactors, including the rules for safe transport of spent fuel 
from the NPPs in the CMEA Member Countries by rail and sea; a manual on classifi
cation and evaluation of radiation consequences of NPP accidents with WWER reac
tors; a manual on the preparation of protection measures with regard to the population 
in the event of emergency situations at NPPs; a standardized method for the evalua
tion of exposure of NPP personnel, etc.

The CMEA Member Countries will continue to expand international co
operation in the field of peaceful uses of atomic energy with other countries and inter
national organizations. They are convinced that under present conditions interna
tional co-operation in science and technology, and in the uses of atomic energy in 
particular, should serve the cause of peace and social progress.
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Abstract

ROLE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE 1990s.
Developing countries, as well as industrialized countries, have one element in common: sustained 

growth in their economies will require increased use of electricity. A few technologically advanced 
developing countries are making excellent and extensive use of nuclear power for electricity production 
and have developed a broad research capability in the nuclear field. Nuclear installed capacity in 
developing countries is expected to increase more than twofold up to the end of the century, 
corresponding to an additional 40 GW(e) of nuclear capacity. During the same period, nuclear installed 
capacity in industrialized countries is expected to grow by 65%, an increase of 170 GW(e) of nuclear 
capacity. Thus, 25% of all new nuclear capacity in the world to be placed in commercial operation in 
the 13 years up to the year 2000 will be in developing countries. Notwithstanding this achievement, the 
share of nuclear capacity located in developing countries is likely to remain modest in the foreseeable 
future. Therefore, in the medium term up to the year 2000, the major share of the electricity require
ments of the developing countries will be supplied from conventional thermal and hydro sources.

1. INTRODUCTION

The oil price and supply shocks in the mid-1970s dramatically demonstrated the 
importance of energy to national well-being. The general public, and to some extent 
the national energy planning authorities, realized for the first time that the world’s 
finite reserves of fossil fuels could impose severe constraints on energy availability 
and therefore on economic growth. Such constraints would be especially severe for 
developing countries, which characteristically have low per caput levels of GNP and 
energy availability.

While there is some debate on the extent to which national economic growth is 
directly connected to growth in energy consumption, the fact remains that the coeffi
cient of elasticity is positive and the connection is particularly strong for electrical 
energy, as is clearly shown for the OECD countries in Fig. 1. The strong connection 
between electricity demand and GDP output was maintained also after the oil price 
shocks of 1973 and 1979, although there was a significant decoupling of the relation 
between primary energy consumption and GDP, and this connection will likely 
continue in the future.
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YEAR
SOURCES:
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Note: each c u rve  n o rm a liz e d  to  100% in  1973

FIG. 1. Trends in GDP, primary energy consumption, and electricity consumption in OECD countries.

The same type of relationship can be observed in developing countries. In fact, 
the growth rate of electricity production in developing countries is presently more 
than double that in industrialized countries and is projected to remain high up to the 
year 2000, as shown in Fig. 2. However, even if these growth rates can be main
tained, the electricity consumption gap between developing and industrialized coun
tries will be closed only slightly (see Fig. 3). In 1986, the average electricity 
production per head was about 12 times higher in industrialized countries than in 
developing countries. This situation is expected to remain largely unchanged up to 
the year 2000, when the average electricity production per head in industrialized 
countries will still be about ten times as large as in developing countries. Indeed, the 
situation is shown even more dramatically by the fact that during 1986 the electricity 
consumption in Sweden was some 80 times greater than in India.

It is therefore not surprising that developing countries emphasize the expansion 
of electricity production as a central element of their economic development plans, 
although it probably would not be practical, or for that matter necessary, for 
developing countries to aim for per caput levels as high as those now prevalent in 
most industrialized countries.
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Years
Source: IAEA Energy and Economic Data Bank

FIG. 2. Growth rates o f electricity production in developing and industrialized countries.

2. ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OPTIONS

A recently completed study [1] by a senior expert group concluded that the elec
tricity requirements of the developing countries can only be met through a more 
extensive use of conventional thermal and hydro power sources together with the 
introduction of nuclear power programmes in additional developing countries and 
increased use of nuclear power in those countries which have already introduced it. 
The present situation [2] is summarized in Fig. 4, which shows the percentage contri
bution of the significant fuel types to electricity generation in developing countries 
during 1986. In the developing countries in the Centrally Planned Economies of 
Europe (CPE-Europe), the contribution of nuclear to electricity generation was 
9.7%; in the developing countries outside CPE-Europe it was only 3.5%. The hydro
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contributions were 7.5% and 37.2% in the respective regions. The combined contri
bution of coal, lignite, oil, natural gas and commercial wood, which have been 
lumped into the category of ‘fuels’, was very substantial: 82.8% in the developing 
countries belonging to CPE-Europe and 58.6% in those outside CPE-Europe. In 
total, the average contribution of nuclear energy to electricity generation in all 
developing countries was 4.5%, hydro 32.5% and fuels 62.4%. The contribution of 
geothermal energy to electricity generation was less than 1 %.
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FIG. 4. Percentage contribution o f  each fuel type to electricity generation in developing countries 
during 1986.

In this context it is significant that the developing countries which already have 
nuclear power programmes under way or are attempting to initiate their first nuclear 
power project generate about 74% of the total electricity production of all developing 
countries (Table I).

In contrast to the proven status of nuclear power, the present technical and 
economic uncertainties surrounding solar power, wind power, biomass, etc., do not 
permit dependence on them for large scale electricity generation in the foreseeable 
future, although they could play a role in supplying electricity in villages and remote 
areas not connected to a centralized grid.

Only nuclear power with the highest practical reliability and safety standards 
and coal based power with suitable environmental protection standards could become 
significant substitutes for oil in the generation of the large amounts of electricity 
necessary for general socio-economic development in developing countries. The
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TABLE I. ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
WHICH HAVE ACTIVE NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES (1986 DATA)

Country Electricity
production
(TW(e)-h)

Fraction of total 
production in 

developing countries'1

1. China 415 18.6
2. Brazil 200 9.0
3. India 165 7.4
4. Poland 135 6.1
5. Mexico 93 4.2
6. Czechoslovakia 79 3.5
7. Romania 72 3.2
8. Yugoslavia 71 3.2
9. Korea, Rep. 61 2.7

10. Taiwan, China 59 2.6
11. Argentina 48 2.1
12. Iran, Isl. Rep. 39 1.7
13. Bulgaria 37 1.7
14. Turkeyb 34 1.5
15. Indonesia1” 32 1.4
16. Hungary 27 1.2
17. Pakistan 26 1.2
18. Egypt6 24 1.1
19. Iraq” 21 0.9
20. Cuba 12 0.5

Total (rounded) 1650 74

a A total of 169 developing countries produced about 2233 TW(e)-h during 1986. 
b These countries are attempting to initiate a first nuclear power project.

determination of the appropriate mix of the various energy sources (nuclear, coal, oil, 
gas, hydro and renewables) to satisfy energy needs should be made on the basis of 
economic and objective considerations.

Thus, it is clear that the developing countries will require more energy, in 
particular electricity, and that there is a need for nuclear power in some developing 
countries. Experience has shown that nuclear energy generation is in many situations 
economically competitive with other sources of energy, and that, notwithstanding the 
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents, nuclear power is a proven and acceptably 
safe technology, available for meeting growing electricity needs in both industrialized 
and developing countries, with minimal environmental impacts during operation.
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Reactors in operation Reactors under construction

Country No. of Total net No. of Total net
units capacity units capacity

MW(e) MW(e)

Developing countries
outside CPE-Europe

Argentina 2 935 1 692
Brazil 1 626 1 1 245
China 1 288
Cuba — — 2 816
India 6 1 154 4 880
Iran, Isl. Rep. — — 2 2 400
Korea, Rep. 7 5 380 2 1 800
Mexico — — 2 1 308
Pakistan 1 125 — —

Taiwan, China 6 4 918 — —

Yugoslavia 1 632 — —

Subtotal 24 13 770 15 9 429

Developing countries
in CPE-Europe

Bulgaria 4 1 632 2 1 906
Czechoslovakia 7 2 799 9 5 508
Hungary 3 1 235 1 410
Poland — — 2 880
Romania — 3 1 980

Subtotal 14 5 666 17 10 684

Total 38 19 436 32 20 113

3. STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

As shown in Table II, at the end of 1986 sixteen developing countries had active 
nuclear power programmes [3], with 38 nuclear reactors totalling 19 436 MW(e) of 
capacity in operation and 32 units with a total capacity of 20 113 MW(e) under 
construction.
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There were 24 nuclear power reactors with a total capacity of 13 770 MW(e) 
in operation in seven developing countries outside CPE-Europe, and 14 nuclear 
power reactors with a total capacity of 5 666 MW(e) in operation in three developing 
countries in CPE-Europe.

In developing countries outside CPE-Europe there were 15 units under 
construction, with a total capacity of 9 429 MW(e); in developing countries in 
CPE-Europe there were 17 units under construction totalling 10 684 MW(e).

China, Cuba, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Mexico, Poland and Romania have 
their first units under construction. Quinshan (288 MW(e) PWR) in China is 
scheduled for grid connection in 1989. In Mexico an IAEA OSART (Operational 
Safety Review Team) mission is currently evaluating training and operating 
procedures at Laguna Verde-1 (654 MW(e) BWR); grid connection is expected in 
1988; Laguna Verde-2 is 50% complete and fuel loading is expected for 1990. 
Commercial operation for Zarnoviec-1 and -2 (2 X  440 MW(e) PWR) in Poland is 
expected in 1991 and 1992, respectively. In Romania, three nuclear units, Romania-2 
to -4 (3 X 660 MW(e) PHWR) are expected to be in commercial operation in 1989, 
1990 and 1991, respectively.

Paks-4 (410 MW(e) PWR) in Hungary is currently undergoing precommercial 
testing. In Czechoslovakia, Dukovany-4 (388 MW(e) PWR) is scheduled for grid 
connection in 1987; in addition the four units at Mochovce (4 x 388 MW(e) PWR) 
are scheduled for commercial operation beginning in 1989, at one year intervals. 
These will be followed by Temelin-1 to -4 (4 X  892 MW(e) PWR), with grid 
connection starting in 1992. Bulgaria’s first 1000 MW(e) PWR (Kozloduy-5) is 
scheduled for commercial operation in 1988 followed by Kozloduy-6 in 1989.

Grid connection for Atucha-2 (692 MW(e) PWR) in Argentina has been post
poned until 1993. In Brazil work on Angra-2 (1245 MW(e) PWR) has been slowed 
and it is expected that the 1992 target date for commercial operation will not be met.

The Republic of Korea’s KNU-9 and KNU-10 (2 x  900 MW(e) PWR) are 
scheduled for grid connection in 1988 and 1989, respectively. Currently seven 
nuclear units with a total installed capacity of 5380 MW(e) are in commercial opera
tion. By the end of 1987 the nuclear share of electricity production is expected to 
reach 50%. In India, construction of the two reactors at Narora (2 X  220 MW(e) 
PHWR) has reached an advanced stage and the units are expected to be connected 
to the grid in 1988-1989. The construction of the two units at Kakrapar (2 X  220 
MW(e) PHWR) is proceeding smoothly and the target dates for commercial operation 
are 1991-1992.

As a whole, however, the developing countries’ share of the world’s installed 
nuclear electrical capacity is small, as shown in Fig. 5. At the end of 1986, 
industrialized countries accounted for 92.9% (37.1% in western Europe, 35% in 
North America, 10.7% in eastern Europe and 9.4% in Japan), while developing 
countries accounted for 7.1% (5% in developing countries outside CPE-Europe and 
2.1% in developing countries in CPE-Europe).
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Developing Countries 
In CPE - Europe

Czechoslovakia
Bulgaria
Hungary

Developing Countries 
Outside CPE - Europe

Korea, Rep.
Taiwan, China 
India
Argentina
Brazil
Yugoslavia
Pakistan

2 .1%

1.0 %
0 .6%
0.5%

5.0%

2.0 %
1.8 %
0.4%
0.3%
0 .2%
0 .2%
0 .1%

Industrialized Countries 92.9%

USA 30.9%
France 16.3%
USSR 10.1%
Japan 9.4%
Germany, Fed. Rep. 6.9%
Canada 4.1%
UK 3.7%
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FIG. 5. 
1986.

Country distribution o f  installed nuclear generating capacity in the world, as o f 31 December

In energy terms, during 1986 nuclear power plants generated 1515 TW(e) -h of 
electricity, contributing 15.6% of the world’s total electricity generation. In the 
developing countries, nuclear electricity generation was 101 TW(e)-h; additional 
coal production equivalent to about 40 million tonnes of coal would be needed to 
substitute for this amount of nuclear electricity generation. At US $50/tonne this 
would involve expenditures of about US $2 x  109, not including the additional 
investment for coal mining and the infrastructure requirements for coal handling and 
transportation. This additional investment would further strain the infrastructures in 
these countries.

Figure 6 shows the nuclear electricity generation and share of total electricity 
generation in individual developing countries during 1986. In the developing
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KOREA, REP.
26.6 TW-h (43.6%)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
16.6 TW- h (21.1%)

BULGARIA 
11.2 TW-h (30.0%)

Source: IAEA Power Reoctor Information System

TAIWAN, CHINA 
25.8 TW-h (43.8%)

ARGENTINA 
5.4 TW h (11.3%)

INDIA
4.5 TW-h (2.7%)

YUGOSLAVIA 
3.8 TW-h (5.4%)

PAKISTAN 
0.5 TW h (1.8%)

HUNGARY 
7.0TW-h (25.8%)

BRAZIL
0.1 TW-h (0.1%)

FIG. 6. Nuclear electricity generation in developing countries and nuclear share o f total electricity 
production in 1986.

countries outside CPE-Europe, the largest nuclear contributions were in the Republic 
of Korea with 26.6 TW(e)-h, corresponding to a 43.6% share of total electricity 
generation, and in Taiwan, China, with 25.8 TW(e)-h corresponding to 43.8% of 
total electricity. In the developing countries in CPE-Europe the largest contributor 
to nuclear energy production was Czechoslovakia, with 16.6 TW(e)-h, correspond
ing to 21.1% of total electricity generation.

4. OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

It certainly must be acknowledged that the most significant event during 1986 
was the Chernobyl accident. The overall effects of this accident on the nuclear power 
programmes of Member States have yet to be fully seen, but it has not caused the 
cancellation of any nuclear power programme. The accident produced an immediate 
upsurge in public and political concerns about nuclear power in many countries. 
However, a more accurate picture of this accident is now emerging, and shows an 
accident comparable to some other grave industrial accidents, rather than an accident 
of unprecedented magnitude such as was generally portrayed in the media accounts 
in the period immediately after the accident.
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Obviously, the Chernobyl accident will affect, to varying degrees, the outlook 
for nuclear power in different countries, including developing countries. Following 
the political debates that were precipitated by Chernobyl, some countries will post
pone decisions and delay their plans, as well as lower their expectations, for nuclear 
power development. Indeed, a few governments have felt compelled to present 
policies promising the dismantling, freezing or phasing out of nuclear power.

In developing countries also, the accident at Chernobyl has not passed without 
impact. In Taiwan, China, for example, commercial operation for its long delayed 
seventh and eighth units has been put back to 1996 and 1997, respectively. Egypt has 
postponed its decision to go ahead with its intended first nuclear project, at least for 
the time being.

Chernobyl may have a delaying effect in those developing countries for which 
the nuclear option is not intended for immediate introduction, but as an option for 
future consideration. However, it now appears that most countries with well estab
lished nuclear power programmes will continue with the planned further development 
of nuclear power, with only minor modifications. In fact, outside the USSR no 
operating reactor was closed down as a direct consequence of the accident and no 
construction work has been stopped. Since the accident, plans for five PWRs have 
been converted into firm orders, two each in the Republic of Korea and China, and 
one in the United Kingdom. The recent United Nations conference1 on the peaceful 
uses of nuclear energy confirmed that Chernobyl has not lessened the demands of the 
developing countries for the transfer of nuclear technology.

Many developing countries have plans under way for additional nuclear 
reactors. In fact, data supplied to the IAEA indicate that at present seventeen 
developing countries have plans for 39 additional units with a total capacity of about 
30 GW(e); however, most of these units are not yet in the ‘committed’ stage and 
therefore the likelihood of fully realizing these plans must be considered rather 
uncertain.

In the developing countries in CPE-Europe plans for additional nuclear facilities 
remain ambitious. In Bulgaria, construction on Belene-1 and -2 (2 X 953 MW(e) 
PWR) is to start in the near future and the nuclear share of electricity production is 
expected to reach 60% by 2000. Hungary has ordered Paks-5 and Paks-6 
(2 x 950 MW(e) PWR); construction is to start in 1989 and commercial operation 
is targeted for 1995 and 1996, respectively. Hungary intends to cover half of its elec
tricity needs by nuclear power by the year 2000.

In Poland, work has started on the first of four units at Kujawy (4 X  950 
MW(e) PWR); Kujawy-1 is to be connected to the grid by 1994. In addition, four 
units are planned at Warta ( Warta-1 to -4 ,4  X 950 MW(e) PWR) and two additional 
units at Zarnoviec (Zamoviec-3 and -4, 2 x 440 MW(e) PWR). Poland intends to

1 U nited  N ations C onfe rence  fo r the  P rom otion  o f  In te rna tiona l C o-opera tion  in the  Peacefu l 
U ses o f  N u c lea r E n erg y , G eneva , 23 M arch  1987.
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have about 7000 MW(e) on line by the year 2000, supplying about 15% of its 
electricity requirements.

In Argentina the new national energy plan has proposed 700 MW(e) of new 
nuclear capacity entering into service by the turn of the century. In Brazil construc
tion for Angra-3 (1245 MW(e) PWR) should start in 1988 with a scheduled grid 
connection in 1995; however, this schedule could be delayed owing to financial 
problems of Nuclebrás, the construction company.

Indonesia is in the process of evaluating bids for the planned nuclear reactor on 
the island of Java. Under the Indonesian ВОТ (build-operate-transfer) contract 
model, the vendor would recoup incurred costs by operating the completed nuclear 
plant and selling the plant’s electricity output to the Indonesian power authority 
and/or other customers, for a period ending 15 years after construction start.

In China, work for Guangdong-1 (900 MW(e) PWR) was started in 1987. This 
‘Daya Bay’ project is managed by a joint venture company set up by the Guangdong 
Nuclear Power Investment Company and its Hong Kong partner. Main contractors 
chosen by the joint venture company are Framatome and GEC to supply equipment 
for the nuclear island and the turbine island, respectively; and Electricité de France 
for the engineering services. Concreting of the foundation mats is scheduled to start 
in late 1987. Grid connection is expected in 1992.

India is planning four additional PHWRs: two at Kaiga (2 X 220 MW(e) 
PHWR) and two additional units at Rajasthan (2 X 200 MW(e) PHWR). Kaiga-1 and 
-2 as well as Rajasthan-3 and -4 are to be commissioned in 1994. Design of a 550 
MW(e) PHWR is progressing well and the first reactor is expected to be in 
commercial operation in 1996. In Pakistan PK-2 (900 MW(e) PWR) is scheduled for 
commercial operation in 1995.

Taiwan, China has plans for four additional units: Taipower-7 and -8 (2 X 910 
MW(e) PWR), and Taipower-9 and -10 (2 X 1150 MW(e)). However, Taiwan 
Power Company has put back to 1996 and 1997 the dates for commercial operation 
of the seventh and eighth units and still hopes to have the two additional units 
connected to the grid by the end of the century. With almost no domestic energy 
sources, Taiwan plans to rely on nuclear power for over 50% of its electricity needs 
by 2000.

In Yugoslavia the evaluation of the bids for the next planned nuclear reactor at 
Prevlaka in Croatia is continuing on schedule. A final decision is expected by the end 
of 1987. Commercial operation is scheduled for 1994, although public acceptance 
issues may cause a delay. Based on the above described plans, IAEA’s low-case 
projected growth of nuclear capacity and percentage contribution to total installed 
electrical capacity up to the year 2000 is shown in Fig. 7 for both industrialized and 
developing countries. These projections indicate that the world’s nuclear capacity 
would reach 482 GW(e) by the year 2000, an increase of 208 GW(e) over 1986, 
corresponding to average annual capacity additions of about 15 GW(e). However, it 
must be noted that the projections become increasingly uncertain after 1995, as most
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Years

Source: IAEA Energy and Economic Data Bank

FIG. 7. Growth in nuclear power capacity up to 2000 (based on IAEA low estimates) and percentage 
nuclear contribution to total installed electrical capacity.

of the new capacity projected for this period is not yet under construction or even 
on order.

In developing countries outside CPE-Europe, nuclear power capacity is 
expected to rise to 36 GW(e) by the year 2000, an increase of 160% over 1986, and 
to contribute 3.5% of their total electrical capacity in the year 2000. In developing 
countries in CPE-Europe, nuclear power capacity is expected to rise to 24 GW(e) by 
the year 2000, an increase of 320% over 1986, and contributing 17% of-their total 
electrical capacity in the year 2000.

The total installed nuclear capacity in developing countries is, therefore, 
expected to reach 60 GW(e) by the year 2000, equivalent to an average annual growth 
rate of 8.4% in the period 1986-2000 and corresponding to 40 GW(e) of capacity
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Years

Source: IAEA Energy and Economic Data Bank

FIG. 8. Growth in nuclear electricity generation up to 2000 (based on IAEA low estimates) and its cor
responding shares in satisfying total electricity requirements.

additions in the same period. For comparison, the average annual growth rate of 
nuclear power capacity in industrialized countries in the period 1986-2000 is 
expected to be 3.7%.

Therefore, out of total generating capacity additions of some 600-800 GW(e) 
in developing countries up to the year 2000, only some 5-7 % would likely be with 
nuclear power plants. Thus, it is clear that, although nuclear power will be important 
in a few developing countries, most of the electricity needs in these countries will 
continue to be met by other energy sources, at least in the foreseeable future.

Projections of the total electricity generation and contribution by nuclear are 
shown in Fig. 8, illustrating the IAEA’s low growth estimates. In the developing 
countries in CPE-Europe, the nuclear share of electricity generation is expected to
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increase from 9.1% in 1986, corresponding to 34.3 TW(e)-h, to 16% in 1990, 19% 
in 1995 and 23% by the year 2000, corresponding to about 131 TW(e)-h. In 
developing countries outside CPE-Europe, the nuclear share of electricity generation 
is expected to increase from a present 3.5%, corresponding to 66.7 TW(e)-h, to 
5.7% by the turn of the century, corresponding to about 230 TW(e)-h. In the 13 year 
interval up to the end of the century, nuclear electricity generation in developing 
countries is expected to increase from about 100 TW(e) -h to about 360 TW(e) -h, an 
increase of 260 TW(e)-h, equivalent to an average annual growth rate of 9.5%; in 
industrialized countries the corresponding increase is from about 1414 TW(e)-h in 
1986, corresponding to a nuclear share of electricity generation of 18.9%, to about 
2680 TW(e) -h in the year 2000, corresponding to a nuclear share of electricity gener
ation of 25%, and equivalent to an average annual growth rate of 4.7%.

5. PROSPECTS OF SMPRs

In order to assist developing countries in an early introduction of nuclear power, 
the IAEA has for more than 20 years assisted in the promotion of the industrial 
production of nuclear power plants of smaller size. A recent study [4] by the IAEA 
has shown that several SMPR designs are available in the size range 100-500 MW(e). 
They most often do not have recent reference plants, although there is a large body 
of experience available from the construction and operation of plants in India and in 
the CMEA countries.

On the basis of the IAEA’s SMPR Project Initiation Study, some five SMPR 
plant designs can be considered technically proven and could be used in developing 
countries. In general, the price of the generated electricity would be expected to be 
higher for smaller power plants than for larger plants; however, the smaller nuclear 
power plants might be economically competitive with fossil fuelled power plants of 
comparable size. A major problem is the lack of recent capital cost experience from 
exported plants on which to base economic assessment decisions. Thus, the economic 
viability of some SMPR designs versus conventional power plants cannot be realisti
cally demonstrated. A detailed feasibility study would be required in order to obtain 
a firmer grasp of the economics of such a plant.

A feasibility study2 for a plant of proven design could certainly be an 
important next step but it would require credible information from suppliers about 
the costs, construction schedule, operability, availability and safety characteristics. 
Providing this information would require development and engineering work by the 
suppliers, but the uncertainties about the magnitude of the potential market do not 
encourage suppliers to allocate much money to this work.

2 The IAEA has offered such a study to developing countries as a technical co-operation project 
since 1986, but it has found no interest among them as yet.
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It can be expected that additional SMPR designs will become available. Some 
industrialized countries also are interested in power plants in the power range of 
600 MW(e) and below, including passive safety features.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The energy problems of the 1970s have not disappeared with the fall in oil 
prices, especially for developing countries. It is to be noted, however, that the 
expanded use of nuclear power in industrialized countries has alleviated the energy 
problems in oil-importing developing countries, by reducing the world demand for 
fossil fuels, particularly oil.

Although developing countries at different stages of development are faced with 
widely varying problems, there is one element that they have in common: sustained 
growth in their economies will require increased use of electricity.

A few technologically advanced developing countries are making excellent and 
extensive use of nuclear power for electricity production and have developed a broad 
research capability in the nuclear field.

It is striking that nuclear capacity in developing countries is expected to increase 
more than twofold up to the end of the century, corresponding to an additional 
40 GW(e) of nuclear capacity. During the same period, nuclear installed capacity in 
industrialized countries is expected to grow by 65%, an increase of 170 GW(e) of 
nuclear capacity. Thus, 25% of all nuclear capacity to be placed in commercial 
operation in the 13 year interval up to year 2000 will be in developing countries.

In spite of this achievement, the share of the world’s nuclear capacity located 
in developing countries is likely to remain at modest levels for the foreseeable future. 
Therefore, in the medium term up to the year 2000, the major share of the electricity 
requirements of the developing countries will be supplied from conventional thermal 
and hydropower sources.
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Abstract

T H E  R O L E  O F  N U C L E A R  P O W E R  IN  T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  IN D U S T R Y  A N D  

M A N P O W E R .

A dvanced  coun tries  have indigenously  developed  nuc lear po w er technology  on  the  basis  o f  

a lready  w ell estab lished  industry  and  m anpow er. H o w ev er, analysis  show s that the  nuc lear developing  

coun tries  d evelop  these  dom estic  industries and m anpow er by em bark ing  on  nuc lear p o w er p ro jec ts . T he 

p a p e r  em phasizes the im portance  o f  n u c lear p o w er fo r  the  developm en t o f  industry  and  m anpow er, c it

ing the  experience  gained  in the  R epublic  o f  K orea  as an exam ple. In  the R epublic  o f  K orea , th e re  a re  
now  six P W R s (tw o  o f  60 0  M W (e) and fou r o f  950  M W (e)) and  one P H W R  (600 M W (e)) in opera tion  

th a t account fo r o v e r o n e -h a lf o f  the  to ta l e lectricity  generated . T w o  PW R s (950  M W (e)) a re  under con 

struc tion , w h ile  tw o  m o re  P W R s (950 M W (e)) a re  in the  design  stage. T h ree  600  M W (e) N P P s w ere  

constructed  on  a  tu rnkey  basis  in the  early  1970s, w hile  950  M W (e) p ro jec ts  w ere  im plem ented  on  a 

non-tu rnkey  basis  in  the  la te  1970s, th rough  w hich  dom estic  p artic ipa tion  has m uch  increased , m ainly  

in the  fields o f  a rch itec t eng ineering  and  equ ipm ent m anufac tu ring . C onstruction  technolog ies fo r heavy 

com ponen ts  and sophisticated  w eld ing  technolog ies lea rned  v ia  these  p ro jec ts  have m uch  con tribu ted  

to  an  im provem en t o f  the technology  o f  the construction  and  sh ipbu ild ing  industries . In  p a rticu la r, q u a l
ity assu rance  and  quality  con tro l concep ts  from  nu c lear po w er p ro jec ts  im proved  the  quality  level o f  

d om estic  industries . H ow ever, it has been  rea lized  that so ftw are  technolog ies including  nu c lear steam  

supply  system  designs a re  hard  to  acqu ire  w ithou t ind igenous re sea rch  and  developm ent e ffo rts . In  this 
respec t, m easu res  fo r in teg ra tion  o f  the  nuclear industry  and m anpow er have been  recen tly  taken  so as 

to  c reate  c lo se  links be tw een  the  re sea rch  institu tes  and  the  re la ted  nu c lear industry , and  to m aintain  
c ritica l m anpow er in each  o f  the  designated  fie ld s, th rough  w hich  self-re liance  in nu c lear po w er techno

logy can  be  effectively  achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear energy in the Republic of Korea began about 
30 years ago when the Republic of Korea sent delegates to the Geneva International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1955. Since 1957 the Republic 
of Korea has been a Member State of the IAEA.

In 1959, the Atomic Energy Law was promulgated and the Korea Atomic 
Energy Research Institute (KAERI) was established for the peaceful uses of nuclear 
energy. Until the late 1960s nuclear activities were mainly focused on basic research 
into radioisotope utilization and radiation applications in the fields of agriculture and

109
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TABLE I. THE STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PROJECTS IN THE REPUB
LIC OF KOREA

Plant Contract
(Location) type

Capacity Reactor Scheduled
(MW(e)) gross) type operation

Supplier

NSSS: W
T/G: GEC
A/E: GAI

NSSS: W
T/G: GEC
A/E: GAI

NSSS: AECL
T/G: HPL/CAP
A/E: CANATOM

NSSS: W
T/G: W
A/E: BECHTEL

NSSS: W/KHIC
T/G: W/KHIC
A/E: BECHTEL/

KOPEC

NSSS: FRAMATOME/
KHIC

T/C: ALSTHOM/
KHIC

A/E: EBASCO/
KOPEC

NSSS: КН1С/СЕ/
KAERI

T/G: KHIC/GE
A/E: KOPEC/ 

Sargeant 
& Lundy

KNU-1
(Ko-Ri)

KNU-2
(Ko-Ri)

Turnkey

Turnkey

KNU-3 Turnkey 
(Wolsung)

KNU-5/6 Non-turnkey 
(Ko-Ri)

KNU-7/8 Non-turnkey
(Young
Kwang)

KNU-9/10 Non-turnkey 
(Uljin)

KNU-11/12 Non-turnkey
(Young
Kwang)

587

650

679

950 x 2

950 x 2

950 X  2

950 x 2

PWR Apr. 1978

PWR Jul. 1983

PHWR Apr. 1983

PWR Sep. 1988 
Sep. 1989

PWR Aug. 1986 
Jun. 1987

PWR Sep. 1988 
Sep. 1989

PWR Mar. 1995 
Mar. 1996

Note KHIC: Korea Heavy Industries and Construction Co. Ltd. 
KOPEC: Korea Power Engineering Company.
KAERI: Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute.
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medicine. Studies on reactor physics and properties of materials were also carried out 
using a research reactor, which was also used for training manpower.

The first nuclear power project in the Republic of Korea was started in the early 
1970s. Following the first oil shock in 1973, the nuclear power programme has been 
constantly updated in order to develop alternative energy resources to oil which has 
not yet been found in the Republic of Korea. During the 1970s, contracts for nine 
NPPs, namely three 600 MW(e) NPPs and six 900 MW(e) units, were made with 
foreign suppliers, as shown in Table I. Three 600 MW(e) nuclear power projects, 
which can be categorized as the first phase nuclear power projects, were implemented 
via a turnkey contract, because there was a lack of experienced manpower in nuclear 
power technology at that time in the Republic of Korea. Some domestic companies 
participated in construction work as subcontractors to foreign suppliers.

With some experience obtained in the course of carrying out the first phase 
nuclear power projects, six 950 MW(e) nuclear, power projects, which can be classi
fied as the second phase nuclear power projects, have been carried out within the 
framework of a non-turnkey contract or component approach. Many domestic com
panies have participated in the second phase nuclear power projects in various fields. 
Architect engineering technology and equipment manufacturing technology have 
been developed.

It is realized, however, that software related technologies, including nuclear 
steam supply system design technology, are hard to promote without indigenous 
research and development and without the involvement of highly educated man
power. In 1986, mainly by virtue of successful experience in indigenous development 
of PHWR fuel technology, the Republic of Korea decided to carry out two more 
950 MW(e) nuclear power projects through which self-reliance in nuclear power 
technology should be achieved. For performing these third phase nuclear power 
projects, all nuclear related domestic organizations, including nuclear research insti
tutes, have been participating in the projects according to their respective functions 
or roles. The purpose of functional identification of each organization is to eliminate 
unnecessary duplication of investment and to have critical manpower in each desig
nated technical field in order effectively to achieve self-reliance in nuclear power 
technology by the year 2000.

2. THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER

2.1. Development of industry and manpower under turnkey contracts

In 1968, Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) was selected as a utility 
to carry out nuclear power projects while KAERI was designated to be responsible 
for nuclear manpower training, regulatory guidance and licensing support for the 
Government. Since 1969 KAERI has organized training courses on NPPs, especially 
for operators and nuclear related industrial persons. When KEPCO carried out
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nuclear power projects, many KEPCO employees were also trained at the foreign 
suppliers in the fields of nuclear power plant operation, startup tests and so on, 
according to specific training contracts with them.

The first three nuclear power projects (two PWRs and one PHWR) were carried 
out on a turnkey basis with foreign suppliers; however, domestic participation in the 
projects was very limited. Only some construction companies and non-destructive 
testing (NDT) companies have participated as subcontractors of foreign suppliers. 
Experience in construction and welding of large pieces of heavy components gained 
through construction of NPPs has been applied in the development of the large ship
building industry. These experiences gained in the early 1970s also served for domes
tic constructors to extend their business to the Middle East areas from the mid-1970s.

At a later stage during the implementation of the first phase nuclear power 
projects it was realized that some components and equipment which are not directly 
related to nuclear safety matters could.be locally manufactured with fairly good qual
ity, as the level of domestic industry improved. These included pipe hangers, switch
boards and cable trays. However, because the contract was on a turnkey basis, the 
ratio of domestic supply to the total project, the ‘localization factor’, in the first phase 
nuclear power projects was only about 8 to 14%.

2.2. Development of industry and manpower under non-turnkey contracts

In order effectively to promote the level of domestic industry through nuclear 
power projects as well as to utilize experiences and manpower gained in previous 
nuclear power projects, e.g. Korea Nuclear Units (KNUs) 5 and 6, the Republic of 
Korea changed the contractual scheme of nuclear power projects from turnkey to a 
non-turnkey or component approach. Starting with KNUs 5 and 6, two identical 
nuclear units have been ordered at a time, with one year of operation between orders. 
This enables sharing manpower and construction equipment and materials at the site, 
thus improving the economics of nuclear power. Korea Power Engineering Company 
(KOPEC) was established by KAERI and later became a subsidiary company of 
KEPCO to develop architect engineering (А/E) technology. During А/E work for 
KNUs 5 and 6, many KOPEC engineers were trained at a foreign А/E company on 
an on the job training (OJT) basis. The local participation rate in А/E work for KNUs 
5 and 6 was 37%.

By using experience and knowledge obtained via KNUs 5 and 6, localization 
rates of А/E work for KNUs 7 and 8, and KNUs 9 and 10, reached a level of 44% 
and 46% respectively.

In order to develop local industry not only through nuclear power projects but 
also through conventional power projects, certain target levels of localization of the 
hardware manufacturing have been designated by the Government since the late 
1970s. To prevent duplication of investment, certain guidelines for hardware sup
pliers have also been laid down, by which unnecessary competition among industries 
which supply the same kind of items can be eliminated and the manpower level in
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TABLE II. LOCALIZATION RATES FOR THE SECOND PHASE NUCLEAR 
POWER PROJECTS

Tte.ms

Localization rates 
(%)

KNUs 5/6 KNUs 7/8 KNUs 9/10

Nuclear steam 
supply systems 10 19 26

Turbo-generator 11 30 40

Balance of plant 33 42 55

Total 29 35 40

each industry can be upgraded more effectively. The localization rates of manufactur
ing in the second phase nuclear power projects from KNUs 5 and 6 up to KNUs 9 
and 10 are as shown in Table II.

Starting with KNUs 7 and 8 nuclear power projects, Korea Heavy Industries 
and Construction Company (KHIC) has been designated as a subcontractor of major 
hardware manufacturing works to foreign major suppliers, as shown in Table I, while 
KOPEC has been assigned as a sole subcontractor on А/E work to foreign A/E 
companies.

During the implementation of the second phase nuclear power projects, welding 
and fabrication techniques on nuclear grade components and parts have been deve
loped, which later contributed to improving the shipbuilding and automobile indus
tries. The level of small and medium sized industries has also been upgraded, by 
manufacturing such components as pumps, valves, pipes and so on, in accordance 
with nuclear codes and standards.

Another significant benefit for the industry gained through the second phase 
nuclear power projects is that the importance of the quality assurance programme is 
widely recognized and applied to improve the quality of products. With an extensive 
effort, several large scale manufacturing and construction companies have obtained 
internationally acknowledged certificates including the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineers N-stamps in connection with nuclear power projects. This kind of 
effort for upgrading the quality was later applied to improve the level of other 
industries.
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However, as far as raw materials related to nuclear power projects are con
cerned, most of them still have to be imported from nuclear advanced countries. Soft
ware technologies, including nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) design and 
engineering, have also been dependent on foreign suppliers during the second phase 
nuclear power projects.

At the early stage of implementing nuclear power projects, until the late 1970s, 
pre-service inspection (PSI) and in-service inspection (ISI) of the nuclear power 
plants were mostly performed by the foreign experts. As experience and knowledge 
was gradually gained, PSI and ISI have been indigenously carried out, mainly by 
KAERI. For persons in industry KAERI has also run special training programmes 
on quality assurance, non-destructive testing or non-destructive examination and 
welding technology, since the late 1970s. About a thousand industrial employees are 
trained per year at KAERI’s nuclear training centre. Since the late 1970s KEPCO has 
also trained its nuclear power related personnel by using simulators at the nuclear 
power plant site, especially for retraining NPP operators.

3. A NEW ERA FOR SELF-RELIANCE IN NUCLEAR POWER
TECHNOLOGY

3.1. Integration of industry and manpower

Three 600 MW(e) nuclear power projects were ordered on a turnkey basis and 
six 950 MW(e) nuclear power projects were executed on a non-turnkey basis in the 
1970s, in order to meet ever increasing electricity demands. Thus a new NPP was 
introduced almost every year. Owing to the short intervals between the projects, it 
was very hard to reflect experiences obtained through earlier ones in the later ones.

Also, in the 1970s the results of nuclear research and development done at the 
research institute were not much applied in the nuclear power projects. From the late 
1970s, mainly due to the second oil shock, for several years the rate of growth of 
the Republic of Korea’s economy was not as high as expected, as was the case in most 
countries. As a consequence, the growth rate of electricity demand was somewhat 
lower than projected.

During this hard time the Government of the Republic of Korea took the oppor
tunity to utilize experience and knowledge gained through past nuclear power 
projects and to reorganize the industrial infrastructure to have a close linkage between 
the research institute and the related nuclear industry. In order to achieve self- 
reliance in nuclear power technology effectively, nuclear organizations have been 
recently identified by the Government in their roles and functions in order to 
eliminate duplication of investment and to have or maintain critical manpower in each 
designated field, as shown in Table III. This principle has been applied for the 
implementation of KNUs 11 and 12, which are now in the design stage.
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TABLE III. DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN NUCLEAR POWER 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA

O rgan ization

ro le
K E P C O K A E R I K H IC K O PE C K E P O S K N F C

P ro jec t

m anagem ent *

N SSS

— System  design

— C om ponen t design  

and m anufac tu ring

*
*

T /G *

B O P

— System  design
— C om ponen t design *

*

R epair and  m ain tenance *

P W R  fuel

— D esign

— F abrica tion

*
*

C A N D U  fuel *

K E P C O : K orea  E lec tric  P o w er C orpo ra tion .

K A E R I: K orea  A dvanced  E nergy  R esearch  Institu te . 

K H IC : K o rea  H eavy Industries  &  C onstruction  C o .,  L td . 
K O P E C : K orea  P o w er E ng ineering  C o.

K E PO S: K orea  E lec tric  P o w er O pera tions &  S erv ices C o. 
K N F C : K o rea  N u c lea r Fuel C o.

In order to develop software technology in nuclear power from KNUs 11 and 
12, KAERI which has conducted nuclear research and development work for more 
than 28 years has been assigned to carry out NSSS design work with foreign NSSS 
suppliers. KOPEC has been designated to be the prime contractor for А/E works for 
KNUs 11 and 12, while KHIC has been assigned as the prime contractor for major 
equipment manufacturing. As far as PWR fuel is concerned, Korea Nuclear Fuel 
Company is responsible for manufacturing and supplying all PWR fuel from early 
1989, while fuel design is done by KAERI. Repair and maintenance works will be 
co-ordinated by Korea Electric Power Operations & Services Company [1].
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Since nuclear power projects incorporate a broad spectrum of technologies, a 
balanced development of all the above mentioned areas and institutions is essential. 
To this end, an informal co-operation body, the Electric Power Group Co-operation 
Council, has been recently established among the nuclear power related organiza
tions, and operated under the leadership of KEPCO, which is responsible for the 
whole nuclear power project management. Under this council, a series of workshops 
on nuclear power technology development has been held periodically with sponsor
ship circulating between the member organizations, and through these workshops a 
nationwide consensus on goals and directions for self-reliance in nuclear power tech
nology has been reached.

KAERI has indigenously developed PHWR fuel design and manufacturing tech
nology and all the core of KNU-3 NPP is planned to be loaded with fuel bundles made 
by KAERI from July 1987 onwards. Since the PHWR fuel development project was 
the first successful example that built up confidence in self-reliance in technology 
development and was carried out through effective collaboration and co-operation 
between nuclear research institutes and industry in the Republic of Korea, experience 
gained through performing PHWR fuel development is detailed below.

3.2. Success in indigenous development of PHWR fuel

A pilot scale nuclear fuel fabrication facility has been in operation at KAERI 
since October 1978. Using this facility, KAERI has performed fundamental research 
on nuclear fuel manufacturing technology mainly on PHWR fuel. In 1981 the 
Government specially funded KAERI to develop a PHWR fuel bundle as a national 
project with its own capability by using the pilot fabrication plant. Two years later, 
KEPCO also participated in funding KAERI for this project. KAERI made an effort 
to develop such technologies as the nuclear fuel element design, thermal-hydraulic 
analysis, in-core management and safety analysis, and the manufacture of nuclear 
fuel bundles. After two years of effort, KAERI successfully made several prototype 
fuel bundles. An out of pile test verifying the mechanical and material integrity of 
the prototype fuel was performed at KAERI’s out of pile test facility, which was 
made and constructed by domestic industries according to KAERI’s design.

Achieving successful results from out of pile and in-pile testing on its prototype 
fuel bundles, KAERI decided to extend its effort to commercialize PHWR fabrication 
technology. With governmental approval, 24 PHWR fuel bundles, designed and 
manufactured by KAERI, were loaded at KNU-3 nuclear power plant on 
5 September 1984. Then, another 24 KAERI made bundles were loaded in 1985 and 
about 360 fuel bundles late in 1986, respectively. No single defect or failure of the 
fuel has been found up to now [2].

Following the success of these experiences, the full core of the KNU-3 nuclear 
power plant began to be commercially loaded with KAERI made fuel from July 1987, 
through which significant savings in nuclear fuel imports will result. In this connec
tion, KAERI recently finished expansion of the capacity of the pilot scale PHWR
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fabrication plant to a commercial scale. When it expanded the capacity of the fabrica
tion plant to a commercial scale, KAERI tried to develop some of the machines and 
equipment through small and medium sized domestic manufacturing companies. It is 
believed that the capability and manpower of domestic industries have been some
what improved and upgraded. As expected, the success in PHWR fuel develop
ment gives great confidence that domestic industry and manpower can be upgraded 
through the development of nuclear power technology and that self-reliance in 
nuclear power technology can be achieved.

3.3. Analysis of the economic impact of nuclear power

An attempt is being made to analyse the economic impact of nuclear power by 
using input-output methodology. The input-output table is usually upgraded every 
two or three years in the Republic of Korea. Even though nuclear power has been 
available since 1978, the nuclear power sector began to be categorized from 1983. 
A 1985 input-output table is not yet available. Therefore, the importance of the 
nuclear power sector compand with other sectors can only be assessed using the 1983 
input-output table.

The result of this input-output analysis shows that the value addition effect of 
the nuclear power sector on the Republic of Korea’s economy is very high, and ranks 
third among the 25 industrial sectors after the finance sector and the agriculture and 
fishery sectors, while the hydro sector and conventional fossil power sectors rank 7th 
and 20th, respectively. However, the import inducement effect of the nuclear power 
sector is calculated to be very low and ranks 23rd, while the hydro power sector and 
fossil power sector rank respectively 19th and 6th out of 25 sectors. The reason for 
the very low import inducement effect of the nuclear power sector is because the 
share of nuclear fuel, which is imported, in total nuclear generation, is much lower 
than the share of fossil fuel, which is also wholly imported from abroad. It also means 
that self-reliance in nuclear power technology will make a very beneficial impact on 
the growth of economy in the Republic of Korea.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Nuclear power plays a positive role in the development of industry and man
power as well as in the improvement of the national economy. Experience in safety 
analysis and seismic design technology obtained through nuclear power projects con
tributes to upgrading the construction industry. Special welding and fabrication tech
niques of large pieces of heavy components during the construction of NPPs have 
been applied to upgrade the level of the shipbuilding and automobile industries. Forg
ing and casting technologies of special nuclear grade materials in accordance with 
nuclear codes and standards are also expected to promote metallurgical industries, 
e.g. zirconium and special stainless steel. Experience in systems integration and
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project management obtained through nuclear power projects will be later usefully 
applied for the development of sophisticated electronics and the aircraft industry.

The role of nuclear power is much greater in countries in which natural 
resources are not abundant such as the Republic of Korea, since the fuel dependency 
of nuclear power in total electricity generation is much lower than that of conven
tional fossil power. Therefore self-reliance in nuclear power technology is essential 
because highly educated and experienced manpower is required to compensate for the 
lack of natural resources.
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Abstract-Аннотация

N U C L E A R  P O W E R  IN  A  B A L A N C E D  U T IL IZ A T IO N  O F  E N E R G Y  SO U R C E S A N D  T H E  

E F F E C T  O F  E N E R G Y  IN D E P E N D E N C E  IN  E N E R G Y  P R O D U C T IO N .

T h e  p a p er conside rs  the  cond itions fo r the  developm en t o f  energy  p roduc tion  in  B ulgaria , includ

ing  n u c lear en ergy . A n  analysis  is m ade  o f  the  com ponents in  the  energy  m ix  and  it is show n that fo r 

B u lgaria  n u c lear p o w e r is o f  v ital im portance . T he  need  fo r  c o n structing  and  using  various types o f 

n u c lear p o w er p lan t (hea t p roduc tion  and  e lectric ity  generation) is considered .

ЯДЕРНАЯ ЭНЕРГЕТИКА В СБАЛАНСИРОВАННОМ  ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИИ ИСТОЧНИКОВ ЭНЕРГИИ 

И СОДЕЙСТВИЕ НЕЗАВИСИМ ОСТИ В О БЛА СТИ  ПРОИЗВОДСТВА ЭНЕРГИИ.

Рассм отрены  услови я разви тия энергетики  в  Народной Республике Б олгарии , в т.ч . ядерной  
энергетики. Дан анализ составляю щ их ком п он ен тов энергетики  страны и показан о , что ядерная 

энергетика яв л я е тся  д л я  Б олгарии  ж изненно важ ной  н еобходимостью . Рассмотрены вопросы  
необходим ости  строительства и использования различны х типов атом ны х станций (тепловы х, эл ек 

трических) .

ВВЕДЕНИЕ

Производство электроэнергии в Народной Республике Болгарии 
осуществляется с использованием ядерного топлива (около 30%), 
угля (58%) и гидроэнергии (5%). Лишь 7% электроэнергии получают 
из природного газа или жидких топлив на теплофикационных 
станциях вместе с производством тепла. В перспективе 
предусматривается сбалансированное увеличение использования всех 
видов энергоносителей. Абсолютное производство электроэнергии 
из угля, гидроэнергии и природного газа будет нарастать, но их
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удельная доля в общем балансе будет уменьшаться. Ядерная 
энергетика будет развиваться опережающими темпами и ее 
специфическая доля в производстве электроэнергии достигнет 
42-43% в ближайшие 3-4 года, а к концу века - 56-60%. Такое 
направление развития считается лучшим для стран с ограниченными 
энергетическими ресурсами.

В стране работает одна атомная электростанция мощностью 
1760 МВт (четыре блока мощностью 440 МВт каждый). АЭС 
расширяется еще двумя блоками по 1000 МВт. Оптимальная мощность 
одной АЭС для Болгарии составляет около 4000 МВт. Подобная 
станция оптимизирует расходы на строительство и эксплуатацию, а 
также создает соответствующие условия для передачи 
электроэнергии из данного района.

В ближайшие годы атомные станции начнут подавать тепловую 
энергию расположенным вблизи городам. Будут сооружаться и 
атомные станции только для теплоснабжения населения и 
промышленности.

К концу века около одной четверти общих энергетических 
потребностей страны будут удовлетворяться ядерными источниками.

Болгария бедна энергетическими ресурсами. Залежи 
органических топлив на душу населения в восемь раз меньше, чем 
средний показатель по странам мира. В земных недрах страны 
имеются незначительные количества высокоэффективных топлив - 
нефть и природный газ. Высокобалластный лигнитный уголь 
теплотой сгорания 5000-6250 кДж/кг - основное топливо.
Потенциал водных ресурсов обеспечивает выработку электроэнергии 
только 1380 кВт»ч на душу населения (до настоящего момента 
освоено около одной трети потенциала).

В этих специфических условиях наша страна должна была 
построить свою энергетическую базу в качестве основы обеспечения 
высоких темпов развития экономики и для удовлетворения 
требования современного стандарта жизни. При подобной 
энергетической базе самым правильным является ориентировка на 
ускоренную электрификацию и более высокую степень 
электрифицированности топливно-энергетического баланса. Это 
стало стратегической задачей развития энергетики. В 
соответствии с этими условиями использования ядерной энергии 
является самым перспективным направлением в сооружении 
электроэнергетической системы. Ее включение в электрический 
баланс практически высвобождает органические топлива - уголь, 
нефть и природный газ, которые могут быть использованы более 
полноценно в качестве сырья в других отраслях народного 
хозяйства.

Необходимо отметить, однако, что в последние десятилетия 
наша страна достигла значительных успехов в энергетике. Это 
иллюстрируется удельным энерго- и электропотреблением - 0,4 т и 
42 кВт на душу населения (перед II мировой войной 
энергопотребление было примерно в три раза ниже среднего в мире
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и в 5 раз ниже среднего для стран Европы, а электропотребление — 
ниже, соответственно, в 6,5 и 11,5 раза). Были электрифицированы 
13% населенных пунктов, в которых проживало около одной трети 
населения страны. До 1970 г. страна была полностью 
электрифицирована.

В настоящий момент потребление на душу населения превышает 
5000 кВт/ч. Несмотря на ускоренный темпы развития энергетики, 
была создана многокомпонентная структура термических, гидро- и 
атомных станций, которые в состоянии удовлетворять нужды 
страны. Основная часть производства электроэнергии 
сосредоточена на сравнительно больших станциях: ТЭС "Варна" -
1260 МВт, ТЭС "Марица-восток 2" - 1040 МВт, ТЭС "Димо Дичев" - 
840 МВт, ТЭС "Бобов дол" - 600 МВт и др. Гидростанции связаны в 
каскады - "Белмекен - Сестримо" - 735 МВт, "Доспат - Выча" - 321 
МВт, "Арда" - 284 МВт и др. Существует развитая высоковольтная 
переносная система с энергетическим кольцом 400 кВ. Мы связаны 
линиями электропередач со всеми соседними странами. Наша 
электроэнергетическая система является частью 
электроэнергетической системы стран-членов СЭВ.

Начало развития атомной энергетики было положено в 1970 г. 
строительством АЭС "Козлодуй". Первый блок с реактором ВВЭР-440 
был построен в течение 55 месяцев и введен в эксплуатацию 24 
июля 1974 г. Вывод его на полную мощность был осуществлен за 55 
дней. Второй блок с этой же мощностью был введен 27 сентября 
1975 г., третий - 12 декабря 1980 г., а четвертый - 17 сентября 
1982 г. Они были выведены на полную мощность, соответственно, 
за 39, 27 и 30 дней.

С целью сокращения сроков строительства были предложены 
некоторые нововведения, например создание лесоцементной подушки 
под фундаментом главного корпуса АЭС, сооружение основной 
конструкции главного корпуса по методу скользящей опалубки с 
параллельным поднятием готовой, предварительно смонтированной на 
земле кровельной конструкции и т.п. Новые методы строительства 
позволили сравнительно быстро построить энергетические блоки, 
что дало значительную экономию. Имеет значение и сокращение 
времени для достижения полной мощности, что достигается 
предварительной подготовкой, проводимой во время монтажа.

С вводом в эксплуатацию IV блока ВВЭР-440 на АЭС "Козлодуй" 
был завершен первый этап развития атомной энергетики страны. В 
конце 1982 г. общая мощность электроэнергетической системы 
равнялась 9484 МВт, из которых 61,5% приходился на термические 
станции, 20% - на гидро- и 18,5 - на атомные электростанции.
Этот период отличался следующими особенностями. Мощность 
термических станций составляет 5850 МВт (3 из них, 52,8%, 
работают на местном низкокалорийном угле и 32% - на импортном 
угле). Станции, использующие природный газ и мазут, составляют 
15,2%, причем все они комбинированного типа, работают по графику 
для удовлетворения тепловых потребностей, промышленности и 
населения (производство электроэнергии сопутствующее) и не могут 
быть использованы для покрытия пиковых нагрузок. Станции имеют
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ограниченный технический минимум (65-75%). Производство 
электроэнергии термическими станциями в 1982 г. составило 65% 
всей электроэнергии.

Мощность гидроэлектростанций равна 1894 МВт (90% из них 
составляют станции с годовым или многолетним выравнением воды,
8% - на проточной воде с дневными выравнивателями и только 2% - 
без выравнивателей). Воды используются многопланово - для 
орошения, водоснабжения и пр. Это не позволяет осуществить их 
полноценное использование для производства электроэнергии. 
Необходимо опорожнение водохранилища летом, когда электрические 
нагрузки невелики. В течение суток электроэнергия производится 
по принуждению, а не только во время пика. Зимой, когда 
потребность в электроэнергии самая большая, мощности ГЭС не 
могут быть использованы полностью из-за расхода воды из 
водохранилищ или необходимости ее сохранения для орошения. 
Мощность ГАЭС составляет только 150 МВт. В 1982 г. гидростанции 
обеспечили только 7,5% электроэнергии.

Мощности АЭС составляют 1760 МВт. Они обладают высоким 
техническим минимумом. По экономическим соображениям и для 
повышения надежности они работают при постоянной нагрузке.

Многокомпонентная структура энергетических источников 
создала условия для гибкого и надежного управления нагрузками 
энергетической системы. В 1982 г., когда работала на полную 
мощность АЭС, абсолютная максимальная нагрузка равнялась 
7393 МВт, а абсолютная минимальная нагрузка - 3013 МВт, 
соотношение которых составляло 0,408. Коэффициент пиковости (на 
декабрь месяц) равнялся 0,721.

С точки зрения маневренности в некоторые периоды года 
электроэнергетическая система встречается с трудностями.
Причиной тому является неполное соответствие между характером 
нагрузок и видом станций. Построенные источники главным образом 
основные или пиковые, а для подпиковых нагрузок нет специальных 
станций. Наблюдаются большие различия между летними и зимними 
нагрузками. Пиковая зона овладевается ГЭС и ГАЭС. Подпиковая 
зона обеспечивается частично ГЭС, частично импортом 
электроэнергии и главным образом термическими станциями, 
уменьшением мощности в ночные часы. Термические станции 
покрывают и сезонную неравномерность нагрузок в результате 
резкого уменьшения потребления летом. В связи с этим ремонтные 
работы проводятся в летний период. Перегрузка топлива в ядерных 
реакторах также осуществляется летом, а профилактические 
ремонтные работы и остановы - в праздничные и выходные дни.

Благоприятное сочетание мощностей и хорошая работа 
коллектива АЭС позволили в 1985 г. достичь уровня производства 
электроэнергии 13 131 млн. кВт. Годовая наработка составила 
7460 ч, или 85%. Это оказалось возможным благодаря надежной 
работе системы в целом.

Опыт, накопленный нашей страной в производстве и 
использовании ядерной энергии, дал возможность оценить
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преимущества, которые дает развитие ядерной энергетики для нашей 
страны. Они могут быть резюмированы следующим образом:

улучшение надежности электроснабжения, что достигается 
полной независимостью ядерного топлива от 
климатических условий, высокой эксплуатационной 
готовностью и надежностью сооружений и безусловным 
соблюдением технологической дисциплины. Все это 
позволило постоянно поддерживать высокую нагрузку 
генерирующих мощностей в период между перезарядкой 
реакторов ;
снижение средней себестоимости производимой 
электроэнергии (из-за более низкой себестоимости 
электроэнергии, получаемой от ядерного источника); 
увеличение коэффициента использования общей 
установленной мощности в энергетической системе; 
значительно более высокая производительность труда на 
АЭС.

Ожидается, что действие некоторых объективных факторов 
приведет к изменению технико-экономических показателей, но они 
будут воздействовать на стратегию развития атомной энергетики. 
Такими факторами являются:

нарастание относительной доли капиталовложений для 
обеспечения безопасности;
реконструкция и модернизация блоков ВВЭР-440; 
средства для ликвидации отработавших свой срок 
мощностей АЭС и др.

Накопленный у нас опыт проектирования, строительства и 
эксплуатации АЭС дал основание для дальнейшего развития ядерной 
энергетики по следующим соображениями:

ядерная энергетика обеспечивает значительную экономию 
органического топлива и не загрязняет окружающую среду 
увеличение единичной мощности повышает эффективность 
АЭС;
строительство нескольких блоков на одной площадке 
обеспечивает точность и высококачественную работу во 
время строительства и монтажа, сокращая время 
сооружения;
развитие будет основываться на опыте, накопленном в 
СССР, и продолжится в самом тесном сотрудничестве со 
странами-членами СЭВ.

В настоящее время на АЭС "Козлодуй” сооружаются еще два 
блока мощностью 1000 МВт (реакторы типа ВВЭР-1000). Предстоит 
ввод первого из_ них, а второй будет введен до конца пятилетки.

Особое внимание уделяется ускорению строительства. Для 
блоков с реакторами типа ВВЭР-1000 тоже применяются новые
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технические решения. Создана мощная строительно-монтажная база, 
цехи производства специальных металлоконструкций. На многих 
заводах страны производятся конструкции железобетонных элементов 
аппаратного отделения, специального корпуса и
дизель-генераторной станции, стальных колон машинного зала. Для 
транспортировки больших элементов имеется специально построенный 
вагон с несущей способностью 500 т. Применяется и уникальная 
строительная механизация. В ее основе лежит идея о возможности 
монтажа основного технологического оборудования, не закрывая 
сверху здание реакторного отделения. При этой технологии, 
названной условно "открытый способ", используется кран 
грузоподъемностью 385 т. Смонтированные укрупненные детали 
транспортируются на строительную площадку и монтируюстя на месте.

Созданы условия для соблюдения сроков ввода в 
эксплуатацию. Через несколько лет наши атомные мощности 
удвоятся, и доля ядерной энергии в общем производстве достигнет 
44%. Мощности атомной станции составляют около 30% реально 
используемых генерирующих источников. Темп сооружения некоторых 
термических станций, работающих в конденсационном режиме, будет 
замедлен в связи с решением некоторых экологических проблем. 
Начнется ускоренное строительство теплофикационных станций, 
использующих уголь, при которых производство электроэнергии 
будет сопутствующим.

В связи с изменением структуры генерирующих мощностей 
необходимы будут некоторые изменения в работе энергетической 
системы. Новые блоки обладают большой мощностью (1000 МВт). 
Каждый из них дает 10% макс. нагрузки, но в отдельные периоды 
эта величина будет превышать 15% рабочей нагрузки системы. 
Нормальная работа небольшой системы при наличии таких единичных 
мощностей является значительной проблемой. Поэтому параллельно 
с принятием решения о строительстве блока приняты меры, с 
помощью которых изменено направление развития всей системы.

Проблема овладения аварийным электромеханическим процессом 
при аварийном отключении большого реактора является основой 
энергосистемы со значительным импортом мощности по слабой 
межсистемной связи. Для его решения сооружены новые 
межсистемные линии, позволяющие нормальное завершение 
переходного процесса аварийного отключения реактора без 
противоаварийного управления. Дефицит мощности покрывается за 
счет незначительного снижения частоты объединенной энергосистемы 
социалистических стран. Связь осуществляется при помощи ЛЭП 
сверхвысокого напряжения.

Параллельно с этим проводится специализация 
централизованной системы противоаварийного управления 
энергосистемой, управляющей специально выбранными нагрузками 
(мощностью около 1200 МВт), компенсирующими устройствами и ГАЭС, 
для контроля над этим аварийным процессом в одном из следующих 
более сложных недопланированных условий:
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нагрузка больше плановой нагрузки межсистемных связей; 
выключена межсистемная связь или, когда отключение 
мощности реактора (1000 МВт) последует за аварийным 
отключением другого генератора или системной связи.

Ввод ряда усовершенствованных локальных автоматических 
систем для овладения режимами сниженной частоты и 
сбалансированного разделения энергосистемы несинхронно 
работающих частей при отказе и неэффективной работе 
централизованной системы противоаварийного управления позволяет 
с высокой степенью надежности овладеть переходным процессом без 
тяжелых последствий для энергосистемы и без видимых воздействий 
на АЭС.

Второй проблемой, связанной с наличием такого мощного блока 
в небольшой системе, является аварийная резервация его мощности 
и энергии. Эта проблема решена следующим образом:

кратковременная (за несколько часов) резервация с 
дополнительным импортом по межсистемным связям, 
включение резервов ГЭС, ГАЭС и горячего резерва ТЭС; 
продолжительное (после 6-8 часов) резервирование 
холодным резервом неэкономных агрегатов на ТЭС; 
при отсутствии резерва - ограничение потребления 
энергии по специально подготовленному плану.

В связи с этим параллельно со строительством АЭС 
сооружается и ГАЭС "Чаира". Преимущества этого типа 
гидростанций известны давно: относительно низкая стоимость,
большой срок эксплуатации, сравнительно высокий КПД 
преобразования. Недостатком ее является большой срок 
строительства. В нашей стране существуют сравнительно 
благоприятные топографические условия для строительства таких 
сооружений. ГАЭС "Чаира" является станцией подземного типа с 
четырьмя обратимыми агрегатами, каждый мощностью 216 МВт в 
турбинном режиме и 190 МВт в насосном. Автоматика станции 
позволяет осуществлять ее управление из диспетчерского пункта.

Основное предназначение ГАЭС "Чаира” - помощь при покрытии 
пиковых нагрузок системы во время ночного падения потребления. 
Поэтому с последующим развитием энергосистемы и сооружением 
новых АЭС будут строиться и новые ГАЭС.

При проектировании и сооружении атомного реактора на АЭС 
"Козлодуй” предприняты специальные меры для увеличения 
устойчивости станции. При сооружении ЛЭП принят принцип 
сохранения устойчивости при N-2 соединений при отключении ЛЭП 
после двухфазного короткого замыкания на землю релейной защиты 
или при отказе выключателя. Несмотря на это, т.к. связь с 
системой (6 на 400 кВ) расположена в два коридора, принято 
решение построить систему противоаварийного управления для 
сохранения устойчивости станции при более сильном ослаблении ее 
связей с системой и при более тяжелых возмущениях. Эта система
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будет работать согласованно с централизованной системой 
противоаварийного управления и в случае аварии будет управлять 
мощностью атомных реакторов станции (мощностью 440 МВт).

В этих условиях модельные исследования показывают, что 
обеспечивается нормальная работа энергетической системы страны.

Для повышения эффективности работы АЭС предусмотрено 
использование атомной энергии для централизованного 
теплоснабжения. АЭС "Козлодуй" и сооружаемая АЭС "Белене" 
удалены от больших населенных пунктов, что ограничивает 
возможность их использования в целях централизованного 
теплоснабжения.

Несмотря на это, существует возможность передачи тепла от 
АЭС "Козлодуй” двум близрасположенным городам, включая 
целлюлозно-бумажный завод. Тепловые нагрузки этих потребителей 
незначительны, причем около 45 МВт приходится на технологические 
нужды и около 85 МВт - на горячую воду для отопления и бытовых 
нужд- Уже в этом году начнется использование тепла для системы 
теплоснабжения г. Козлодуй.

Большие возможности предоставляет АЭС "Белене". Она будет 
снабжать два города и большой химический комбинат. Их общая 
тепловая нагрузка составляет 440 МВт. В данный момент 
определяются технические возможности и экономическая 
целесообразность теплоснабжения этих городов, находящихся 
приблизительно на удалении 60 км (нагрузка отопления составляет 
800 МВт) и на расстоянии более 80 км (нагрузка отопления 
составляет 1100 МВт). В случае, если теплоснабжение на таких 
расстояниях окажется эффективным, тепловая мощность АЭС "Белене" 
будет использоваться полностью.

Известно, что в термодинамическом и экономическом 
отношениях самыми выгодными являются АЭС комбинированного типа 
производства электро- и теплоэнергии. В связи с этим АЭС будут 
использоваться и для дополнительного производства теплоэнергии.
В условиях нашей страны эффективным является сооружение атомных 
отопительных станций. Они имеют преимущество по сравнению с 
АТЭС из-за специфических условий нашей страны, а именно: 
незначительный расход воды, отсутствие охлаждающего цикла 
(обеспечение больших городов во внутренней части страны 
необходимыми количествами воды для АТЭС затруднено); меньшая 
площадь для ACT и строительно-монтажная база.

По этим причинам предусмотрено строительство ACT, которая 
на первом этапе будет иметь два блока мощностью по 500 МВт 
(тепл.), а на втором этапе будут построены еще два. Будут 
сооружены и атомные теплофикационные станции для теплоснабжения 
нескольких городов и районов. В начале XXI века общая тепловая 
мощность, получаемая от использования ядерного топлива, превысит 
3000 МВт (тепл.).
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ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЕ

Эксплуатация АЭС придала нам уверенность в проведении 
последовательной линии на преимущественное развитие ядерной 
энергетики. Основываясь на сотрудничестве с социалистическими 
странами, предусматривается развитие атомной энергетики темпами, 
превышающими мировые. В общем производстве электроэнергии 
относительная доля ядерной энергетики достигнет в последующие 
годы 41,4%, а к концу века - 55,1%. Это будет составлять (без 
учета тепловой энергии АЭС), соответственно, 15,5% и 22,7% от 
общих энергетических ресурсов. Для этого периода предусмотрено 
существенное изменение установленных электрогенерирующих 
мощностей за счет увеличения доли атомных мощностей, которая 
изменяется с 27 на 44%, и уменьшается доля ТЭС, соответственно, 
с 52 на 38% и ГЭС с 21 на 18%.

Мы считаем, что ускоренное развитие ядерной энергетики 
страны, бедной энергетическими ресурсами, является основой 
стабильного экономического развития и признаком дальновидной 
энергетической политики.
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Abstract

N U C L E A R  P O W E R  P L A N T  P E R F O R M A N C E  O B JE C T IV E S  F O R  T H E  1990s.

T h e  developm en t o f  nu c lear energy  in  re c en t decades as an  ind ispensab le  energy  sou rce  has 

p roduced  a  very  h igh  standard  o f  re liab ility  and  availab ility . L igh t w a ter reac to rs  (P W R  and  B W R ) con 
stitu te  the  basis  fo r  the  com m erc ial app lication  o f  n u c le ar energy . In  th e  F ed e ra l R epub lic  o f  G erm any , 

fo r e xam ple , rough ly  35 % o f  a ll e lectric ity  is p ro d u ced  in  n u c lear p o w er p lan ts . T h e  n u m b er o f  com m er

c ia lly  u sed  p o w e r p lan ts  -  w orldw ide  — as o f  31 D ecem b er 1986 is 397 N P P s  w ith  a  ne t capac ity  ou tpu t 

o f  273 00 0  M W (e). U n d er co n struction  a t the  end  o f  1986 w ere  133 u n its  w ith  a  to ta l capacity  o f  

с . 118 000  M W (e). M ost o f  th ese  un its  w ill s ta r t com m erc ial ope ra tion  be tw een  th e  en d  o f  th e  ’e ighties 

and  m idd le  o f  the  ’n ineties. A  low  leve l in crease  ra te  o f  app rox . 28 000  -  30  0 00  M W  up to  the 

y ear 2000  m ay  b e  assum ed  add itionally . T h e  ob jec tives fo r  th e  1990s a re  th e  back fitting  o f  c u rren t 

L W R s as fa r as n ecessary  and  feasib le  and  as a  fu tu re  ta sk  th e  developm en t o f  th e  next g eneration  o f  
L W R s. T h e  m ain  goal is seen  in  co st reduc tion  and  sho rten ing  construction  tim e to  increase  the  e co 

nom ic  v iab ility  o f  n u c lear en erg y  com pared  w ith fossil fired  p o w er p lan ts . In  the  techn ical fie ld  th e  re a c 

to r  co re , n u c lear fue l, in s trum en ta tion  and  con tro l a re  a reas  fo r im provem en t. T h e  nuclear fuel cycle  

w ill be  op tim ized  fo r  h ig h er b u m u p , lo w er u ran ium  u tiliza tion  by  app lication  o f  m odified  co re  m anage

m en t m ethods, im provem en ts in opera ting  flex ib ility  and  saving  o f  n a tu ra l u ran iu m  and  fu tu re  develop
m en t o f  rep ro cess in g  technology  and  recycling  o f  rep ro cessed  U  and  P u . In strum en ta tion  and con tro l 
system s a re  a reas fo r evo lu tionary  m odifica tions an d /o r  changes. W ith  the  in troduction  o f  com pu te r sys

tem s in  various fields and  in th e  c on tro l ro o m , th e  d evelopm en t o f  fib re-op tical system s and  the  in troduc
tio n  o f  m ic ro p ro cesso rs  h ig h er re liab ility  is possib le  fo r con tro l o f  the  en tire  p lan t and  reduction  o f  

m an -m ach in e  in te rfaces. T h e  app lication  o f  p a rt ta sk  s im ulato rs  and  special s im ulato rs  beside  the  w ell 
p ro v en  fu ll scope  s im u la to r enab les optim al p e rso n n el tra in ing  an d  re tra in in g . A n o th e r im portan t a rea  

fo r  fu tu re  developm ent and  increased  p lan t availab ility  is reduction  o f  p lanned  and  unp lanned  p lan t ou t
ages, sho rten ing  refue lling  p e rio d s , reduc tion  in  m an-rem  exp o su re  and p lan t life  ex tension . T he  con 

trac t app roach  selected  can  in fluence co st savings fo r fu tu re  p ro jec ts . C ost savings a lso  a re  seen  in 
sho rten ing  o f  p rep lann ing , b idd ing  and  co n trac t nego tia tion  p e riods  fo r  firm  fu tu re  n u c le ar p ro jec ts .

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear energy in recent decades as an indispensable energy 
source has produced a very high standard in terms of reliability and availability. Light 
water reactors (PWR and BWR) constitute the basis for the commercial application
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of nuclear energy, especially in the western hemisphere. In 1986, for example, 
roughly 35 % of the total electricity generated in the Federal Republic of Germany 
(FRG) was produced by nuclear power plants. In other industrialized countries the 
share of total electricity generated by nuclear power plants varies between 40% and 
60% and more. The total contribution worldwide at the end of 1986 can be estimated 
at 15 %. In 1975 the total installed capacity worldwide was 72 000 MW(e). From then 
a continuous increase can be seen (Fig. 1) up to 273 000 MW in 1986. At the end 
of 1986 roughly 118 000 MW of nuclear power plant capacity were under construc
tion worldwide. Based on a construction time of between 5 and 8 years commercial 
operation will start mainly in the period between 1990-1995. The total contribution 
of nuclear power will then increase to 19% of the electricity generated worldwide. 
The capacity projection worldwide is a very conservative estimate considering the 
projects already under discussion today, presumable future projects, especially in 
developing countries, have not been considered. This outlook demonstrates the ten
dency to consider nuclear energy as a viable and economic option for solving future 
energy problems worldwide.

The Chernobyl accident may be seen as a temporary psychological barrier or 
for some countries as an excuse to defer scheduled projects and to overcome financ
ing problems which are the main constraints on the introduction of nuclear power. 
Because of the unique design of the Chernobyl reactor and its use only within the 
USSR, no influence on the use of PWR, BWR and high temperature gas cooled reac
tors of western design is expected.

An analysis of the development of the availability of LWR nuclear plants in the 
different countries shows that, except for some developing countries, very high 
figures have been attained, which indicate the high technical standard already 
reached. Generally positive trends can be observed, but some countries have scope 
for further improvements in this field.

For the current generation of LWRs a continuous target remains lifetime exten
sion and economic viability and this will be realized by backfitting programmes as 
far as feasible to attain up-to-date technical status. For the next generation of LWRs 
to be constructed in the ’nineties the main goals are cost reduction, shortening con
struction time and introduction of the latest engineered safeguard systems to assure 
improved economic viability and to reduce remaining operating risks.

LWR plants have also demonstrated their high load follow capability, which is 
fully compatible with conventional power plants. The comparison of electricity 
production costs for coal versus nuclear shows, for units with today’s usual capacity, 
given realistic assumptions regarding availability and fuel cost development, an 
advantage of 20-30% in favour of nuclear over the lifetime. The nuclear energy costs 
already include the nuclear fuel cycle costs up to final storage of highly active wastes 
and decommissioning of the units. Nuclear energy is most cost effective in base load 
operation. The increase of the proportion of nuclear power in the grids involves a 
higher load change capability. The part load flexibility today is only a question of 
economic optimization of grid operation but not a technical issue.
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FIG. 1. Development o f installed nuclear power capacity 1975-2000.

The rest of the paper will primarily consider the Federal German situation 
because of the lack of statistics on the different operating records, outage reasons and 
the respective countermeasures. The data and information computerized in interna
tionally accessible databanks are not harmonized to permit detailed analysis of the 
technical environment and reasons for outages and decisions on improvements or 
design changes in the respective reactor systems. It would be worthwhile, therefore, 
to harmonize the different plant outage information for the same type of reactors to 
enable the operators, constructors and authorities to obtain transparency of informa
tion in the case of failures or incidents. To support improvement of future availability 
and reliability of NPPs a standard procedure for data acquisition developed by the 
IAEA and agreed upon with the Member States is highly desirable. However, the 
main goals for the future development of light water reactor technology may be seen 
as a general task for all vendors worldwide to improve plant economy and safety.

2. OBJECTIVES FOR THE 1990s IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LWRs

The light water reactor has reached a very high standard of technology and cost 
effectiveness. However, areas for further improvements are apparent. Like all tech
nologies, reactor technology is a field in which progress should not be adopted 
without scrutiny. For a nuclear power plant intended for economic base load power 
generation it is, therefore, by no means sufficient that the design of the reactor sys
tems is safe, novel and termed advanced. It is also of great importance for the nuclear
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power plant that it is economically competitive with coal-fired plants. In the follow
ing the main targets for the 1990s for LWR development will be discussed:

— Standardization and shortening construction time
— Core and fuel design and fuel cycle
— Instrumentation and control, process simulation by computer
— Shortening outage periods for refuelling and maintenance, plant life extension
— Licensing, codes and standards
— Contract approach and financing
— Future application of nuclear energy.

3. STANDARDIZATION AND SHORTENING CONSTRUCTION TIME

Previously nuclear power plants in the FRG were constructed on the basis of 
single turnkey orders for a specific site. The licensing procedure was divided into 
several partial licences totalling 13-15, all needing separate sets of licensing docu
ments, depending on the status of the project and the requirements of the licensing 
authorities. The engineering was executed in parallel with project development. This 
leads to prolonged construction periods and tremendous cost overruns. The goal of 
standardization already in existence at that time could only be reached to a certain 
extent. Because of the seemingly endless increase in engineering work and documen
tation, thought was directed to ways of reducing the work and paper. KWU initiated 
together with the utilities the technical standards (TÜV) experts and the licensing 
authorities measures which were applied to the ‘Convoy’ projects, a rigidly stan
dardized series of 1300 MW PWR nuclear power plants, to reduce the scope of docu
ments, to streamline the licensing procedure and to shorten the construction time.

A considerable reduction in construction time and costs requires the availability 
of a complete set of planning and construction documents far in advance of the actual 
start of construction. The standardization of components and systems with the 
associated engineering for the entire plant is of great importance. The experience 
accumulated from plants in operation constitutes the basis for standardization. Based 
on a long-standing proven technology the Convoy plants constitute the most up-to- 
date approach, including engineering, licensing documents, manufacturing 
processes, commissioning, startup procedures and quality assurance. The construc
tion time for a 1300 MW PWR Convoy plant could be reduced to about 60 months.

To underline the importance of standardization and to reduce construction time 
and cost, some of the measures taken are briefly described.

To improve the previous situation for future projects regarding construction 
time an extensive programme of all working steps was and will be performed to 
introduce the following advanced measures:

— Performance of an engineering analysis, studying planning work with its inter
faces and the respective working steps and duration
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— Early start of engineering work to be ready by the start of construction at the site
— Introduction of computer support methods as far as possible, but only as far as 

reasonable, i.e. computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided engineering 
(CAE), because the methods available and under development allow a lot more 
work to be performed with computers.

— Computerized planning and schedule control
— Planning and execution of piping work and the necessary interfaces.

An important working tool used is 1:25 scale models. Experiments were con
ducted to simulate on a computer a complete building design in 3D technology, but 
the software available today does not allow complete simulation of a reactor building 
to determine, for example, collision points. It was therefore decided to use plastic 
models of the main building. The models are of great importance for pipe route plan
ning. The entire buildings are divided into sections or zones to allow easy planning 
and to enable tracing of every detail in the respective areas. Because of the impor
tance of piping systems and valves in a nuclear power plant with respect to the quan
tity of material to be handled, scheduling, scope of works and costs, some aspects 
and methods introduced or under development for the rationalization of work are 
briefly described. The construction schedule influences the critical path of the entire 
project schedule.

In previous projects piping system design engineering was handled on an 
individual basis considering the respective technical requirements. For the purpose 
of rationalization a standardized catalogue for tubular products, pipe supports, valves 
(manually operated and motor operated) was established. Only these standardized 
components are allowed to be used in the NPP projects. This catalogue constitutes 
the basis for computerization of the related work. Therefore a number of intercon
nected computer codes have been established or will be introduced in the near future.

Besides the above mentioned equipment system diagrams, technical data for 
systems and the process components are stored in databanks. These data are the basis 
for the whole scope of work, i.e. manufacturing in the factory or from spools on site, 
expediting, erection planning, construction, commissioning and final documentation.

The programme for erection planning and control, including manpower require
ments and supervision, is still under development and will be integrated in the 
programmes for material procurement, testing and documentation. The erection plan
ning and control programme allows a breakdown of the erection activities, down to 
each single weld in a specific room.

The results already achieved have resulted in a considerable shortening of the 
construction time. In the future, considering the next generation of nuclear power 
plants with application of the standardized soft- and hardware, we can expect a fur
ther reduction in construction time and costs.

The comprehensive computerized software and the types of documentation en
able easy handling and if necessary updating with accounts of new experience gained 
or details of licensing changes and additions. With finalization of the current stan
dardized Convoy projects, know-how will be conserved to a large extent and this,
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in addition to continuous software maintenance, will make it easier to restart an NPP 
project after a prolonged period without an actual power plant order.

4. CORE AND FUEL DESIGN AND FUEL CYCLE

The main incentives for further optimization of the fuel and core design and for 
special improvements of the fuel management methods for the worldwide proven 
light water reactor (LWR) concepts result from the following practical targets:

(1) Reduction of the fuel cycle cost by means of
— increased average discharge bumup up to 45-50 MW-d/kg U for a PWR
— improved uranium utilization through design optimization and implementa

tion of advanced in-core management strategies
(2) Improved operating flexibility through core and plant design for

— flexible cycle length up to two years #
— stretch-out capability
— full consideration of the present and future requirements for load follow 

operation > 1 0 %  per min over a wide power range
(3) Saving of natural uranium resources and further promotion of reprocessing 

technology through spent fuel recycling (Pu recycling)
(4) Future core concepts

The various measures required for the realization of these different targets are 
not independent of each other so that a careful overall evaluation and optimiza
tion of all contributing systems is necessary; e.g. in addition to fuel and core 
design the optimum use of in-core instrumentation must be considered as well 
as the control strategy and the combined use of the control, limitation and safety 
devices of the plant for efficient, reliable and safe operation of the fuel. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the burnup dependence of the fuel cycle cost for a 

1300 MW(e) PWR normalized to a discharge bumup of 35 GW-d/t U, which can 
be considered as representative for the current situation, together with a breakdown 
for the essential cost components such as fuel fabrication, natural uranium require
ments, enrichment services and reprocessing with waste disposal at 40 GW-d/t U.

The potential cost reduction for bumup increase from 35 MW • d/kg U to the 
range between 45 and 50 MW-d/kg U amounts to about 8-10%.

The maximum achievable discharge bumup in LWR fuel assemblies is deter
mined by the technologically allowable limits of the fuel rod design and of the fuel 
assembly structure. In agreement with the present design methods and generally 
accepted limiting criteria, the following aspects are important examples for the 
bumup evaluation:

— Creep of the fuel rod clad due to external coolant overpressure
— Strain of the clad due to bumup swelling of the U 02 pellets after contact 

between pellet and clad has been achieved
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Design burnup for reloads 

In operation Technical target
Currentburnupexperience

Batch average 35-40 45-50 approx. 38

PWR Peak fuel 
assembly 40-45 50-55 50*

Peak pellet 50-55 55-65 64*

Batch average 30-35 38-45 approx. 28

BWR Peak fuel 
assembly 33-38 42-50 38*

Peak pellet 42-48 52-60 53*

*) Lead fuel assemblies all figures In MW-d/kg

FIG. 2. Discharge bumup o f 1000 Juel assemblies in PWRs and BWRs.

— Internal fuel rod pressure due to fission gas release
— Irradiation induced growth of fuel rods and structural fuel assembly components
— Waterside corrosion.

The accumulated experience and the favourable performance of fuel assemblies 
confirm that the targets are realistic so that considerable improvements through 
bumup extension can be expected over the next five years.

To improve the potential for extended bumup from the point of view of struc
tural design, the available clearances for irradiation induced growth of the fuel rods 
and of the structural components of the assembly have been adapted to the require
ments of longer residence times and increased neutron fluence.

Fuel utilization is improved by the replacement of structural materials with high 
parasitic neutron absorption (e.g. stainless steel, Ni-base alloys) by Zircaloy. This 
relates mainly to the PWR fuel assemblies where Zircaloy instead of Inconel is 
increasingly being used for the grid structure of the spacers in the active region. Zir
caloy considerably reduces parasitic neutron absorption.

Use of Gd poisoned fuel rods in PWR fuel assemblies not only serves as a means 
for initial burnup reactivity holddown, avoiding positive moderator temperature 
coefficients that might result from too high boric concentrations in the coolant, but 
also offers an excellent potential for power density shaping in applying advanced fuel 
management schemes, e.g. low leakage loading patterns.

Low leakage fuel management, in contrast to classical loading schemes where 
fresh fuel assemblies are located at peripheral core positions, requires fresh fuel to 
be positioned at central core regions, whereas the most burnt fuel assemblies are 
shuffled into peripheral core positions. In this way radial neutron leakage can be 
markedly reduced. By properly choosing both the number and Gd20 3 concentration
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Relative fuel 
cycle costs Structure of fuel cycle costs 

at 40 MW-d/kg U discharge burnup
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46%
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FIG. 3. Structure and bumup dependence o f fuel cycle costs for a 1300 MW(e) PWR under commercial 
conditions in the Federal Repubic o f Germany.

of the poison rods the power density in those fresh fuel assemblies placed into the 
central core region can be kept within given design limits during the whole burnup 
cycle.

Consistent application of advanced fuel management methods offers enhanced 
fuel utilization resulting in bumup gains of about 200 MW • d/t for constant reload 
enrichment or, alternatively, in enrichment savings of 0.15 wt% for constant dis
charge bumup.

Use of gadolinium as a burnable poison in place of boron silicate as usually 
applied for first cores leads to a bumup gain and, in addition, makes waste disposal 
of the special absorber rods unnecessary.

The first core of the Brokdorf NPP has been designed for a cycle length of 
470 full power days, corresponding to nearly 20 months, assuming a capacity factor 
of 80%. Cycle length extension from at present one year up to two years appears feas
ible also for later cycles. However, a cycle length extension is not only a question 
of core design, but also the applicable rules and requirements for maintenance and 
in-service inspection for the entire plant have to be carefully considered. The longer 
duty cycle has also to be approved by the licensing authorities due to possible code 
deviations.

Making use of the stretch-out capability for extending the bumup cycle length 
by up to and even more than two months beyond the natural end of cycle as a simple 
and efficient means of adapting the actual cycle length to operational and economic 
requirements has in the meantime become an often utilized and proven practice. The 
maximum linear heat generation rate during stretch-out operation remains within per
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missible limits and resulting changes in the spatial bumup distribution can be easily 
taken into account at short notice for the fuel management schedule of the subsequent 
bumup cycle.

Plutonium recycle makes significant contributions to saving natural uranium 
resources and, in addition, to establishing the plutonium fuel technology in the long 
term. In the meantime thermal plutonium recycling has achieved a high technical 
standard.

As of March 1987, more than 25 000 mixed oxide (MOX) fuel rods had been 
inserted and irradiated in PWRs and BWRs, the maximum bumup successfully 
achieved being beyond 52 000 MW-d/t heavy metal. The fact that the fuel rod failure 
rate has reached a value as low as 1 to 3 times 10"5 per plant and year represents 
both a necessary prerequisite and a solid basis for fuel cycle economics and opera
tional flexibility improvements which have not yet been exhausted.

Further reactor core concepts are under development which involve a minimum 
of modifications to the current reactor components. It is mainly parts of the reactor 
core internals and control rods which are subject to modifications.

A more or less classical programme of improvements may be achieved by using 
axial blankets and/or radial reflectors for increasing the neutron economy of the reac
tor core. Another methodology to increase fuel utilization is to use spectral shift core 
design with axial and radial blankets. These measures lead to a high conversion rate 
and consequently reduce the enrichment and may lead to higher fuel utilization of 
approx. 20%.

Another concept is that of light water high converter reactors, involving the use 
of Pu02/U02-fuelled tight triangular pitch cores in PWR. Studies have indicated the 
possibility of using heavily undermoderated systems with volumetric F/M-ratios in 
the range 1.0-2.0 with a conversion rate of approx. 0.9, which would result in a 
reduction of fuel consumption of 50-70%. This concept requires high fuel concentra
tion of >  5% 235U or Pufissile whereby the total amount of Pu in the core should be 
limited to <  7.5 %. A highly bumup resistant material must be developed for the fuel 
canning. The advantage of this concept is an increase in fuel cycle length (2 years), 
high bumup up to 70 000 MW • d/t and a fuel utilization increase of 300-400% com
pared with the current core design.

These concepts are expected to be implemented in the ’nineties.

5. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL, PROCESS SIMULATION BY 
COMPUTER

The most up-to-date I&C equipment should always be used to attain a higher 
degree of automation, to minimize failure rates and to reduce the number of man- 
machine interfaces. I&C equipment previously used for safety systems, reactor pro
tection and operational I&C will be replaced by modernized techniques as far as pos
sible in current plants and will be fully introduced in the next generation of LWRs.
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Intelligent computer systems will take over supervision and control of the entire plant 
during normal operation and in the event of transients to relieve the operating person
nel of the burden of having to initiate direct manual countermeasures or actions from 
the control room which may lead to operating errors. The advanced systems are 
designed according to the defence-in-depth philosophy; alarms and/or signals follow
ing a plant incident will be managed in accordance with their intensity. The counter
measures to be implemented are decided by the system in steps.

The new system has the following salient features:
— Organization of the functional units in redundant, decentralized hierarchically 

differentiated structures.
— Separation by functions for protection, control and data logging.
— Prevention of accident conditions by the application of stepwise organized con

trol and limitation systems. The process parameters are set back in their respec
tive deadband, thus the initiation criteria for reactor scram and the respective 
safety-related countermeasure are not reached.

— Higher degree of automation.
— Standardization of the level of signal processing and controls.
— Extension of the integrated I&C systems as required by modular units for 

special application.
The new I&C system is process oriented and subdivided into the I&C for the 

reactor plant, turbo-generator and operational I&C. The previously used hard-wired 
systems will be partly replaced by new microprocessor based systems (Fig. 4).

The future trend for which the technical base has to be developed today and as 
far as applicable introduced in the plants under construction will be outlined by the 
following examples:
(1) The new computer-aided process information system (PRINS) has all the fea

tures of a job-oriented yet flexible and expandable modern computer architec
ture, such as distributed data acquisition, a redundant 32-bit computer, 
high-grade graphics, fibre optic communication buses and the capability of link
ing into a local area network. Its modular construction means that PRINS can 
be matched to a comprehensive range of requirements and that additional func
tions can be retrofitted. The tasks of the conventional supervisory computer 
have been expanded, in particular through the output of process graphics on 
colour video display units.

In order to support the operator in handling faults and accidents, the new 
process information system not only provides information on logic relations of 
current process parameters, but also processes dependent derived parameters, 
precalculations, etc. In KWU plants the period of time following the occurrence 
of an incident during which manual intervention is not required as the plant is 
automatically brought and kept safely under control is at least 30 minutes and 
in most cases as much as several hours. Thus the operator has sufficient time 
using available information facilities to survey the incident and to decide on 
countermeasures. For incident analysis the operator can call for about 80 infor-
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FIG. 4. Structure o f electrical equipment and I&C.

mation goals including several protection goals to decide on manual actions. 
KWU is currently developing a computer-aided diagnosis sytem which 
describes the design basis accidents concerned. All reasonably achievable limit 
values are processed as input variables. The available combination of addressed 
and responding limit values is evaluated by the computer and the existing design 
basis accident is analysed. Further it should be possible by means of graphics 
to reproduce the sequence of events involved in the accident and also to detect 
enhancement trends.
Utilization of microprocessors for non-safety instrumentation and control. The 
information between this control equipment will be transferred via decoupling 
and redundant fibre optic bus systems with also microprocessor based actuators. 
This technology is already an integral part of 1000 MW(e) KWU 3-loop plants 
offered on the international market.
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(3) Introduction of a cockpit main control room with information display on colour 
full graphic visual display units (VDUs) and operation via touch panels with 
black and white displays (plasma displays) which are under development. The 
entire plant can be monitored and operated via the main control desk with three 
independent operator panels in the main control room. An information panel is 
arranged above the VDUs which continuously indicates the actual status of the 
plant.

(4) Utilization of digital technique for the I&C important to safety arranged in three 
categories with multiple bus structure. This technology can only be realized 
with very capable processors. The finalized version permits signal processing 
and drive control to be decentralized, i.e. system and component oriented. This 
concept, together with the bus system, reduces the number and quantity of 
cables and cable trays drastically. In the long term planning the switchgear 
building and the emergency feed building may be combined. With introduction 
of the fibre optical buses an entire voltaic decoupling of the systems can be 
achieved: spurious electromagnetic signals can be prevented.

(5) Training of operating personnel will continue to be a task in the ’nineties, too. 
However, the tools for training purposes should be improved and more eco
nomic solutions developed. A nuclear plant analyser and part task simulators are 
under development to supplement in the long term the already proven full scale 
simulators, which require major investment. The nuclear plant analyser (NPA) 
can be used at the plant site and connected with a mainframe computer. The 
NPA is a real time simulator for transients and safety analysis simulation. The 
first version was developed for a 4-loop 1300 MW standard PWR plant. Best 
estimate programmes will be developed in the future for accident simulation, 
even for severe accidents.

The part task simulator depicts the main I&C systems and supplements instruc
tion on the full scale simulator. The concept will provide for simulation of only those 
primary and secondary systems required for understanding the operation of the power 
control, limitation and protection systems; others will be simulated in a simplified 
form.

The part task simulator is also suitable for tasks such as:
— Development of computer-based I&C systems important to safety and to the 

plant control room.
— Verification and further refinement of the operating manual and of the strategy 

papers for event oriented and protection goal oriented handling of process dis
turbances, upset operating conditions and accidents.

— On-site on-line simulation (OPAL: on-line predictive analysis and learning 
system) in a power plant. This will give hands-on experience to operators for 
self-training possibilities and understanding of operating strategies and opera
tional forecasting.
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FIG. 5. Potential fo r  reduction o f  annual refuelling time fo r  LWRs.

6. SHORTENING OUTAGE PERIODS FOR REFUELLING AND MAIN
TENANCE, PLANT LIFE EXTENSION

It is of great importance to increase the economic viability by shortening 
planned outages and to prevent unplanned outages. General objectives to be fulfilled 
are:

— to have plant readily accessible for maintenance
— to have highly qualified operating and maintenance personnel
— to have the appropriate service equipment for inspection, maintenance and/or 

repairs.
An important contribution could be made by the use of automatic remote con

trolled inspection equipment with incorporated intelligent electronic systems to 
shorten outage periods. Standardized spare and wear parts can be readily stocked in 
sufficient quantity.

During the normal annual refuelling period a plant inspection programme has 
to be executed which includes in-service inspection of the pressure-retaining compo
nents and systems. The previous experience gained for the duration of the annual 
refuelling periods for LWRs is outlined in Fig. 5. Further reduction of the planned 
outage time seems to be possible for the future by considering

— improved organizational measures
— application of automated refuelling equipment
— optimization of work sequences
— development of remote controlled and automated service equipment
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— computerized data logging
— reduction of personnel exposure by use of remote controlled equipment and

short residence time.

Considering all these measures for plants in operation and for future plants a 
realistic target would be an annual planned outage period for refuelling of 20 to 25 
days. This is likely to be achieved in 1995.

The reduction of personnel exposure is of great importance. The use of remote 
controlled and automated inspection equipment and the respective countermeasures 
in the plant design would allow a realistic reduction from today’s man-rem exposure 
by a factor of 2 to 3 in the ’nineties. The present positive trend could be extrapolated 
in the future, especially for the new plants which already today reach values in the 
range of the future targets.

To keep personnel exposure as low as possible, especially during maintenance 
and repair work, special attention should be given to very efficient decontamination 
methods to remove the radioactivity to a great extent. These measures have today 
already reached a very high standard, as was demonstrated during the steam genera
tor replacement at NPP Obrigheim; this work was carried out in 105 days. The origi
nally planned outage period from plant shutdown to restart up to 100% load was 
calculated at 113 days and the total man-rem exposure was limited to 690 rem1; the 
decontamination factor reached was higher than 200; the radiation level in the 
primary piping was reduced from originally 10 000 mR/h to 50 mR/h. Problems 
may arise with the older plants, which have already been in operation for 10 -  15 
years, to keep them running with a high load factor also in the future. In long term 
programmes the respective components which may shorten the operating period, 
such as pumps, motors, actuators, I&C systems up to the reactor pressure vessel, will 
have to be studied for possible replacement. With this methodology the technical 
plant life time could be extended and the cost effectiveness of the plants drastically 
improved.

Besides the planned outages discussed the unplanned outages also can be 
prevented or kept as short as possible (Fig. 6). The decrease in the number of 
unplanned outages and automatic scrams is expected to continue in the future. 
Preventive maintenance for all operating and safety-related components, new I&C 
and computer systems and appropriate QA measures will ensure the positive trend 
in Federal German NPPs.

7. LICENSING, CODES AND STANDARDS

The design of the NPPs is based on the design philosophy of accident prevention 
by Quality Assurance measures and accident control by consideration of a compre
hensive spectrum of design basis accidents in the layout and design of the entire plant.

1 1 rem  =  0 .01  Sv.
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Mean Number of Outages per Plant and Year

The Federal German Reaktorsicherheits-Kommission (RSK) guidelines as well as 
other comprehensive technical rules and regulations have to be considered in system 
and component layout and constitute the standard on which the licensing of the plants 
is based.

In the field of regulatory requirements a lot of national and international codes, 
standards and regulations have already been elaborated by the respective authorities. 
Each vendor and/or manufacturer has developed design and manufacturing and qual
ity specifications. In the past specific events in some nuclear plants clearly identified 
differences in quality standards and safety requirements. The accident in the RBMK 
reactor at Chernobyl documents the necessity of harmonization of the international 
safety standards to be established for all nuclear reactors worldwide and to develop 
high level standards for the design of engineered safeguard systems and/or installa
tions. The actual situation with extensive differences in safety requirements can no 
longer be accepted because the consequences of accidents cannot be limited to a 
single country. International working groups, organized by the IAEA, should care
fully discuss these subjects and the respective codes and standards should be revised 
to produce more harmonized ones. The experience gained in the different Member 
States should be considered.
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8. CONTRACT APPROACH AND FINANCING

Besides all the technical aspects to be developed in the future the contractual 
approach to be selected and/or to be improved has also to be checked carefully 
because the experience gained in the countries which have built and now operate 
nuclear power plants may be a good basis for cost savings and optimization of project 
execution. Considering developing or partly developed countries as future partners 
in nuclear power plant contracting, it is of great importance to minimize especially 
for the first nuclear power plant the technical and financial risks. Looking around the 
world a lot of examples demonstrate the great importance of an optimal contract 
arrangement between the partners.

The capital intensity of an NPP and the considerable interest accrued during 
construction on the one hand require international co-operation between large financ
ing institutes and on the other hand, risks of the owner and the financing institutes, 
both technical and construction time related, have to be taken into account. For the 
owner as well as for the financiers it is therefore safest to place the order especially 
for the first NPP on a turnkey basis. The supplier should be prepared to operate that 
first plant for a couple of years on his own responsibility or to delegate supervisory 
operating personnel for operating the plant to ensure safe and cost-effective operation 
during the initial years after commissioning, the years with high repayment obliga
tions. A similar method was and is currently practiced by the aircraft industry which 
delegates pilots and co-pilots for a certain time to airline owners.

Finally, in the name of all vendors, the following request is directed to all 
owners. With reference to estimates made by my company about DM 100 million or 
US$ 50 million have been spent in recent years on bid preparation for NPPs which 
could not be built because of budget constraints. The question of budgeting and the 
cost effectiveness of an NPP can be assessed quite accurately on the basis of estimates 
and financing concepts before a comprehensive, detailed tender is submitted. In this 
way valuable resources can be conserved or used for other applications instead for 
á project that only exists on paper.

9. FUTURE APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

In the future, considering all the previously mentioned aspects, the further 
application of nuclear energy seems to be a viable option. Because uranium can only 
be converted into heat, all heat consuming processes are of interest and should be ana
lysed with a view to their possible use together with a nuclear reactor as energy 
source. A nuclear reactor may substitute for conventional heat sources such as oil, 
hard coal or gas to provide independence from price escalations dictated by the world 
market for oil and coal. Feasible areas for nuclear energy application are:

— High-temperature process heat (coal gasification, H2 production, synthetic
natural gas production)
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— Process heat for the chemical industry
— District heating
— Steam injection for oil liquefaction in the subsoil
— Seawater desalination.

Beside the already proven reactors of today future development programmes 
should pursue APWR concepts, high conversion reactors, HTRs and commercial 
FBRs which may make an essential contribution to cost reduction in the nuclear fuel 
cycle and will constitute a major link in the energy chain in the next century. The 
energy resources of the thorium and uranium available worldwide can be used in eco
nomic, safe and reliable nuclear power plants in industrialized countries as well as 
in developing countries and the development potential described in this paper will 
maintain and improve economic competitiveness with other energy conversion 
technologies.
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Abstract

U S IN G  E X P E R IE N C E  T O  IM P R O V E  P E R F O R M A N C E  O F  N U C L E A R  P O W E R  P L A N T S .

By the end  o f  1986, th e re  w ere  397 nuc lear po w er reacto rs  w ith  a  to tal net capacity  o f  
273 700 M W (e) opera ting  in 26  coun tries . T he  cum ula tive  opera ting  experience  w as 42 1 0  reacto r- 

years. M any lessons, som e o f  them  pa in fu l, have been  learned , and  the  resu lts  have b een  constantly  

in co rpo ra ted  in to  th e  design , co n struction  and  opera tion  o f  the  po w er p lan ts . By 1998, m o re  than 
10 000  reacto r-years  o f  o pera ting  experience  w ill have been  accum ulated . A nalysis o f  the  w orldw ide  

ope ra ting  experience  da ta  fo r nuc lear po w er p lants show s a  c lear trend  tow ards  im proved  perfo rm ance . 

A verage  availab ility  has inc reased  from  61 .8 %  (energy  availab ility  factor) in 1979 to  70 .4%  in 1986, 

acco rd ing  to  da ta  con ta ined  in the  IA E A ’s P o w er R eac to r In fo rm ation  System  (P R IS). T h e re  a re  m any 

coun trie s , u tilities  and p lan ts  w ith  consisten tly  good o r  exce llen t perfo rm an ce  reco rd s , and  o thers  have 
ach ieved  rem ark ab le  im provem ents in recen t y ears . T here  a re , h ow ever, a lso  m any  o thers  w hich  have 

no t p e rfo rm ed  so w ell, and  w here  im provem ents can  and should  be  achieved. T oday , m o re  than  ever, 

n uc lear p o w er m ust a im  fo r and  ach ieve  un ifo rm  exce llence  in opera ting  perfo rm an ce  in o rd e r  to  rem ain  

a  v iab le  energy  op tion . T h is  is a  challenge  fo r the  1990s. F eedback  from  experience  is possib ly  the  m ost 

im portan t fac to r that can  he lp  to  face  th is challenge  successfu lly , and all re levan t experience  as w ell 

as every  availab le  m eans should  be  used  to  the  full ex ten t. N o do u b t, the  e xperience  ob tained  in each 

indiv idual po w er p lan t constitu tes the  m ost re levan t sou rce  fo r im prov ing  its ow n p e rfo rm an ce , but 
experience  on  the  leve l o f  the  u tility , coun try  and  w orldw ide  is also  ex trem ely  valuab le. L earn ing  from  
the  experience  o f  o thers  is adm itted ly  d ifficu lt, bu t it can  p rov ide  la rg e  benefits  a t low  cost. T he  IA E A  

constitu tes a  channel th ro u g h  w h ich  in te rna tiona l co -opera tion  and  exchange  o f  in fo rm ation  has been  

p rom oted  and  effec tive ly  im plem ented  d u rin g  th ree  decades. T his channel is open  and w ill con tinue to 

rem ain  so.

1. NUCLEAR POWER OPERATING EXPERIENCE

According to the data contained in the IAEA’s Power Reactor Information 
System (PRIS), the worldwide operating experience accumulated by the end of 1986 
was 4210 reactor-years. This experience was accumulated by 397 reactors connected 
to the grid in 26 countries and 31 reactors shut down before that date, in 10 countries 
(see Fig. 1). More than one reactor-year of experience is currently being added each 
day and, by 1998, accumulated experience will pass the 10 000 reactor-years mark.

Operating experience, however, is not only measured in years. Many lessons 
are learned from day-to-day routine operation but even more from unusual events, 
outages, incidents or accidents. These last, in particular, may be extremely painful,
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FIG. 1. Nuclear power reactors operating experience.

but the lessons learned have the largest impact. Operating experience data including 
performance and major system reliability on more than 80% of the accumulated 
reactor-years have been transmitted to the IAEA, and the outage file of PRIS contains 
information on about 24 000 full and partial outages of nuclear reactors.

There are a number of other nuclear power plant performance databases in 
existence in addition to IAEA PRIS. Some of them are similar, and may include also 
component reliability data; others have a safety orientation, and only refer to safety 
related events. All information systems and databases are accessible to those who 
contribute to them and, in addition, most can also be made available to other parties.
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A very large amount of information on operating experience has been collected, 
classified, documented, stored, and is available for analysis. The difficulty consists 
in evaluating this information and effectively applying the relevant results obtained 
to improve the performance of a particular plant.

2. PERFORMANCE AREAS

The fundamental objective of a nuclear power plant is to generate electricity in 
an economic, safe and reliable manner. A plant is performing well when it fulfils this 
objective under overall satisfactory conditions. Unfortunately, there is no simple way 
to measure overall plant performance, nor is there a single indicator which could be 
used for this purpose, because the conditions of economic competitivity, safety and 
reliability must be fulfilled simultaneously and each has its own particular aspects to 
be taken into account.

Safety has always been considered an essential condition to be fulfilled by 
nuclear power; however, the question of ‘how safe is safe enough’ is still an issue. 
It is well known that absolute, 100% safety can only be achieved by a nuclear power 
plant (or any other type of plant for that matter) if the plant is not allowed to operate. 
This is the interpretation of ‘safe enough’ by those opponents to nuclear power who 
propose not to allow new nuclear power plants to be constructed and put into opera
tion, and who wish to phase out nuclear power completely by shutting down all 
operating nuclear plants. This, of course, is an extreme attitude.

The nuclear industry and in particular those responsible for safety matters and 
regulatory aspects have attempted to establish the acceptable level of nuclear risk on 
the basis of facts, experience, statistical analysis and probability. Public and political 
acceptance of nuclear power, however, is based on the perception of the risks and 
an attitude towards what is considered an ‘acceptable’ level. This perception and 
attitude are influenced by emotions and do not necessarily lead to coincidence with 
the results of the technical-scientific approach. In fact, nuclear risk is perceived by 
most non-technical people as higher than it really is, and the attitude towards 
establishing an acceptable level of risk is stricter for nuclear power than for 
comparable industrial activities and alternative energy sources.

Public and political perception of the nuclear risk and the attitude towards 
nuclear safety and nuclear power may not be based on reality but the results are 
certainly real enough. As a consequence, for nuclear power to remain a viable 
alternative energy option, the safety performance of the nuclear power plants must 
comply with goals over and above what may be established on purely technical 
grounds.

It has been stated that the nuclear industry cannot afford another Chernobyl. 
Maybe this too is an extreme attitude, maybe nuclear power can and will have to 
survive another large accident. But there is no question that everything possible 
should be done to avoid facing such a survival test. Especially now, when the after
effects of Chernobyl are still a major factor influencing peoples’ and governments’
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attitudes, nuclear safety performance objectives should be set higher than a 
technical-economic analysis would indicate, and the achievement of these objectives 
should have priority over other considerations.

Reliability is a major concern to the utility which has to provide electricity to 
its customers with an adequate level of quality and security of supply. Unreliable 
power plants with a high frequency and long duration of outages, especially of 
unplanned outages, constitute a liability to the electric system. A utility will naturally 
prefer to install and operate reliable units. Should nuclear power plants not meet the 
desired reliability standards which would normally be expected for alternative 
generation sources, nuclear power will lose attractiveness.

Economic performance is obviously another condition to be fulfilled in order to 
maintain nuclear power as a viable alternative energy source. In the short term and 
for some individual units or prototypes, economic competitivity may not be abso
lutely necessary. National policy factors such as diversification of energy sources, 
technological development, or the optimal use and conservation of natural resources 
may influence decisions by for compensating somewhat higher generating costs. 
Nevertheless, in the long term and considering nuclear power development on a 
national programme basis, economic competitiveness with alternative sources must 
be an achievable goal.

Safety, reliability and economics are interrelated. They must be properly 
balanced and this is a difficult task. In principle, improvements of overall plant 
performance should involve increased safety levels, higher reliability and better 
economics. Practical measures, however, affecting any one of these three areas may 
not necessarily result in positive effects on the others.

Reducing the safety risk should in general improve plant reliability, but this may 
not always be the case. It might happen that some measures directed towards reducing 
the safety risk would result in frequent shutdowns or long outages, thus impairing 
reliable operation. Most, if not all of the measures to increase safety levels involve 
additional expenses for the plant operator, thus tending to increase the cost of 
electricity generation. At an extreme, a plant may be made so safe that it cannot be 
operated any more under acceptable economic conditions. There seems to be also a 
law of diminishing returns. As safety levels are further increased, it becomes more 
and more expensive to achieve an equivalent amount of risk reduction.

Normally, increased plant reliability also increases plant safety. However, 
attitudes, measures, procedures or actions primarily directed towards keeping the 
plant operating, and with precedence over safety considerations, may lead to 
increasing the safety risk and in an extreme case may even be the cause of accidents. 
Efforts directed to increase plant reliability are indeed desirable, but they should 
never impair plant safety. As to economics, the effects of increased reliability tend 
to be positive, because the cost of kW-h generated in nuclear plants is primarily 
defined by the fixed cost component. Therefore, the higher the load factor, the less 
is the average kW-h cost, unless the cost of the measures applied to achieve a 
reliability increase exceed the economic benefits, which is seldom the case.
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Every utility is interested in keeping its operating costs as low as possible. This 
is a sound commercial policy and nothing can be said against it, as long as safety and 
reliability are not affected by cost reducing measures. By far the most important cost 
item in nuclear plants is the investment cost, and once the plant has been built and 
is operating, nothing can be done to reduce it. Efforts directed towards reducing the 
fuel cost are usually ‘safe’, and can produce an economic benefit. Measures to reduce 
operation and maintenance costs, however, should be approached with much caution. 
The operation and maintenance cost component accounts for about 10 to 20% of 
kW-h costs, and any cost reductions would therefore have only a relatively small 
impact. On the other hand, such measures could substantially increase the safety risk 
and reduce plant reliability.

3. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

In order to assess the performance of a plant, indicators are used. There is no 
single indicator that can be used to qualify overall plant performance, taking into 
account simultaneously all aspects of safety, reliability and economic operation. It is 
necessary, therefore, to apply several different indicators which correspond to 
particular aspects of plant operation and which complement each other. Each indica
tor has a limited scope and can only be applied to assess the particular aspect of plant 
performance for which it has relevance.

There is no universally accepted list of performance indicators and even for the 
same aspect of plant performance, different indicators, terminologies or definitions 
are used. For example, to assess the ability of the plant to produce energy, one can 
find as performance indicators: load factor, capacity factor, operation factor, time 
availability factor, time utilization factor, service factor, energy availability factor, 
equivalent availability factor, each with its own, often complex definition.

Attempts have been made to unify terminology and definitions, and there is a 
trend to achieve common ground. Progress, however, is relatively slow because there 
is in general reluctance to change established customs, and the different countries, 
organizations or utilities are usually satisfied with the indicators they have been using 
for years. Also, each particular indicator has a specific purpose and does show or 
highlight a certain aspect of plant performance.

The number of different performance indicators in use and which could be 
defined in addition, depends on the level or detail desired, and may be quite large. 
The principal indicators, however, are of the order of 10-15. The major areas usually 
covered are: availability and unavailability, outages in different categories (planned, 
unplanned), nuclear safety related events, unavailability of safety systems and 
support functions, worker safety related events, radiation exposure, fuel reliability, 
volume of radioactive waste.

Performance indicators, if properly used, constitute a very useful tool to 
identify problem areas, where improvements are called for. But performance indica
tors do not provide information about the root causes of problems nor about the
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solutions. Overall plant performance should not be confused with what individual 
performance indicators may show. The aim of plant management is to achieve and 
maintain excellence in overall plant performance, considering all aspects. Assigning 
priority to a small group or a single indicator such as for example load factor or the 
frequency of unplanned shutdowns, may distort the overall aims. Plant management 
may be pressured into emphasizing the achievement of good values of the selected 
priority indicators, to the possible detriment of other aspects of plant performance, 
in particular safety.

Similarly, care should be taken in interpreting the results of, and drawing 
conclusions from, comparative analysis. Such analyses do constitute useful tools to 
determine general trends and to compare the performance of a particular plant with 
what is being achieved in other plants, but the scope and objectives of such compara
tive studies are limited. High ranking of a plant, considering only a single perfor
mance indicator, does not necessarily mean overall excellence in performance. 
Nevertheless, experience shows that plants tend to have uniformity in their perfor
mance indicators. A good performance rating in one or several specific indicators is 
usually accompanied by similar good performance ratings in other areas.

4. PERFORMANCE TRENDS

The amount of operating experience data available permits statistical analysis 
to be made and leads to the conclusion that there has been a steady improvement in 
worldwide nuclear power plant performance during the last few years. There is every 
reason to expect this trend to continue.

The principal performance indicators used in IAEA-PRIS, as defined in the 
publication “ Operating Experience With Nuclear Power Stations in Member States” 
are:

— AF Availability Factor
— LF Load Factor
— OF Operation Factor
— UF Unavailability Factor
— PUF Planned Unavailability Factor
— UUF Unplanned Unavailability Factor due to causes within the plant
— XUF Unplanned Unavailability Factor due to causes external to the plant.

The load factor or capacity factor (same definition) indicates the ratio of the 
energy that a plant effectively produced to the energy that it could have produced at 
maximum capacity during a certain period. This has been an adequate indicator of 
the operating performance of mostly base load operated plants. But with the increase 
of the nuclear share in total electricity production in several countries or utilities, a 
load following mode of operation becomes necessary, at least for part of the nuclear 
capacity. In such cases, the availability factors (energy based) constitute more 
adequate indicators.
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FIG. 2. World average load factor (non prototype reactors).

Figure 2 shows the historical evolution of the average load factor of the nuclear 
power plants on which operating data have been reported to PRIS. This is considered 
a reasonable representation of the world average, as it contains information on 
more than 80% of the accumulated experience. There are still some difficulties in 
analysing and correcting data reported by the Member States, mainly due to 
differences.in definitions, but these difficulties practically do not affect the overall 
trends and statistical values obtained.

The operating experience reported gradually acquired statistical relevance 
during the early 1970s. Between 1970 and 1978 the annual average load factor 
increased from 57.6% to 67.3% (a first sharp increase is followed by a gradual 
decrease and then another increase). This period seems to be characterized by a
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combination of early teething problems and a growing maturity effect. The sharp 
drop of the average load factor from 67.3% in 1978 to 60.8% in 1979 seems to be 
mainly due to the immediate after-effects of the Three Mile Island accident. Since 
1979, there has been a steady increase in the average load factor, which by 1985 
reached 70.5%. In 1986, the average load factor decreased to 68.8%. This decrease 
was mainly caused by 11 reactors that remained shut down throughout the year. 
(During 1985, only four reactors remained shut down.) It is interesting to note that 
there seem to be no noticeable after-effects in the load factor trend due to Chernobyl, 
at least outside the USSR.

There are no reliable data on availability factors during the early 1970s (some 
operators reported time availability instead of energy availability), but as during that
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FIG. 4. Reactors with high availability.

period nuclear plants were predominantly base load operated, the difference between 
availability and load factors can be assumed to be insignificant. From 1979 to 1986 
the world average availability factor increased from 61.8% to 70.4%. This indicates 
a slight increase of the gap between average availability and load factors, from 1 % 
to 1.6%. Most nuclear plants are still base load operated; only in a few countries is 
there need for some load following operation. In France, for example, where in 1986 
about 70% of the electricity was produced by nuclear power, the difference between 
availability and load factors was 6.3%.

The improvement during the last seven years can be ascribed fundamentally to 
‘learning from experience’, or a ‘maturity effect’. It can be seen, not only in average 
values but also when analysing individual plants, that availability tends to increase
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as the plant ages and more years of experience are added. For off-load refuelling 
plants and with availability factors calculated on a calendar year basis, the trend is 
somewhat difficult to see (many plants operate on a longer than 12 months fuelling 
cycle), but when duty cycles are considered (period between startup after refuelling 
and the end of the next refuelling outage), the learning or maturity effect appears 
much more clearly.

The increasing trend of the worldwide average is not the consequence of an even 
distribution of increasing availability in all individual plants. There are a number of 
countries, utilities and plants that have shown consistently high availability practi
cally since the start of operation, others have remained consistently below average 
(Fig. 3 shows the distribution of reactors according to their lifetime availability
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FIG. 6. Reactor outage distribution by cause in light water reactors, 1971 to 1985 (average loss per 
reactor-year = 2454 hours).

factors). The worldwide trend is due to those plants which have achieved improve
ments, in some cases quite spectacularly, and in a relatively short time. The number 
of good and excellent performers has indeed increased, and there is no reason why 
this achievement cannot be emulated by others.

Figure 4 shows the historical evolution of the percentage of good and excellent 
performers with respect to all operating non-prototype reactors reporting to PRIS 
with commercial operation of one year or more. It can be seen that the proportion 
of plants with high availability has been steadily increasing since 1979. Figure 5 
presents the distribution of plants according to their availability factors achieved in 
1986. About two-thirds of the plants had energy availability from 70% to 100%.

Outage analysis provides indications on the reasons for unavailability. Figure 6 
shows the results of an analysis based on PRIS data on 199 light water reactors larger 
than 100 MW(e), covering 1493 reactor-years of operating experience over the 
period 1971-1985. The contribution to shutdown time was about 71% from planned 
outages and 29% from unplanned ones. Most of the unplanned outages were due to 
causes originating inside the plant.
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TABLE I. UNPLANNED FULL REACTOR OUTAGES DUE TO EQUIPMENT 
FAILURE, 1971-1985, LIGHT WATER REACTORS <  100 MW(e)

R eason  fo r outage N um ber E nergy  lost 

(G W (e)-h ) (% )

R eacto r and accessories 93 29 088 .2 4 .8

R eacto r con tro l system  and  in s trum enta tion 713 40  9 7 5 .0 6 .8

O pera ting  aux iliaries 128 10 689 .3 1.8

Safety  system s 273 25 640 .2 4 .3

R eacto r coo ling  and  steam  generation  system 944 111 431 .3 18.5

S team  generato rs 435 106 944 .6 17.8

F uel assem bly 7 6  4 0 5 .0 1.1

Fuel handling  and  sto rage  facilities 5 320.5 0.1

T urb ine 1225 89 218 .6 14.8

F e ed w ate r and  steam  system 990 51 354 .6 8 .6

C ircu la ting  w a ter system 18 1 774 .8 0 .3

M ain  g enerato r 354 53 529 .5 8 .9

E lec trica l p o w er supply system s 531 36 03 3 .0 6 .0

O ther 210 37 238 .7 6 .2

Total 5926 600  643 .3

A further breakdown by main systems of the unplanned outages, caused by 
equipment failure (Table I) shows that nuclear systems accounted for 44% of the 
outages and 55 % of the energy loss (of which one-third was due to steam generators), 
and the conventional thermal cycle and electrical systems accounted for 56% of the 
outages and 45% of the energy loss. The outages due to nuclear systems were fewer 
but resulted in greater energy loss than the outages due to conventional systems.

Figure 7 shows the results of analysis of PRIS data on 21 heavy water reactors 
larger than 100 MW(e), and covering 140 reactor-years of operating experience over 
the period 1971-1985. The contribution to shutdown time was 39% from planned 
outages and 61% from unplanned ones. The shutdown of Pickering 1 and 2 over a 
long time (since 1983) for retubing is one reason for higher average unplanned 
shutdown time.

Further breakdown by main systems of the unplanned outages, caused by equip
ment failure (Table II) shows that nuclear systems accounted for 57% of the outages
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FIG. 7. Reactor outage distribution by cause in heavy water reactors, 1971 to 1985 (average loss per 
reactor-year = 2070 hours).

and 59% of the energy loss and conventional thermal cycle and electrical systems 
accounted for 43% of the outages and 41% of the energy loss.

It follows that plant performance can be improved if more attention, and of the 
same level as to the nuclear island, is paid to the conventional part of the nuclear 
power plant.

Statistical analysis as well as studies performed on the level of individual units 
or utilities provide indications as to which are the usual problem areas and what 
remedial actions and measures can be applied to achieve performance improvements.

The competence of the operating organization and staff, and of plant manage
ment in particular, appears as possibly the most important factor affecting plant 
performance. The quality assurance standards effectively used in plant operation and 
maintenance seem to be another important factor, as well as the regulatory climate 
in which the plant is operated. Further areas with substantial influence on plant 
performance include implementation of operating experience feedback, maintenance 
management, in particular preventive and predictive maintenance, and the degree of
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TABLE II. UNPLANNED FULL REACTOR OUTAGES DUE TO EQUIPMENT 
FAILURE, 1971-1985, HEAVY WATER REACTORS <  100 MW(e)

R eason  fo r outage N um ber E nergy  lost 

(G W (e)-h ) (% )

R eac to r and  accessories 23 6 796 .4 13.0

R eacto r con tro l system  and  in s trum enta tion 113 3 9 3 2 .0 7.5

O pera ting  aux iliaries 36 3 07 1 .4 5 .8

Safety system s 27 1 738 .0 3.3

R eac to r coo ling  and steam  generation  system 124 10 892.8 20 .7

S team  generato rs 42 2  7 0 2 .2 5 .2

F uel assem bly 1 4 2 .4 0.1

F uel hand ling  and sto rage facilities 32 1 770 .4 3 .4

T u rb in e 78 5 4 2 0 .7 10.3

F eed w ate r and  steam  system 55 1 722 .2 3 .3

C ircu la ting  w a ter system 4 103.1 0 .2

M ain  g en era to r 59 10 0 3 4 .6 19.1

E lec trica l p o w e r supply system s 85 2 420 .3 4 .6

O ther 19 1 836 .8 3.5

T otal 698 52  4 8 3 .3

standardization achieved in the development and deployment of nuclear plants in the 
system.

It is to be noted that the trend of steady improvements is not limited to load 
factors and availability; most other performance indicators show similar trends.

5. LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE

For an operating organization, the most important source of experience is its 
own plant. Feedback of the lessons learned from in-house experience acquired during 
day-to-day routine operation and in particular from abnormal events and problems 
encountered, is a continuous process in every well managed plant. Procedures and 
practices are under constant review; changes, modifications, adjustments are 
introduced whenever found necessary, or convenient. As a result, plant performance
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should improve. In practice, there is always room for improvement, and if there is 
no improvement trend, this itself indicates that management might not be as good as 
it should be. ,

There are limitations to what can be learned from in-house experience. Most 
events which could conceivably occur, never do; others happen only infrequently, so 
building up experience is a slow process, especially in handling unusual or 
unexpected situations. Habits, once established, are hard to change, and not all habits 
are necessarily good. The process of feeding back the lessons learned requires 
systematic effort, and if this is not done, complacent attitudes may develop, leading 
to stagnation or gradual deterioration, which must be avoided.

Exchange of information and experience among the different power plants 
operated by a particular utility is relatively easy to implement.

In a way, this also is ‘in-house’ experience, which can be and is normally shared 
in a free and open manner. Frequent direct contact among personnel, in particular 
at the management level, and a continuous flow of detailed information is usually 
practised as a matter of utility policy. For large utilities with several nuclear power 
plants, especially if standardized, this source can provide very large benefits indeed.

Outside experience is also an important source to be exploited in order to 
improve performance. Organizations formed by the association of utilities on a 
national and also on an international level provide other possibilities for sharing 
information and experience to the mutual benefit of the members. The role of such 
organizations is becoming more and more important as a means to improve operating 
practices and plant performance.

These organizations are able to cover a much broader scope of experience and 
expertise than a single plant or utility, though depth and detail may be less and the 
flow of information may be somewhat restricted. Also, the rate of relevancy is lower. 
It requires a relatively large effort to evaluate the available information, draw 
conclusions, find the relevant lessons and apply them in practice.

Every operating organization is first of all responsible for the operation and 
maintenance of its own plant. The evaluation and practical application of in-house 
experience is a routine task performed by its own personnel, outside assistance has 
only limited applicability. On the other hand, the personnel of each individual plant 
or even utility can hardly be expected to get the full benefit of outside information 
and experience, if left on its own. This can only be achieved through broadly based 
national or international organizations, whose active involvement is not only useful 
but indeed necessary.

6. THE ROLE OF THE IAEA

Promotion of the peaceful application of nuclear energy is a statutory objective 
of the IAEA. This includes promotion of the achievement of uniform levels of 
excellence in the performance of nuclear power plants worldwide.
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Regarding nuclear power plant performance, emphasis is placed on the nuclear 
safety and radiation protection aspects. The expanded programme of the IAEA 
includes enhanced activities mainly related to the qualification of nuclear power plant 
operations personnel, the OSART (Operational Safety Review Team) programme, 
the management of severe accidents, emergency response, the man-machine inter
face, probabilistic safety assessment, advanced safety technology, the 1RS (Incident 
Reporting System),the ASSET (Assessment of Safety Significant Events Teams) 
programme, and review and updating of the NUSS (Nuclear Safety Standards) 
programme.

Analysing plant performance, it is not possible to define exactly where safety 
starts and where it ends. There is hardly any activity involved in plant operation and 
maintenance which has no safety relevance, though some activities are more 
important to assuring safety than others. Indeed, to assure safe plant performance, 
a certain safety culture or safety conscience has to pervade all activities, even if at 
first glance some of them might not seem too relevant.

Accordingly, the IAEA’s efforts to promote uniform levels of excellence in 
plant performance are not limited exclusively to safety aspects. Many countries 
operating nuclear power plants or expecting to operate them in the near future are 
facing significant challanges for improving operating performance. Also, plant 
operators everywhere need information about performance achievements in order to 
set goals for improved or continued high performance.

The IAEA has the only international and almost complete information system 
with nuclear power plant performance data (PRIS). This is one fundamental base for 
exchange, collation, analysis and distribution of information. The use of PRIS as well 
as its database has been constantly expanding and this trend is expected to continue. 
Efforts are under way both to complete PRIS and to find ways and means to improve 
its effective use and application to promote performance improvements.

The large amount of statistical information and data contained in this sytem 
make it especially indicated to identify problem areas and overall trends.

Fundamental importance has for many years been assigned to the area of 
manpower development for nuclear power. This is one specific field where the IAEA 
with its limited resources can effectively provide a substantial benefit to its Member 
States, in particular the developing countries. Lately, emphasis has been shifting 
from the planning and project implementation areas to the operation and maintenance 
of power plants. This shift of emphasis is expected to continue, and work in this area 
will further enhance the development of practical guidelines on qualification 
standards and training programmes, the use of simulators, and holding of courses, 
seminars, and workshops to promote and facilitate the exchange of information and 
experience between plant operators and trainers.

Other specific areas where the IAEA’s contributions are expected to acquire 
growing importance are the man-machine interface, communications, control and 
instrumentation, and quality assurance in power plant operations. Not only the 
number but also the age of operating nuclear power plants is increasing. During the
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1990s the nuclear industry will have to face the alternatives of plant life extension 
or decommissioning in more and more units. Life extension will depend on being able 
to assure continuing excellence in performance, in particular regarding safety.

Through its Member States, the IAEA has access to the broadest possible scope 
of experience and expertise. For three decades, the IAEA has been a channel through 
which international co-operation has been implemented on a scale unprecedented in 
any other technology. This channel will remain open in the future, and the fundamen
tal challenge for the IAEA for the 1990s will be to increase international co-operation 
and make it even more effective.
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MEASURES TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE 
AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION IN JAPAN

N. ASAI
Kansai Electric Power Co. Inc.,
Osaka,
Japan

Abstract

M E A S U R E S  T O  IM P R O V E  P E R F O R M A N C E  A N D  T H E IR  IM P L E M E N T A T IO N  IN  JA P A N .

T h e  p a p er d iscusses m easu res to  im prove  n u c lear p o w er p lan t pe rfo rm an ce  and  th e ir  im p lem en ta

tio n  based  on  the  nuc lear p lan t m anagem ent ph ilosophy  and  th e  business p rac tices  o f  u tilities  in  Japan . 

K ey e lem ents fo r sho rten ing  th e  d u ra tion  o f  th e  annual inspection  ou tage , long  cycle  o pera tion  and 

reducing  fo rced  ou tages a re  described .

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of nuclear power plants in Japan has been steadily improved 
over the past few years by shortening the annual inspection outage, reducing the num
ber of forced outages and extending the operational cycle.

To shorten the duration of the annual inspection outage, many activities have 
been implemented to enhance inspection schedule control, to improve equipment and 
system reliability, to streamline inspection and testing procedures and, via preventive 
maintenance, to avoid equipment failure.

To extend the cycle of operation, fuel enrichment has been increased, which 
makes 13-month cycle operation feasible using the standard refuelling scheme.

To reduce forced outages, preventive maintenance programmes have been 
developed, and extensive education and training programmes have been 
implemented, using simulators to train the plant operators and a Maintenance Train
ing Centre for maintenance personnel.

2. NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION IN JAPAN

Almost 20 years have passed since the first nuclear power unit in Japan went 
into commercial operation, and the present total nuclear power generation capacity 
of the utilities amounts to 25 681 MW(e) with 33 units, which account for about 16% 
of the nationwide installed power generation capacity.

As of the end of December 1986, 279 reactor-years experience of operating 
nuclear power plants has been acquired. The total electricity produced from those
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FIG. 1. Trend o f capacity factor in Japan.

plants during fiscal 1986 was nearly 164 300 000 MW-h, or about 27% of total 
megawatt-hours generated in Japan, slightly more than the share of oil fired power 
plants (about 24%).

During the last three years, the nuclear power plant capacity factor has been 
steadily improving and has been continuously maintained at around 70%. In fiscal 
1985 it reached 76%, the record in Japan, as shown in Figs 1 and 2.

This latest performance record compares favourably with that of light water 
reactors in other countries.

3. NEED FOR NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION IN JAPAN

The basic energy policy of Japan, which lacks natural energy resources, is to 
promote the further development of nuclear power in order to reduce the dependence 
on oil.

Oil dependence is expected to be reduced to 48% in fiscal 1995 from 62% in 
fiscal 1982, and about 50 million kilolitres of oil are expected to be saved by the 
development of nuclear power plants over this period.

Increasing kilowatt-hours by nuclear power plants with a better capacity factor 
is a highly effective means to reduce fuel cost below that of conventional power plants 
(e.g. a 1 % increase in the capacity factor of nuclear power plants in Kansai’s power 
system saved about 2600 million yen in fiscal 1986).

4. PROCEDURES FOR IMPROVING PLANT PERFORMANCE

General procedures for improving plant performance can be developed by the 
utilities in Japan on the basis of the following nuclear plant management philosophy 
and business practices:
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FIG. 2. Trend o f forced outage rate.

(1) Policy making
In order to improve plant performance, corporate policy making should set as 

goals the shortening of the annual inspection outage, reducing the number of forced 
outages and attaining a long operational cycle.

The corporate policy should be exhaustively formulated to cover all of the per
sonnel concerned in the organization, and each of the personnel should be motivated 
to achieve higher quality in discharging his duty, based on well-defined objectives, 
together with well-defined action planning.

Such objectives should be assigned to every responsible working unit — every 
position and section — in the organization, and the business activities in line with the 
objectives should be collectively worked out by all the members of every working 
unit.

(2) Determination o f performance index
For the purpose of periodically examining the attainment level, a performance 

index should be determined with reference to plant availability, numbers of 
unplanned automatic reactor trips, forced outage rate, radiation exposure, etc.

(3) Evaluation o f  the current status
The current status regarding the performance indices should be identified taking 

into account facts pointed out, observations made and problems anticipated by 
independent sources.

(4) Identification o f root causes
The root causes of problems and countermeasures should be identified.

(5) Selection o f priority items from countermeasures identified
The higher priority items for attaining the objectives should be selected from 

the countermeasures identified.
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(6) Assignment o f responsibilities
Responsibilities for conducting the improvement activities should be assigned 

to every working section, covering every plant system and every operational mode 
or phase.

(7) Action planning
Action planning to conduct the countermeasures with realistic targets should be 

made by every working section in co-operation with contractors.

(8) Conduct and execution o f improvement activities
The action plans for performance improvement should be carried out through 

harmonious and efficient teamwork among the parties concerned.

(9) Periodic evaluation
Results should be periodically evaluated against the related targets and the per

formance index.

(10) Evaluation o f the effectiveness of countermeasures
The effectiveness should be evaluated, and the results should be reflected in 

subsequent action planning.

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

5.1. Activities for shortening annual inspection outages

Activities for shortening the annual inspection outage will be developed as
follows:

(1) Intensive examination of the inspection schedule history with the effective use 
of quality control techniques

(2) Improvement of working methods and establishment of a standardized inspec
tion schedule

(3) Enhancement of schedule control through the hourly control of critical paths 
and improvement of working procedures

(4) Further evaluation of the records accumulated through joint examinations by the 
utility and contractors

(5) Establishment and/or revision of countermeasures for reducing the inspection 
schedule

(6) Re-examination of the standard schedule and feedback of the outcome of the 
countermeasures in reducing the inspection schedule.
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5.2. Quick trouble-shooting

In order to minimize the outage, quick trouble-shooting is also essential.
Key elements contributing to quick trouble-shooting at a plant are as follows:

— Promptly looking into the event in the light of previous knowledge regarding 
trouble-shooting for determining:

(1) Whether such trouble is transitory or recurrent.
(2) Whether the mere replacement of hardware giving trouble would work out 

well in the light of the root cause/s identified based upon thorough exami
nation of the software/hardware-oriented background history of such an 
event. It must be emphasized that every utility should be conscious of plant 
availability in working out any remedial action, which occasionally 
requires the engineers to abide by a tentative solution; nevertheless, the 
effectiveness of such a solution must be scrutinized if the plant in question 
could be kept operating safely and reliably till the next scheduled outage 
thereby.

5.3. Reliability improvement

Reliability improvement objectives can be realized through the activities 
designed for the improvement of every system component, the improvement of fuels, 
and also for the improvement of reliability in human behaviour, the man-machine 
interface and man-man interface.

5.3.1. Activities for preventing failures and problems

Activities for the prevention of failures and recurring problems, and for preven
tive maintenance will be developed as follows:

(1) Intensive gathering and analysis of lessons-learned information on operational 
problems experienced at nuclear power plants both at home and abroad, with 
due consideration of the probability of such events occurring at our plants and 
also of the adaptability of those lessons learned to the utilities.

(2) Screening of problems based on the analysis and evaluation of operation and 
maintenance records.

(3) Planning of countermeasures for preventing the recurrence of failures and/or 
problems by effective use of failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), fault tree 
analysis (FTA), simulation testing, demonstration, verification testing, etc.

(4) Carrying out the action plans for preventing recurrence, and improving the 
facilities for preventive maintenance by the development and introduction of 
new technologies through expanded co-operation with contractors.

(5) Evaluation of the results of implementing countermeasures and feedback of the 
unresolved problems to the next planning session based on re-examination of
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the effectiveness of countermeasures, making use of intensive statistical analysis 
of maintenance data.

5.3.2. Improvement o f reliability o f systems components

Examples of key elements in system hardware reliability improvement are as 
follows:

— Collective effort to maintain materials free from cracks and systems/compo
nents free from leaks and to eliminate defects in electronic circuit cards

— Careful planning of maintenance programmes
— Computerized evaluation of reliability
— Selection of skilled and experienced workmen
— Maintenance service by the original vendors
— Integrated quality assurance programme
— Effective use of the Maintenance Training Centre
— Qualification of foremen
— Extensive documentation of procedures and checklists
— Extensive inspection and testing.

The following countermeasures are effective in improving PWR steam genera
tor performance:

— Rerolling of heat transfer tubes in tube sheet so as to block crevices. This is 
effective in preventing intergranular cracking (IGA) problems.

— Introduction of gold-brazed sleeves to the heat transfer tubes with IGA indica
tion in order to preserve the heat transfer area affected by tube plugging

— Replacing plugged tubes with sleeved tubes to improve heat transfer.

In order to ensure trouble-free system equipment and components, the following 
countermeasures are effective:

— For the electronic circuit cards used for the plant control and protection 
systems, refined and careful soldering to permit a reduction in reactor trips due 
to unexpected disconnection of the wiring at soldering points because of poor 
soldering plus vibration of cards.

— Storage for prompt replacement of spare electronic circuit cards that have been 
checked and verified under in-service conditions using special testing apparatus, 
which precludes them failing in the initial stage.

— Boron soaking of the secondary loop of pressurized water reactors to suppress 
the propagation of IGA on the surface of steam generator tubes.

In order to improve overall plant performance, the following countermeasures 
are effective:

— Improvement of feed water control system for automatically controlling the 
water level of the steam generator even under transient conditions at low power,
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which permits a reduction of the number of reactor trips due to the mismatch 
of feedwater flow and steam flow.

— Installation of computer systems designed for the extensive surveillance of plant 
operating conditions.

— Increase in the capacity of the spent fuel pond to meet any delay in the scheduled 
shipment of spent fuels.

— Increase in the capacity of new fuel storage to meet any delay in the delivery 
schedule of new fuels.

In order to improve the maintainability of the plant facilities, the following 
measures are effective:

— Installation of additional small cranes inside the reactor containment building 
for facilitating parallel work.

— Application of robots with automatic addressing capability for eddy current 
inspection of steam generator tubing and for plugging or sleeving which enables 
quick inspection and maintenance as well as a reduction in radiation exposure.

— Adoption of reactor vessel in-service inspection robots to be remotely controlled 
by minicomputers on board a trailer parked near the containment building.

In order to improve the performance of the plant facilities, simplification of sys
tems and components is also an effective way to reduce failures. Examples are given 
below:

— Dismantling of part-length control rods.
— Mounting of temperature detectors directly on primary coolant pipes after the 

removal of the bypass lines for temperature measurement.
— Adoption of gadolinium bearing fuels in place of burnable poison rods, with a 

resultant reduction in the number of spent poison rods.

5.3.3. Reliability improvement in fuel

To improve the reliability of PWR fuel, the following countermeasures are 
effective:

— Upflow conversion of reversing baffle region coolant flow, preventing fuel 
failure due to coolant jetting through gaps at joints of core baffle plates.

— Improvement of fuel design to prevent rod bowing.
— Improvement of fuel pellet to preclude cladding failure due to pellet-clad 

interaction.
— Improvement of fuel assembly design and fabrication to prevent the failure of 

leaf springs.
— Improvement of spacer grid design and improvement of the handling method for 

fuel assemblies to prevent any grid failure due to mechanical interaction 
between fuel assemblies.
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This is very difficult to implement, but in general an improvement may be 
achieved by drawing attention, improving concentration and putting heart into the 
work. These factors are influenced by physical health, family affairs and the worker’s 
expectations.

The key elements in improvement may be broken down as follows:

— Clearly defined identifications
— Well categorized alarms
— Specific instructions and warnings
— Taking every precaution against error
— Incentive
— Human factor oriented environment
— Well defined goals
— Motivation for high quality
— Knowledge from lessons learned.

5.3.4. Improvement o f human reliability

5.3.5. Improvement o f the reliability o f the man-machine interface

It is essential to improve this interface by making the ordinary workers feel at 
ease in operating, inspecting and maintaining every system or component.

Key factors contributing to such improvement may be outlined as follows. The 
interface should be

— Foolproof
— Easy to use
— Easy to identify
— Protected from faulty operation
— Standardized.

It should provide:

— Easy recognition of equipment status
— An early warning of off-normal situations and indication of possible 

consequences
— Recovery from faulty operation.

The operator should have:

— Clear and detailed manuals
— Well defined precautions and limitations.

The implementation of advanced automatic control systems will help make 
man-machines interfaces redundant.
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Maintainability, which is one of the aspects in improving the man-machine 
interface, can be realized by the following measures:

— Proper maintenance intervals
— Well-configured layout of cranes
— Easy overhaul
— Structural protection from mis-assembling
— Human factor oriented manual and checklist
— Easy inspection and testing
— Proper tools
— Good maintenance work environment
— Proper inventory of spare parts
— Application of surveillance robots to be used for monitoring abnormal events 

inside the containment building during power operation.

In order to improve the efficiency of maintenance work, the following measures 
are effective:

— Installation of cooling units used for maintenance work inside the containment
— Improvement of fuel manipulator crane for precluding grid failure of fuel 

assemblies
— Provision of dummy fuel assemblies of appropriate size and stiffness for 

facilitating fuel loading
— Provision of centralized testing unit for the instrumentation system.

5.3.6. Improvement o f reliability o f the man-man interface

The man-man interface, may be defined as the communications interface among 
the plant personnel. This interface has an important effect on the conduct of the oper
ational and maintenance personnel. It is also important to ensure that information 
communicated is precise, whether this is oral, or written, as for instance in a manual 
or checklist.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Key elements for the improvement of plant performance are as follows:

(1) Furtherance of the utility’s policy adopted for improving plant performance 
with all-out effort on the part of all parties concerned, together with the full 
utilization of the empirical assets acquired to date.
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(2) Establishment of objectives for improving the reliability, safety and economy 
of the nuclear plant:

— Shortening the annual inspection outage
— Lengthening the operational cycle
— Reducing forced outages.

(3) Translation of established objectives into routine activities via well-defined 
action planning.

(4) Review of the results of those action plans, together with their evaluation in the 
light of their effect on plant performance.

(5) Awareness of the need for high performance and a high level of responsibility 
from a public utility.

(6) Aggressive utilization for the sake of preventive maintenance of all the informa
tion on every off-normal event at domestic and foreign nuclear power plants.

(7) Carrying out of major and extensive maintenance during the annual inspection 
outages in line with the established long-term maintenance programme.

(8) Implementation of consistent and life-long education and training programmes 
and the justification of investment in the training centres for operators and main
tenance crew.

(9) Harmonious and efficient teamwork between the utility, manufacturers and 
general contractors from the stage of new plant construction, and throughout the 
life of the plant. This helps to arouse a sense of group participation among those 
concerned, and consequently to promote the quality assurance programme for 
which they are all responsible.

The above-mentioned practices, constituting the said key elements, will eventu
ally lead to the goals of shortening annual inspection outages and reducing forced 
outages.

From now on it is absolutely essential for utilities to promote cost competitive
ness and a higher quality of nuclear power without sacrificing the level of safety and 
reliability attained to date.
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Abstract

NUCLEAR POWER AFTER CHERNOBYL: CURRENT PROBLEMS AND PERFORMANCE 
PROSPECTS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.

The paper considers the social and economic prerequisites for the development of nuclear power 
in the USSR and points out that despite the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant the USSR’s 
strategic policy on nuclear power has not changed. It presents technical and economic performance data 
for electricity production at nuclear power plants in the USSR during the period 1981-1985 and provides 
information on the country’s regional plans for future plant construction. It reports on the USSR’s 
technical policy with respect to the choice of reactor types for condensing nuclear power plants, the 
design of generating units and the associated layout and systems engineering solutions adopted to meet 
required safety levels. It provides information on how the assembly line construction of nuclear power 
plants in the USSR is organized and on measures to increase the effectiveness of commissioning opera
tions. In connection with the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, measures are in hand to 
give increased attention to the human factor of the man-machine interface. The paper reports on 
organizational and technical measures aimed at enhancing safety in nuclear power plants with 
RBMK-type reactors. It points out that in developing both reactor units for a new generation of nuclear 
power plants with enhanced safety and fundamentally new designs for inherently safe power reactors, 
not only technical, but also economic aspects must be taken into account. Given the existing fuel-energy 
balance in the USSR, the paper establishes that there is a need to use nuclear fuel as the basis for 
centralized domestic and industrial heat supply. It provides information on the USSR’s incorporation 
of district heating units at nuclear power plants to supply heat for space heating purposes and reports 
on the construction of two pilot industrial single purpose nuclear plants for supplying heat to the cities 
of Gorky and Voronezh. Some information is given on the programme to further work on increased 
breeding of nuclear fuel at nuclear power plants with fast reactors. In conclusion, the paper points to 
the advisability of expanding international co-operation on nuclear power safety.

The increased rate of social and economic progress in the USSR today calls for 
further increases in the energy resources available to industry, primarily through the 
electrification of technical processes. The 30-year history of nuclear power in the 
USSR serves to demonstrate its technical availability and the economically viable 
prospect for this country of substituting nuclear for organic fuel in electricity 
production and space heating.
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The Soviet Union’s fundamental policy in relation to nuclear power has not 
changed. It is assumed that the USSR’s commodity output (space heating plus 
electricity) in the nuclear sector will, by comparison with 1985, almost double by 
1990 and will have increased more than threefold by 1995 and fivefold by the 
year 2000'.

On 1 January 1987, a total of 42 generating units were in operation in the 
USSR, with a total electrical output of 31 GW. In 1986, nuclear power plants in the 
USSR produced one ninth of the country’s total electrical output.

The accumulated experience of nuclear plant operation in the USSR, totalling 
over 550 reactor-years bears witness, despite the Chernobyl accident, to the suffi
ciently high reliability of nuclear power plants. As is well known, the most important 
operational indicator relating to reliability and to a marked degree determining the 
economy of operation of a power plant is the capacity factor. During the 11th Five- 
Year Plan, the majority of nuclear power plant units operated in a stable manner with 
a high capacity factor. Thus, the average capacity factor (for all units) in 1985 was 
76.8%, and for many units the capacity factor over the period 1981-1985 was 
appreciably higher than 80%. Improvements in operational maintenance and repair 
services have reduced both outage times for equipment under repair and the number 
of unplanned unit outages. During the 11th Five-Year Plan, this made it possible, on 
average for all nuclear units, to reduce the specific heat consumption per kilowatt- 
hour of electrical output by 3.3%, the plant internal electricity consumption by 8%, 
the average specific cost of maintenance and repairs by 10% and specific labour 
expenditure on maintenance and repairs by 11%.

During the 11th Five-Year Plan the USSR brought into operation a total of 
17 nuclear units with a combined electrical capacity of 15.8 million kilowatts. 
Eleven nuclear power plants are at present under construction. The planned introduc
tion of further nuclear power plant capacity during the 12th Five-Year Plan will be 
achieved also through the extension of existing plants. The increase in capacity 
during the 12th Five-Year Plan is to be achieved entirely through the commissioning 
of new units in the European part of the country. In the European part of the Russian 
Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, construction work on the Kalinin nuclear power 
plant and on the second stage of the Smolensk plant will be completed, production 
will commence at the Balakovo, Tatarsk and Rostov plants, and construction of the 
Kostroma plant will be commenced. In the Ukraine, it is planned to complete 
construction of the Crimean and Zaporozh’e plants and to commission units at the 
Khmelnitski, Rovno and South-Ukrainian plants. The output of individual plants will 
rise to 5-6 GW(e).

1 The total 1985 electricity output from nuclear power plants in the USSR was 167 million 
MW h; for heat the figure was 11.76 million GJ.
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The accelerated development of nuclear power thus continues to be viewed, 
together with the transmission of electricity from the eastern regions of the country, 
as the basis for satisfying the electricity needs of the European part of the USSR. 
Qualitatively speaking, the development of nuclear power in the Soviet Union has 
been based on two types of reactor: water-cooled water-moderated (WWER) and 
water-cooled graphite-moderated (RBMK) reactors. Apart from their technical 
differences, these reactors made different demands on the mechanical engineering 
basis for their construction. The WWER-type reactors required the establishment of 
a specialized mechanical engineering capability to manufacture the pressure vessels 
for high power reactors, whereas the equipment for RBMK reactors could be made 
in existing factories. The broad use of nuclear power for the country’s electricity 
supply began with the commissioning of the third and fourth units — each with an 
electrical output of 440 MW — of the Novo Voronezh nuclear power plant. Units 
incorporating similar industrial WWER-440 reactors are now successfully operating 
at the Kola, Armenian and Rovno plants, as well as in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
Finland, the German Democratic Republic and Hungary. Concurrently with this, 
construction and commissioning of units with RBMK-1000 water-graphite reactors 
has taken place. Their high unit output in comparison to WWER reactors rendered 
the specific capital expenditure investment for the construction of such units 
economically acceptable. Units with RBMK-1000 reactors are currently in operation 
at the Leningrad, Kursk, Smolensk and Chernobyl plants. A principle of nuclear 
power development in the USSR has been to concentrate electricity generating 
capacities on single sites and to increase the unit outputs of the reactors with a view 
to raising labour productivity in both power production and power plant construction. 
In 1980 the first unit with a WWER-1000 reactor and a unit output of 1000 MW(e) 
was commissioned at the Novo Voronezh plant. The specific capital expenditure on 
its construction was considerably lower than that for the construction of units with 
RBMK-1000 reactors. In addition, at the Ignalinsk plant two units with RBMK-1500 
reactors have been constructed, with the electrical output boosted to 1500 MW(e). 
This increase in unit power has not, however, led to the expected improvement in 
technical and economic performance, and so the Kostroma plant, where RBMK-1500 
reactors were originally to have been installed, has now been redesigned also to 
operate with WWER-1000 reactors. As at 1 January 1987 the structure of electrical 
generating capacities at nuclear power plants in the USSR was as follows:

Plants with pressurized water reactors 14.9 GW
Plants with pressure-tube water-graphite reactors 15.35 GW
Plants with sodium-cooled fast reactors 0.75 GW

Since the production capacity of the Volga-Don nuclear engineering plant 
‘Atommash’ came on line, units with WWER-1000 reactors have become the basis 
for the electricity-generating capacities to be installed at Soviet nuclear power plants 
up to the year 2000. In the period 1983-1985 the “ Atomteploehlektroproekt” 
Institute developed an improved design for a WWER-1000 reactor unit with unified
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and standardized main and auxiliary equipment and anti-seismic features. Through 
equipment unification and standardization it has been possible to increase the safety 
and reliability and to improve the technical and economic performance indices of the 
unit. In terms of its layout and systems engineering and other design solutions, the 
unified unit incorporating the 1000 MW(e) WWER-1000 is a modern unit typical of 
nuclear plants with water-water power reactors. Considerable redundancy is built 
into the safety systems of these units, in order to ensure that they function with the 
desired reliability. The technical level, safety and main technical characteristics of 
the equipment in these WWER-1000 unified power units meet the latest requirements 
adopted internationally in nuclear power plant construction.

The efficiency of nuclear power plant construction can best be increased 
through assembly line production of many power units of the same type. During the 
11th Five-Year Plan, work was already under way at the Zaporozh’e and Balakovo 
plants to develop the necessary technology and organization for assembly line 
production of standard WWER-1000 reactor units, using the most up-to-date 
techniques for industrial construction and large-section assembly of equipment and 
components with a high degree of préfabrication. The construction of standard units 
leads to increased quality in the manufacture and assembly of the standardized equip
ment and also speeds up the construction, startup and grid connection of the units. 
The experience gained in the construction of the Zaporozh’e and Balakovo plants 
confirms that nuclear power plant units can be built and commissioned within a 
period of only 5-6 years.

The reduction in startup and grid connection times for the new power units 
depends also on the organization and effectiveness of commissioning operations; 
these can be made more effective and speeded up by standardizing programmes and 
volumes of post-assembly and routine tests and the adjustment of equipment and 
systems, improving the quality of commissioning operations, and increasing the 
depth of pre-operational preparation for startup and tests.

Let us now consider the consequences of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear 
power plant. The accident in the plant’s No. 4 power unit, as is well known, was 
caused by plant personnel acting in gross violation of operating regulations. It 
brought to light the unsatisfactory state of technical and industrial discipline at 
nuclear power plants and made clear the need for measures to improve the quality 
both of training for highly qualified personnel and of State supervision in the nuclear 
sector. At the Chernobyl plant itself, a complete rescreening of the operating 
personnel has been carried out, including the obligatory psychophysiological exami
nation. In 1987 the USSR will expand the training given by the training centre at the 
Novo Voronezh plant to operating personnel assigned to WWER units as well as that 
given by the training centre at the Smolensk plant to RBMK unit personnel. Training 
centres and stations are also being set up at other plants. In 1988 a total of 
2000 nuclear power plant workers will undergo special training. Great attention is 
being paid to the further improvement of simulators for improving the professional 
skills of nuclear plant personnel and providing refresher training for them. Compul
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sory monitoring of the psychophysiological characteristics of operating personnel is 
being introduced. The 1987/88 academic year will see the introduction at all Soviet 
institutes of higher education of common qualifying requirements to be met by the 
standard curricula for specialization in nuclear power engineering, the strengthening 
of the educational and research basis of these institutes and the extension of the 
overall period of study by six months. At the same time, greater emphasis will be 
placed on practical training at training centres and at power plants under construction. 
On the whole, greater attention is to be paid to the human factor at the man-machine 
interface.

As is now well known, the technical cause of the accident was that, in the course 
of experimental tests on new generator drive systems, a number of reactor protection 
systems were switched off and basic requirements concerning nuclear safety 
measures under transient operating conditions were violated. Organizational and 
technical measures have therefore been formulated and introduced with the aim of 
enhancing safety at nuclear power plants with RBMK reactors through modification 
of the physical parameters of the core, improved monitoring of the state of safety 
systems, and reactor structures and of current technical parameters, and improved 
speed of operation of emergency systems. The measures taken to modify the physical 
characteristics of the core have added considerably to the reactor’s safety. The 
increase in the operational safety of existing plants with RBMK reactors has to no 
small degree been made possible through the comprehensive inspection of equip
ment, both during routine outages for scheduled preventive maintenance and during 
operation, by specialists from the factories of origin of the equipment with the 
participation of planning and design institutes; in particular, non-routine 100% 
examination of all welded joints has been carried out.

The development of nuclear power in the USSR, as already stated, is based on 
the concentration of electricity generating capacities on single sites. It has also been 
proposed that the unit capacity of reactors, in particular of RMBKs, should be 
increased. All this has contributed to the rise in labour productivity in both power 
production and power construction. The accident at the Chernobyl plant has given 
cause to take a new look at the position regarding a promising type of reactor for a 
new generation of enhanced safety nuclear power plants. Nevertheless, the pressure 
tube reactor is not being excluded from consideration for this purpose. Apart from 
pressurized water reactors and improved pressure tube water-graphite reactors, an 
undeniably promising candidate for these new-generation nuclear power plants is the 
gas cooled reactor with a prestressed concrete presssure vessel. In addition to the 
work on these new-generation reactors, the USSR is also engaged in the development 
of fundamentally new designs for inherently safe power reactors which would 
exclude the possibility of dangerous accidents. It should, however, be borne in mind 
that stricter safety requirements for nuclear power plants and the correspondingly 
higher cost of equipment and of construction and assembly work, as well as the need 
to equip plants with additional safety systems and the resulting increased complexity, 
have caused specific capital investment per unit of new nuclear power capacity
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installed in the USSR to rise by 13% in the course of the last Five-Year Plan. Apart, 
therefore, from the safety demands made on the new generation of nuclear power 
plants, it is no less important, bearing in mind the USSR’s fuel-energy balance and 
the need to keep nuclear power plants competitive, to reduce specific capital 
expenditure on their construction.

The USSR’s relatively harsh climatic conditions in conjunction with its 
developed industrial capacity call for the production of significant quantities of heat 
energy. During the 11th Five-Year Plan, approximately two fifths of all boiler and 
furnace fuel expended throughout the country were used for heat production. Nuclear 
fuel can be used for centralized heat supply purposes in various ways:

— by the use of unregulated steam extraction from nuclear power plants
— by constructing mixed district heating and condensing nuclear power plants
— by constructing district heating plants producing only heat energy
— by constructing specialized nuclear heat-and-power generating stations in the 

immediate vicinity of industrial and residential agglomerations.

In any case, however, heat supply sources must meet the special requirements 
formulated as a supplement to the “ General safety regulations for nuclear power 
plants in the planning, construction and operating stages” . Among the four heat 
supply options outlined above, the USSR’s Energy Programme, in its first stage 
(i.e. until 1990), gives preference to the combined production of electricity and heat 
with an increase in the proportion of district heating. The economic effectiveness of 
delivering heat from district heating units attached to nuclear power plants is 
predetermined by the fact that, in order to compensate for the underproduction of 
electric power by the plant caused by the drawing-off of steam from the turbines to 
the district heating units, it is necessary to increase the expenditure of reactor heat 
by no more than one third of the quantity that is supplied to the consumer. The 
remaining heat can be supplied to the consumer through reducing the amount of heat 
that is released into the environment. However, if heat is drawn directly from the 
reactor, as with the district heating plant, it is necessary to expend three times as 
much reactor output, that is, as much heat as is supplied to the consumer. The 
Soviet Union currently has district heating units operating in conjunction with 
35 power units at 13 existing nuclear power plants, giving a total installed heat 
production capacity in excess of 12 000 GJ/h. In 1986 the supply of heat energy from 
nuclear power plants to these branches amounted to 12.3 million GJ. In 1990 the 
total supply to consumers of heat from this source will be over five times greater than 
in 1985. Even at today’s output levels, the use of district heating units at nuclear 
power plants for over five to six thousand hours per year will enable us to supply 
no less than 63 million GJ of heat from nuclear power plants. In the future, 
moreover, with the installation of new power units at plants under construction, the 
output of district heating units will increase even further, and the optimum utilization 
of this heat source will acquire even greater significance for the country’s economy.
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Despite the economic desirability of bringing nuclear power plants closer to 
large industrial and residential agglomerations, and of bringing consumers of heat 
and electricity closer to nuclear power plants, it has been necessary for radiation 
safety reasons, as we have seen, to site existing plants and those under construction 
at a considerable distance from such agglomerations. The USSR is therefore engaged 
in technical and economic research into various means of effecting long-distance heat 
transport from nuclear power plants (single pipeline, thermochemical systems). 
Taking into account, moreover, the difficulty of laying heat supply networks through 
the spreading built-up areas in large cities, and on the other hand, the fact that large 
amounts of heat of sufficient potential tend to be released into the environment in the 
vicinity of such cities, the USSR is also conducting technical and economic studies 
on nuclear electric heating from nuclear power plants using various types of heat 
pumping systems.

Two pilot industrial single purpose nuclear district heating plants are also under 
construction to heat the cities of Gorky and Voronezh. Once in operation they should 
serve to demonstrate the economic and ecological advantages of such nuclear heat 
supply sources. Scientific research and experimental design work is currently under 
way to develop industrial nuclear heat-and-power plants with enhanced safety reactor 
units. The achievement of this goal will constitute a major breakthrough for the 
replacement of organic by nuclear fuels in both domestic and industrial district 
heating.

The wide scale introduction of nuclear power in those sectors that make the 
heaviest use of fuel resources raises the question of the fullest possible utilization of 
nuclear fuel, particularly through the use of fast reactors. The USSR is currently 
operating a pilot industrial nuclear power plant with a 150 MW(e) BN-350 reactor 
to desalinate sea water for the city of Shevchenko, and a pilot industrial plant at 
Beloyarsk with a 600 MW(e) BN-600 reactor. The construction of these reactors 
makes it possible to verify on an industrial scale the design solutions and economic 
viability of such plants. The thermomechanical equipment and basic design solutions 
of the BN-800 reactor units that are currently under construction at the South Urals 
and Beloyarsk plants will serve as prototypes for the future power unit with a 
BN-1600 reactor.

These long term plans for the wide utilization in the Soviet economy of nuclear 
fuel for the production of electric power and industrial heat naturally give the Soviet 
Union an interest in co-operating with other countries on solving the problems that 
may arise. In his speech on 14 May 1986, the General Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, 
after proposing that co-operation within the framework of the IAEA among countries 
using nuclear technology for peaceful purposes be intensified went on to stress the 
need for broader international co-operation in the field of nuclear power safety.
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Abstract

PERFORMANCE OF ONTARIO HYDRO’S CANDU NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS: AN 
OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE.

The performance to date of Ontario Hydro’s CANDU nuclear electric generating stations is 
amongst the best in the world. CANDU units are operating successfully in four other countries and two 
other Canadian provinces. Continued good performance through the 1990s is, to an extent, dependent 
upon the ability to respond to key emerging issues. These issues include: improvements in methods of 
assessing public risk, growth in environmental legislation, ageing plants, and nuclear manoeuvering. 
Nuclear power’s role in future supply/demand options is dependent upon meeting these and other 
challenges. The paper discusses the operating performance of Ontario Hydro and other CANDU nuclear 
programmes, while focusing on these key emerging issues. International co-operation and information 
exchange, amongst nuclear operators, on issues such as these are important to the long term success 
of the nuclear power option.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ontario Hydro’s CANDU nuclear programme has proven to be one of the most 
successful in the world [1]. CANDU reactors are also operating successfully in two 
other Canadian provinces and four other countries.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the past, present, and future perfor
mance of Ontario Hydro’s nuclear units and the world CANDU programme in 
general. Special emphasis will be given to future performance by discussing some key 
emerging issues which will challenge the CANDU nuclear programmes of Ontario 
Hydro and others over the next five years and beyond.

Since the start of its nuclear programme in 1962, Ontario Hydro has used a 
system of Management by Objectives to achieve excellence and ensure excellence in 
the future. The five key objective areas are:

(1) worker safety
(2) public safety
(3) environmental protection
(4) reliability
(5) product cost
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TABLE I. ONTARIO HYDRO UNITS IN SERVICE
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Nuclear
generating
station

Number 
of units

Net capacity 
(MW(e))

In-service
dates

NPD NGS 1 22 1962

PICKERING NGS-A 4 2 060 1971-1973

PICKERING NGS-B 4 2 064 1983-1986

BRUCE NGS-A 4 3 056 1977-1979

BRUCE NGS-B 4 3 346 1985-1987

TOTAL 17 10 548

Each area is quantified by standards and targets. By measuring actual perfor
mance against these standards and targets, Ontario Hydro management is able to 
assess the relative performance of its nuclear programme, set priorities, and make 
appropriate programme decisions.

This paper is structured around each of the objective areas.

1.1. Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro is a public utility serving the nearly nine million people of 
Ontario, Canada, in a geographical area approximately twice the size of France. 
Installed capacity, as of June 1987, is greater than 30 000 MW(e), divided amongst 
three generation types:

Hydraulic ..............  6 537 MW(e) net

Thermal .............. 13 253 MW(e) net

Nuclear ..............  10 548 MW(e) net

Total ..............  30 338 MW(e) net

Energy production in 1986 was 119 terawatt-hours, of which 48% was from 
nuclear power. To the end of May 1987, production was 57 terawatt-hours, of which 
45% was from nuclear power.

Ontario Hydro currently has 17 CANDU nuclear units in service (Table I). 
Cumulative operating experience to the end of 1986 was 156 reactor-years. There are 
four units under construction (Table П) for an additional 3 520 MW(e) net capacity.
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TABLE II. ONTARIO HYDRO UNITS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Nuclear Number Net capacity In-service
generating of units (MW(e)) dates
station

Darlington NGS 4 3 520 1989-1992

By the year 1992, Ontario Hydro will have 20 commercial nuclear units in serv
ice, with an installed nuclear capacity of the order of 14 000 MW(e) net.

The load forecast for 1992 is approximately 150 terawatt-hours, of which 
approximately 70% will come from nuclear power.

1.2. CANDU

CANDU’s key features are heavy water moderator and heat transport (reactor 
coolant) systems, horizontal zirconium-niobium reactor pressure tubes, natural 
uranium dioxide fuel and on-power fuelling.

1.3. CANDU outside Ontario Hydro (Table III)

While Ontario has the most extensive CANDU programme, CANDU reactors 
can also be found operating in four other countries and two other Canadian provinces 
[2]. CANDUs are also under construction in a fifth country, Romania.

2. WORKER SAFETY

The worker safety goal of the Nuclear Generation Division of Ontario Hydro 
is to have its employees be safer at work than when not at work, safer than non
nuclear workers at Ontario Hydro and safer than workers in other industries. The 
programme emphasizes both conventional and radiological safety.

In the 25 years since the start of commercial nuclear operations, 
Ontario Hydro’s nuclear worker safety record has been very good. Highlights 
include:

(1) Over 123 million hours have been worked in Ontario Hydro nuclear stations 
without a fatality to an employee.

(2) No employees have been injured by radiation.
(3) The injury rate to Ontario Hydro nuclear employees, on average over the last 

ten years, has been less than 15% of that experienced in other Ontario 
industries.
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TABLE III. CANDU REACTORS OUTSIDE ONTARIO HYDRO

Country Unit name
Net capacity 

(MW(e))

Canada (Quebec) Gentilly-2 645

Canada (New Brunswick) Point Lepreau 635

Argentina Embalse 600

Republic of Korea Wolsung 629

Pakistan Kanupp 126

India Rajasthan — 1 and 2 207 each

Madrasb — 1 and 2 220 each

Kakraparab — 1 and 2 220 each

Naroraa,b — 1 and 2 220 each

Romania Cernavoda2 — 1 and 2 600 each

a Under construction. 
b Built without Canadian assistance.

A major highlight was achieved by Ontario Hydro in 1985 when the total annual 
radiation dose per unit of energy produced was the lowest since 1968 in spite of the 
increase in operating units from two to sixteen (Fig. 1). Performance in 1985 was 
2.4 Sv/GW-h(e) and in 1986 2.9 Sv/GW-h(e).

Another highlight involves Pickering Units 1 and 2 pressure tube replacement. 
It was initially estimated that a total of 200 000 Sv exposure would be entailed for 
retubing of both units. Work is scheduled to be completed in 1987 with total dose 
forecast to be approximately 60 000 Sv.

In Ontario Hydro and the other Canadian nuclear plants [3], personnel involved 
in radiation work are trained to handle most of their own radiation protection. The 
philosophy differs from many other countries where health physics technicians 
provide radiation protection coverage. The Canadian approach means that fewer 
people are required at the stations, collective dose is reduced and, it is felt, workers 
perform at a higher standard of safety through an improved understanding of the 
hazards.

It is worth emphasizing that Ontario Hydro believes that an effective radiation 
protection and dose reduction programme is an essential part of achieving excellent 
performance in all five objective areas.

Ontario Hydro’s approach to worker safety, has been and will continue to be 
forward looking and preventative.
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Year

FIG. 1. Ontario Hydro average annual dose per net generation 1967-1986.

3. PUBLIC SAFETY

Public safety refers to the protection of members of the public from events, both 
conventional and radioactive, which would result in injury, disability, or death 
caused by nuclear generating station facilities or employees.

Results achieved to date have been very good:

(1) In over 156 reactor years of commercial nuclear operation in Ontario, there has 
not been a release of radioactivity from any nuclear generating station which 
resulted in a measurable dose of radioactivity to a member of the public.

(2) Radioactivity risk criteria have never been exceeded as a result of a failure at 
any station.

(3) There has been one fatality to a member of the public. This resulted from a 
traffic accident involving a Nuclear Generation Division vehicle on a public 
highway.

Since the outset of Ontario Hydro’s nuclear programme it has been well 
recognized that risks associated with any technology cannot be entirely eliminated. 
Ontario Hydro is convinced, however, that the safety features and systems of 
CANDU reactors and the operating procedures and training it uses provide assurance 
that a high level of employee and public safety is being achieved and will continue 
to be achieved in the design and operation of its nuclear stations.

Ontario Hydro’s operational approach to public safety is characterized by its 
operational safety management programme [4].
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The principal benefits of an operational safety management programme are 
continued safe operation through an understanding by the contributors of the public 
risk from nuclear plant operations and of recognition of any need to reduce risk in 
key areas by making changes to procedures or design.

The elements of the programme are:

(1) A knowledge of the areas critical to safety (identify hazards).
(2) A set of standards or targets which define acceptable performance.
(3) A programme to monitor performance, respond to problems, and to report the 

results.
(4) A means of assessing the impact of proposed changes to hardware or operating 

procedures and of implementing changes consistent with the accepted standards.

It can be seen that the programme is consistent with management by objectives.

3.1. Risk quantification

The key indicator of effectiveness of a public safety management programme 
is quantified risk, expressed as the frequency of an event multiplied by its conse
quence, i.e.:

RISK(EVEnt) =  FREQUENCY(EVent) X CONSEQUENCE(EVEnt)

The total risk resulting from station operation is the sum of the event risks.

RISKcjotal) =  ^  RISK(event)
EVENTS

The predominant radiological risk from nuclear station operation results from 
the potential for premature death due to a radiological dose. The consequence of a 
given event is therefore measured in Sv/event. When this consequence is combined 
with the expected frequency (events/annum) of the event in question, a measure of 
risk is obtained, ie:

FREQUENCY(evcnts/anmjm) X CONSEQUENCE(Sv/eve„̂  = RISK(sv/annum)

Acute radiological risk arises primarily from two types of events:

(1) Process system failure with subsequent successful safety system operation 
(termed single failure).

(2) Process system failure with subsequent failure of a safety system (termed dual 
failure).

Standards have been set for single failure frequency and dual failure frequency 
to ensure risk to the public is maintained at better than required levels.
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From a public safety perspective the standard for frequency of single 
failure events is a maximum of one per unit in three years. Frequently, eco
nomic considerations dictate that a target should be much more restrictive than 
this level.

In establishing a standard for dual accident frequency, it is necessary to 
establish a standard for safety system unavailability. Safety system unavailabil
ity is defined as the fraction of time that a safety system cannot completely act 
as required. In most cases of ‘unavailability’ the safety system may be only par
tially impaired and is still capable of effective action for most postulated events. 
An unavailability standard of 1 X  10'3 years/year is set to ensure public safety 
standards for dual failures are met.

To ensure that risk standards are met, process and safety system perfor
mance monitoring programmes are required.

Failures in process systems are immediately detectable. Safety systems are 
poised systems ready to operate when a process upset occurs and, therefore, a 
test programme, at calculated intervals, is required to ensure that unavailability 
targets are not exceeded. CANDU nuclear reactors have been designed for on- 
power testing of the safety systems.

All aspects of the operational safety management programme used by 
Ontario Hydro are subject to continuous improvement as modelling, fault clas
sification, testing and data manipulation methods evolve.

Ontario Hydro has applied an organized and systematic approach to risk 
quantification since the start of its nuclear programme. The approach is 
currently being modified to incorporate probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).

PRA is an analysis that [5]:

(1) Identifies and delineates the combinations of events that, if they occur, will lead 
to a severe accident or any other undesired event;

(2) Estimates the frequency of occurrence for each combination; and
(3) Estimates the consequences.

The improved understanding of risk achieved from PRA assessment will be 
factored into the operational risk model and is expected to improve its validity and 
usefulness.

Ontario Hydro is using PRA for the first time on its Darlington Generating 
Station in the Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (DPSE) [6]. PRA is planned 
selectively for its other stations already in operation.

PRA has been used at the Point Lepreau Generating Station during the design, 
construction, commissioning and operation stages [7].

Ontario Hydro participates in many international organizations concerned with 
nuclear plant safety and operation. These include the Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO), where Ontario Hydro has been involved in performance evalua
tions and technical information exchanges, and the IAEA, where Ontario Hydro 
contributed to the development of the Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) 
programme and participates in OS ART evaluations.
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TABLE IV. SOURCES OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Type Medium

Radioactivity emission Air

Radioactivity emission Water

Heat emission Water

Chemical emission Water

Oil emission Water

Fish entrapment Water

An OSART evaluation was recently completed at the Pickering Generating 
Station.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Environmental protection means the control of those aspects of nuclear 
generating station operation, both chronic and acute, which could potentially impair 
the health and/or well-being of the public or cause adverse effects to the environment.

Table IV shows the most significant sources of potential environmental effects 
at nuclear generating stations. Emission standards are set and the sources of potential 
effects are monitored and controlled.

To ensure protection of the public and environment from adverse effects of 
these emissions, Ontario Hydro’s objectives are:

(1) To eliminate emissions whenever practical
(2) To minimize emissions by maintaining them within operating target values
(3) To control emissions within applicable regulatory limits.

Maximum emission levels of radioactivity from Canadian nuclear plants are 
specified by regulatory limits set by the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) of 
Canada. These limits are consistent with international standards.

In routine operation, emissions of radioactivity from CANDU PHW reactors 
are extremely small. To ensure rigorous control, emission rates are measured rather 
than emission impact. The regulatory limits that are used for day to day operational 
control are the derived emission limits (DELs). The DEL is the quantity of a radio
nuclide or radionuclide group which, it is calculated, may be safely emitted, while 
ensuring that the risk of any member of the public receiving a radiation dose in excess 
of the public dose limits is acceptably low.

While the regulatory dose limits and the DELs provide an acceptable level to 
the individual member of the public, it has long been Canada’s policy to maintain
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public radiation doses at the lowest practical level. Canadian nuclear power plants 
have adopted a target of maintaining emissions for each major nuclide group at 1 % 
or less of the DEL. This ensures that emissions are considerably lower than the 
conservative standard of 100% DEL.

During the 25 years of operating experience with CANDU nuclear generating 
stations, Ontario Hydro’s performance in the area of environmental protection has 
been very good:

(1) Emissions of radioactivity have been below the annual regulatory limits at every 
station for eveiy year of operation. Typically, emissions have been lower than
1 % DEL. In the last five years, for instance, emissions have been less than 1 % 
DEL at the major commercial stations, Pickering NGS-A and B, and 
Bruce NGS-A and B.

(2) The frequency, duration, and severity of emissions exceeding thermal effluent 
guideline values have been very low. Chemical and oil emissions have been well 
controlled to very low levels. No adverse environmental effects attributable to 
any of these emissions have been detected.

In Ontario, as in other jurisdictions, environmental protection is an area of 
continually growing legislation.

New legislation in Ontario places responsibility upon the owner/operator of 
spilled hazardous material to clean up the spill promptly, providing for claims to be 
settled after the cleanup. This requires Ontario Hydro to have trained personnel and 
procedures available to handle any spills which result from its nuclear operations.

5. RELIABILITY

The reliability of a generating unit refers to its ability to run continuously at the 
full rated capacity. For a CANDU reactor, reliability is important for two reasons:

(1) To contribute to the ability of the power system overall to meet customer
demands.

(2) To minimize the cost of power to the customer by replacing more expensive 
fossil fired generating plant.

Ontario Hydro measures generating unit reliability by three sets of criteria:

(1) In-service date reliability (how close to schedule new plants are placed in
service)

(2) Power system stability
(3) Production reliability.

The production reliability of Ontario Hydro CANDU units has been excellent. 
At the end of 1986 the highest lifetime capacity factor of the world’s commercial 
reactors was held by Bruce NGS-A Unit 3. Four out of the ten highest lifetime
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TABLE V. 1986 AND LIFETIME PERFORMANCE RANKINGS OF 
ONTARIO HYDRO NUCLEAR REACTORS

Unit
1986 

gross capacity 
factor (%)

1986
ranking

Lifetime 
gross capacity 

factor (%)
Lifetime
ranking

Bruce NGS Unit 1 65.1 158 82.6 12

Bruce NGS Unit 2 57.4 184 74.2 48

Bruce NGS Unit 3 84.6 36 87.6 1

Bruce NGS Unit 4 93.1 10 87.0 2

Bruce NGS Unit 5 97.3 6 86.4 4

Bruce NGS Unit 6 78.8 ' 73 82.2 13

Pickering NGS Unit I a 0.00 227 64.2 114

Pickering NGS Unit 2a 0.00 227 64.8 111

Pickering NGS Unit 3 69.9 128 77.4 31

Pickering NGS Unit 4 83.1 46 82.0 14

Pickering NGS Unit 5 91.0 13 79.3 20

Pickering NGS Unit 6 76.0 90 76.4 34

Pickering NGS Unit 7 75.7 94 82.9 10

Total units ranked in the world = 236.

Only reactors which produced electricity prior to 1 January 1986 and with output greater than 
500 MW(e) gross are ranked.

a Pickering Units 1 and 2 have been shut down since 1983 for pressure tube replacement. The units 
are scheduled to return to service in mid and late 1987 respectively.

Even though the units have been shut down for approximately four years, their lifetime capacity factor 
remains in the middle ranking of all world reactors, reflecting excellent performance prior to shutdown.

capacity factors in the world belonged to other Ontario Hydro units [8]. Table V 
shows Ontario Hydro’s ranking among the world’s commercial reactors.

CANDU has also performed well in smaller utilities (Table VI). In New 
Brunswick, Canada, the Point Lepreau 600 MW(e) CANDU station produces a third 
of the utility’s energy and it has achieved a lifetime capacity factor of 86.5% to the 
end of 1986. This places it third among the top performing world reactors. The 
Republic of Korea’s CANDU, Wolsung 1, had a lifetime capacity factor of 73.6% 
to the end of 1986 and in 1985 had an annual capacity factor of 94.3%.
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FIG. 4. Evolution du coût des combustibles approvisionnés dans les centrales belges.

Ceci démontre clairement que, par rapport à la production d’électricité au 
départ de combustibles fossiles, le coût de revient de la production nucléaire se carac
térise par l ’importance des charges fixes, liées à l ’investissement et à l ’exploitation 
et, à l ’apposé, par la part réduite correspondant aux frais de combustible.

3.3. Evolution des coûts dans le temps

L’évolution dans le temps de ces différents éléments de coût est très 
différenciée:
a) Les charges relatives à un investissement donné peuvent être considérées 
comme constantes dans le temps, en monnaie courante, c’est-à-dire décroissantes en 
monnaie constante.
b) Les charges d’exploitation, généralement liées à l’inflation seront à peu près 
constantes en monnaie constante.
c) Quant aux coûts de combustible, leur évolution est difficilement prévisible. A 
titre indicatif, la figure 4 montre la variation des prix des combustibles consommés 
dans les centrales belges au cours de la décennie écoulée.

3.4. Effet stabilisateur du nucléaire

Nous n’avons pas la maîtrise du prix des combustibles achetés à l ’étranger. 
Aussi, lorsque le coût de production du kilowatt-heure est sensiblement influencé par
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50% de capacité en charbon), et en en déduisant les montants qui représentent le sur
coût lié à l ’investissement dans les centrales nucléaires par rapport aux centrales 
classiques.

3.2. Décomposition des coûts

Suivant la présentation économique habituelle, le coût de production du 
kilowatt-heure est constitué de trois postes: les charges liées à l’investissement, les 
frais d’exploitation et le coût du combustible.

Les charges liées à Y investissement comprennent, plus précisément, les élé
ments suivants:

— l’amortissement en 20 ans du capital investi (celui-ci comprend non seulement 
le coût de construction et d’équipement de la centrale, mais aussi les intérêts inter
calaires, c’est-à-dire les intérêts payés sur le capital pendant la période de construc
tion jusqu’à ce que la centrale soit mise en service); la période d’amortissement des 
installations de désulfuration et de dénitrification est toutefois supposée égale à 10 ans 
pour l’établissement du chiffre relatif à l’investissement dans le tableau I;

— les charges financières calculées à monnaie constante au taux de 8,6% par an;
— pour l ’unité nucléaire, la provision pour démantèlement égale à 12% de l ’inves

tissement initial après 30 ans;
— les frais induits par le raccordement au réseau haute-tension.

Les frais d'exploitation comprennent les frais de personnel et les charges 
d’entretien, y compris les sous-traitances éventuelles, ainsi que le coût de stockage 
du combustible.

La somme des charges liées à l ’investissement et aux frais d’exploitation 
constitue la partie fixe du coût de production qui est répartie sur les kilowatts-heures 
produits en supposant des durées d’utilisation de 7000 h pour les unités nucléaires 
et de 6700 h pour les unités au charbon.

Le coût du combustible, quant à lui, inclut la totalité des charges relatives au 
combustible, c’est-à-dire pour le charbon: l’achat, le transport, la préparation, 
l’évacuation des cendres, etc., et pour le nucléaire, toutes les opérations du cycle du 
combustible: achat d’uranium U30 8, conversion en UF6 et enrichissement, fabrica
tion des éléments de combustible, retraitement, conditionnement et stockage des 
déchets.

Le tableau I montre que si le facteur «frais d’exploitation» est un élément com
parable pour les divers types de centrales de base, il n’en va pas de même en ce qui 
concerne les postes liés à l’investissement et au combustible.

En effet, les charges liées à l ’investissement interviennent pour 65% du coût de 
production du kilowatt-heure nucléaire, tandis qu’elles ne représentent qu’environ 
41% du coût de production dans les centrales classiques. Par contre, si la part du 
combustible n’est que de 23% environ pour le nucléaire, elle passe à 50% pour les 
combustibles fossiles.
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109 FB

FIG. 3. Economie transmise à la clientèle grâce au nucléaire.

3. EFFETS DU NUCLEAIRE SUR LES PRIX

3.1. Coûts de production

Les estimations les plus récentes effectuées en Belgique, pour des unités de base 
à mettre en service en 1995, fournissent la structure de coûts indiquée à la figure 2 
et au tableau I (données économiques établies au 01.01.1987).

Comme ce tableau l ’indique, le coût de production du kilowatt-heure nucléaire 
est de 25 % inférieur à celui du kilowatt-heure charbon.

Remarquons au passage que si, en 1986, le coût du kilowatt-heure fuel s’est 
rapproché de celui du nucléaire en raison de la baisse exceptionnelle du prix du 
pétrole, les spécialistes estiment qu’il ne s’agit là que d’un phénomène purement 
transitoire. Ceci est d’ailleurs confirmé par l ’évolution du prix du pétrole au cours 
des derniers mois.

Grâce notamment à l ’augmentation de la quote-part du nucléaire dans la produc
tion d’électricité depuis la mise en service en 1985 de Doel 4 et Tihange 3, le coût 
moyen du kilowatt-heure a diminué de 40 à 60 centimes en deux ans. L’économie 
cumulée réalisée grâce au nucléaire de 1978 à 1987 s’élève à 100 milliards de FB, 
somme que les consommateurs auraient dû débourser si le combustible nucléaire 
avait été remplacé par du combustible fossile (fig. 3).

Ce chiffre a été obtenu en prenant l ’économie réalisée sur le combustible (calcul 
établi en comparant le coût réel au coût que l’on aurait dû payer si la capacité 
nucléaire avait été remplacée par une capacité égale à 50% de capacité en fuel et à
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— notre pays dispose à présent de stocks de combustible nucléaire assurant une 
autonomie de marche de trois à quatre années, contre deux mois pour les combusti
bles fossiles; ce volant énergétique soustrait la production d ’origine nucléaire et, 
partant, les deux tiers de la production totale d’électricité aux aléas d’approvisionne
ment pouvant résulter de crises et conflits de tous ordres.

FB/kW-h

NUCLEAIRE 
1390 MW

FIG. 2. Coûts de production (données au 01.01.1987; unités de base en service en 1995).

TABLEAU I. COUTS DE PRODUCTION DU KILOWATT-HEURE

Nucléaire 

(1390 MW) 

FB/kW-h

Charbon avec désulfuration 
et dénitrification 

(600 MW)

FB/kW-h %

Investissement 1,15 65 0,95 41
Exploitation 0,20 12 0,20 9
Combustible 0,40 23 1,15 50

Total 1,75 100 2,30 100

FB: Franc belge.
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de la production d’électricité (ces 67% de l’énergie électrique sont produits avec une 
puissance nucléaire installée qui ne représente que 40% de la puissance totale 
installée du pays) sont aujourd’hui assurés par le nucléaire, les autres formes de 
production n’en ont pas été négligées pour autant: un important programme de recon
version des centrales classiques a déjà abouti à ce que la majorité de celles-ci soient 
devenues polyvalentes, ce qui signifie qu’elles peuvent fonctionner indifféremment 
au charbon, au fuel ou au gaz naturel. D’autre part, les études se poursuivent pour 
la mise au point, à l’échelle industrielle, de la technique du lit fluidisé qui permettrait 
de brûler plus efficacement les déchets de charbon.

En 1986, la production d’électricité de la Belgique était assurée à raison de 20% 
par le charbon, de 4% par le fuel et de 6% par les combustibles gazeux. Les centrales 
hydrauliques proprement dites représentent moins de 1% de la production totale, 
tandis que les centrales hydrauliques d’accumulation par pompage couvrent les 2 % 
restants.

La diversification porte également sur le choix des fournisseurs: pour chaque 
produit énergétique, les producteurs d’électricité s’approvisionnent auprès de 
plusieurs pays, afin de répartir les risques géopolitiques.

En particulier, l’approvisionnement en uranium naturel est couvert par des 
contrats à long terme conclus avec des pays étrangers certes, mais qui sont essen
tiellement différents des pays producteurs de pétrole et qui ne sont pas organisés en 
cartel. Les producteurs d’électricité belges s’adressent de préférence à des fournis
seurs dotés d’un régime politique stable et s’efforcent d’assurer une bonne répartition 
géographique. C’est ainsi qu’aujourd’hui les principaux fournisseurs d’uranium 
naturel sont le Canada, l’Australie et certains pays d’Afrique, 5% des besoins étant 
couverts par la Belgique par récupération à partir des phosphates.

Quant aux autres étapes du cycle du combustible nucléaire — enrichissement et 
fabrication — chacune fait l’objet de contrats séparés avec les fournisseurs européens 
offrant les meilleures conditions. La Belgique se trouve d’ailleurs dans une situation 
relativement privilégiée sur ce plan, grâce à ses moyens technologiques propres en 
matière de fabrication de certains éléments combustibles (Dessel) et à des participa
tions financières des producteurs d’électricité dans d’importantes installations 
d’enrichissement à l’étranger (Eurodif).

Finalement, grâce au recours à l’énergie nucléaire, les producteurs d’électricité 
ont contribué à atteindre une série d’objectifs macro-économiques intéressant 
l’ensemble de la collectivité nationale:

— la part du pétrole dans la consommation brute d’énergie primaire est passée de 
65 % à 43 % de 1973 à 1986, l ’énergie nucléaire ayant parallèlement conquis une part 
de 20% ;

— pour le pays, l ’économie de devises cumulée sur la période de 1973 à 1986 est 
estimée à 177 milliards de francs belges (FB) par rapport à un parc de production 
hypothétique où les unités nucléaires seraient remplacées par 50% d’unités au fuel 
et 50% d’unités au charbon;
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Energie produite nette (TW h)

(55,4 TW h)
2,5% .

66,9%

5,9%
4,2%

20,5%

FIG. I. Production d’électricité en Belgique (sources d’énergie primaire).

b) Un approvisionnement au moindre coût est le meilleur atout pour les consom
mateurs, et notamment pour les entreprises, qui absorbent les deux tiers de la produc
tion. Il faut rappeler ici que le prix de l’électricité est en Belgique totalement 
transparent, c ’est-à-dire qu’il reflète fidèlement les coûts de production, sans inter
vention des pouvoirs publics, sous forme de subsides directs ou indirects.

Pour atteindre leurs objectifs, les producteurs d’électricité ont développé une 
stratégie flexible visant à utiliser de préférence les énergies primaires les plus écono
miques à une époque donnée, tout en diversifiant leurs sources d’approvisionnement.

a) Flexibilité

Au cours des dernières décennies, la production d’électricité a été basée 
successivement: jusqu’aux années 60, sur le charbon belge, puis, jusques et y com
pris 1973, date du premier choc pétrolier, sur les hydrocarbures, pétrole et gaz 
naturel, et depuis lors sur le nucléaire et à nouveau partiellement sur le charbon, mais 
cette fois le charbon importé et les récupérations de terrils.

La part de l ’énergie nucléaire dans la production d’électricité est ainsi passée 
de pratiquement zéro en 1974 à 20-25% en 1981, pour atteindre ensuite progressive
ment 67% en 1986 (fig. 1).

b) Diversification

La diversification porte d’abord sur les sources d’énergie primaire; à ce titre, 
elle est un gage de sécurité pour l’approvisionnement énergétique du pays. Si 67%
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exploitation. Dans tous les pays qui disposent du savoir-faire technique assurant cette disponibilité, une 
expérience déjà longue a démontré le net avantage économique du kilowatt-heure nucléaire face au 
kilowatt-heure traditionnel. Les pays qui ont misé massivement sur l’énergie nucléaire ont vu cet avan
tage se répercuter très favorablement sur le coût de production de leur énergie électrique.

1. LES AVANTAGES ECONOMIQUES DE L’ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE

Lorsqu’au lendemain du premier choc pétrolier de 1973-1974 un certain 
nombre de pays industrialisés ne disposant pas sur leur sol de ressources énergétiques 
abondantes et bon marché ont décidé d’accélérer leurs programmes nucléaires, ils 
visaient avant tout des objectifs macro-économiques:
— diminution de la dépendance vis-à-vis des producteurs de pétrole;
— économies de devises;
— possibilité de constituer aisément des stocks énergétiques.

En outre, il s’est rapidement confirmé que le fait de couvrir une part importante 
de la production d’électricité au moyen de centrales nucléaires était le moyen le plus 
sûr de stabiliser ou de diminuer les prix de l’électricité.

2. LE CAS DE LA BELGIQUE

Pays fortement industrialisé, la Belgique consomme quelque 46 millions de tep 
par an, dont 30% sont consacrés à la production d’électricité. Pour couvrir ses 
besoins énergétiques vitaux qui conditionnent la prospérité économique du pays, la 
Belgique dépend presque entièrement de l ’étranger. Elle ne dispose en effet plus 
guère de ressources charbonnières économiquement exploitables et la consommation 
de charbon de Campine représente, chaque année, à peine 10% de la consommation 
énergétique totale du pays. Chacun sait aussi que la Belgique ne dispose ni de pétrole 
ni de gaz naturel et que ses ressources hydrauliques sont négligeables: les cours d’eau 
du pays offrent peu de sites exploitables et la plupart sont déjà équipés.

Quant à l’énergie éolienne et à l’énergie solaire, les conditions climatiques 
(ensoleillement médiocre, très peu de zones de vents constants et suffisamment forts) 
ne permettent guère d’envisager pour ces formes d’énergie renouvelable que des utili
sations d’appoint très coûteuses.

Dans ce contexte, les producteurs d’électricité se sont fixé pour objectif d’as
surer en toutes circonstances à l ’industrie et à la population belges un approvisionne
ment en électricité sûr et au moindre coût:
a) Un approvisionnement est sûr s’il permet de répondre à tout moment aux 
besoins du pays, tout en étant à l’abri des aléas politiques et économiques 
internationaux.
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L ’IMPORTANCE DE L ’ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE 
DANS LA STABILISATION OU LA REDUCTION 
DES COUTS DE PRODUCTION DE L ’ELECTRICITE
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Abstract-Résumé

THE IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN STABILIZING OR REDUCING ELECTRICITY 
PRODUCTION COSTS.

Nuclear power plants are characterized by their high investment cost per installed kilowatt and 
the financial charges associated with that investment generally represent two thirds of the cost of pro
ducing a kilowatt-hour of nuclear origin. The cost of the fuel cycle is approximately one-fourth of this 
cost, the balance consisting of expenditure on personnel. Although natural uranium is the raw material 
of this cycle, it represents only a fraction of the cost of the cycle, the bulk of which arises out of expendi
tures associated with a whole range of operations — enrichment, fabrication, fuel reprocessing as well 
as treatment and storage of waste. This high value of the ratio of investment cost to natural uranium 
cost is a determining factor in the stabilization of the cost of electricity generation, inasmuch as this 
situation actually shelters the nuclear kilowatt-hour from price fluctuations as sudden and serious as 
those affecting fossil fuels. Furthermore, the easy and relatively inexpensive storage of uranium pro
vides power generation of nucler origin with energy reserves which protect it against unforeseen supply 
complications due to crises and conflicts of all kinds. Of course, the kilowatt-hour production cost of 
a nuclear unit depends on a number of parameters whose influence has to be evaluated — in particular, 
the availability of the facility, itself a function of the quality of its design, construction and operation. 
In all countries having the technical know-how to ensure this availability, long experience has shown 
the definite economic advantage of the nuclear kilowatt-hour over the traditional kilowatt-hour. Coun
tries which have staked heavily on nuclear energy have seen that this advantage has very favourable 
repercussions on the production cost of electric energy.

L’IMPORTANCE DE L’ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE DANS LA STABILISATION OU LA 
REDUCTION DES COUTS DE PRODUCTION DE L’ELECTRICITE.

Les centrales nucléaires sont caractérisées par la valeur élevée de l’investissement par kilowatt 
installé et les charges financières associées à cet investissement représentent couramment les deux tiers 
du coût de production du kilowatt-heure d’origine nucléaire. Le coût du cycle du combustible, quant 
à lui, est de l’ordre du quart de ce coût, le solde étant constitué par les frais de personnel. Mais l’uranium 
naturel, matière première de ce cycle, ne représente qu’une fraction du coût du cycle, la majeure partie 
découlant des frais liés à l’ensemble des opérations d’enrichissement, de fabrication, de retraitement du 
combustible ainsi que de conditionnement et de stockage des déchets. Cette valeur élevée du rapport 
entre le coût d’investissement et le coût de l’uranium naturel constitue un élément déterminant de la 
stabilisation du coût de production de l’électricité, car cette situation met en effet le kilowatt-heure 
nucléaire à l ’abri des fluctuations de prix aussi brusques que profondes que subissent les combustibles 
fossiles. En outre, le stockage facile et relativement peu coûteux de l’uranium fournit à la production 
d’origine nucléaire un volant énergétique qui la soustrait aux aléas de l’approvisionnement résultant de 
crises et conflits de tous ordres. Le prix de revient du kilowatt-heure d’une unité nucléaire dépend bien 
entendu d’un certain nombre de paramètres dont il convient de peser l’influence, en particulier la dis
ponibilité de l’installation, fonction elle-même de la qualité de sa conception, de sa réalisation et de son
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option. The French nuclear system, having undergone this process during the 1970s, 
is now concentrating on reaping the economic benefits of standardization from the 
inventory of operating plants.
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FIG. 11. ALWR implementation logic.

per cent of all engineering documents will be completed prior to the start of construc
tion, further increasing the utility confidence in meeting the plant economic goals. 
The USALWR programme will thus define a nuclear power plant which will be a 
safe, reliable and economical means of generating electric power in the USA, in the 
decades ahead.

7. SUMMARY

Nuclear plant standardization programmes built on the same basic LWR tech
nology have been implemented to different levels in the USA and in France. In each 
case benefits were realized in terms of more efficient construction, shorter lead times, 
lower capital costs, improved availability and capacity factors and better operating 
performance, as detailed in this paper. Stability and supportiveness of the 
regulatory/licensing process are sine qua non conditions for the attainment of 
standardization benefits. This should be coupled with a long term continuing 
programme under utility management, in order to control changes, achieve learning 
effects and spread design expenses. In the coming decade, the US programme will 
concentrate on establishing a basis for a new, revitalized, ALWR standardization
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G eo th e rm a l h o t b r in e  (5 0  MW)
N uclear LWR (1 1 0 0  MW)

Oil s tea m  (5 0 0  MW)
N atu ra l gas c o m b in ed  cy c te  (2 2 0  MW)

In te rm e d ia te /p e a k in g  (30%  CF)
Oil co m b in ed  cy c le  (2 2 0  MW)

F uel ce lls d isp ersed  (1 0  MW) high  p ro d .
W ind (4  MW)

S o la r th e rm a l s tea m  h y b rid  (1 5 0  MW)

S o lar p h o to v o lta ic s  (1 0 0  MW)

0  "  5  10 15 20  2 5

C en ts  p e r k W 'h

FIG. 10. (a) Power plant capital costs in Jan. 1985 dollars, (b) Life cycle power cost in current 
dollars, levelized cents/kW-h 1985-2014.
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process in the areas of severe accidents safety issues analysis and incorporation of 
recent test data in plant design requirements.

The USALWR is based on either a PWR or a BWR technology. Use of either 
of these proven technologies is consistent with the design principles of reliance on 
experience. A general description of the USALWR programme and the Requirements 
Document can be found in Refs [21-24]. The Requirements Document is being 
produced as a series of chapters. Each chapter is subject to a utility review and to 
NRC approval in the form of a safety evaluation report. Compared with today’s 
nuclear plants, the USALWR requirements represent substantial improvements in all 
respects. The basic design criteria of this plant concept are described in Table I [21]. 
The proposed requirements are considered achievable with concerted effort by all 
participating organizations.

The fundamental goal that USALWR be an economically competitive plant, 
requires that cost targets and cost control methods be established and implemented. 
A life cycle cost target of 6.5C/kW-h is chosen for the ALWR, as shown in Table I, 
based on costs levelized for 30 years of operation starting in 1999. This target is a 
substantial improvement over the most recent LWR plants, whose generation costs 
are 50-80% higher, and it is also expected to result in a substantial cost advantage 
over fossil fired power plants. A recent EPRI comparison of the generation costs of 
several new power technologies is shown in Fig. 10 [25]. The ALWR can be identi
fied in Fig. 10 as the base of the tapered section of the nuclear LWR bar. The current 
LWRs are identified as the tip of the tapered section of the LWR bar. The economic 
advantage of the standardized ALWR meeting the above criteria, as compared with 
other power technologies, is evident. Targets for the major components of life cycle 
cost are 4.5C/kW-h for capital cost, 1.2C/kW-h for fuel cost and 0.8C/kW-h for 
operation and maintenance cost. Each of these cost figures represents a significant 
improvement over current plants.

By far the largest improvement is expected in capital costs. Accordingly, the 
major thrust of the USALWR programme is to reduce the construction schedule, and 
to simplify and standardize the plant designs. The requirements imposed on the 
USALWR design and construction by the Requirements Document directly address 
the fundamental objectives of predictable construction schedule and costs. A more 
comprehensive discussion on how these goals will be met is given in Ref. [22].

The USALWR is designed to support a construction schedule of no more than 
54 months, from the start of structural concrete placement to initial operation. It is 
expected that based on the EPRI Requirements Document programme and the 
co-ordinated DOE design certification effort, new reactor designs will be developed 
during the next decade. Those standardized USALWR plants will be developed in 
sufficient detail so that 70% of all engineering documents will be available when the 
generic design is completed, thus providing electric utilities with greater confidence 
in the cost and schedule estimates. Future plant licensing will involve design certifi
cation of the new generic USALWR, in parallel with site specific pre-licensing and 
COL issuance for a specific plant procured by a utility, as shown in Fig. 11. Ninety
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TABLE I. USALWR DESIGN GOALS

Design goal Numerical value

1. Plant cost

Life cycle cost <6.5 С/kW -ha
Capital cost <4.5 C/kW-ha
Fuel cycle cost <1.2 C/kW-ha
Operation and maintenance cost <0.8 C/kW-ha

2. Plant protection and safety

Core damage frequency 
Public safety — severe accident

< 1 x 10'5 events/a

and health effects <2500 Sv at 1/2 mile for 
events freq. of <  10“6/a

3. Plant performance

Availability >87%
— Planned outage time <30 days/a (average)
— Refuelling interval 24-month capability
— Unplanned automatic scrams < 1/a
Plant life 60 years
Radioactive waste shipped 2500 ft3/a/unitc
Construction schedule 48 months11
Plant personnel exposure
Simplification
Constructibility
Operability
Maintainability

<  10 000 man-Sv/a

4. Regulatory stabilization

Resolution of current issues 
Resolution of future issues

No major open issues

a Based on dollars levelized for 30 years of commercial operation beginning in 1999, de-escalated to 
correspond with a 1985 commercial operation date. 

b First structural concrete to fuel load. 
c 1 ft3 =  0.02832 m3.
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FIG. 9. Effects of standardization on total plant cost (% of direct and indirect costs of custom plant).

Light Water Reactor (USALWR) programme. To lay the groundwork for building 
new plants, EPRI in 1982 embarked on a major programme of regulatory stabiliza
tion, working with the NRC to identify and resolve key issues related to the licensing 
of US power plants, and to establish a methodology for the assessment and resolution 
of such issues [20]. At the same time, EPRI also surveyed US utility 
owners/operators of nuclear plants. From those discussions emerged broad guide
lines for the direction of a new generation of nuclear plant designs. Based on those 
guidelines, in 1985 two additional programme elements were introduced: the assess
ment of small plant options; and the development of a comprehensive utility Require
ments Document applicable to the new plant design. The overall effort is being 
managed as a major EPRI programme, supervised by a Utility Steering Committee, 
involving substantial DOE funding and guidance, and incorporating the efforts of a 
broad spectrum of industry contractors, and other non-US LWR programmes. The 
EPRI programme is planned as a five-year effort with completion in 1990.

In parallel with the Requirements Document preparation, the DOE has launched 
a design certification programme. Two plant designs (System 80 PWR and the 
advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR)), were submitted to the NRC for a formal 
certification process. As a part of the national USALWR programmes, the vendor 
submissions are intended to be consistent with the Requirements Document. Other 
DOE programmes are providing technical support to the Requirements Document
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Management and Resources Council (NUMARC). The full thrust for standardization 
in the USA is aimed at the decade of the 1990s and beyond. During the 1990s, as 
consumer demand for electricity continues to grow, many nuclear and fossil fuel 
plants will be nearing the end of their nominally useful lives. At that time, new 
generation power plants will have to be built, in addition to implementing various life 
extension projects, in order to meet this demand. Based on fuel diversity considera
tions, it can be assumed that there will be a revitalized market for nuclear power 
plants in the USA, if plants can be made available which inspire public confidence 
and meet the needs of the electric utility users. The plans for a future US nuclear 
plants standardization programme thus include an institutional as well as a technical 
component.

The institutional aspects of a national standardization effort include various 
initiatives to foster a plant licensing reform. The aim of the proposed reforms is to 
introduce stability and predictability into the plant licensing process and to eliminate 
the open-ended nature of the process. Such improvements are essential if the benefits 
of design standardization, described below, are to be achieved. Otherwise, the risk 
to investors due to regulatory uncertainty alone could be great enough to discourage 
public utility investment in new nuclear power plants, regardless of their safety, relia
bility, or economic merit. Some of the institutional changes now proposed involved 
reactivation of the NRC’s plant standardization policies embodied in 10-CFR-50 
Appendices M, N, and O, to allow one-step combined construction and operating 
licence (COL), to allow for preliminary or final plant design approvals (PDAs and 
FDAs) and to implement a plant design certificate licence which will be referenced 
intact for a 10 year period. Modifications to any of these licences will have to be 
processed through the new backfit rule, which will require proper updating of 
Appendices M, N and O. In parallel with these procedures related to plant design 
licensing, similar and separate site banking procedures could also be implemented. 
An electric utility choosing to order a nuclear plant in the mid-1990s, should then 
be able to chose a design certified plant concept and combine it with a preapproved 
site in order to obtain a COL licence and proceed with construction, during a 
relatively short two year regulatory review period.

An analysis of the benefits of such a more stable licensing process, as described 
in Refs [2, 15], is shown in Fig. 9, based on the work of a Utility Study Group on 
the Practical Application of Standardization [19]. The reduction in time related 
charges and ultimately in the overnight costs, due to the achievement of a six year 
rather then a twelve year lead time, is expected to cut the plant capital costs by a 
factor of more than two.

6. THE US ALWR PROGRAMME

The technical aspect of a US nuclear plants standardization programme is 
embodied in the joint Department of Energy (DOE) — EPRI United States Advanced
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FIG. 8. Energy availability factor (%) fo r PWR units in commercial operation.

for the 28 operating plants between 1982 and 1984 is the equivalent of adding four 
new PWRs into the existing system, in terms of energy generation. Scheduled and 
forced outage rates in the operating units were maintained in 1986 at the low rates 
achieved in 1985 of approximately 12% and 5%, respectively. The 900 MW(e) 
PWRs have even more actively participated in load cycling during the summer 1986 
than before. Over 1000 cyclings were carried out during the May-June-July 1986 
period, which is more than carried out during the entire year of 1985. Finally the 
collective dose per PWR unit per year was maintained in 1986 at the low level of 
2.10 man-sieverts, similar to 1985. Continuing these favourable trends over the 
expanding and slowly ageing nuclear plants system, and further improving perfor
mance measures, is becoming the main goal of the French programme as discussed 
in Ref. [10] and elsewhere. But for the standardized nature of the installed capacity, 
such improvements could not uniformly be achieved over such a large plant 
inventory.

5. FUTURE STANDARDIZATION PROGRAMMES -  USA

Although the full benefits of standardization described above for French 
operating plants cannot right now be expected in the USA, efforts are under way to 
achieve improvements in availability and other performance indicators [18] through 
utility sponsored collective actions. Increased emphasis is being given to generic 
evaluations of safety and reliability issues as a base from which to consider plant 
specific differences. More effective industry wide communication, co-ordination, 
and evaluation networks have been set up through the Institute for Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO), EPRI, the Regulatory Owners Groups and the Nuclear Utility
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compared with EDF’s 900 MW(e) PWRs. A 35% overnight capital cost advantage 
has been found for the EDF units. (Overnight costs are defined as the sum of the 
direct and indirect construction expenses, excluding interest charges.) The French 
units’ economic advantage is more pronounced when time related charges are also 
considered, since the longer lead times experienced in the USA result in higher 
interest during construction charges for the US stations. The long range national plan
ning of the entire French nuclear programme has allowed multi-year contracting of 
several identical units per year. Under such conditions and given the stability of the 
regulatory interface, fixed cost contracting has been implemented in France, backed 
by tracking of contractors’ performance from one project to the next. This has 
allowed greater capital cost predictability and control than could have been achieved 
in the USA. Every current US nuclear station is ‘a story to itself, and cost-plus-fee 
type contracts give less incentive for early plant completion and cost minimization. 
Worse than the increasing costs, in themselves, is the perception of lack of control 
and predictability over construction lead times and unit costs.

Overall, the French standardization programme has resulted in lower capital 
cost and shorter lead time for nuclear plants than achieved in the USA. A greater 
stability and predictability characterize the EDF nuclear programme, to an extent 
currently unachievable in the USA. These have allowed greater learning effects and 
spreading of design expenses, resulting in significantly lower labour requirements.

4. FUTURE STANDARDIZATION PROGRAMMES -  FRANCE

In the future, the economic benefits of the large French nuclear standardization 
programme will be realized mostly in the area of plant operation, and to a more 
limited extent, in plant construction. This is consistent with the maturing trend of the 
EDF’s electronuclear system.

In the plant construction area, the main challenge will be the slow improvement 
in plant lead time reduction and control of capital cost growth for the eleven 
1300 MW(e) plants not yet completed. The attainment of similar standardization 
benefits in the construction of the new 1450 MW(e) capacity N4 plant series will 
become the major goal of the construction programme, in face of a lower plant order 
rate then experienced before — one plant per year or a year and a half. The construc
tion of the N4 plant series will be pursued until the end of this century. The design 
of the ultimate PWR-2000, as a follow-on to the N4 series to be commissioned by 
about the year 2000, will preoccupy French plant designers, so as to ensure similar 
benefits from this new plant concept as from the previous series. The major area 
where standardization benefits are now, and will continue to be, realized is plant 
operations, and fuel cycle optimization for the nuclear system as a whole. The 
33 GW(e) of PWR plants in commercial operation in France during 1986 had an 
energy availability factor of 83.2 %, which is similar to the 1985 performance, shown 
in Fig.8 [10]. The 15 percentage points improvement in availability factor obtained
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FIG. 7. Comparison of duration of construction of average nuclear power plant in Japan, France and 
the USA.

orderly evolution of several standardized plants series. Major changes were limited 
within each series and incorporated only in the next series design. The more co
operative regulatory climate and the more structured approach to backfitting have 
thus resulted in low non-manual labour requirements in the French as compared with 
the US nuclear stations.

French nuclear station lead times have continuously declined through the 
implementation of each new nuclear plant series. An international comparison of 
nuclear plant lead times shown in Fig. 7 [16] supports this finding. The short French 
lead times are attributed in great part to learning, both on-site among identical units, 
and in between the standardized stations of the same series. The long lead times 
encountered in the USA are due, to a significant extent, to externally mandated 
changes imposed by the regulatory agencies during the design and construction of 
nuclear projects, as also discussed in the EPRI lead time study [17].

The beneficial effects of plant standardization achieved in France, as contrasted 
with the limited standardization opportunities available in the USA, have resulted in 
higher capital costs, found in the EPRI/EDF study [4] for the better US stations, as
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Year

(b)

C o n trac t
G ravelines В 
sta tio n
4  X 900  MW(e) PWR

Gravelines С 
s ta tio n
2 X 9 00  MW(e) PWR

T otal G ravelines 
sta tions
6 X 9 00  MW(e) PWR

Relative p ro d u c tiv ity  
S ta tio n  C/M W le) 
S ta tio n  B/MW(e)

Civil w ork
(m an-m onths
/M W (e|)

30 .18 15.00 25 .12 a

M ech. and  etec.
(m an-m onths
/M W (e))

25 .33 20.11 23 .5 9 79%

T otal on-site 
w ork
(m an-m onths
/M W (e))

55 .5 0 37 .77 4 8 .5 9 68%

a This ra tio  is n o t a p ro p er p ro d u c tiv ity  m easure since p a rts  of th e  civil w orks fo r S ta tio n  С w ere bu ilt w ith in  
th e  fram ew ork  of th e  civil w orks fo r S ta tio n  B.

FIG. 5. (a) EDF Gravelines В and С stations. Craft man-hours used in nuclear power plant construc
tion (6 X 900 MW(e) PWRs). (b) Craft man-hours required for the construction of the Gravelines 
stations.

The French nuclear system is unique in that a combination of rationalized 
nuclear supply industry, a very large electric utility and a stable and co-operative 
regulatory environment has allowed the plant standardization programme to flourish 
[15]. The rationalization of the French nuclear supply industry has resulted in greater 
efficiency in equipment procurements, and in the use of standardized quality 
assurance procedures throughout the programme. Regulatory mandated ratcheting of 
safety requirements, design changes, rework and backfits were minimized due to the
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S ch ed u le  year

FIG. 4. Comparison of numbers of on-site construction workers at French and US stations.

physical structures. Craft labour requirements in EDF’s multi-unit nuclear stations 
were found to be 50% of the US labour use. In particular, the electrical and 
mechanical craft labour use is much lower in France than in the USA. The total site 
labour populations during the construction period are smaller in France, as seen in 
Fig. 4 [4].

A major reason for the reduced labour requirements is judged to be the benefits 
of the standardization programme implemented in France, which allowed on-site 
learning effects and the transfer of experience from one unit to the next. This point 
is particularly demonstrated for the Gravelines Station, as shown in Fig. 5 [4]. The 
labour productivity in the mechanical and electrical contracts, measured in man- 
hours per kW(e), is improved by more than 21 % for units 5 and 6 of Station C, as 
compared with the original units 1-4 of Station B. An even more pronounced 
standardization benefit is found in the non-craft labour requirements between the US 
and the French stations. EDF’s non-manual labour requirements are about one third 
of those in the better US plants in terms of man-hours. This is attributed, particularly, 
to the replication of a standard plant design over all the units in the series, as shown 
in Fig. 6. Less than 1.0 man-hour/kW(e) is now required for a standardized 
1300 MW(e) plant of the P4 or P’4 series. This is one sixth or one fourth of the 
requirements of the better US nuclear stations, designed on a stand-alone basis.
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FIG. 3. Materials of construction and craft labour. Comparison for nuclear plants in the USA, Japan 
and France.

3. COMPARISON OF US AND FRENCH NUCLEAR PLANT
CONSTRUCTION

The joint EPRI/EDF study of plant construction performance highlighted the 
differing environments for nuclear plant construction found in the USA and in 
France. The results were reported during a symposium held in Paris in early 1985 
[14] and published later as an EPRI report [4].

A comparison was made of plants nearing completion or reaching commercial 
operation during 1984-1985. Comparable technical vintage large sized PWRs were 
considered. All plants were supposed to have incorporated Three Mile Island related 
backfits, and not to have been subjected to construction delays due to low power 
demand, lack of cash flow or interventions. All plants were compared in terms of 
commodity requirements, labour use, construction schedule, and capital costs. A 
primary finding of the study was that both the US and French plants demonstrate 
similar commodity requirements, as shown in Fig. 3, so that cost differentials cannot 
be attributed to a need for more equipment, stronger or larger containments or other
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Such limitations did not affect a large national electric utility such as Electricité 
de France (EDF). EDF’s current net capacity is more than 82 000 MW(e), having 
evolved from a mere 4800 MW(e) in 1950 [8]. EDF has a long and distinguished 
experience in the construction of standardized power plant series, based on the 
125 MW(e), 250 MW(e), 600 MW(e) and 700 MW(e) coal and oil fired stations. 
When the large scale expansion of the nuclear power programme was planned in the 
early 1970s, based on the importation of US pressurized water reactor (PWR) tech
nology, EDF could build on its past experience. The resulting 900 MW(e) and 
1300 MW(e) PWR plant series, both based on similar sized US reference plant 
designs, were implemented on a scope never attempted elsewhere [8-10]. Fourteen 
years into the programme, at the beginning of 1987, the total installed net nuclear 
capacity of EDF is about 45 000 MW(e), the largest in the world for a single utility, 
and commissioned over such a short period. The 42 standardized PWRs now in 
service have a total capacity of 41 000 MW(e). This is made up of 33 900 MW(e) 
PWRs built in two main series and one pre-series, and nine 1300 MW(e) PWRs 
representing two standardized series. One additional 900 MW(e) PWR, eleven 
1300 MW(e) PWRs and two new 1450 MW(e) PWRs are now in construction. When 
completed, about 1993, the total net nuclear capacity will reach 62 500 MW(e). 
During 1986, 241 TW-h of electricity were generated by EDF’s nuclear units. This 
represents 69.8% of all electricity production and 28.5% of all primary energy 
consumed in France [11].

Nuclear plant construction lead times in France are shorter than in most other 
industrialized countries and have trended down to five years for the 900 MW(e) 
series. The newer 1300 MW(e) PWRs required initially seven years construction lead 
times; however, the lead times of the more recent Flamanville and St. Alban units 
were reduced to about six years. Nuclear power produced by the standardized PWRs 
is still the most economic electricity generation option in France for operation at base 
load and at intermediate loads above 3000 hours per year, as seen in Fig. 2 [12]. The 
transformation of electricity generation in France from fossil fuel based to nuclear 
based has resulted in significant imported oil savings, slow increase in electricity 
production costs and low electric tariffs to the consumers. EDF’s industrial tariffs are 
among the lowest in Europe, when expressed on a common basis [13]. The current 
plants’ performance trends are discussed in later sections of this paper.

In 1983, a joint programme was initiated between the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) and EDF to compare the construction records of the better US and 
French nuclear stations. The purpose of that study was to analyse the causes for the 
divergence in the construction performance, of essentially the same technology, 
between the two countries.

2. STANDARDIZATION RECORD IN FRANCE
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$3200/kW(e). The Byron and Braidwood Stations are expected to be completed at 
station averaged costs of $2070 and 2250/kW(e), among the lowest in this group [3]. 
Craft and non-craft labour savings and improved productivity due to learning were 
identified for this pair of similar stations [4]. The Palo Verde Station of Arizona 
Public Service Company is a successful example of the on-site replication approach 
to standardization. Significant learning effects, in terms of lead time and capital cost 
reduction and in terms of improved labour productivity, have been demonstrated 
during the construction of this station [5]. A ten month schedule reduction and a 32% 
improvement in craft labour productivity achieved during the construction of 
Palo Verde Unit 3 as compared with Unit 1 resulted in a total capital costs savings 
of about 300 million dollars [14, 15]. Palo Verde could well represent the model for 
future US nuclear plant central stations. The St. Lucie 2 Unit, built under difficult 
conditions on the same site as a previously completed unit, was constructed with a 
US record short lead time of six years [6]. Both units have recently demonstrated 
very high capacity factors. St. Lucie 2 Unit has sustained higher than 86% per year 
capacity factors during both 1985 and 1986. St. Lucie 1 achieved a 99.4% capacity 
factor in 1986, the highest in the USA [7].

Of particular interest is the SNUPPS programme of 1973, in which a similar 
unit design was accepted by five separate utilities and two of these units — Wolf 
Creek and Callaway — reached commercial operation in 1984 and 1985. During 
1985, these two SNUPPS stations were among the ten lowest production costs (sum 
of fuel operation and maintenance expenses) units in the USA, with Callaway being 
the lowest cost unit at 7.85 mills/kW(e) [3]. During 1985 the two SNUPPS units 
demonstrated very high maximum dependable capacity (MDC) capacity factors. 
Wolf Creek operated at 90.6% per year and Callaway averaged 82.5% per year over 
the 1984-1985 period [3]. During 1986 Callaway operated at 72.6% capacity factor 
and generated 7.6 x 101 kW-h — one of the top 20 nuclear power generators in the 
world [7]. A similar performance record was achieved by the Byron 1 Unit in 1986. 
It is thus clear that standardization benefits are found in the few cases where such 
programmes were implemented in the USA.

The opportunities for plant standardization are however limited, due to the rela
tively small size of most US electric utilities — 4000 MW(e) on average in 1985. The 
reactor manufacturers have attempted to overcome this limitation by submitting 
standard designs for generic approval by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). In some instances, architect-engineering companies have also prepared cor
responding balance of plant designs. In 1983 Final Design Approvals (FDAs) were 
issued for the General Electric Company’s BWR/6 GESSARII nuclear island design 
and for the Combustion Engineering Company’s System 80 Design - GESSAR. In 
1984, Westinghouse Electric Corporation has submitted a similar application for its 
advanced pressurized water reactor design — RESARSP/90. The slow load growth 
rates of only 1-2% per year experienced by most utilities since 1979 have contributed 
to the fact that no new plant orders were placed in which these standardized plant 
designs could be used.
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FIG. I. Unit capital cost of two two-station four-units nuclear plants standardization programmes.

status and technical and economic potential of light water Reactors (LWRs) as of 
1967. The US Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) issued its initial policy state
ment on standardization of nuclear power plants in April 1972 [2]. In March 1973, 
the AEC announced its staffs readiness to implement the standardization policy, 
utilizing three different licensing options. Appendices M, N, and О to 10-CFR-50, 
dealing with various standardization policy implementation issues, were published in 
November 1973 and January 1975. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), as 
successor to the AEC, reaffirmed its support for plant standardization and issued fur
ther details for the implementation of this concept on August 1978.

During the US nuclear plant ordering period of 1973 to 1977, more than half 
of all the applications for construction permits involved one or more of the standardi
zation options announced. Several US electric utilities have implemented limited size 
programmes of standard nuclear plant construction within their own systems. Of 
these the more important ones now being realized are the Byron-Braidwood Stations 
Complex of Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chicago and the McGuire-Catawba 
Stations Complex of the Duke Power Company. These standardized stations 
represent the lowest capital cost units now reaching commercial operation in the 
USA, as shown in Fig. 1. The final total cost of the two-unit Catawba Station 
completed in 1986 was US $1560/kW(e), in as spent dollars. This is the lowest 
among the costs of the nineteen units expected to reach commercial operation 
between June 1985 and June 1988. The average cost of all these units is above
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Abstract

EFFECTS OF PLANT STANDARDIZATION ON INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COSTS.
The value of standardization for nuclear power plants construction and operation has long been 

recognized in the USA and in France. The major benefits of standardization are the reduction of 
construction lead times and engineering costs, the control and reduction of total plant capital costs, the 
efficient structuring of the design, manufacturing and construction industries around a small number of 
projects, the feedback process from the construction to the operation personnel and the achievement of 
high availability factors and reduced units operating costs. All these benefits were realized, to a limited 
extent, in various US nuclear power projects, as described in this paper. The fragmented nature of the 
US electric utility and nuclear supply industries has precluded the realization of standardization benefits 
on an overall national level. The French national nuclear programme is unique in that the entire 
standardized power plants system was planned and executed under a unified and centralized multi-year 
plan. The benefits realized have been substantial in all programme aspects described here, and have 
established a yardstick against which to compare other standardization programmes. In the future, the 
US programme will be geared towards developing uniform plant design requirements and realizing the 
benefits of standardized unit construction, on a larger scale than so far attempted. The French 
programme, with a very large plant inventory already in commercial operation, is gearing towards 
maintaining and improving the operating performance of all units, and realizing further standardization 
benefits mostly in the area of plant operations.

1. INTRODUCTION: EXPERIENCE OF STANDARDIZATION 
IN THE USA

The concept of nuclear power plant standardization and its beneficial effects on 
reducing nuclear plant engineering and construction costs through learning and 
replication have been recognized since the early days of commercial nuclear power 
in the USA. A discussion of standard size plant offerings and their expected benefits 
is found in the almost 20 years old WASH-1082 [1] report which summarized the
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— collective radiation exposure
— volume of low level solid radioactive waste
— industrial safety lost-time accident rate.

These performance indicators and the long term goals have become critical 
ingredients in the industry’s efforts to improve performance. First of all, the indica
tors provide the industry as a whole with an accurate measure of success for a wide 
range of improvement efforts. Secondly, managers can use these tools to gauge the 
performance of their people and the effectiveness of their programmes. The indica
tors also tell managers where additional resources and efforts are needed.

Many of INPO’s international participants are using performance indicators and 
some have established long term performance goals. Currently, we are setting up a 
framework so that performance indicator data can be shared by utilities worldwide. 
We believe that having a common set of overall performance indicators for monitor
ing the progress of nuclear plants worldwide will encourage higher levels of perfor
mance and enhance the exchange of information among nuclear utilities in all 
countries.

5. CONCLUSION 
»

We all recognize that human competence is a critical factor in nuclear plant per
formance. With this in mind, the US nuclear utility industry is upgrading the training 
of nuclear plant personnel through accreditation, the use of plant-specific simulators, 
teamwork training, and the use of operating experience and case studies. Utilities are 
also examining the work environment and its effect on human performance in order 
to minimize and manage human error. Finally, performance indicators are being used 
to guide the achievement of long term performance improvements worldwide.

The question posed at the beginning of this presentation pointed out that we 
place our faith in people, rather than in technology. Let us continue to work diligently 
to obtain the best performance from our people so that our faith in human potential 
is not misplaced.
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— component labelling
— design of equipment, machinery, instruments and controls
— worker-supervisor communications
— shift-to-shift communications
— work-load and work scheduling.

Typically, a plant that is participating in HPES will appoint a co-ordinator and 
set up a non-punitive environment in which employees feel free to report their errors 
without fear of retribution. Employees are encouraged to file a report when errors 
are made. The co-ordinator interviews the employee who filed the confidential 
report, investigates the incident and makes recommendations for corrective action.

As more employees participate and more errors are investigated, the utility 
begins to gain insight into why mistakes are made. Plants can often prevent poten
tially serious incidents from recurring simply by rewriting a procedure or relabelling 
a component.

The experience gained by each utility is provided to INPO, which in turn dis
seminates the information to all its members and participants. HPES has become an 
effective tool for the industry to manage and minimize human error.

4. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AS A MEASURING STICK AND
MANAGEMENT TOOL

The third area concerns performance indicators. We have discussed how human 
competence can affect nuclear plant safety, reliability and efficiency. We know that 
people play a key role in plant performance. But, how can we quantify the benefits 
of improved training and the management of people and the nuclear plant environ
ment without valid indicators of plant performance?

Throughout the early 1980s, INPO worked with its members as well as other 
expert groups on the selection, refinement, graphic presentation and use of various 
quantitative plant performance indicators. Guiding the development of these indica
tors was a plan to establish long term industry wide performance goals that each util
ity could use in setting its own performance goals.

Ten overall performance indicators have been selected as the basis for the long
term goals. They are as follows:

— equivalent availability factor
— safety system unavailability
— unplanned automatic scrams while the reactor is critical
— unplanned safety system actuations
— forced outage rate
— thermal performance
— fuel reliability
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We found, for instance, that the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979 had been 
preceded by several almost identical events at other plants. Unfortunately, the opera
tors at Three Mile Island were not aware of those events nor of any lessons learned 
from them; they were taken by surprise and were unable to cope with the accident.

Therefore, the analysis and dissemination of operating experience and lessons 
learned is one of INPO’s primary activities. Our Significant Event Evaluation and 
Information Network (SEE-IN) reports, which describe actual events, have been 
effective in providing lessons learned and recommendations on how to prevent simi
lar incidents in the future.

More recently, we have focused on the case study approach as a particularly 
effective means of learning from the experience of others. Case study materials that 
include descriptions of actual events in nuclear plants are being provided to the indus
try for use in training.

3. UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN ERROR

Turning now to the second area of concentration, in the airplane cockpit we 
would like our pilot to be comfortable and rested. We want the pilot’s environment 
to be well lit and well ventilated. Likewise, in a nuclear power plant, we want the 
environment to contribute to, rather than hinder, good performance. Anyone who has 
spent time in a nuclear plant knows that this is a challenge. Many plant areas can be 
noisy, cramped and otherwise difficult to work in. Radiological protection considera
tions mean that employees can be hindered by bulky anti-contamination clothing.

One of the biggest challenges for nuclear utilities is the understanding and 
management of human error. In other words, why do people make mistakes, and 
what can we do to manage those mistakes? Mistakes are a fact of life. We shall never 
be able to eliminate them, but we can manage and minimize them by gaining insight 
into the working environment.

The Human Performance Evaluation System (HPES) is a joint effort by INPO, 
a number of its member utilities and two of its international participants to assist in 
understanding and managing human error. This system has three objectives:

— To establish an ongoing programme for utilities to identify nuclear plant situa
tions that affect human performance

— To establish trained co-ordinators at each plant to identify root causes of human 
error and to identify proper corrective actions

— To establish a feedback system to share actual human performance experience 
and solutions with others.

HPES is focusing on several areas that affect human performance in nuclear 
power plants:

— procedures
— lighting, noise and heat
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concern is the ability of the pilot to cope with unexpected events that may occur. We 
want the pilot to have enough ability, intelligence and confidence to keep the plane 
flying should equipment fail or should the plane encounter unexpected weather 
conditions.

In the same vein, our concern in nuclear power plants is not the routine opera
tion when the plant is running at full power and an operator’s job consists primarily 
of monitoring equipment performance and instruments. Rather, we want to make 
sure the operators can handle abnormal situations and not allow the plant to reach a 
dangerous condition.

In recent years, the full scope control room simulator has emerged as a valuable 
training tool. In the past six years, we have seen the number of simulators grow from 
just 10 to over 70 among US nuclear utilities.

One facet of INPO’s on-site plant evaluations has been the assessment of opera
tor training and how it prepares personnel to handle both routine and abnormal plant 
operations. More recently, INPO has upgraded its simulator evaluation capabilities 
to assess more thoroughly the following areas:

— the shift crew’s ability to prevent core damage by proper use of emergency
operating procedures and diagnostic training

— the effectiveness of control room management techniques and teamwork.

Notice that in both these areas, the reference is to the ‘crew’ or the ‘team’. 
INPO believes that more emphasis needs to be given to training operators to be effec
tive team members. Utility training has traditionally focused on teaching knowledge 
and skills to individuals; however, the ability of this individual to function as an 
effective team member has often been ignored.

Human performance can be enhanced by effective teamwork. The team perfor
mance of two, three, four or even a dozen people is much greater than the separate 
performances of each individual added together. The enhanced problem solving abili
ties of a team are necessary to maintain a safe and reliably operating nuclear power 
plant.

Videotaped exercises in control room simulators are particularly effective in 
building teamwork skills. The exercises allow the operators to practice their team
work skills under simulated accident conditions and then to observe their own 
behaviour and how it affected the other members of the team.

In addition to teaching teamwork skills, INPO has found that there are other 
innovative training methods that can improve the performance of individuals and 
teams. One of these involves enhancing knowledge and understanding of plant 
behaviour by studying past events that could occur again.

Returning to the example of the aircraft, we would feel much safer if our pilot 
had been trained to cope with situations that had actually occurred to other pilots. 
Similarly, in a nuclear power plant, our margin of safety is much higher if a control 
room crew recognizes an abnormal situation, understands it and knows how to deal 
with it.
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This paper discusses how INPO and the industry are working together to 
enhance the competence and performance of nuclear power plant employees. It con
centrates on three areas: (1) training (2) the understanding and management of 
human error and (3) performance indicators and long term goals.

2. TRAINING

Training was one of INPO’s original four cornerstone activities. The Institute’s 
emphasis has been on assisting its member utilities with developing high quality, 
performance-based training programmes. The intent is that these programmes 
produce highly skilled employees who can operate nuclear plants with a high degree 
of safety and reliability.

The primary INPO training-related activity since 1982 has been the manage
ment of an industry-wide accreditation program for key operations, maintenance and 
technical support training programmes at nuclear plants. All 55 US nuclear utilities 
are committed to achieving full accreditation for all training programmes at each 
nuclear plant. To become accredited, utilities complete a rigorous three-step process 
that includes a self-evaluation, an INPO accreditation team visit and the final session 
with the independent National Nuclear Accrediting Board which then awards or 
defers accreditation.

Each programme to be accredited must be performance-based and measure up 
to rigorous standards developed and refined by INPO. To ensure that training quality 
is maintained, each utility must have its programmes re-accredited every four years. 
As of mid-1987, over 430 training programmes at 65 sites had been accredited.

This accreditation programme is a function of the National Academy for 
Nuclear Training, which was formed in 1985 to strengthen and unify the training 
efforts of the industry. The Academy, which is engaged in utility training, INPO 
training-related activities and the activities of the National Nuclear Accrediting 
Board, has as its primary goal the improvement of nuclear plant training — with the 
resultant improvement in nuclear plant safety and reliability.

All of INPO’s training-related activities are focused on bringing about industry
wide improvement in human performance in nuclear power plants. The accreditation 
programme and the National Academy for Nuclear Training are ‘big picture’ initia
tives that have broad goals and involve a substantial commitment of resources from 
utilities.

We are finding that results can also be achieved by focusing on narrow segments 
of training that are particularly important to plant safety. The ability of people to cope 
with off-normal events is of great concern, especially with a technology as complex 
as nuclear power and with consequences that are potentially harmful.

The question posed at the beginning of this presentation had to do with human 
performance in airplanes. When we fly, we are not too concerned about routine flight 
at cruising altitude; automated systems do most of the work in those situations. Our
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Abstract

INFLUENCE OF HUMAN COMPETENCE ON PLANT PERFORMANCE.
Human competence is one of the most important factors in achieving and maintaining high levels 

of safety and reliability in nuclear power plants. The US nuclear utility industry has taken significant 
steps to ensure that its personnel are highly skilled and can meet the challenges presented by a complex 
and demanding technology. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) has assisted this effort 
in a number of areas. Through the National Academy for Nuclear Training, utilities are providing qual
ity performance-based training to the personnel who operate, maintain and support their nuclear power 
plants. In addition, the industry is pursuing many initiatives to understand and enhance human perfor
mance. INPO and the industry are implementing the Human Performance Evaluation System, which 
seeks to help utilities minimize human error and understand and manage human performance. Also, 
individual utilities and the industry as a whole are benefiting from a strong programme of exchange of 
information on operating experience. Also, utilities are closely monitoring and tracking their perfor
mance, as well as setting long term goals, through a comprehensive plant performance indicator 
programme.

1. INTRODUCTION

If you had a choice between riding in an airplane equipped with sophisticated 
instrumentation piloted by a marginally qualified pilot, or an airplane without 
advanced instrumentation piloted by a top-notch professional, which would you 
choose?

The answer is obvious. You would ride with the professional pilot. Most of us, 
when given the choice of putting our safety in the hands of people or technology, 
would choose people.

People are the most important factor in nuclear plant safety, reliability and effi
ciency — it is critical that nuclear utilities select, train and manage their people with 
this thought in mind.

Inadequately selected, trained and managed personnel can easily put them
selves, their co-workers and the public in jeopardy. In fact, human error accounted 
for 52% of the root causes of nuclear plant significant events analysed by the Institute 
of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) in 1983 and 1984.
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The majority of available economic hydraulic resources in Ontario have been 
developed. New loads must be met by alternative resources of which nuclear and coal 
are primary supply side options for the balance of this century.

Fossil fired generation is most economical for intermediate to peak load require
ments because of its lower capital and operating, maintenance and administrative 
(OM&A) costs. Nuclear generation is most economical when primarily used for base 
load application because in that operating mode its higher capital and OM&A costs 
are more than offset by the very low fuelling costs.

The process of determining Ontario’s electric energy supply/demand options is 
a lengthy one, involving technical and public input, and government input and 
approvals.

7. SUMMARY

Ontario Hydro’s CANDU nuclear generating stations and the CANDU units of 
others have been known for safe, highly reliable operation. In future, Ontario Hydro 
will strive to continue to be known for these characteristics, while meeting the 
challenges which lie ahead in areas such as life assurance of ageing plants, 
manoeuvring, enhancements in methods of public risk assessment and continued 
good performance in environmental protection under increasingly stringent 
legislation.

International co-operation and information exchange will be important factors 
in meeting these challenges.

Supply/demand studies, now under way, continue to show nuclear power as a 
cost effective supply option for Ontario in the future.

Ontario is Canada’s industrial heartland, representing 40% of the country’s 
gross domestic product and 50% of its manufacturing value. The availability, reli
ability, and low cost of the province’s electrical supply are key factors in maintaining 
and expanding the economy.

The Government of Ontario’s confidence in CANDU was recently 
demonstrated when approval was given to complete the 3520 MW(e) Darlington 
Nuclear Generating Station, this decision coming just a few months after the 
Chernobyl accident.
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FIG. 2. Bruce NGS-A (nuclear) and Nanticoke TGS (coal) total unit energy cost 1977-2018.

6.1. Economics of manoeuvring

As part of its work on nuclear manoeuvring, Ontario Hydro has studied the 
economics involved. In a mixed system of hydraulic, coal and nuclear generation, 
as found in Ontario, the study concludes that there is significant economic incentive 
to manoeuvre nuclear units.

Savings in the order of 80-300 million Canadian dollars over the period 
1986-2000 may be realized depending upon the accuracy of load forecasts.

The dollar benefit is based on the cost savings associated with manoeuvring 
nuclear units rather than spilling less expensive hydraulic generation and/or avoiding 
expensive fossil costs by manoeuvring nuclear units to match changing system 
demands.

6.2. Demand and supply options for Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro is currently undertaking a major review of the demand manage
ment and supply options available to meet a forecast generation capacity shortfall 
projected for the mid to late 1990s [12].

The study assesses the economic viability of a wide range of supply and demand 
options including nuclear, coal, hydraulic and alternative generation technologies on 
the supply side, and load shifting and strategic conservation on the demand side. It 
also considers the broad impacts on the Provincial economy, environmental and 
social impacts, public concerns, and the flexibility/risks of the options.

The most economic generating system for Ontario Hydro is a mix of hydraulic, 
fossil and nuclear generation.
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Ontario Hydro is exploring the possibility of basing its DAFOR and ICbF 
standards, in the future, on world nuclear performance.

The International Atomic Energy Agency Power Reactor Information System 
(IAEA-PRIS) database is seen as a potential source of world performance statistics.

The use of international databases such as IAEA-PRIS for performance 
comparison, however, poses some difficulties. The major difficulty is the 
inconsistency of definitions used by reporting organizations and, thus, the quality of 
data available.

International data can be applied to areas other than performance monitoring 
and formulation of standards. Data on key emerging issues such as manoeuvring or 
LTRA, for example, would be very useful to Ontario Hydro, the world CANDU 
programme in general, and to the international nuclear community.

Ontario Hydro supports the continuing development of international databases.

6. COST

The cost objective of Ontario Hydro is to produce and deliver electricity at the 
lowest long term cost to Ontario customers, while satisfying the other objectives [11].

A simple and accurate method of assessing the relative economics of different 
types of generation, when used primarily for base load applications, is the Total Unit 
Energy Cost.

i », y-, Total Annual CostTotal Unit Energy Cost (TUEC) =
Total Annual Energy Produced

As a measure of the relative economy of the CANDU PHW reactor within 
Ontario, TUEC for the nuclear stations can be compared to the TUEC for coal fired 
stations of similar size and vintage.

Figure 2 displays the actual and forecast TUEC for Bruce NGS-A (nuclear) and 
Nanticoke TGS (coal) when used primarily for base load application in Ontario.1 It 
shows that the present cost advantage of Bruce NGS-A (US $18.49 MW-h(e) versus 
US $23.89 MW-h(e)) is expected to increase with time. It is important to note this 
‘inflation resistant’ characteristic of CANDU, which is due to its very low fuelling 
costs.

Projected costs show that the base load TUEC of all nuclear power stations in 
Ontario will be significantly lower than that of coal fired stations as fossil fuels 
become more expensive.

Two emerging issues regarding cost of nuclear power in Ontario are discussed
here.

1 Bruce NGS-A, 4 x 848 MW(e), in-service dates 1977 to 1979. 
Nanticoke, 8 x 497 MW(e), in-service dates 1973 to 1978.
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It defines the systems and components that are most critical to the reliability of the 
plant and specifies forward looking programmes and strategies that focus additional 
attention on these critical components.

A second component of the programme, preserving the life extension option, 
is concerned with the process of rehabilitating and operating older plants so that their 
useful life can be extended beyond their original intended service life.

Ontario Hydro believes that extending the life of its existing nuclear plants is 
a good idea from an economic point of view, but since the plants are still relatively 
young, it is too early to make any definite plans regarding actual life extension. 
Studies related to full scale life extension programmes will be more feasible in about 
ten years.

5.3. Use of international nuclear performance data in reliability performance 
measurement

There are four basic uses of nuclear performance data in Ontario Hydro [10]. 
First, it is used to monitor and improve management effectiveness. Secondly, it is 
used to identify existing plant deficiencies. Thirdly, it is fed back to the research, 
design, development, procurement, and manufacturing staff for new plant improve
ment. Finally, it is an important input in the electrical system planning process.

It is the first use that will be examined here.
A standard is intended to define a good job by Ontario Hydro based upon a 

general knowledge of the station type and size but excluding any specific knowledge 
of the project or department under consideration. Whenever practical, non-Ontario 
Hydro performance is utilized.

Currently, Ontario Hydro uses the North American Electric Reliability 
Council-Generation Availability Data System (NERC-GADS) as the most compre
hensive database from which to derive standards for production reliability indices. 
Ten year rolling average fossil power generation data are used, as these represent a 
tighter standard than nuclear data.

Ontario Hydro’s three most important production reliability indices are:

(1) Derating Adjusted Forced Outage Rate (DAFOR), which is similar to the US 
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFOR). Typical values are in the order 
of 7-10%.

(2) Incapability Factor (ICbF), whose complement, Capability Factor (CbF), is 
similar to the US Equivalent Availability Factor or the international Availability 
Factor. Typical values are in the order of 10-20%.

(3) Capacity Factor (CF).

For Capacity Factor, Ontario Hydro compares its performance to others by use 
of the ranking system described in Section 5.

For DAFOR and ICbF, Ontario Hydro standards are obtained from NERC- 
GADS, ALL-FOSSIL as described.
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(2) Additional impacts on generation/transmission systems operation, such as 
increased complexity of planning system wide outages and potential negative 
effects on system security.

(3) Long term impacts on station equipment and reliability.

As a measure of reliability, Ontario Hydro currently tracks and analyses the 
effect of manoeuvring on:

(1) Reactor or turbine trip frequency
(2) Forced outage rate
(3) Total plant incapability.

A further indicator is being established to measure the ability of nuclear units 
to meet fully the generation/transmission system’s requirements for manoeuvring. 
Under ideal conditions, nuclear stations would be able to meet these requirements 
fully. However, under non-ideal conditions, some hydraulic generation will have to 
be reduced when nuclear power cannot fully meet system load reduction needs and 
some extra fossil power generation will have to be brought on line when nuclear 
stations cannot respond quickly enough to changing system demand.

Ontario Hydro faces a number of years when its nuclear units will be required 
to manoeuvre for unutilized base load generation. It is putting the necessary 
mechanisms in place to measure its manoeuvring performance and address various 
operating concerns.

5.2. Long term reliability assurance

The 1990s will see some Ontario Hydro reactors approaching 30 years of in- 
service life [9].

Like other power plants, CANDU nuclear stations are susceptible to the 
negative effects of ageing. Thus, equipment performance and plant availability and 
reliability are expected to decline during the middle and later years of a nuclear 
plant’s life. This has been observed in fossil plants and similar trends are expected 
for nuclear plants.

Ontario Hydro forecasts a long term (10 years hence) capability (energy avail
ability) factor of 80% for its nuclear units.

The ageing of nuclear plants is a new territory, mainly because of the lack of 
a sufficient large operating database. It is felt that ageing issues and their impact on 
plant reliability should receive adequate attention now. Through proper planning and 
a forward looking approach with a long term focus, the impact of ageing can be effec
tively managed. Ontario Hydro is in the very early stages of putting a programme 
in place under the title of Long-Term Reliability Assurance (LTRA).

One component of the programme, life assurance, is intended to provide a 
systematic procedure for assessing, monitoring, and controlling the reliability of 
nuclear plants over the nominal service life of 40 years. The programme is intended 
to be a pragmatic one, with a time frame of being fully in place in about 10 years.
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TABLE VI. 1986 AND LIFETIME PERFORMANCE RANKINGS OF 
NON-ONTARIO HYDRO CANDU NUCLEAR REACTORS

Unit/Country
1986 

gross capacity 
factor (%)

1986
ranking

Lifetime 
gross capacity 

factor (%)
Lifetime
ranking

Gentilly-2/Canada 68.1 143 54.9 166a

Point Lepreau/Canada 94.0 9 86.5 3

Embalse/Argentina 59.1 179 53.2 177a

Wolsung/Republic of Korea 79.6 69 73.6 51

Total units ranked in the world = 236.

Only reactors which produced electricity prior to 1 January 1986 and with output greater than 
500 MW(e) gross are ranked.

a Units are not base loaded.

While performance to date has been very good, the future holds many 
challenges for Ontario Hydro and the world CANDU programme in terms of main
taining and improving reliability.

Three emerging reliability issues are discussed in the following section.

5.1. Nuclear manoeuvering

From now to the mid-1990s, the nuclear plus hydraulic ‘base load’ generation 
capability in Ontario will frequently exceed the total system electrical demand.

In 1986, Ontario Hydro manoeuvred its nuclear units in response to 
164 GW-h(e) of unutilized base load generation (UBG). This was accomplished 
through approximately 100 deep manoeuvres (greater than 50 MW(e)) spread over
11 units and 100 shallow manoeuvres (less than or equal to 50 MW(e)) spread over 
13 units.

Over the next five years, the amount of unutilized base load generation in 
Ontario is expected to increase some tenfold as new units come into service. The 
amount of nuclear manoeuvring performed annually will increase correspondingly. 
From time to time, during this period, it will be necessary to shut down nuclear units 
for short durations (weekends) when the amount of unutilized base load generation 
exceeds the manoeuvring capabilities of the nuclear units.

Ontario Hydro is addressing a number of issues which arise out of the need to 
manoeuvre its nuclear units. These include:

(1) Additional impacts on plant operation, such as the potential for increased 
manpower requirements, more complex maintenance and outage planning, and 
increased operating costs.
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FIG. 5. Combustible nucléaire: décomposition du coût.

le prix du combustible, comme c’est le cas dans les centrales classiques, il y a là un 
facteur important d ’instabilité des prix.

Dans la production d’électricité, l ’intérêt du pays est donc de limiter le plus pos
sible la part du combustible dans le coût de production, et à l ’inverse de rendre maxi
male la part de l’investissement. Ces conditions sont, de toute évidence, le mieux 
remplies par le kilowatt-heure nucléaire.

Si on examine plus en détail le coût du combustible nucléaire, on constate que 
celui-ci comprend, comme nous l’avons vu, les dépenses relatives à l’achat 
d’uranium naturel ainsi que les dépenses liées aux différentes opérations du cycle du 
combustible nucléaire: enrichissement, fabrication, retraitement, conditionnement et 
stockage des déchets (fig. 5).

Or, seul le prix d’achat de l’uranium naturel, lié à l’état du marché, est suscepti
ble de variations importantes. Toutefois, ce coût ne représente qu’un tiers environ 
du coût du combustible nucléaire, soit 8 % du coût total du kilowatt-heure nucléaire, 
le solde étant le résultat d’opérations industrielles dont on maîtrise à présent relative
ment bien les coûts et qui sont effectuées en Belgique même ou dans les pays de la 
Communauté économique européenne.

L’incidence du coût de l’uranium naturel sur le coût du kilowatt-heure nucléaire 
est donc particulièrement faible: si les producteurs d’uranium doublaient leurs prix, 
cela n’entraînerait qu’une augmentation de 8% du prix du kilowatt-heure nucléaire. 
Par contre, si le fuel ou le charbon doublait de prix, il en résulterait une hausse de 
50% du coût du kilowatt-heure correspondant.

Par ailleurs, les larges possibilités de stockage qu’offre l’uranium permettent 
aux acheteurs de choisir le moment propice pour conclure leurs contrats, ce qui n’est 
pas le cas pour les combustibles classiques.
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Au total, on peut raisonnablement estimer aujourd’hui que le coût du combusti
ble nucléaire, tout en conservant une part variable, n ’est pas susceptible de connaître 
dans l ’avenir des fluctuations importantes.

Dans un autre domaine, certains ont émis l ’hypothèse d’un renchérissement du 
coût de construction des centrales nucléaires consécutif aux enseignements tirés de 
l’accident de Tchernobyl en matière de sécurité.

En réalité, il existe de telles différences entre les réacteurs de type REP tels 
qu’utilisés en Belgique et le RBMK soviétique, tant au point de vue de la sûreté intrin
sèque du réacteur que des systèmes de sécurité mis en place, que l ’analyse des causes 
de l’accident ne pourrait guère déboucher que sur des modifications mineures dans 
la conception de nos unités. (Des mesures de sûreté supplémentaires avaient par 
contre été prises après l ’accident de Three Mile Island en 1979. Ces mesures sont 
intégrées dans le coût actuel des centrales.)

3.5. Prix du kilowatt-heure au consommateur

La mise en service des centrales nucléaires a eu un effet bénéfique pour le 
consommateur, qu’il soit privé ou industriel.

En Belgique, de 1981 à 1985, les prix des combustibles (y compris celui du 
combustible nucléaire) ont connu des augmentations allant de 50 à 70%.

Or, sur la même période, la part du nucléaire est passée de 25% à 60%. Les 
conséquences sur les prix de vente de cette modification dans la structure du parc de 
production sont synthétisées dans le tableau II qui montre que la hausse du prix de 
l ’électricité a été sensiblement freinée; par exemple, pour un consommateur haute- 
tension, elle s’élève en fait à 24%, alors qu’en l’absence du nucléaire elle se serait 
montée à 38%.

TABLEAU II. EVOLUTION DES PRIX DE VENTE 1981-1985

Situation réelle Hypothèse charbon-fuel:
50/50

Consommateur haute-tensiona + 24% +38%

Consommateur basse-tensionb +29% + 34%

a 10 MW, 550 h/mois, 45% nuit, cos Ф = 0,9. 
b 2500 kW'h/a.
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De plus, on constate que depuis 1975 le prix moyen de l’électricité basse- 
tension a augmenté nettement moins vite que l’indice général des prix à la consomma
tion. Si le premier a augmenté de 67% entre 1975 et 1986, le second a quasiment 
doublé, augmentant dans le même temps de 94%.

En 1986, ce prix moyen de l ’électricité basse-tension a même baissé d’environ
0,2 FB.

En ce qui concerne le prix du kilowatt-heure pour un consommateur industriel 
de référence (consommateur «moyen»), on constate que la Belgique a fait de gros 
progrès et qu’aujourd’hui elle se situe en bonne position par rapport aux principaux 
pays de la Communauté.

Cela n’empêche pas certains d’estimer que l’électricité en Belgique est encore 
trop chère par comparaison avec les prix pratiqués à l’étranger.

Il est cependant délicat d’opérer des comparaisons internationales en cette 
matière. D’abord, la conversion des prix pratiqués en une «monnaie» commune 
constitue un problème en soi: les taux de change et leurs fluctuations ne reflètent pas 
toujours fidèlement la situation économique des différents pays. Ensuite, le prix du 
kilowatt-heure dans chaque pays est influencé par l’existence de ressources énergé
tiques propres bon marché (hydrauliques, par exemple), le niveau des charges sala
riales, l’existence de subventions, etc.

La Belgique cumule les handicaps dans ces différents domaines. La part impor
tante d’électricité produite par le nucléaire est son seul atout, même si l’avantage par 
rapport au fuel s’est temporairement amenuisé en 1986 à la suite de la chute des prix 
du pétrole. Il ne s’agit toutefois là que d’une fluctuation purement conjoncturelle qui 
ne remet pas en cause le bien-fondé d’une politique qui a fait ses preuves. (Deux 
directives de 1975 du Conseil des ministres des Communautés économiques 
européennes concernent la limitation de l ’utilisation de gaz naturel et de produits 
pétroliers dans les centrales électriques. Leur contenu a été introduit dans la législa
tion belge au moyen de deux arrêtés royaux de 1977.)

Un autre élément important qu’il faut souligner concerne la réduction de la part 
du terme «combustible» dans les prix de vente de l’électricité tels que ceux-ci résul
tent d’une part de la structure des formules de tarification et d’autre part de l’évolu
tion des paramètres qui y figurent.

Le tableau III résume la situation en cette matière.
Primordiale pour la stabilité des prix, la part du terme «combustible» pour un 

consommateur haute-tension est passée de 64% à 49%, alors qu’elle serait restée 
proche de 70% en l ’absence de nucléaire.

Bien entendu, le mouvement général à la baisse du prix des combustibles, 
enregistré en 1986 (mais généralement considéré comme momentané), a encore 
diminué la part du terme «combustible» dans les tarifs, pour l’amener à:

— 38% pour le consommateur haute-tension,
— 18% pour le consommateur basse-tension.
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TABLEAU III. PART DU TERME «COMBUSTIBLE» DANS LES PRIX 
DE VENTE

Situation
réelle
(%)

Hypothèse charbon-fuel: 
50/50 
(%)

Consommateur haute-tensiona

-  1981 64 68
-  1985 49 69

Consommateur basse-tensionb

-  1981 34 38
-  1985 25 39

a 10 MW, 550 h/mois, 45% nuit, cos Ф = 0,9. 
b 2500 kW-h/a.

TAUX D'UTILISATION EN ENERGIE

FIG. 6. Fonctionnement des centrales nucléaires belges: taux d'utilisation en énergie.
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3.6. Un élément essentiel: la disponibilité

Tout ce qui précède n’est valable que dans la mesure où la disponibilité des 
unités nucléaires est suffisamment élevée pour limiter le poids des charges fixes. En 
Belgique, cette condition est jusqu’ici amplement satisfaite avec des taux moyens 
d’utilisation en énergie de l’ordre de 80% (fig. 6).

Il importe toutefois de demeurer vigilant et de tout mettre en œuvre (qualité de 
la conception et de la construction, formation du personnel, programmes de main
tenance) en vue de maintenir cette disponibilité au niveau le plus élevé possible.

4. CONCLUSION

Opérant, d ’une part, dans un pays dépourvu de ressources énergétiques propres 
et, d’autre part, sans aucun subside des pouvoirs publics, les producteurs d’électricité 
belges ne peuvent compter que sur leur équipement nucléaire en vue d’abaisser et de 
stabiliser leurs prix de revient.

Les résultats obtenus ces dernières années montrent que cet objectif a été atteint. 
La tendance actuelle ne fait que renforcer cette conviction.
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Abstract

PROSPECTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA.
In view of the need to support and sustain rapid economic growth in the next 30 years, energy 

demand in China will increase significantly. Large energy deficiencies will exist owing to the various 
restrictions on the production of primary energy, i.e. from coal, oil, natural gas and hydro. Developing 
nuclear power appears to be a way to solve the problem. The paper presents a comparative economic 
analysis between nuclear and coal fired power plants. By considering the overall energy production 
cycle, the investment costs of the two types of plant are forecast. The analysis reveals that nuclear power 
will play an important role in tackling the energy shortage problem in China and show that it will become 
increasively competitive in economic terms vis-à-vis coal fired power plant in the energy constrained 
coastal regions.

1. ENERGY DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN CHINA IN THE NEXT 30 YEARS

The objective of economic development in China is for the gross output value 
in industry and agriculture (GOVIA) to achieve a fourfold increas from 1980 to 2000. 
Let us further assume that the GO VIA will double its value in the fifteen years from 
the turn of the century to the year 2015. The elasticity of energy demand is assumed 
to be 0.6 for both periods of development; the demand for primary energy in China 
will reach 1470.7 and 2202.4 MTCE (megatonne coal equivalent) in 2000 and 2015 
respectively. If the population reaches 1.2 X 109 in 2000 and 1.4 X 109 in 2015, 
the annual per caput energy consumption will be only 1.22 and 1.57 TCE accord
ingly. These demand forecasts, which are based upon the future possibilities of 
energy production rather than on the possible requirements arising from social and 
economic developments, are the minimum estimates. Table I shows the forecast 
primary energy development in China in the next 30 years. In this table, the planned 
production of coal, petroleum, natural gas and hydro power is estimated assuming 
the maximum possible expansion capacities; nevertheless, there will exist large 
energy deficiencies: 77.4 MTCE in 2000 and 116.5 MTCE in 2015. How to solve 
this serious shortage is now a challenging issue confronting the energy researchers

245
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TABLE I. DEMAND FOR AND SUPPLY OF PRIMARY ENERGY IN CHINA 
(megatonnes)

Item

Natural
energy

Coal
equivalent

Share
(%)

1985 2000 2015 1985 2000 2015 1985 2000 2015

Planned production 598.9 1393.3 2085.9 100 94.7 94.7

Coal 600 1400 2000 428.6 1000 1428.6 75.2 68 64.8

Petroleum 100 200 300 142.9 285.7 428.5 20 19.4 19.5

Natural gas
300 x
1 0 V

600 X 
108m3 39.6 79.2 2.7 3.6

Hydro power 92.4
TW(h)

200
TW(h)

455
TW(h)

27.4 68 149.6 4.8 4.6 6.8

Demand forecast 598.9 1470.7 2202.4 100 100 100

Deficiency 0 77.4 116.5 0 5.3 5.3

Annual 
consumption 
per head (t)

1.0 1.22 1.57

and planners in the People’s Republic of China. Alternative solutions to the problem 
may be the following:

(1) Exploiting the coalfields in western China, i.e. the coal mines in Shanxi, 
western Nei Moggol and Ningxia, etc., which are sparsely populated regions, 
to increase coal production. Along with this alternative, 1000-2000 kilometres 
of railway line must be laid for coal transportation. Also, environmental protec
tion measures in the developed coastal areas must be strengthened.

(2) Importing oil from abroad.
(3) Building nuclear power plants.

It seems more reasonable to tackle the problem on many fronts instead of 
assuming a single solution. Thus, it is very important to know which alternative is 
the most economical so that it can be adopted to the full extent, and use to the lowest 
degree those alternatives with less economic appeal. Here one of the most important 
aspects is comparative analysis of the economics of nuclear power plants and coal 
fired power plants located in eastern and southern coastal areas and burning coal from 
western China.
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TABLE II. INVESTMENT IN QINSHAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Item
Investment
(yuan/kW)

Share
(%)

1. Civil engineering 851 18.0

2. Equipment 2466 32.0

3. Two-thirds of initial fuel charge 294 6.2

4. Erection 554 11.7

5. Engineering services and management 243 5.1

6. Budget reserve 133 2.8

7. Contingencies 200 4.2

Base cost 4741 100.0

2. THE COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR AND COAL FIRED 
POWER PLANTS

2.1. Economic indices of nuclear power plant

The only domestically constructed nuclear power plant in China is situated in 
Qinshan, Zhejiang province, with a capacity of 1 x  300 MW. The equipment cost 
of the Qinshan plant is 2466 yuan/kW, of which about 1200 yuan/kW is being used 
to purchase foreign equipment. It should be pointed out that the equipment cost of 
the Qinshan plant is higher than that of the foreign equipment, which is about 
2300 yuan/kW. This is mainly for the following two reasons:

(1) The fixed charges account for a larger proportion owing to the relatively small 
unit capacity of the plant;

(2) A higher trial production cost, a longer construction period and a larger amount 
of circulating capital.

The total cost (or the base cost in Table II) of the Qinshan power plant is as high 
as 4741 yuan/kW (or about 1200 US $/kW). Table II gives a detailed breakdown of 
investment in the Qinshan nuclear power plant. It will, however, be possible to lower 
the total cost to 3800-4000 yuan/kW in future nuclear power plant construction 
because of larger capacity units and the decrease in manufacturing cost.
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TABLE III. INVESTMENT IN COAL FIRED POWER PLANT

Item
Investment
(yuan/kW)

Share
(%)

1. Equipment 1120 45.7

2. Material 435 17.8

3. Labour 53 2.2

4. Other 352 14.3

5. Environmental protection 490 20.0

Base cost 2450 100.0

If imported nuclear fuel is used, the fuel cost is about 3813 yuan/kg U (the aver
age feed enrichment is 2.4%). One-third of the initial core fuel cost is allocated to 
the operating costs, and thus the fuel cost allocated to the capacity is 148 yuan/kW.

2.2 Economic indices of coal fired power plant

Because the domestic capability for manufacturing large generating units cannot 
meet the actual demand in the short run, it appears that it will be necessary to import 
foreign equipment in the period here analysed. Marginal cost analysis is used to con
duct a cost comparative study between nuclear power plant and coal fired power plant 
with imported equipment. Table III shows the detailed breakdown of investment in 
a coal fired power plant. In Table III, the data are those for a coal fired power plant 
with imported equipment and with a unit capacity of 300 MW. The base cost for such 
a plant is about 2450 yuan/kW or 610 US $/kW.

When the natural coal yield exceeds 1400 MT, new coal mines in western 
China must be exploited to bring further increase in production. Because of the 
characteristics of the western regions, such as largely uninhabited areas and incon
venient transport conditions, investment in the coal mine and coal production cost 
will be much higher than current costs. The economic costs are given in Table IV. 
The investment for railway construction and the cost for rail transport, taking for 
example the Datong-Qinhuangdao electric railway, which is under construction, are 
also listed in Table IV.

Because of the ever increasing depth of coal mining and other deteriorating con
ditions of production, coal production cost will have an annual rate of increase of
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TABLE IV. INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COST FOR A COAL MINE 
AND TRANSPORTATION

Item Investment Production cost

Coal mine 290 yuan/t per year 66 yuan/t

Railway 16.2 million yuan/km 0.037 yuan/t per km

Sea transport 0.01 yuan/t per naut. mile

TABLE V. OTHER ECONOMIC DATA ON THE TWO TYPES OF PLANT IN 
QINSHAN

Plant type 
in Qinshan

Construction 
period (years)

Capital flow
Economic life 

(years)

Nuclear 7 0.035,
0.25,

0.07, 0.19, 0.25, 
0.14, 0.065

25

Coal fired 4 0.10, 0.30, 0.40, 0.20 25

TABLE VI. COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR THE TWO TYPES OF PLANT IN 
YUAN PER kW

Plant Fixed cost Fuel cost Annual cost
type 2000 2015 2000 2015 2000 2015

Nuclear 989 791.2 148 148 1137 939.2

Coal fired 444 393 503 741 947 1134

3.7% (this is also the statistical average between 1981 and 1984), and the rail trans
port cost is expected to rise 1 % annually. Considering these factors, it has been esti
mated that coal production cost will rise to 114 yuan/t by 2000 and 196.6 yuan/t by 
2015. Rail transport cost will increase to 0.043 and 0.049 yuan/t-km by 2000 and 
2015 respectively.
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2.3. Economic comparison of nuclear and coal fired power plants

Table V lists the construction period, capital flow and economic life for both 
types of power plants. Taking the discount rate as 10%, the calculated annual costs 
for the two types of power plant are listed in Table VI.

Note that the assumptions for the data in 2015 in Table VI have been modified: 
we have taken a coal fired power plant of 600 MW instead of 300 MW as used in 
the economic comparison between nuclear and coal fired power plants in 2000. The 
investment cost in nuclear power plant is estimated at 20% lower than that of the 
Qinshan plant.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Considering the large energy deficiencies which can by no means be met by 
conventional energy resources, nuclear power seems to be attractive. Based upon the 
above analyses, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) Up to the year 2000, nuclear power plant will be a little more expensive than 
coal fired plant because of the relatively good coal production conditions. But 
the former will become cheaper and cheaper, and will show its economic advan
tage over the latter after the year 2000.

(2) Because of the limited water supply, the coal fired power plants in eastern China 
must be located along the banks of the Yangtze River. The bank-site power 
plants will amount to 30 000 MW in total capacity by the year 2000, and this 
means there will be only a 30-50 kilometre distance between the neighbouring 
plants, causing a sharp increase in the investment in environmental protection 
and ash removal. However, the annual cost for nuclear power plant is a conser
vative estimate and the figure could be lower than that given in Table VI.

(3) As many nuclear power plants should be built as possible to anticipate the future 
energy shortage problem in China. Earlier actions would be of great impor
tance; for example, if the target is to build 30 000 MW in total capacity between 
2000 and 2015, it would be necessary to install 10 000 MW by the turn of the 
century to gain the necessary experience in nuclear power development. Other
wise, the goal for 2015 will be very difficult to attain.
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Abstract

COMPARATIVE INVESTMENT AND FINANCING REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR AND 
COAL BASED ENERGY SYSTEMS.

With the total installed electric capacity in India expected to be more than trebled by the turn of 
the century to about 100 000-125 000 MW(e), the nuclear installed capacity is targeted to increase 
almost tenfold or so to about 10 000 MW(e). The paper briefly covers the current and future energy 
situation in India. It also outlines the economic costs of the Indian small and medium power reactors 
in absolute terms, and compared to thermal power stations. The paper follows a three-level analysis, 
looking firstly at the investment costs and financial implications, including the unit energy cost of the 
generated electricity, for two comparable thermal and nuclear base load capacity stations to be commis
sioned in the mid-1990s. Secondly, a systems approach is taken, involving the entire fuel cycle costs 
covering both the front and back ends of the nuclear fuel cycle, and equivalent stages in the thermal 
fuel cycles. Sensitivity analysis to test the results is also carried out under the scenarios where a coal 
fired station is built at the pit-head, and 800 km away from it. The major results and conclusions 
reached, which are essential for planning capacity expansion, are also outlined. The analysis also looks 
at some environmental issues posed by the two options. Thirdly, in view of the massive capital outlay 
required to achieve the tenfold increased target capacity, some thoughts on the question of financing 
future nuclear power stations are also discussed. One conclusion which emerges is that the overall total 
nuclear fuel cycle investment for generation in the Indian context is lower than that for the thermal fuel 
cycle, as reckoned on a per kW of capacity basis. This conclusion is significant in that the general per
ception is that nuclear power is more capital intensive.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the time independence was achieved (1947), the total installed capacity in 
India was less than 2000 MW(e). The pattern of energy utilization was heavily 
dependent on non-commercial forms of energy. It was obvious that such a pattern of 
energy use could not be sustained as it imposed a heavy burden on the remaining 
forests and also depleted the soil of organic nutrients. With the transformation of the 
economy from a predominantly agrarian pre-industrial stage to a literate, urban, 
rapidly industrializing stage, the growth in per capita income was inevitable and an 
increasing reliance on commercial energy, particularly electrical energy, had 
occurred. Analyses carried out in the late ‘fifties and early ‘sixties indicated that fos
sil fuels would be depleted in the short term and a longer lasting energy source would 
have to be found.
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Uranium reserves in India are estimated at about 70 000 tonnes. Even with this 
limited resource, it would be possible to attain an ultimate capacity of about 
350 000 MW(e) by the latter half of the 21st century, using heavy water reactors fol
lowed by fast reactors. The long range potential of nuclear energy in India depends, 
however, on thorium, whose known reserves in the country exceed 360 000 tonnes. 
When used in breeder reactors, these reserves would be equivalent to 
600 x  109 tonnes of coal. Therefore, fission based nuclear power can be viewed as 
the single most important energy source that could act as a bridge to a future based 
on inexhaustible energy resources such as nuclear fusion.

2. ELECTRICAL ENERGY DEMAND AND SUPPLY SCENARIO

In 1986, more than a third of the world primary energy demand was used to 
produce electricity and 60% of this was generated by fossil fuels. Though the abso
lute amounts of coal and oil used for electricity generation have more than doubled 
during the past twenty years, their respective shares as a percentage of primary 
energy consumption have fallen from 44% to 37% in the case of coal and 23% to 
12% in the case of oil.

Electricity consumption, particularly in the developing countries, grew at about 
9% per year during the 1960s and 1970s, with some of the industrialized countries 
in the developing world exhibiting annual growth rates of 13% to 20%. Electricity 
consumption in developing countries has been growing faster than primary energy 
consumption and generally faster than the electrical energy consumption in industrial
ized countries.

In India, for example, following the decision by our planners to take the path 
of developing the core industries, most of which are energy-intensive in nature, the 
elasticity of electricity to gross domestic product was quite high, at about 2.7. Rea
sons for this high elasticity are twofold: over the last decade or so industrial activity 
of an energy-intensive nature has increased and at the same time the agricultural/rural 
sector has become a more energy-intensive end-user of electricity. Therefore, con
siderable funds have been invested in building up the installed capacity from 
2300 MW(e) in 1950 to about 50 000 MW(e) as of 1987 and investment in the power 
sector as a percentage of total investment has also grown. While the installed capacity 
in India grew at an annual rate of 9.9% during the period 1950-1986, the growth 
in power generation was at an annual rate of 10.5% over the same period, indicating 
an increasing capacity utilization factor. The emphasis on electrical energy can be 
observed from the fact that during the current five year plan (1985-1990), the 
Government plans to invest the equivalent of about 30 x  109 US dollars in the 
power sector, which is about 30% of the total investment during the period.

In spite of this progress, the increase in electric generating capacity has consis
tently lagged behind the demand and the currently estimated shortage of installed 
capacity is about 10 000 MW(e). Of the total installed capacity of about
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TABLE I. RATIO OF COAL AND NUCLEAR ELECTRICITY GENERATION 
COSTS

Country
Ratio of levelized cost 
(Coal fired/Nuclear)

Belgium 1.62

Canada — Central 1.44
East 1.18
West 0.66

Finland 1.33

France 1.80

Germany, Fed. Rep. — indigenous coal 2.02
imported coal 1.41

Italy 1.40

Japan 1.37

Netherlands 1.31

Spain 1.19

Sweden

United Kingdom 1 4

Norway — low cost coal 1.20
high cost coal 1.38

USA
Central 0.83
Eastern 1.08
Rocky Mountain 0.77

Source: NEA/OECD, Projected Costs of Generating Electricity in Nuclear and Coal Fired Power Sta
tions for Commissioning in 1995 (1986).

50 000 MW(e) the shares of coal, hydro and nuclear are about 64%, 33% and 3% 
respectively. The long term energy needs of the country and the role of nuclear elec
tricity in meeting those needs have been reviewed from time to time. Various exer
cises conducted by different agencies have reiterated the need to enhance the share 
of nuclear power as fast as the country’s resources permit.
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF PROJECTED COSTS OF NUCLEAR AND THER
MAL UNITS COMMISSIONED AROUND 1992

Nuclear:
2 x  235 MW(e)

Thermal: 2 X 210 MW(e) 
located at

800 km 
Pit-head from pit-head

1. Capital cost of the project (million US $) 602 516 516

2. Capital costs (US $/kW installed) 1280 1229 1229

3. Coal cost (US $/t) - 48 73

4. Unit energy price (mills/kW-h)

(a) Return on investment method. Interest
during construction @7% p.a. and
return on investment @12%

1st generation 5500 kW-h/kW (capacity factor 62.8%) 82 84 99
2nd generation 6570 kW-h/kW (capacity factor 75%) 70 76 91

(b) Discounted cash flow method interest
during construction @7% p.a. and
discounting cash flow rate @12% IRR

1st generation 5500 kW-h/kW (capacity factor 62.8%) 69 71 86
2nd generation 6570 kW -h/kW (capacity factor 75%) 59 65 80

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN NUCLEAR AND THERMAL COSTS

Comparison of nuclear and thermal costs has been an issue of universal interest. 
By and large, nuclear power has proved more economic in many countries, as data 
from the OECD countries indicate (Table I). However, defining such a ratio for India 
is quite complex in that the cost of generation from coal fired power stations varies 
considerably depending on location. The distance over which coal needs to be trans
ported plays a decisive role in the cost of generation.

A broad-based committee consisting of experts from the energy sector and 
representing multiple points of view in conceptualizing, planning, operating and 
monitoring nuclear and thermal activities conducted a study in 1984-1985 to compare 
nuclear power costs from pressurized heavy water reactor units with those of coal 
fired thermal power stations in the country. The committee concluded that the cost
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of generation for the existing nuclear power stations compared favourably with ther
mal power stations at load centres. The studies indicated that in the years to come, 
the cost of nuclear power would be lower than that for power from the thermal sta
tions located even at the pit-head.

The study also covers a comparison of overall nuclear and thermal fuel cycle 
investment at current cost covering mining, fuel preparation, transportation and 
generation. The results of the study are discussed in the following paragraphs.

4. COMPARISON OF PROJECTED COSTS OF NUCLEAR AND THERMAL
UNITS TO BE COMMISSIONED AROUND 1992

The principal purpose of this study was to assess the comparative costs of gener
ation from coal and nuclear stations to be set up in the early ‘nineties. Considerable 
care was taken to use identical ground rules for comparison of costs in the case of 
coal and nuclear. The ground rules cover aspects such as common rate of interest 
during construction, performance parameters and respective gestation periods, com
mon rate of return on investment, etc. Results of the study are summarized in 
Table II. These results show a cost advantage in favour of nuclear power compared 
to thermal stations located even at the pit-head. To obtain a better understanding of 
the implications of various assumptions, several sensitivity analyses related to each 
of the above cost elements (with others remaining constant) have been carried out. 
The results indicate that for variations in capital cost and construction times, nuclear 
costs are affected more than thermal costs. However, variations in the cost of fuel 
affect thermal costs more than nuclear costs and even negate the price advantage of 
coal fired stations located at pit-heads.

5. NUCLEAR POWER INVESTMENT COSTS

Nuclear power investment costs in India in terms of constant money for various 
projects completed and under construction are given in Table III. Except for Tarapur 
atomic power station, which consists of two units of boiling water reactors (BWRs), 
all other projects are based on pressurized heavy water reactor units (PHWRs). A 
general observation that can be made from the table is that the nuclear investment 
costs have remained quite stable in terms of constant money. There is a gradual 
reduction from Rajasthan Unit 2 to Madras Unit 1 to Madras Unit 2, which are of 
similar design. The plants under construction currently at Narora and Kakrapar 
incorporate a large number of design modifications to take account of site-specific 
and safety-related requirements and, therefore, have a slightly higher investment 
cost. It is expected that the new projects Rajasthan 3 & 4 and Kaiga and the subse
quent 235 MW(e) units will show a certain stability of cost with standardization. One 
of the main reasons for the stability of cost is the near total indigenization of all the 
activities.
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TABLE Ш. NUCLEAR POWER INVESTMENT COSTS IN INDIA

Station
project

Capacity
(MW(e)) Year of completion

Cost/kW 
constant US $ 

(1987)

Tarapur 2 x 210 1969 553

Rajasthan
Unit 1 1 x 220 1973 980

Rajasthan
Unit 2 1 x 220 1980 1004

Madras
Unit 1 1 x 235 1983 973

Madras
Unit 2 1 x 235 1985 745

Narora 2 x 235 1988-1989 1077

Kakrapar 2 x 235 1990-1991 1078

Rajasthan
Units 3 & 4 2 x 235 1994 1164

Kaiga 2 x 235 1994 1189

Note: Cost excludes heavy water inventory and interest during construction.

6. FUEL CYCLE INVESTMENT COSTS

Efforts have been made from the earliest days of nuclear power to compare its 
costs with those of thermal power in the country. Even at that stage, it was recognized 
that the usual practice of merely considering power generation cost would only be 
of limited use in the case of developing countries where capacity additions required 
would be very much larger than existing capacity.

Therefore, a study was carried out based on a systems approach wherein the 
financial and cost implications of the entire fuel cycle for both nuclear and coal based 
energy systems were taken into account. It may be noted that the back end of the 
nuclear fuel cycle as well as the cost implications of environmental aspects were also
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TABLE IV. TOTAL FUEL CYCLE INVESTMENT COSTS
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Nuclear Thermal

Exploration and mining 4% 20%

Coal transport — 24%
(800 km)

Fuel fabrication 2% -

Heavy water 21% -

Power plant 73% 56%

Total 100% 100%

taken into consideration. These include capital expenditure incurred during decom
missioning, etc. For coal based energy systems the costs incurred to meet various 
environmental requirements were included.

The analysis indicates that nuclear fuel cycle investment costs are marginally 
lower at current costs than those of the thermal fuel cycle for stations away from the 
pit-head. This is a significant finding considering that the general perception is that 
nuclear power is more capital intensive.

An examination of the percentage breakdown of fuel cycle investment costs into 
various constituents (Table IV) confirms that while nuclear power plant costs are 
higher, by about 25 %, the real economies lie in the fuel costs, which, because of their 
small contribution towards total fuel cycle costs, outweigh the capital cost advantage 
which a thermal station would normally have. Coal prices are subject to inflationary 
trends (around 15% p.a.) and this, coupled with the fact that coal has to be trans
ported, leads to a higher delivery cost.

7. FINANCING

In order to finance the Indian nuclear programme, it has been decided to take
recourse to the capital market for raising resources. Out of the capital requirement 
of Rs 100 x  109 (about 7.8 US dollars) it is estimated that Rs 36 x 109 will be 
generated from internal resources, i.e. from operating surplus, Rs 34 x 109 from 
market borrowings and the remaining Rs 30 x  109 in the form of Government held 
equity loans. For this purpose the Nuclear Power Board has been incorporated as a
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Public Sector Company (State-owned company) under the Indian Companies Act. 
One of the reasons for this structural change is to enable the organization to borrow 
funds from the market to finance its capital expansion programme. This will make 
the organization self-financing in future, and also flexible, with adequate autonomy 
to adapt to the changing competitiveness of the energy market.

To a large extent, the percentage of self-financing envisaged (36%) will depend 
on two main factors: progress in meeting construction schedules and targeted capac
ity factors and the ability to adjust unit energy prices without losing the comparative 
advantage that nuclear has over coal. Various innovative schemes are being explored 
in India towards financing capacity expansions, not confined to the nuclear field. 
These include setting up a development reserve, setting up a nodal agency to raise 
resources from the international and national markets, joint venture projects between 
private and public (State-owned) sectors and the formation of independent and 
autonomous corporations.

8. CONCLUSION

The following points emerge from various studies carried out in India in recent 
years relating to investment costs, costs of generation and total fuel cycle costs for 
both nuclear and coal fired stations:

(a) The cost of generation for the existing nuclear power stations compares favoura
bly with that of thermal power stations at load centres.

(b) For power stations to be commissioned in the ’nineties, the cost of nuclear 
power would be lower than that of thermal stations located even at the pit-head.

(c) A comparison of the overall fuel cycle investment cost of nuclear and coal fired 
stations indicates that the overall capital investment required for nuclear power 
would be lower than that of a coal based energy system.

(d) The trends in nuclear investment costs in India have been stable in real terms.

The Indian nuclear power programme has come of age both technologically and 
in economic terms, though not in its share of the country’s total generating capacity. 
This is sought to be remedied in the 15 year programme. It will be a major objective 
to ensure that the full potential of nuclear energy is realized.
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PROMOTION AND FINANCING 
OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

L.L. BENNETT, R. SKJOELDEBRAND 
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

PROMOTION AND FINANCING OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMMES IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES.

Nuclear power has been introduced only to a small extent in a few developing countries. A group 
of senior experts conducted a study of the existing constraints on nuclear power in developing countries, 
the requirements to be met for successful introduction of a nuclear power programme, and mechanisms 
to assist developing countries in overcoming the identified constraints. Financing represents one (but 
not the only) major constraint to nuclear power development in developing countries. The present 
schemes of export credits and commercial financing are seen as not adequately meeting the needs of 
nuclear power financing in terms of repayment periods and profiles, or in terms of flexibility to meet 
delays and cost overruns. Innovative and workable arrangements to share the economic and financial 
risks would be helpful in obtaining financing for a nuclear power project. All possible efforts should 
be made by all parties involved in the development of nuclear power to reduce as far as possible the 
uncertainties surrounding the cost and schedule of a nuclear power project, as an essential step to 
improve the overall climate for financing the project. Government commitment, soundly based and 
thorough planning, development of qualified manpower and other key infrastructures, and good project 
management are important mechanisms to achieve greater predictability in project schedule and 
cost. Technical assistance provided by the IAEA can be very helpful in building these capabilities in 
developing countries.

1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

One of the functions of the International Atomic Energy Agency is to assist 
developing Member States in their efforts to utilize nuclear power in order to meet 
their needs for energy, in particular electricity. Since its inception, the IAEA has 
worked to carry out this function. It is a fact, however, that so far, and notwith
standing that the nuclear power option could make a very useful contribution to 
energy supplies in a number of developing countries, nuclear power has been 
introduced only to a small extent in a few of these countries. During 1986, nuclear 
power in developing countries contributed only about 3.5% 1 of their total electricity 
production, compared with about 19% for industrialized countries and a world 
average of about 16% (see also Paper IAEA-CN-48/2).

1 The nuclear share is 4.5% if the developing countries in the centrally planned economies of 
Europe (CPE-Europe) are included.

259
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In some cases the non-use of nuclear power in developing countries can be 
explained by the availability of alternative sources of energy, such as hydro power. 
In many other cases insufficient trained manpower, inadequate infrastructures, 
economic problems and financial constraints are the reason. The fact that such 
constraints can be overcome is demonstrated by a number of technologically 
advanced developing countries which are making excellent and extensive use of 
nuclear energy for electricity production and have developed a broad research 
capacity in the nuclear field.

Against this background it has appeared timely to take a fresh look at the 
prospects and problems for nuclear power in developing countries, and the role of 
the IAEA in this regard. For this reason, the Director General of the IAEA requested 
a group of senior experts to study the existing constraints on nuclear power develop
ment in developing countries, the requirements to be met for successful introduction 
of a nuclear power programme, and mechanisms to assist developing countries in 
overcoming the identified constraints.

Established in 1986, the Senior Expert Group (SEG) on Mechanisms to Assist 
Developing Countries in the Promotion and Financing of Nuclear Power 
Programmes was asked:

(a) To identify and analyse the problems of and constraints on nuclear power 
introduction/expansion in developing countries, with particular attention being 
paid to the problems of financing nuclear power projects;

(b) To study mechanisms for dealing with the identified problems and constraints 
in order to assist developing countries with the promotion and financing of their 
nuclear power programmes, and to determine the role of the IAEA in this 
context.

The SEG participants comprised 20 experts with extensive experience in the 
topics to be studied, coming from 15 Member States plus the World Bank. The 
authors of this paper served as Scientific Secretaries for the SEG.

On the basis of a detailed analysis of information available from many existing 
studies, the SEG concluded2 that energy in all available forms will be needed to 
facilitate economic growth and improvements in the quality of life in the developing 
world, and that increasing use of electricity produced in bulk will be essential.

The electricity requirements of the developing countries can only be met 
through a more extensive use of conventional thermal and available hydro power 
sources together with the introduction of nuclear power programmes in additional 
developing countries and increased use of nuclear power in those countries which 
have already introduced it.

2 Promotion and Financing of Nuclear Power Programmes in Developing Countries — Report 
to the IAEA by a Senior Expert Group, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, August 
1987.
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In contrast to the proven status of nuclear power, the present technical and 
economic uncertainties surrounding solar power, wind power, biomass, etc. do not 
permit dependence on them for large scale electricity generation in the foreseeable 
future, although they could play a role in supplying electricity in villages and remote 
areas not connected to a centralized grid.

Only nuclear power with the highest practical reliability and safety standards 
and coal based power with suitable environmental protection standards could become 
significant substitutes for oil in the generation of the large amounts of electricity 
necessary for general socio-economic development in developing countries.

Thus, it is clear that there is a need for nuclear power in some developing 
countries. Experience has shown that nuclear energy generation is in many situations 
economically competitive with other sources of energy, and that, notwithstanding the 
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents, nuclear power is a proven and acceptably 
safe technology, available for meeting growing electricity needs in both industrialized 
and developing countries, with minimal environmental impacts during operation.

Through its assistance activities, the IAEA has been in a position to follow the 
development of nuclear power programmes and projects in its developing Member 
States. The experience gained has been used to achieve a better definition of the 
problem areas in which international assistance is needed and also of the criteria for 
use in assessments. The following basic criteria are fundamental to the IAEA’s 
programme planning and development assistance:

(1) Nuclear power should be considered only when it is technically feasible and 
when it would be part of an economically viable long term energy and electricity 
supply expansion strategy, considering all alternatives and relevant factors.

(2) A nuclear power programme should be launched only when it — and in 
particular, the first project — has a definite likelihood of being successful, i.e. 
it can be executed within the planned schedule and predicted financial limits and 
can be operated safely and reliably once in service.

(3) A nuclear power project should be finally committed only on the basis of 
comprehensive planning, and after steps have been taken to meet all necessary 
supporting infrastructure requirements, including assurance of financing.

The application of these criteria assures that decisions taken on a nuclear power 
programme are coherent with an overall national energy policy, and that the 
programme can be supported by the government.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INTRODUCTION AND 
EXECUTION OF A NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME

In order to identify the constraints that developing countries might face in the 
introduction and execution of a nuclear power programme, it is necessary to define 
the general requirements which need to be fulfilled for a successful programme. The
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TABLE I. REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER INTRODUCTION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION

A. Requirements which must be met at the national level before the introduction of
nuclear power

A. 1 Long term policy reasons for nuclear power.

A.2 Government/national commitment to a nuclear power programme.

A.3 National legislation to create the organizational and regulatory basis for radiation
protection and nuclear safety, provide for enforcement of such regulations, and define 
nuclear liability.

A.4 An electric grid with size and characteristics adequate for accepting a series of units,
which at the time are likely to be the largest units on the grid and should be operable 
at a high load factor.

A.5 Acceptability of the nuclear power option from the viewpoint of:
— those who prepare and take decisions;
— the public.

B. Requirements which must be met for the successful implementation of a
programme

B.l Feasibility study covering the technical and economic viability of a project and the
national infrastructures to support it, as a basis for the decision to be taken on the 
project.

B.2 Qualified manpower for all activities which are either required (e.g. planning, project
management, operation and regulation) or desired within the country.

B.3 A general level of technical and scientific development which can effectively support
the operation and maintenance of a nuclear plant, including, for example, support in 
diagnosing scientific and technical problems.

B.4 An industrial support structure capable of meeting the desired level of participation in
project execution, operation and maintenance, and meeting specified levels of quality.

B.5 An organizational structure with entities which have clearly defined tasks and responsi
bilities for planning, project execution, ownership and operation of the plant, and 
regulation.

B.6 A national quality assurance/quality control system at different levels to meet regula
tory safety requirements and to serve as a management tool to ensure good operating 
performance of the project.

C. Requirements necessitating international action for the successful launching of a 
project

C.l An international, intergovernmental agreement structure to provide the basis for
supplies and transfer of technology.
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TABLE I (cont.)

C.2 Establishment of contractual arrangements for supplies of equipment, fuel, services,
spares and technology on a continuing basis.

C.3 Definition of the most effective channels for technical assistance and technology 
transfer for each area of weakness or deficiency.

D. Requirements for maintaining the programme

D.l A long term policy for assuring supply of fuel, equipment and technology.

D.2 A long term policy for waste management and disposal.

E. Requirements for financing the projects

E .l Adequate and supportable financing for each project.

E.2 Financing schemes responsive to the needs of developing countries in terms of interest
rate, periods of grace and repayment profiles.

list of requirements shown in Table I was elaborated from information provided by 
the SEG participants and also from information from a number of additional countries 
about the importance attached, as a result of experience, to each requirement as a real 
constraint. As each country represents a unique situation, any list of general require
ments results in a different definition of constraints for each country, and these may 
come into play at different stages of the development of the country’s nuclear power 
programme.

It is clear that many of the requirements are interrelated. For example, it can 
be expected that availability of qualified manpower and industrial support will be 
interdependent. The size and in particular the quality of the electric grid will in many 
countries reflect the general level of industrial development. The government’s 
commitment to and support of a nuclear power programme will be coupled to the 
country’s overall long term economic development and energy supply policies. 
Financing and contractual arrangements will be interrelated. Nevertheless, every 
country represents a unique situation and this makes it impossible to generalize, so 
it has not been possible to simplify the list of requirements further. The importance 
of each one as a constraint must be assessed specifically in each country so that the 
best ways of overcoming the particular problems may be chosen.

It is also clear that the general world situation has recently changed and 
influenced the importance of the constraints in a fundamental way. Most apparent is, 
of course, the changed economic situation in a number of developing countries, 
which has diminished the possibilities of finding financing and has not only blocked 
the introduction of nuclear power in some countries but also stopped or delayed
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viable nuclear power programmes in other countries. Among other general influences
are the following:

(a) The size of nuclear power plants being built in industrialized countries and 
offered for export has increased rapidly. Although 600 MW(e) plants are still 
being offered, the plants recently completed or now under construction in most 
industrialized countries are generally in the size range of 900 MW(e) and 
above. These units are too large for use in the power grids of many developing 
countries.

(b) The restrictions associated with non-proliferation, as imposed by several 
supplier countries, were tightened during the 1970s, sometimes requiring 
renegotiation of existing supply agreements.

(c) There has been a general increase in the capital costs of nuclear plants, in part 
owing to increasing safety and reliability requirements. This has been paralleled 
by increasing costs for the alternatives, owing to added environmental protec
tion requirements. Nuclear power continues to have an economic advantage in 
many locations, but in some cases the advantage is not great and is difficult to 
establish definitively. It must be noted, however, that nuclear power’s advan
tages of low fuel costs and stable generation costs remain valid.

(d) Concerns about reactor accidents and waste disposal have caused public 
acceptance to become a more widespread issue. This has in some cases caused 
uncertainties about government commitments and policies, and in turn had a 
negative effect on the general climate concerning the financing of nuclear power 
projects.

Most of these general changes have influenced nuclear power programmes 
in industrialized as well as in developing countries and the means of overcoming 
the resulting constraints should to a great extent be the same in both.

Some of the constraints which have become important have a subjective 
background. This is particularly true in regard to acceptance by the public and, 
through its impact on political movements, by the government and authorities. 
This type of constraint could be more difficult to overcome than those which 
can be defined in objective technical or economic terms and for which it would 
be possible to formulate concrete countermeasures. The subjective side of the 
long term energy policy and the government commitment to nuclear power has 
now become a major concern to financing institutions, as decisions to complete 
and operate nuclear power plants have been changed in some cases.
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3. PARTICULAR ISSUES AND PROBLEMS RELATED TO FINANCING OF 
NUCLEAR POWER PROJECTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

3.1. Special circumstances related to financing of nuclear power projects

The SEG recognized that financing represents one (but not the only) major
constraint to nuclear power development in developing countries. Therefore, the
SEG formed a subgroup on financing to study the following four issues:

(1) The circumstances specific to financing of nuclear power projects
(2) The present schemes of export finance and the extent to which they are

responsive to the needs of developing countries for financing nuclear power 
projects

(3) Methods of improving the present export finance schemes to make them more 
responsive

(4) Other methods which could be used to alleviate the problems of financing 
nuclear power projects.

Three principal characteristics specific to nuclear power projects which make 
financing difficult were identified:

(a) High investment costs o f nuclear power plants

The total investment cost of a nuclear power plant will be of the order of 
1000-2000 million US dollars (in 1986 currency values), depending on the plant 
size, construction time, interest rates and other factors. This large capital requirement 
may approach or even exceed the available credit limits identified by bankers for 
individual developing countries. Lenders are likely to be reluctant to concentrate their 
financial risk in a single project of this magnitude.

(b) Long duration o f construction

Construction periods in various countries have ranged from 6 to 14 years. It was 
recognized that the longer periods were usually due to a variety of non-technical 
problems. It was judged that, for planning purposes, about 8 years should be assumed 
for the construction period in a developing country, especially in the case of the first 
nuclear power plant. Also, the site preparation and the development of local infra
structures (construction of roads, a harbour for transport of heavy equipment, 
development of housing for workers, etc.) may take more time in developing 
countries than in an industrialized country.
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During the construction period the owner is confronted with two complemen
tary problems, which are more severe for nuclear power projects than for other kinds 
of project owing to the longer construction time:

(1) Lack of revenue from the project, as the plant under construction is not yet 
producing electricity;

(2) The requirement to pay interest during construction: for example, for a duration 
of 8 years and with an interest rate of 7-10% per year, the interest during 
construction will add some 30-45% to the plant construction cost.

(c) High degree o f uncertainties

Owing to the large amount of money invested and the long construction time, 
as well as uncertainties about the eventual outcome with respect to both factors, 
lenders generally consider that financing of nuclear power projects is a highly 
complex undertaking. Experience in various countries has indicated that construction 
of a nuclear power plant may face many uncertainties which can lead to longer than 
expected construction periods and, as a consequence, to large cost overruns and to 
higher and protracted financing requirements. Unpredictable additional costs due to 
escalation can also be a problem, in particular when supplies come from countries 
with high inflation rates.

3.2. Present schemes of export finance

There are three ways in which export credits are normally arranged, namely as 
supplier’s credit, aid credit and buyer’s credit. Supplier’s credit will not function for 
nuclear power plants because of the size of the project and the negative effect that 
such a credit would have on the supplier’s balance sheet. Under the terms of an 
OECD agreement, aid credits, which are often on concessionary terms, are ruled out 
for the financing of nuclear power plants (but are permitted for conventional power 
plants). Thus, the principal mechanism is buyer’s credit.

For buyer’s credit, the credit insurance organizations of the supplier countries 
play a decisive role, reflecting the export policies of the supplier States with respect 
to their trading partners. The credit insurance will determine the availability of 
capital from the main export credit institutions and also from the commercial banks. 
Normally, the export credit insurance organizations limit their coverage to no more 
than 85% of the export value of the plant. Thus, the remaining 15% which has to 
be made as cash payments, as well as interest during construction and all local costs, 
will have to be funded by the buyer from other sources. Even if an amount of local 
cost equivalent to the cash payments (i.e. 15 % of the export value) is included in the 
export credit, which often can be the case, there will still remain a substantial require
ment to be covered either by the buyer or through commercial banks. It depends on 
the size of this remaining requirement and on the creditworthiness of the buyer as
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to how this money may be raised, and whether the commercial banks will have to 
form a consortium with a large number of partners in order to spread the financial 
risk. All these considerations contribute to the complexity of nuclear project 
financing.

The present schemes of export credits and commercial financing do not 
adequately meet the needs of nuclear power financing in terms of repayment periods 
and profiles, or in terms of flexibility to meet delays and cost overruns. In particular, 
the profile of the required repayment schedule (equal instalments on principal, plus 
the interest payments) imposes a high annual capital charge requirement, especially 
in the early years of project operation. Furthermore, some of the conditions on 
interest rates and exclusion of aid credits, as specified in the export credit schemes, 
tend to disfavour nuclear projects in comparison with conventional projects.

3.3. Ways to improve the present export finance schemes

The subgroup on financing extensively discussed the financing issues, giving 
particular attention to the Sector Understanding on Export Credits for Nuclear Power 
Plants, which is part of the broader OECD ’Consensus’ on export credits in various 
fields. The current terms of the export credits for nuclear power stations and nuclear 
equipment, materials and services were approved on 18 August 1984.

The agreement limits the repayment period to a maximum of 15 years after 
commissioning of the nuclear power plant. Three officially supported interest rates 
(‘matrix rates’) are indicated in relation to the economic level of the buyer country. 
Every six months, on 15 January and on. 15 July, these rates of the OECD Consensus 
are reviewed as a function of variations in the borrowing costs of the governments 
of five OECD countries3, whenever these index numbers have varied by at least
0.5%. For export credits for nuclear power plants, the sectoral agreement stipulates 
that the interest rate should be 1 % higher than the matrix rates of the Consensus.

Financing may be offered (by any exporter) at lower rates of interest in those 
currencies where such lower rates are offered in the financial markets. Such 
financing may be officially supported by any government on behalf of its exporter. 
The minimum interest rates for these currencies are called CIRRs (commercial 
interest reference rates), and the special slightly higher rates which apply to nuclear 
power plants are called SCIRRs (special commercial interest reference rates). CIRRs 
and SCIRRs are based on government bond yields or some other index of actual 
financial market conditions for a particular country.

It should be noted that the gap between the consensus and the market rates has 
been decreasing owing to the falling interest rates in the reference countries and the 
weighting mechanism used to calculate the matrix rates under the consensus.

3 France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States 
of America.
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Nonetheless, the conditions established were considered by the subgroup to be 
one of the key constraints on nuclear project financing. Therefore, the subgroup 
suggested some areas of the sector understanding which should be reviewed and 
improved, at least to eliminate terms which are unfavourable to nuclear projects as 
compared with fossil fuel projects.

The subgroup identified five major areas for discussion and, if possible, for 
improvement of the OECD Consensus:

(a) Interest rate

Although it was recognized that, compared with investments in other industrial 
projects, financing of nuclear power projects represents risks of a different degree 
for lenders (in particular, large capital requirement, long construction period, long 
repayment period and risks of cost overruns), the fact that nuclear power plant 
financing is charged an additional 1% of interest above the general rate of the 
consensus matrix represents a significant economic burden for nuclear plants relative 
to alternative types of power plant (which are charged the matrix rate).

(b) Use o f soft loans and aid funds

The present terms of the Consensus rule out the use of bilateral soft loans, such 
as aid funds for equipment and services, pertaining to that part of the project ‘inside 
the security fence’. This ban on mixed credit penalizes nuclear plants in comparison 
with fossil fuel plants, since the ban does not apply to the latter.

(c) Financing o f interest during construction

Interest on export credits during construction will represent a substantial foreign 
exchange requirement on the part of the owner, and will normally have to be met 
from commercial lending sources. It would be highly desirable for export credit 
agencies to recognize this interest as part of the project cost in determining the loan 
amount, and to finance the same proportion of interest during construction as for 
other project costs.

(d) Starting point o f repayments (grace period)

The starting date of the repayment period is specified in the contract as the date 
of provisional acceptance of the project, with some latest date specified as a limit. 
It would seem suitable to introduce more flexibility in order to take into account 
possible delays during construction. Although the repayment schedule can usually be 
renegotiated when delays occur, buyers would be interested to have the conditions 
and limits of this flexibility included in the initial contract.
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Although it is recognized that raising money for a long repayment period is not 
an easy task, borrowers would like lenders to study new mechanisms which could 
ease the repayment burden in the early years of project operation. A possible 
mechanism would be to allow alternative repayment profiles, such as constant annual 
payments (instead of equal instalments on principal) over the repayment period or 
lower principal payments in the initial years followed by higher payments in later 
years. Extending the maximum duration for repayment beyond the present limit of 
15 years after plant commissioning could also be of some help.

4. OTHER POSSIBLE WAYS TO ALLEVIATE PROBLEMS IN
FINANCING OF NUCLEAR POWER PROJECTS

In addition to points related to the present financing schemes and possible ways 
to improve them, the subgroup gave extensive consideration to the overall complexi
ties of nuclear power projects and how these complexities affect nuclear power 
financing. In particular, it is essential that every effort be made, by all parties 
involved in the development of nuclear power, to reduce the uncertainties linked to 
such large investments and long project times. Reduction of uncertainties was seen 
as being essential to improving the overall climate for financing of nuclear power 
projects.

The subgroup attempted to identify the main issues affecting the financing of 
nuclear power projects and suggested specific actions that each party involved 
(lenders and export credit agencies; suppliers and investors; multilateral organiza
tions; developing countries) could undertake in order to reduce economic and 
financial risks and to make a nuclear project more predictable.

The various issues were grouped into five major domains: programme/project 
related factors, investment climate, financing plan, export credits and 
creditworthiness.

4.1. Programme/project related factors

All possible efforts should be made to reduce as far as possible the uncertainties 
surrounding the cost and schedule of a nuclear power project. The buyer’s govern
ment’s commitment to and demonstrated backing of the nuclear power programme 
is essential in this respect. The government should take early and strong actions to 
put in place the legal and institutional arrangements which are required for the 
programme.

Although the initial commitment by the government will relate to a decision on 
a specific project, this decision must be taken in the context of a longer term commit
ment to a nuclear power programme involving a number of consecutive units. Even

(e) Repayment profile
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though the nuclear option may have highly favourable lifetime generation costs in 
comparison with the alternatives, the investment requirements of consecutive plants 
within a programme will impose large cash flow demands. A strong commitment to 
conclude each project on schedule is considered to be a necessity for international 
financing, which has been a serious constraint in several cases. It is essential that 
there be strongly committed organizations and leadership to implement and guide the 
programme, as interruption in programme and project implementation would lead to 
longer plant construction times and higher costs.

Experience in a number of countries, both developing and industrialized, has 
shown the importance of a study to identify and justify the role of nuclear power in 
a national energy plan and to establish long term policy reasons for nuclear power 
in the country. Inadequacies in planning can create a serious constraint in relation to 
the formulation and effective execution of a sound government energy policy.

The planning effort must consider opportunities for demand management as 
well as supply options and must place energy (in particular electric energy) needs and 
strategies in the context of overall national development plans, resource assessments 
and potential uses of resources. Economic planning should be one basis for policy 
formulation, but the planning must not be too narrow and should take into account 
the environmental impacts and perceived risks of different supply options and the 
total costs of building up new supply structures, as these have an important influence 
on the choice of the ‘optimum’ energy system, in addition to cost optimization. 
Although it is clear that the nuclear option must show promise of economic viability 
in order to be chosen, the long term advantages of stable generation costs, diversity 
of supply, etc. must also be recognized.

Regional co-operation should be sought whenever feasible to obtain co
ordinated nuclear power and electricity supply policies from which benefits could be 
drawn through joint efforts in, for example, manpower development, use of available 
industries and the establishment of larger grids through interconnection.

Feasibility studies for the nuclear project should include exploration of financ
ing possibilities and determination of the financial feasibility of the project. The 
Senior Expert Group made three main points about feasibility studies:

(a) Feasibility studies must be integrated into the decision making process, and 
must go well beyond the pure economic and technical viability of a plant at a 
specified site. The studies must also take into account the necessary infrastruc
tures and overall optimization of the energy supply system, as well as questions 
of national importance such as the diversity and independence of energy 
supplies.

(b) The studies should be carried out by trained local staff, with consultants as 
necessary, in order that the decision makers in the government and local organi
zations are fully informed and committed to the findings. The government or 
national authorities should demonstrate their commitment by providing at least 
a substantial part of the financing for the feasibility study.
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(с) Participation of the IAEA in the feasibility study or at least the review of it could
be decisive for its credibility to financing institutions and would have a strong 
positive influence by increasing confidence on the part of the lenders that the 
project is technically and financially sound.

Manpower assessment and development programmes should be established at 
an early stage in preparation for project execution. The exact manpower requirements 
will depend upon the contractual arrangements for a project, and much can be gained 
by paying special attention to this aspect in the contract with the supplier and with 
an experienced utility in the supplier country. It is possible to overcome local 
deficiencies to a great extent through outside consultants and architect-engineering 
firms and through the services which can be offered under a turnkey contract, which 
is the customary form of contract for the first nuclear power plant in a country.

The availability of qualified manpower can increase in importance as a 
constraint when increasing local participation is sought for subsequent nuclear power 
projects. This should be recognized from the beginning in manpower development 
planning, since a long time (ten years or more) is needed for building up the essential 
manpower. The IAEA could well play a more active role in making its manpower 
development assistance systematic and continuous, from the very early stages of 
nuclear research through the developing nuclear power programme.

The IAEA could have an important role in strengthening and assisting local 
capabilities for energy and power sector planning, project feasibility studies, man
power development and other infrastructure developments. Objective information on 
nuclear power provided by the IAEA, for example through seminars for decision 
makers, could make a positive contribution to government commitment as well as to 
public attitudes towards nuclear power.

4.2. Investment climate

Considering the complexities of nuclear power financing, it is very important 
that the investment climate surrounding a nuclear power project be favourable. The 
investment climate can be enhanced if the government and owner organization of the 
buyer country establish a record of consistent and fair dealings with lenders and 
investors, as well as an electricity tariff structure adequate for the financial strength 
of the utility.

The World Bank plays a useful role by assisting the buyer organizations to 
determine tariff structures which would be appropriate to meet the heeds of invest
ment programmes, for instance on the basis of long run marginal costs of generation. 
The IAEA methodologies for economic evaluation and optimization of electricity 
generation systems could be usefully applied in co-operation with the World Bank.
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4.3. Financing plan

The financing plan must be designed to meet the special needs of nuclear power 
project financing, such as a long construction time, a large capital requirement at 
terms which are extraordinary in comparison with other projects, and the likelihood 
of cost overruns.

The subgroup considered that all possible steps should be taken to alleviate the 
special needs of a nuclear project, such as taking steps to shorten project times and 
reduce costs as well as minimizing the likelihood of delays and cost overruns.

In this regard, the IAEA and World Bank could have an important role by 
providing assistance to strengthen and upgrade local project management capabilities. 
The IAEA and World Bank could also give assistance in strengthening local 
capabilities for financial planning and debt management.

Economical and standardized designs for nuclear power plants, including small 
and medium power reactors (SMPRs), could be promoted and stimulated by the 
IAEA as a means to shorten construction times and reduce costs. However, the main 
efforts in this domain would have to come from the supplier countries.

4.4. Export credits

Members of the subgroup were of the opinion that some specific steps could be 
taken to alleviate the problems of export credit. In particular, opportunities for 
multivendor and multibuyer projects should be investigated and where appropriate 
promoted as a means to overcome limitations on export credit guarantees and 
distribute the financial risk.

4.5. Creditworthiness

Members of the subgroup considered that doubt about the creditworthiness of 
the buyer country was a very serious obstacle to nuclear project financing. Indeed, 
it is unlikely that any scheme could be found to finance nuclear power projects in 
countries with very poor creditworthiness, especially in view of the large investment 
cost of nuclear power plants. However, for countries with generally acceptable credit 
ratings, some steps could be taken to improve possibilities for financing a nuclear 
power project, for example in terms of economic policies, debt management and 
project risk sharing. The IAEA and World Bank could help in promoting and 
strengthening these steps.

4.6. Innovative schemes for nuclear project financing

Workable arrangements to share the economic and financial risks would be very 
helpful in obtaining financing for a nuclear project. Various contract arrangements 
were suggested, such as multisupplier and multibuyer projects, and co-financing with
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multilateral financing institutions (e.g. the World Bank). The build-operate-transfer 
(ВОТ) approach, as proposed by Turkey (see Paper IAEA-CN-48/30) and now being 
studied by some other developing countries, was discussed extensively.

The ВОТ model would make use of project financing for part of the investment 
requirements, but would also involve equity investors in the project. A distinctive 
feature of the model is the inclusion of foreign investors in the ownership and 
management of the nuclear power station.

The ВОТ model could help to assure foreign financial institutions that the 
project would be executed successfully, as the local capabilities could be strengthened 
and supported by foreign capabilities, both technical and financial. This could facili
tate the allocation of loans for nuclear power projects in developing countries.

It must be emphasized that while the ВОТ model might offer an alternative 
financing scheme for countries which have a generally acceptable creditworthiness, 
it does not in itself overcome the basic problems of creditworthiness. The contractual 
arrangements which would be necessary for identifying the responsibilities and risks 
for the various involved parties are very complex and can, in themselves, introduce 
new uncertainties into the project. The considerations must be examined carefully.

To date, no nuclear power project has been implemented using the ВОТ model. 
However, some countries (e.g. Turkey and Indonesia) are in the process of negotiat
ing or studying the feasibility of ВОТ projects. The results of these efforts could give 
an indication of the potential for this model to be applied to other projects.

5. C O N C L U SIO N S

On the basis of a detailed study by the SEG, it is concluded that:

— Energy in all available forms will be needed to facilitate economic growth and 
improvements in the quality of life in developing countries;

— Increasing use of electricity produced in bulk will be essential;
— There is a need for nuclear power in some developing countries;
— The IAEA has an important role in assisting its developing Member States to 

plan and execute nuclear power programmes, including advice and assistance 
on financing issues.
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